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FOREWORD

This report, World Economic Survey, 1967, is
the twentieth in a series of comprehensive reviews
of world economic conditions published by the
lJnited Nations. It is issued in response to General
Assembly resolution 118 (II), in which the Secre-
tary-General was requested to prepare an annual
review and analysis of world economic conditions
and trends. The report is intended to meet the re-
quirements of the Economic and Social Council
and other organs of the United Nations for an
appraisal of world economic conditions which may
serve as a basis for recommendations on economic
matters. It is also intended to stimulate interest
in and discussion of international economic prob-
lems anaong a more general public audience.

provide a helpful background to discussions in
United Nations forums on designing a concerted
programme of action for the 1970%o

Each year .since 1955, the World Economic Sur-
vey has contained a study of a particular problem
concerning economic development. Among the sub-
jects examined have been economic growth in the
first post-war decade, balance of payments problems
in relation to economic growth, inflation, post-war
commodity trade and policies, experience and poli-
cies relating to investment and saving, industrializa-
tion and economic development, foreign trade and
economic development, the appraisal of development
plans, the financing of economic development, and
problems  in the implementation of development
plans.

Part One of the present Survey examines the
principal features of economic progress of developing
countries during the period 1955 to 1965. As part
of the preparatory work for  a  second  United
Nations Development Decade, this review seeks to
draw certain pertinent lessons from the recent ex-
perience relating to problems and policies of eco-
nomic development. It is hoped that the Survey will

Part One of the Survey consists of an introduction
and five chapters. The first chapter contains an em-
pirical examination of the dimensions and diversity
of recent achievements and problems. The second
chapter examines in some detail progress and prob-
lems encountered by developing countries in the
principal sectors of economic activity, particularly in
agriculture and industry. The third chapter is de-
voted to a consideration of problems of mobilizing
both human 'and financial resources for accelerating
economic development. The fourth chapter considers
the recent planning experience of developing coun-
tries, with special emphasis on the use of the various
policy instruments available for implementing plans.
The final chapter examines some of the features of
the international economic environment in which
efforts to promote development are taking place.

Par.t Two of the Survey, which is issued as a
separate volume, deals with the main features of the
world economic situation, tt consists of three chap-
ters. The first covers the growth of output and trade
and changes in the allocation of resources in 1967
and early i968. The second chapter examines in
some depth several topics of current ,concern in the
fields of international monetary and trade policy,
commercial policy developments and regional in-
tegration. The final chapter examines recent progress
in economic reforms in eastern Europe.

The World Economic Survey is prepared in the
Centre for Development Planning, Projections and
Policies of the Department of Economic and Social
Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat.
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Explanatory notes

The following symbols have been used in the tables throughout the report:

Three dots (...) indicate that data are not available or are not separately
reported

A dash (--) indicates that the amount is nil or negligible

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable

A minus sign (--) indicates a deficit ,or decrease, except as indicated.

A full stop (.) is used to indicate decimals

A comma (,) is used to distinguish thousands and millions

A .slash (/) indicates a crop year or financial year, e.g., 1960/61

Use of a hyphen (-) between dates representing years, e.g., 1961-1963,
signifies the full period involved, including the beginning and end years.

Reference to "tons" indicates metric tons, and to "dollars" ($) United States
dollars, unless otherwise stated.

The term "billion" signifies a thousand million.

Annual rates of growth or change, unless otherwise stated, refer to annual
compound rates.

Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totals, because of
rounding.

The following abbreviations have been used:

AsDB

EDF

EEC

EIB

EPTA
,GATT

IBRD

IDA

IDB

IFC

IMF

OAS

OECD

SITC

UNCTAD

UNDP

Asian Development Bank

European Development Fund

European Economic Community

European Investment Bank

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

International Development Association

Inter-American Development Bank

International Finance Corporation

International Monetary Fund

Organization of American States

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

Standard International Trade Classification

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

United Nations Development Programme



UNESCO

UNFC

UNHCR

UNICEF

UNRWA
UNTEA

WFP

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization

United Nations Fund for the Congo

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

United Nations Children's Fund

United Nations Relief and W.orks Agency

United Nations Temporary Executive Authority [West
Irian]

World Food Programme

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this pub-
Iieation do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of
the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country
or territory or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers.
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INTRODUCTION
For the world as a whole, the past twenty years

have constituted an era of unprecedented economic
growth. It is certain that more people have been in-
volved in and affected by the process of development
during this period than at any other time. And it is
probable that the rate of increase in incomes has been
higher and more sustained than ever before.

Yet the end of the period has found the world
community more conscious than before of the dis-
parities between countries and between groups within
countries. The least favoured at the outset have been
least able to turn to good account the forces making
for economic progress.  So that, notwithstanding
achievements quite remarkabIe by historical stan-
dards, many of these groups and countries have ex-
perienced a relative deterioration in their position.

An appraisal of the performance of the less de-
veloped countries has to be made in the global setting,
not for the sake of the bench-mark provided by
progress in the more advanced areas but because
these areas constitute the market for most of their
exports and the source of much of their capital,
both in the form of expertise-and technology and in
the form of plant and equipment. To state that eco-
nomic development in the low-income countries is
contingent to a degree on the growth of the higher-
income countries may tend to de-emphasize the dis-
parities, but it also serves to bring out the special
responsibility vested in more advanced countries.

tinued throughout the period; indeed, the accelerated
pace of technical change has become one of the essen-
tial characteristics of the contemporary world. Many
problems have been eased or solved as a result, but
the task of decision making has also been compli-
cated, especially in the low-income areas where the
relevance of many of the innovations is difficult to
determine.

Less tangible but no less significant was the ad-
vance made in the science and art of regulating a
national economy. Formally, as in the case of the
1946 Employmenÿt Act in the United States, or
informally, Governments had adopted "full employ-
ment" as a prime national goal and in varying
degree had begun to use their fiscal and monetary
powers much more actively as instruments for affect-
ing the pace and direction of over-all economic
growth as well as for maintaining internal and ex-
ternal balance in the economy.  This movement
towards more deliberate economic management of
national economies was strengthened by international
consultation and confrontation procedures designed
in the first instance to facilitate reconstruction, then
to guard against the transmission of deflationary
tendencies and finally--in line with the greater
degree of interdependence of the world economy--
to subject national measures to the test of their
implications for partner countries and the rest of the
world.

THE EMERGENCE OF POST-WAR DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGIES

Many of the ideas, techniques and institutions that
have shaped the development strategies of the past
twenty years were evolved in the post-war recovery
period. In western Europe, the movement towards
economic integration fostered by the Marshall Plan
assumed tangible institutional forms in the case of
steel and coal and atomic energy, and, by the end
of the 1950's, in a full six-nation common market.
More generally, the momentum generated in the
determined reconstruction effort in the second half
of the 1940's was sustained by a number of loosely
connected forces and circumstances--some fortuitous
and transient, others more purposeful and per-
manent--through the 1950's and into the 1960's.
In the early part of this period, the backlog of
demand was gradually released on the market and
the backlog of technological innovations was ab-
sorbed into civilian industry. The latter process con-

While few countries were able to commit them-
selves to a specific full employment target--that is,
a specific limit to the rate of unemployment--many
did in fact bind themselves to a code of behaviour
in the field of trade relations. Under the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), con-
tracting countries set about liberalizing international
trade, and the process of negotiation and confronta-
tion, begun in 194-7, continued to exert a positive
influence on the course of trade throughout the
1950's, culminating in the so-called Kennedy Round
of tariff reductions concluded in 1967, Given the
generally favourable demand trends and the division
of labour flowing from the increased pace of techno-
logical change, the scaling down of tariff barriers
helped to promote a continuous and rapid increase
in international trade.

In addition to the consultation forum provided by
the United Nations and the negotiation machinery
provided by GATT,  the institutions created  at
Bretton Woods furnished banking-type mechanisms



which greatly facilitated adjustments when ordinary
payments arrangements got out of line.

Thus, no.twithstanding the serious ideological split
in the world economy and the recurrence of active
hostilities in various times and places, the degree of
co-operation among nations was notably greater
after the Second World War than after the First.
The impact of domestic economic policies on the
rest of the world has been taken into account much
more systematically and seriously: the world has
enjoyed relative freedom from the sauve-qui-peut
attitude towards economic imbalances that precipi-
tated the Great Depression at the end of the 1920's.

on their simple but ambiguous arithmetic--but as
tangible expressions of need and intention they repre-
sent unprecedented landmarks in international eco-
nomic policy. Though their impact and significance
have differed considerably from one country to an-
other, there can be little doubt that their over-all
effect h.as been stimulating: without the debates and
discussions they have evoked, in both national par-
liaments and international forums, the effort made
by the more advanced countries to provide resources
and the effort made by the developing countries
to raise their growth rates would probably have been
appreciably less than in fact they have been.

One aspect of this enlarged awareness of the in-
terdependence, of the world economy was evidenced
in a heightened concern about disparities in income,
both within countries and between countries. The
increased interest in the problems of economic dy-
namics and growth took on a special form as
previously  non-self-governing territories  achieved
political independence and began to, adopt policies
designed to accelerate the pace of their economic
development. The more advanced countries, which,
in the Atlantic Charter and then in the United
Nations Charter, had committed themselves in a
general way to strive to raise world levels of living,
began to organize more specific programmes of
technical assistance, such as Point Four in the case
of the United States and the Colombo Plan for co-
operation in southern and south-eastern Asia in the
case of the United Kingdom. In the second half of
the 1950%, as the imports of the developing co.un-
tries rose and their export prices and foreign ex-
change reserves declined from high post-war levels,
this assis.tance took on more of a financial nature:
the movement of private capital was supplemented
by a flow of official lending, both bilaterally and
through international agencies, mostly to finance
investment projects.

While they epkomize the common concern about
disparities in income and economic viability, these
targets do not furnish bench-marks against which
progress can be meaningfully measured. The resource
transfer target is too, aggregative and too donor-
centred to provide a means of assessing the value
or effectiveness of the transfers actually made. The
growth target is too absolute and too simplistic to
be used for appraising achievements in the compli-
cated process of development.

The fact that among the sixteen principal developed
market economies over the period 1961-1966, for
example, the highest performance in respect of the
resource transfer target fulfilment was about eight
times the lowest is by no means an accurate reflection
of the range in the resultant development impact of
the transfers.1 For, apart from the diversity of the
nature and form of the transfers and the pricing and
quality differences subsumed in the single target
figure, the impact of any transfer depends on its
appropriateness to the purpose on hand in the recip-
ient country.

INTERNATIONAL  DEVELOPIViENT   TARGETS

The desirability of expanding and systematizing the
transfer of resources from the more advanced coun-
tries to the less advanced was given unprecedented
international endorsement in 1960 when the General
Assembly adopted resolution 1522 (XV)setting a
target of 1 per cent of the national income of the
former for the total of such transfers. This was
followed in the next session of the General Assembly
by resolution 1710 (XVI)  declaring the 1960's
a "decade of development" and adopting another
target, namely, a minimal 5 per cent as the annual
rate of gross domestic product growth to be reached
by developing countries before the end of the decade.

Events have cast doubt on the adequacy of these
targets--not only on the magnitudes cho.sen but also
on the way in which they were denominated and

Efforts to take the quality of transfers into account
have continued. In 1965, two subsidiary targets
were recommended by the Development Assistance
Committee of the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development for the terms of official
lending--interest rates, grace periods and maturi-
ties-and another for the progressive reduction in
the degree of tying of loans to specific commodities
or countries of supply. The desirability of a target
for the official component of resource transfers was
discussed at the second United Nations Conference
on Trade and Develcÿpment (UNCTAD). And it
has been suggested that a target that was net of re-
turning flows of investment income and a target for
the grant component of official loans would also be
useful. In general, the search has been for a set of
targets that would provide simultaneously a satisfac-
tory measure of the volume and usability for develop-

1 On the average, the net outflow (including government-
guaranteed export credits) amounted to about 0.7 per cent
of gross national product. The lowest ratio was less than
0.2 per cent, the highest almost 1.6 per cent.



ment of the resources provided and the real cost to
the donor country.

Similar problems have arisen in applying and
interpreting the growth target. There has been an
even wider range of performance among the de-
veloping countries. In the period 1955-1965, for
example, the spread of gross domestic product growth
rates was from zero to almost 20 per cent per annum.
Among the high-growth countries, the crucial factor
was .often a single export industry, in many cases
foreign-owned; among the low-growth .countries, a
frequent factor was a change in political r4gime or
other  non-economic  disturbance,  accompanied  in
many cases by the flight of capital. In these circum-
stances, a single measure of output is a poor guide
either to the development effort .that is being made
or to the country's capacity for future growth.

A 5 per cent target would not appear to repre-
sent much of a challenge to a country whose growth
rate already exceeds float figure, yet half of the
twenty-five developing countries whose 1955-1960
growth rate was about 5 ,per cent recorded a rate
below 5 per .cent in the following quinquennium,
and in most of ,these cases the rate was more than
halved. Thus the attainment of a 5 per cent growth
rate over a five-year period is by no means conclusive
evidence that a firm foundation for the continuation
of a satisfactory rate of progress has been laid.
Contrariwise, half of .the twenty-five countries whose
1960-I965 growth rate was above 5 per cent had
grown at less than that in the preceding quinquen-
nium, and in about .half of these cases the rate had
been more than doubled. The gross domestic product
has tended to be a very unstable indicator.

To appraise the progress a country has been mak-
ing thus requires more than a review of the course
of total production or even of changes in the struc-
ture of production,, including such cruciaI features as
the relative contribution of agriculture and industry
and the course and composition of exports and im-
ports arid the external balance. No less important
than the rate of over-all growth is the pattern of in-
vestment and the structure of the productive capacity
.that is being built up, the creation and transforma-
tion of institutions so as to liberate and stimulate the
energies of producers in the economy and the im-
provement of human resources in ways that raise not
only living standards but also the productivity of
labour. Even countries registering identical over-
all growth rates may be achieving quite, disparate
results  in terms  of  structural  and  institutional
changes. This may reflect basic differences in their
economies or in their goals and policies or even a
failure to appreciate or come to grips with some of
the less tangible problems whose consequences are
not readily measurable or immediately discernible.
Nor can the significance of identical average rates
of growth in income be assessed withou,t some infor-

marion concerning its internal distribution: differ-
ences between the "modern" and the "traditional"
segments .within an economy and between the rich
and the poor within .the modern segment are often
wider than those between countries.

The fact is that beyond the typically low degree of
industrial specialization the developing countries are
characterized more by their diversity than by their
uniformity. Even the range of per capitcÿ income is
extraordinarily wide: the average for the richer counÿ
tries (Argentina, Israel, Kuwait and Venezuela, for
example) is about twenty times greater than the
average for such countries as Burma, Ethiopia or
Malawi. The differences in the nature of the develop-
ment problem between the Gambia and India, be-
tween Bolivia and Indonesia, between Mexico and
Somalia are so obvious and so great that it is only
with the greatest circumspection that averages and
aggregates can be deployed to depict the course of
events in what is sometimes called the Third World.

These enormous national disparities notwithstand-
ing, two facts still have to be borne in mind: one is
that though there are even greater differences within
many of the developing countries, yet the decision-
making organs of government are faced with the
responsibility of nationa! policies. The other is that
certain obstacles to the development process, ÿow-
ever this is defined, recur so frequently and in so
many different circumstances that they constitute a
set of common problems. In essence, these are the ob-
stacles that prevent or slow down the process of
raising the productivity of labour by improving the
quality and use .of human resources and equipping
workers with capital in appropriate form and amount
to permit a higher degree of specialization, and with
it a transformation of the structure of the economy,z

HUIVIAIÿ  RESOURCES

Human resources play a dual role in the process
of economic developmen.t: they are both the end to

2Obstacles  to  economic growth  that  stem from the
dearth of physical resources and from military action or
civil strife and the consequent lack of a viable government
capable of formulating and implementing any development
strategy have not been .considered in this Survey.  This
omission does not reflect on their significance as inhibitors
of growth--they have in fact constituted major difficulties
in many developing countries in the post-war period--but
is recognition of their uniqueness to the country and the
time.

A country that lacks natural resources is likely to be
too poor to take all the steps that might be taken to
improve matters--mineral surveys, desalination of sea or
brackish water, weather modification through afforestation
and so on. The rest of the world can obviously .contribute
greatly to the development of such a country by assisting
it witÿ the technical means of searching fo'r new resources
and improving its known physical endowment.

A country that is racked by warfare may also try to
foster its own economic develolÿment But in the circum-
stances, neither the measures it enacts nor the ways in
which they work out in the field are likely to yield many
useful lessons to develol)ing countries facing the develop-
ment problems of a civil economy.



which the effort is directed and the means by
which it is carried out. The emphasis in the present
context will tend to be on the worker rather than
the consumer. This reflects the fact that development
itself has a time dimension, being concerned so
greatly with the .creation of facilities and conditions
that will contribute to a stream of income in the
fuÿture.

At the root of the human resource problem lies
the demographic question of numbers. Control over
disease vectors has brought about an extremely rapid
decline in death rates and because birth rates have
not changed much, the developing countries are in
the midst .of an unprecedented upsurge in 9opula-
tion. In the first half of the 1960's birth rates and
death rates and rates of natural increase all averaged
about twice as much in the developing countries as
in the more advanced countries, and the annual in-
crement in .the population of the developing countries
rose from 15 million in 1930-1950 to 28 million
in 1950-1960 and 37 million in 1960-1965---24 mil-
lion in Asia (other than mainland China) and the
rest more or less equally divided between Afrlca and
Latin America. This expansion--and the. associated
juvenescence--of the population has added consi-
derably to the task of at least maintaining per c@ita
levels of consumption and training necessary to sus-
tain, and if possible raise, average productivity.

plex economy emerging from the development pro-
cess. The latter also involves hard choices, implicit
in the need to extend the division of labour and di-
versify the economy: in many ways the three major
productive sectors--agriculture, industry and infra-
structure-compete for the available manpower re-
sources, not only among themselves but also with
commerce and public administration. Recent ex-
perience in a nmnber of developing 'countries has
shown that strong preferences for the traditional
professions and for so-called white-collar work in
general .can exercise quite a distorting influence on
the structure of education and hence on the output
of the schools. In general, it is skills in the science-
based subjects, in engineering and in the practical
tasks of a mechanizing economy that tend to be in
shortest supply.

As successive censuses and demographic surveys
have brought home the arithmetic facts, more and
more Governments have .taken active steps to bring
fertility into more tolerable balance with the new
mortality experience. The techniques for accomplish-
ing this have improved very greatly in recent years,
but the physical problem of making them available
and the psycho-social problem of making them ac-
ceptabie pose a new challenge to most countries. As
Governments have no direct means of bringing about
family planning, it is all the more necessary for of-
ficial instrumentalities to be deployed consistently in
support of population controls: minimum constraint
on the production and importation of the required
medical and para-medical personnel along with ap-
propriate wage scales to attract them to the rural
areas where the need tends to be greatest. Some
countries have found it helpful to offer some finan-
cial incentive for participation in the family-planning

Even when a developing country has reconciled
itself to the view of education as a development tool,
the problems of providing it in an optimal way remain
formidable. Where there is a strong desire for
literacy, it cannot be summarily brushed aside; but
priority may well be given ÿo the areas in which
literacy is likely to contribute most to productivity--
farmers who are the subject of a cultivation-improve-
ment campaign, fo.r example, or factory workers who
may have to follow written instructions. The task of
making the profile of the educational structure--
primary, secondary, higher and vocational, as well as
the curriculum followed at each stage--conform as
closely as possible to the projected needs of the eco-
nomy is a continuing challenge. So is the task of
providing appropriate inputs in the form of pro-
perly located and equipped facilities and well-trained
teachers. This is another field in which the setting
of an over-all money target--the expenditure of a
given proportion of the gross national product, for
example--may not achieve its purpose unless it is
accompanied by a well-considered determination of
the direction and composition of the requisite effort.

IÿAISING  PRODUCTIVITY

programme.

Productivity can be maintained only if employment
opportunities are adequate. This is partly a question
,of 'the education and training of workers in line
with the pattern of demand and partly a question of
the supply of complementary factors of production.
The former imposes a harsh choice on many de-
veloping countries: education as an end, raising the
quality of life, may have to be postponed in favour
of training as 'a means of operating the more corn-

Though the process of economic development is
essentially a matter of raising human productivity, it
cannot go very far without organizational changes.
To make even the simplest traditional tasks of pro-
ducing food, clothing and shelter more efficient
requires the regrouping of human effort in more
specialized and more closely co-operating teams. And
while the process 'has to begin with the traditional
tasks, it soon involves new products and new forms
of productive organization based on interindustry
relationships which tend to grow more complex.
Underpinning the whole structure in almost all de-
veloping countries is the agricultural sector, the oldest
and often the most difficult to adapt to the changing
needs.



Of all the lessons to be learned from recent de-
velopment experience, probably the most important
is that agricultural adaptation is not an automatic
process which can be left to work itself out under
the impact of other social and economic changes. The
raising of agricultural productivity must be con-
sciously pursued and it is fundamental to the whole
development process.

The problem .of inducing a satisfactory rate of
growth in the agricultural sector is not merely a
matter of providing for a due allocation of resources.
It also involves social and institutional questions
which are deeply imbedded in the fabric of rural
life, as well as technical questions, to some of which
satisfactory answers are not yet known. For most
deve!oping countries, economic progress depends on
the movement of workers from the land to productive
employment in other occupations. For this process
to succeed, not only must complementary factors be
available in these other o.ccupations but agricultural
output must be made to expand adequately--that is,
to meet the needs of the economy as a whole--with
relatively (and perhaps in the longer run, even with
absolutely) fewer workers. And, in this respect, agri-
culure occupies a crucial position,: not only does it
constitute the largest productive sector in most devel-
oping countries, so that its performance is a major
determinant of over-all rates of growth, but it pro-
rides the essential flow of food-stuffs and raw mate-
rials--and by extension, income, savings and foreign
exchange--any lag in, which soon thr.ows the eco-
nomy ,out of balance.

It is because of this crucial role in the development
process that the recent agricultural performance of
developing countries, though good by historical stan-
dards, has been less than adequate for contemporary
needs and in the light of other changes. In the period
1955-1965 only a small proportion (probably less
than a fifth) of developing countries registered a
growth in agricultural output of under 2 per cent a
year; and there were as many with rates above 3.4
per cent as there were below that figure. This was a
better achievement than that of the more advanced
countries; yet, because of the low level of nutrition
characteristic of so many developing countries, the
great acceleration in population growth, the fact
that such populous countries as India and Indonesia
were in the group with declining per capita food
production, the rise in incomes induced by the de-
velopment process, the rapid growth in the demand
for food outside the agricultural sector and the urgent
need to enlarge and tap farm savings, it was far
below the expanding requirements of a dynamic
economy. The change is epitomized in the swing
in cereal trade : from net exporters of over 14 million
tons a year in the qninquennium before the war, the
developing countries had become net importers of
almost 11 million tons a year in the first half of the

1960's. In many of the developing countries, agri-
culture has begun to exercise a serious drag on the
course of development.

The movement of workers from cultivation of the
soil to ofher occupations has been commonly de-
signated industrialization, but recent experience in
the deve!oping countries has shown that the assump-
tion of a dichotomy between agriculture and industry
tends to lead to an undue concentration of policy
makers' attention on the latter with its new prob-
lems and a neglect of the former where the problems
are tacitly assumed to be old and familiar. It is only
when the organic relationship between farming and
manufacturing is fully recognized that the problems
of agricultural adaptation can be approached as part
of a coherent development strategy. In this context,
an industrialization programme, far from competing
or conflicting with agricultural development, might
consist in large measure of projects designed to
industrialize agriculture: where parents worked on
the land shaping yokes for oxen, gathering manure,
carrying water, winnowing grain, weaving storage
baskets, children might be expected to serve agri-
culture from mills and factories, producing tractors,
nitrogenous fertilizers, pumps and pipes, meal and
flour, cement and silos.

In this process, the industrial establishments and
their workers constitute the market for the farm
products, while the farmers ,constitute the market
for the output of the factories. Due allowance 'being
made for exports, there is thus an obvious need for
balance between the expansion of industry and the
expansion of agriculture. Given this interdependence,
a lag in one sector can slow down the whole develop-
ment process: weaknesses in agriculture have been
responsible not .only for initiating or accentuating
inflationary tendencies but also for aggravating the
market-based difficulties of many industries.

The introduction of new agricultural technology
poses its own prob!ems--unsuitability of tenure sys-
tems and land distribution, imbalances among the
various inputs that together permit the new methods
to be practised, lack of credit for more capital-inten-
sive farming, absence of insurance arrangements to
persuade conservative ,peasants to accept the risks of
innovation, inadequacy of storage and marketing
facilities, unattractive ratios, of output prices to the
cost of inputs. Whatever combination of such diffi-
culties is encountered--and this has varied from
country to country--the common source has been a
failure to articulate all relevant policy measures and
deal with the development process within a single
integrated framework.

Where diversification of the economy is under
way, the need to increase agricultural .output per man
is an imperative. In the new industries, on the other
hand, output per unit of capital employed tends to



be a more important consideration. Here, market
limitations influence, and sometimes dictate, the
choice of technology. Where domestic demand is in-
sufficient to sustain even one optimum-sized unit, pro-
duction must be either partly export-oriented or
protected from lower-cost imports, and neither course
is without its risks and difficulties.

To be successful, an export-oriented industry must
be able to compete with producers in larger or
higher-income markets  or have access to  other
small markets still importing the product in ques-
tion. Neither alternative has proved to be a ready
solution; hence, on the one hand, the widespread
concern about obtaining some tariff preference for
manufactures seeking entry into the more advanced
countries, and on the other hand, the continuing
efforts to bring about the integration of contiguous
economies and the formation of subregional common
markets.

Nor is the use of protective measures without its
particular dangers to a developing country: unless
the protected industry grows at a satisfactory pace,
improving its competitive status, it may contribute
significantly to a higher domestic cost structure,
especially inimical to export activities and, as indi-
cated above, to agriculture and hence to the eco-
nomy's external balance. There are signs that this
is what has been happening in many Latin Ameri-
can countries after a period of intensive import
substitution.

In most developing countries, acceleration of the
diversification process depends heavily on the effec-
tiveness of official incentives to private entrepre-
neurs. In the case of some industries, however--
particularly those in which a viable plant involves a
large investment--Governments may themselves have
to, or choose to, play the entrepreneurial role. This
is pre-eminently true of projects that collectively
constitute the economy's so-called infrastructure--
power, transport, communications, irrigation, schools
and hospitals and other social overheads. Because of
their cost and scope, such projects have to be
scheduled with particular care, bearing in mind
not only the demand constraint stemming from the
size of the market but also the indivisibility stem-
ruing from the size of the plant, and in many cases
their interdependence: an irrigation project may be
justifiable only in association with a hydro-power
plant which in turn may require the justification of
suitable industrial users, appropriately linked by
transport facilities.

catalytic effect on productivity. Judiciously timed
and spaced, such overhead investment can be a major
stimulus to growth. Yet, in itself, much of this
infrastructure may add little or nothing to the supply
of goods and services that determine the level of
living. A high capital-output ratio--and recent years
have seen many cases of incremental figures twice
or even three times as great as the 3 to 4 average
that is more typical of the developing countries--
may reflect an investment pattern that is quite out
of line with the pattern of resource availabilities
and the need to absorb as many workers as possible
in more productive employment.

This is one of the reasons why rapid urbanization
constitutes so awkward a problem in many develop-
ing countries. Concentration of population is, to a
degree, a concomitant of industrial development, and
the provision of the appropriate infrastructure is an
essential part of the process. But if the urban infra-
structure runs too far ahead of what is available
in the rural areas, it may in itself act as a magnet
on the rural population. As an urban community
cannot survive without the "overhead" facilities ne-
cessary to maintain health, movement, order and
security, a rapid townward drift can absorb a large
volume of investment with little relative advantage
to real consumption. In many developing countries,
the growth of major cities, with working-age popula-
tion well in excess of employment, is less the result
of a deliberate policy than a manifestation of a
failure to provide for the structural changes that
the process of development requires in the agrarian
sector. The result is often an unduly wide disparity
in income both within these large cities and between
the city and the rural areas.

Keeping infrastructure up to, but not too far
ahead of, requirements has become an important
development art. Many of the structural and techno-
logical changes that are needed in the economy--par-
ticularly in agriculture--are contingent on the avail-
ability of transport, and power supplies can have a

In many ways, these cities epitomize the problem
of economic development in a poor country in a
shrunken world. They constitute the chief points ,of
contact with the more developed economies; their
peoples have access to all the modern means of com-
munication-indeed contacts may often be closer
with the outside world than with the cities' own
hinterland--and they aspire to the levels of living
characteristic of countries with average per capita
income many times greater than that of their own
country. Their expenditure patterns exert a dispro-
proportionate effect on the composition of domestic
production and of imports; they also influence the
course of domestic savings.

It is for these reasons that special significance
attaches to the extremely rapid growth of urban
population: it has been about double the average
rate in recent years. Moreover, the proportion of
developing country population living in large cities
(of over 500,000 persons), which doubled in the
course of the 1950's, is now estimated to be increas-
ing at about 6 per cent a year--over twice the
over-all rate of population growth and three times



the corresponding rate in the more advanced coun-
tries. In view ,of the dearth of ÿcapital in mos± of the
developing countries, such an expansion may not
signify a comparable rise in productivity. On the
contrary, the very effort to keep up with the pro-
vision of city overhead may serve to divert capital
from more productive deployment in other areas.

vanced economy than to an under-developed one but
also to the temptation to transmit resources abroad,
even in circumvention of official restraints.

MOBILIZING   RESOURCES   FOR   DEVELOPMENT

The process of economic development is, in essence,
a continuous series of structural changes by which
human resources are adapted and equipped for a
greater degree of specialization of function and
effort, agriculture is made more productive, man-
power is transferred to non-farm occupations, par-
ticularly in industry, and provision is made for the
appropriate infrastructure for a more diversified
economy. The process is not readily divisible into
discrete and separately manageable phases; it is a
continuum, and lags that cause imbalances at one
point soon tend to be reflected in imbalances at
other points. Nor is the process in any one country
a closed or self-contained system; it is subject to an
endless barrage of impulses from the rest of the
world,  not all of which facilitate the requisite
changes.

Business enterprises, particularly corporate bodies,
have shown themselves to be a more promising
source of savings in recent years. But their impact
is limited partly by the slow growth and spread of
this form of organization, partly by the paucity
of financial intermediaries capable of channelling
such savings to the most productive uses and partly
by the fact that many of the major corporate enter-
prises  are foreign-owned,  so that their  savings
become available to the economy, if at all, only as
foreign investment.

Governments have hitherto played a much smaller
role in generating savings than might seem consistent
with their predominant part as planners and execu-
tors of development programmes. The explanation
lies partly on the revenue side and partly on the
expenditure side: 'there are special difficulties in ex-
panding the former and in contracting the latter,
so that the opportunities for accumulating current
surpluses for use in public investment tend to be
very circumscribed.

In low-income societies, the difficulty of generating
savings is always likely to constitute a constraint
on the rate of growth. Most of the developing
countries are characterized not only by low average
incomes but also, as indicated above, by high rates
of population growth which greatly accentuate the
problem of increasing per capita savings and hence
the amount of capital equipment at the disposal of
each person. Nor does the skewness of income
distribution, found in so many developing countries,
serve to raise saving rates in the way it tends to
do in higher-income countries : paucity of investment
opportunities and the rudimentary nature of the
local capital market both militate against the bene-
ficial deployment of personal incomes. Moreover,
the higher-income group in the developing countries
is peculiarly vulnerable not only to the so-called
"demonstration effect" persuading it to maintain
levels of consumption more appropriate to an ad-

Of all the possible causes for lags and imbalances
in the development process, the most common among
the developing countries in the post-war period have
been deficiencies in investment and in imports. In
varying degree, all the transformations which consti-
tute development are contingent upon the amount
and suitability of investment and the availability of
supplies of the requisite imports. Thus, viewed from
the financing side, the pace and smoothness of
economic development depend very largely on the
adequacy of domestic savings on the one hand and
foreign receipts on the other.

In most developing countries, because of the
lowness of income levels, .Governments are faced
with a relatively narrow tax base. Administrative
difficulties tend to constrain it even further, so that,
in many cases, it is linked very closely to foreign
trade: taxes on commodities moving inwards or
outwards .or on the ineÿomes of those engaged in
growing, mining or trading in such commodities.
Whereas the progressive income taxation that is
common to more advanced countries tends to make
government revenue very responsive to economic
growth, in the developing countries tax revenue
tends to be not only rather inelastic relative to total
production but also extremely vulnerable to changes
in world markets.

On the expenditure side, most Governments find
themselves in an equally tight  situation.  Their
responsibilities tend to vary inversely with the state
of development so that it is often the poorest that are
called upon to take the initiative and provide the
most services. It takes an unusually strong adminis-
tration to refuse the claims and appeals .of an
aspiring electorate. When the services are obviously
in line with the development needs of the economy
(as in the case of schools and hospitals, for exam-
ple), recent experience has shown that it is very
easy to enter into commitments (perhaps only im-
plicitly, as in the erection of buildings) which are
embarrassingly difficult to fulfil in terms of sub-
sequent current expenditure. The very fact that
special responsibilities rest on the public sector not
only for stimulating and sponsoring development
activities but also for implementing many of them



tends to swell the general administrative costs of
government. Budgetary flexibility and the capacity to
generate a current surplus are also affected by the
need to service debt, particularly in cases where
the proportion of non-revenue-producing infrastruc-
ture has accounted for a large proportion of govern-
ment borrowing and investment.

Notwithstanding all these difficulties the great
majority of developing countries did succeed in
raising their savings ratios in the course of the ten
years, 1955-1965; about half, indeed, increased the
rate by more than 3 per cent of their gross domestic
product, and one-third by more than 6 per cent, and
in the aggregate, the rate had risen from about
12 per cent of gross domestic product in 1955 to 14
per cent in 1965. Despite this improvement, how-
ever, in 1963-1965 only about a fifth of the develop-
ing countries recorded average savings rates--20 per
cent of gross domestic product or more--approxi-
mating those common in the more advanced coun-
tries, and these included the major exporters of
petroleum. A higher proportion--about a fourth--
of the developing countries still had savings rates of
under 10 per cent. On a per capita basis, the range
of performance remained very wide--from less than
$10 per person in some of the poorer countries of
Africa and Asia to over $100 per person in some
of the higher-income countries of Latin America.

exports  in  favour  of  goods  in  more  buoyant
demand, for, apart from the difficulty of producing
new commodities at competitive costs, access to
external markets has often been obstructed--by trade
policies pursued in partner countries, by ignorance
of opportunities and conditions in distant foreign
markets and by the absence or inadequacy of the
various commercial mechanisms through which goods
are moved and financed.

Over the ten years 1955-1965, the exports of the
developing countries have increased in total vMue
by an average of 4 per cent a year--the manufac-
tured component (including metals) by 8 per cent,
fuels by 7 per cent, food-stuffs by 3 per cent, raw
materials by 2 per cent.  As with every other
variable, the average subsumes a considerable range
of performance, from declines in such countries as
Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, Colombia and Singapore,
to gains of over 10 per cent a year in China (Tai-
wan), Iran, Israel, Jordan, Liberia, Libya and the
Republic of Korea.  Nor were these differences
the result of price changes (the spread of export
quantum data was very similar) ; they reflect chiefly
the lag in agriculture at one end of the spectrum
and a high mineral-manufactures content at the
other.

vlost developing countries have found it necessary
to augment their own savings by drawing on the
savings of the rest of the world. The balance of
payments deficit through which this is accomplished,
however, is often less a reflection of any official
decision to tap external resources than of a failure
of the economy to generate the required exports
or of the world market to maintain the price level
of those exports. With the outstanding exception of
those countries with exportable mineral resources--
particularly petroleum--most developing countries
have  experienced  considerable  difficulty  in  ex-
panding their export earnings at a rate commen-
surate with their import requirements.

To some extent this difficulty has had its origin
in production problems in the traditional export
sector, but more significant in most cases has been
the fact that the great majority of the export pro-
ducts of the developing countries--especially the
traditional  agricultural  commodities--have  faced
slow-growing markets responsive neither to increases
in income nor to reductions in price. This has proved
particularly difficult for countries supplying a major
proportion of the market for their leading export
commodity: attempts to increase to any significant
degree the volume of their exports of the item in
question have tended to reduce its price and hence
threaten their receipts. Nor has it proved easy for
a developing country to change the structure of its

By modifying the international division of labour,
the process of economic development will itself tend
to diffuse the pattern of world trade: new trade
flows will expand and traditional flows contract.
But the growth of trade among the developing
countries which is implicit in this transformation
has been shown by recent experience to be a far
from assured and automatic progression. The growth
of nationhood in the post-war period has tended to
reinforce, at least temporarily, the competitive rela-
tionships among developing countries. Development
objectives and the planning mec'hanism for formulat-
ing and implementing them have almost inevitably
been national in. scope and content, even when the
national unit has been too small to sustain a signifi-
cant degree of industrial diversification. Only through
deliberate linking of trade arrangements and invest-
ment decisions is a viable industrial structure likely
to emerge and that implies a degree of economic
integration of small economies that may take a
considerable time to achieve.

Even such market-widening integration would not
reduce the need of the developing countries con-
cerned for foreign exchange; indeed an acceleration
in investment and intra-trade would probably en-
large the requirements that could be met only by
imports from the more advanced countries. For at
the root of this aspect of the development problem
is the structural deficiency of most of the developing
countries in respect of capital goods production.
While economic integration of the sma!ler economies
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may be essential for the establishmenÿ of viable
capital goods industries, the very effort to build up
such industries is likely to increase the demand for
imports.

This phenomenon has been a feature of even the
largest of the developing countries, notwithstanding
the capacity of such economies to provide a sizable
share of the capital goods required for their own
deve!opment. Indeed, under the impact of the "de-
monstration effect" in respect of consumer goods
and the rapid change in technology in respect of
producer goods,a it is these larger countries that
have most consistently underestimated their pro-
pensity to import. In recent years, their balance of
payments has remained most precarious and foreign
exchange stringency has exercised a major constraint
on their economic growth.

Tÿ  PLANNING  FUNCTION   IN   DEVELOPMENT

With domestic savings and foreign exchange both
in short supply, the task of increasing average pro-
ductivity and bringing about the structural changes
necessary for continued expansion in output and
incomes poses formidable problems of economic
management. The specific form and nature of the
problem  differ  from  one  developing  country  to
another depending on the existing structure of the
economy, the relative magnitude of the constraints,
the choice of objectives--immediate and more dis-
tant--and the range and force of impulses received
by the economy from the outside world. As more
countries have attempted to set explicit objectives
and to plan ways and means of attaining them,
however, various common difficulties have become
apparent. Some relate to the adoption of a develop-
ment strategy, some have arisen out of organizational
problems; some from the sheer accumulation of past
measures of an ad hoc and sometimes conflicting
nature. Others stem from conflicts between short-
term needs and longer-term goals and yet others
from the bluntness of certain policy instruments,
particularly when they are used in an environment
that may be sIuggish in transmitting economic sti-
muli. The two most frequent difficulties encountered
by developing countries in the formulation of a
deve!opment strategy have been the identification of
the principal obstacles to economic growth in a
manner that is operationally useful, and the method
of dealing with, and if necessary circumventing, par-
ticularly recalcitrant obstacles.

The need to identify bottle-necks and to appreciate
their amenability to corrective action are essential
to the determination of priorities and hence to the

content and phasing of a development plan. Recent
experience has  demonstrated how  easily  bottle-
necks may be generated in an economy in which
most types of resource are under strain. Lags ripple
through the economy, reducing productivity and
raising prices, and sometimes cumulating in an ex-
tremely disruptive manner. Not only is the pinpoint-
ing of potentiai bottle-necks an essential preliminary
to the determination of priorities for planned develop-
ment but a constant alert has to be maintained for
the emergence of imbalances in the course of the
plan. The lags whose probability has been most
frequently underestimated by developing countries
in the past have been in exports, in domestic food
supplies and in the skills required in the course of
industrialization. But in varying degree, many of the
investments that have tong gestation periods and are
not productive until complete--hydroelectric plants,
railway links and other infrastructure projects often
fall into this category--have involved timing prob-
lems and awkward choices between leads and lags,
both tending in their different ways to lower the
efficiency of capital.

Bottle-necks arising from lagging sectors are not
equally amenable to the sort of action that Govern-
ments are in a position to take, so that plan prio-
rities tend to involve more than decisions about the
order  and intensity of the  measures  to  effect
the desired change. The economy as a whole cannot
be made to wait on accomplishments in a recalcitrant
sector which may depend on structural alterations
requiring considerable time. While a major effort is
mounted to bring about the necessary adjustments
--which in the longer run cannot be avoided--
arrangements must be made to bypass the problem
or at least to minimize its negative effects on the
course of development. To some extent, this can be
done by appropriate modifications in the use of
available domestic resources, substituting the more
plentiful for the scarcer raw material, using labour
instead of mechanical equipment, choosing technolo-
gies that are best related to existing factor endow-
ment. But many countries have found it more con-
venient to make good the results of the lag by
drawing resources from the rest of the world: the
hiring of special skilIs, the encouragement of foreign
investment, the importation Of basic food-stuffs have
all been resorted to for bridging gaps left by lagging
domestic sectors. The feasibility of this depends in
large measure on the status and performance of
the export sector: where this is itself a bottle-
neck, the economy is deprived of one of the most
flexible of its development instrumentalities.

3 Television sets aud apparatus feature among the imports
of some of the lowest-income countries; and among the
goods imported in the mid-1960's were many--ranging from
synthetic fibres to electronic components--that were not even
known ten years earlier.

The formulation and carrying out of development
policies designed to maintain the degree of balance
most conducive to growth impose a very heavy
strain on government machinery. Plan administra-
tion cuts across the traditional departmental struc-



ture of the civil service, and to keep normal public
services functioning smoothly while changing the
focus of operations from the department to the
economy as a whole requires a major adjustment in
attitude and organization. Even in those countries
that have taken development planning most seriously
and have set up planning commissions--often highly
placed and attached to the prime minister's office or
its equivalent--there have been many difficulties. To
some extent these difficulties have been in priority
determination and the choice of policy instruments,
but more frequently they have arisen in the imple-
mentation of plan decisions, dependent as this has
tended to be on ordinary departmental staff preoc-
cupied with routine responsibilities. The implied
emphasis on change and expansion is in some ways
the antithesis of bureaucratic attitudes and proce-
dures. It cannot be taken for granted that a depart-
ment of agriculture is appropriately staffed to carry
out the research, experimentation and extension
work that agrarian restructuring may require. Nor
can an education department, struggling to provide
teachers and classrooms to meet the conventional
claims of a rapidly growing child population, be
expected to gear itself automatically to make the
locational and curriculum changes that may be ur-
gently necessary to meet the newly emerging needs
for skilled workers and technicians. There may be
no department of transport or of energy, while the
department of public works may soon be swamped
by the number and variety of projects stemming
from the Government's own investment decisions.
Control over the relevant activities of provincial and
local authorities may be too weak to permit the
necessary degree of co-ordination. Even the horizon-
tal links between central government departments
--traditionally through the treasury--may be un-
suited to the planning function on an economy-wide
basis.

sistency in their deployment, and partly in the fact
that the economy is subject to continuous and
changing pressures transmitted from the outside
world through export markets, the cost of imports
and the flow of capital.

Whatever  the  difficulties  developing  countries
encounter in organizing the government apparatus
to play the role required of it in executing an arti-
culated development plan, the problem of integrating
the private sector into the plan so that investment
and production decisions are consistent with the
stated objectives for the economy as a whole has
generally been an even greater challenge. The prob-
lena lies partly in the size and range of the private
sector (compared with the economic component of
the public sector), partly in the fact that the indirect
means  through  which  government  influence  is
brought to bear ort private decision making ÿend
to be much more effective in preventing and deter-
ring than in encouraging and stimulating, partly in
the fact that because the instruments in question are
those which the Government has to rely on to
manage the economy and maintain its short-term
stability it is very hard to ensure complete con-

The extent to which developing countries tend
to be exposed to impulses from abroad is implicit
in the share of exports in total production. In 1963-
1965 the ratio of exports of goods and services to
gross domestic product exceeded 23 per cent in more
than half of the developing countries, and the rela-
tive importance of the exports was increasing: in
more than two-thirds of the countries the ratio had
increased in the preceding eight years.

The risks of inconsistency among policy measures
depend to a considerable extent on the range of
instruments at the disposal of the Government.
Where, for example--as is the case in many de-
veloping countries--government revenue is derived
from a small number of taxes, chosen largely on the
basis of their administrative feasibility, it is likely
to prove too costly to use the tax system flexibly
for other purposes. The provision of tax incentives
--to encourage industrial investment, for example--
may involve a serious loss of revenue, at least in
the short run. The raising of customs duties to pro-
vide protection for a domestic activity may mean the
sacrifice of needed government income. Even more
awkward is the problem of taxing exports : the needs
of the Government for revenue and of the economy
for foreign exchange tend to be in direct confliet,
and tax incentives to promote exports may involve
heavy budgetary sacrifices. Price policies may be
similarly torn between incompatible objectives: in
many instances the desire to hold down the cost
of living for urban consumers has stood in the
way of pricing schedules calculated to stimulate
the production of the goods or services in question.

The task of ensuring the consistent deployment of
all policy instruments is often complicated by a
certain duality in objectives. Even when priorities
are carefully determined in the context of a five-year
development plan, they may prove difficult to sustain
in the face of shorter-term claims, particularly when
these arise in critical areas. A harvest failure or a
major decline in the world market price of a leading
export product may so affect the country's economic
balance that measures are required that may not
be in line with plan objectives. Few developing
countries have the necessary reserves to permit ad-
justment to strong and unfavourable shorter-term
impulses without significant disruption to longer-term
policies.

TÿE TRADE POLICIES 0'F PARTNER COUNTRIES

The most potent of the impulses emanating from
abroad have been the side effects of events and
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policies in the more advanced countries rather than
the result of deliberate actions and measures designed
to influence the course of development in the de-
veloping countries. This is not to underrate the
significance of the evolution of the concept and prac-
tice of what has come to be known as "foreign aid".
It is merely to recognize the paramountcy of trade
in its various aspects among the external forces
shaping the course of economic events in the de-
veloping countries.

The key aspect of trade in this context has been
the response of imports to the rise in incomes and
production in the more advanced countries.  By
historical standards, import demand in the advanced
countries has provided a more or less continuous and
vigorous stimulus to the developing countries in the
post-war period. It was at its weakest in the second
half of the 1950's when the North American econ-
omy was lagging and developing country export
earnings grew by only 2 per cent a year. It recovered
notably in the quinquennium beginning in 1961, and
the growth of developing country export earnings
jumped to over 6 per cent a year. With the wide-
spread slackening in demand in Europe and North
America in 1967, developing country exports growth
has again flagged.

When viewed not in the aggregate but in terms
of its components, the growth in the demand for
imports from the developing countries has been far
from uniformly dynamic, however, and for individual
developing countries it is these differences that are
significant not only in explaining past performance
but also in pointing to future problems. Four main
factors lie behind the differences in the rates of
expansion in the various trade flows. The first
of these--namely, production lags in the developing
countries themselves--belongs to the category of
development problems discussed earlier in this study.4
The others have their origin in the partner countries
and hence lie largely if not entirely outside the
sphere of influence of the developing countries. Two
of these indeed-namely, the preference patterns of
consumers and the technological innovations adopted
by producers--are subject only to indirect govern-
ment influence in the developed market economies
in which they operate. It is only the fourth of these
major determinants of developing country exports
--namely, official production and trade policies--
that is amenable to deliberate action and change.

and personal and household effects tends to be
rather low. This means that the demand for many
of the traditional exports of the developing countries
is slow-growing and relatively unresponsive to in-
creases in income in the more affluent partner
countries.

The slow growth of demand for some products
has also created problems for producers in the more
advanced countries themselves. The result has often
been government intervention in the market and the
support of the depressed industry by means of sub-
ventions or protective tariffs or quotas. Thus in a
number of cases--most notably in the agricultural
and textile sectors--the problem facing expo,rters in
the developing countries has been aggravated by the
defensive policy measures adopted in their customary
markets. In some cases, such measures have not only
cut off access to the domestic market but also pro-
vided subsidized competition in third markets.

The opportunities for earning foreign exchange
from traditional exports have also been constricted
by various technological developments economizing
in the use of raw materials for specific purposes,
substituting new materials--sometimes synthesized
for the purpose--or even eliminating the use of older
materials, as in the case of bulk-handling techniques
which dispense with customary packaging. These
innovations have posed serious problems of adapta-
tion for the developing countries: as not only are
they economically rational (in a way that protection
and other defence measures often are not) but they
also tend to be irreversible: capital facilities are
established and need to be fully utilized, and con-
sumer industries adapt themselves to the new ma-
terial or the new process. Nor is the change limited
to the more advanced countries. The output of the
new facilities may be exported to third markets and
plants may be established in developing countries.
Thus, Brazil, home of the hevea brasiliensis, now
produces more synthetic rubber than natural rubber.
In India, the world's third largest producer and
consumer of cotton goods, the output of man-made
fibres increased fivefold between mid-1950 and mid-
1960 and now amounts to over an eighth of the
output of raw cotton. Changes of this nature, which
represent progress in some developing countries,
accentuate the difficulties of other developing coun-
tries trying to enlarge their earnings from traditional
exports.

The most predictable and hence the factor most
readily taken into account in the economic planning
of the developing countries is the pattern of income
growth in the more advanced countries with which
they trade. At the relatively high level of personal
income common in these countries, the proportion
of any increment spent on conventional food-stuffs

4And again in chapter II.

Not all the technological developments of recent
years have been inimical to the rapid growth of
developing country exports, however. The demand
for some commodities--particularly minerals such as
iron, uranium and lithium ores, bauxite and, most
spectacular in terms of the values involved, petro-
leum-has been greatly enhanced by the innovations
of the post-war period, to the benefit of the deve!op-
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ing countries possessing exploitable deposits. In the
case of the majority of developing countries, how-
ever, and in virtually all of those in which tradi-
tional exports have been agricultural in origin, the
teclmical innovations have tended to reduce demand.
Where a developing country has managed to achieve
a high rate of growth in its exports of such products,
it has generally been by dint of capturing a larger
share of the market--through the default of other
exporters or through a deliberate effort to lower
costs and raise productivity by genetic improvement
or the adoption of better methods of cultivation.
Post-war experience indicates that the expansion of
primary production of this nature--perhaps even its
survival--depends on its capacity to respond to
scientific methods for improving and standardizing
the product and the way in which it is produced.

Technological advance has not only altered the
composition of imports into the higher-income coun-
tries, it has also affected their exports to developing
countries and in a manner that has greatly compli-
cated the latter's attempt to make optimal use of
foreign exchange resources. Even with a relatively
static technology, the task of speeding up the process
of economic development would have imposed severe
strains on the administrative machinery--particu-
larly in the public sector-in most developing coun-
tries. In the event, the accelerating pace of technical
change has made investment choices that much more
difficult and, given the scarcity of capital--relative
to the supply of labour--in the developing countries,
it is far from certain 'that the wisest decisions have
always beer1 taken.

Nor have the export-selling practices of the more
advanced countries always helped in the rational
choice of techniqnes and equipment by developing
countries. Once the post-war recovery stage was
completed, competition intensified in export markets,
including the developing countries, many of which
were vulnerable not only because of their inexperi-
ence in evaluating new and often more sophisticated
products and production methods but also because of
their dependence on credit to finance their imports.
The evidence suggests that where selling pressures
were strong, there was some impairment of the ability
of buyers--especially in the newly independent coun-
tries-to appraise the combined price, quality and
financing terms in the critical manner so essential
if foreign exchange budgeting is to serve develop-
ment planning purposes. Instances of faulty in-
vestment decisions and the questionable use of short-
term and medium-term credits are best known in
the case of countries in which subsequent balance
of payments crises and debt rescheduling have dra-
matized the situation, but there is no reason to
suppose that the problem has not been a general one.

Thus, while it is true that the developing countries
may expect to be spared many of the horrors and

wastes that characterized the industrial revolution in
some of the developed market economies, more
recent history suggests that the external economic
environment in which industrialization is now being
essayed has its own hazards. There can be little
doubt that neither the production techniques nor
the consumption patterns of the more advanced coun-
tries are we!l suited to the factor endowment and
income levels of most deve!oping countries. Maxi-
mization of the benefits to be derived from trade
and other forms of exchange with the more advanced
countries entails purposeful selection and adaptation
in the light of domestic resources and needs.

AID  POLICIES  AND  PRACTICES

Not all the transactions of the developing countries
with the more advanced countries have involved
trade. Over most of the post-war period, indeed,
the developing countries have run a trade and cur-
rent account deficit with the rest of the world. This
has been filled by a flow of resources through direct
investment, private lending, government lending and
government transfers of a unilateral nature.ÿ In
varying degree, each of the flows has contributed
to the development process, but each has had its
particular weaknesses and, in the aggregate, the
result has been disappointing not only in relation
to the needs of the developing countries but also in
relation to the targets adopted for such transfers
by the international community.

The inadequacy of the traditional forms of re-
source transfer--private direct and portfolio invest-
ment--reflects the change in the nature and dimen-
sions of the task to be performed, as compared with
the slow development of the territories opened up
by immigrant settlers in the nineteenth century. The
contribution of private direct investment in the post-
war period has been confined very largely to the
exploitation of mineral deposits with a ready export
market and to manufacturing enterprises concen-
trated by and large in areas of relatively high
demand or familiar to the investors as a result of
earlier trading relations. Private lending has also
been limited very largely to the most developed
among the low-income countries, except in those
cases--most notably in connexion with trade credits
--in which donor Governments have organized an
acceptable system of insurance ,or guarantee.

The factors inhibiting the movement of private
capital to the developing countries have varied from

The fil!ing of the deficit in this sense is I}urely a
statistical one.  Operationally,  the deficit may,  in many
instances, have been the consequence of resource t.ransfers
of one kind or another--a direct investment, for example,
or a donation of food.
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one situation to another,ÿ but underlying most of
them have been the competitive opportunities for
profitable investment in the developed market econ-
omies, the capital intensity of much of the post-war
development in the more advanced countries, the
ambivalence in the official attitude towards foreign
investment exhibited in many developing countries
and doubts of potential investors regarding the
viability and debt-servicing capacity of some of those
countries. None of these obstacles to the flow of
private  capital  is  permanent  or  immutable,  and
experience has shown that some of the environ-
mental difficulties that deter private investors may be
reduced or circumvented by institutional devices such
as official investment guarantees and licensing and
management contracts that put machines, processes
and expertise into operation in a country with
minimum interference with what it may regard as
its economic sovereignty.

As it became clearer that the movement of private
capital was not going to be sufficient to provide
external resources either to the countries and sectors
most in need of them or on the scale necessary to
achieve the desired acceleration in growth rates,
emphasis on official resource transfers rapidly in-
creased. Early post-war efforts in the framework of
colonial welfare and development budgets, refugee
resettlement, war damage restitution and technical
assistance under the Colombo Plan and the United
States Point Four legislation were greatly aug-
mented from a number of quite differently motivated
sources. Quantitatively most important were the
flows evoked by security considerations, useful for
gaining domestic political acceptance for "foreign
aid" and intended to win the allegiance of recipient
countries or at least neutralize them in the ideo-
logical conflict that characterized much of the 1950's.
Of  increasing  importance  after  1954 were  the
transfers of food-stuffs accumulating as the result of
farm support measures in some of the developed
market economies, most notably the United States.
Also of increasing importance as the 1950's pro-
gressed were the efforts to provide the means to
finance exports in the light of intensifying competi-
tion: these resulted not only in the spread of official
insurance mechanisms referred to above, but the
lengthening of credit periods. And perhaps of greatest
long-term significance, the completion of its recon-
struction function released the resources of the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD) for use in the developing countries. This

was followed, in 1961--when the prospective capa-
city of some developing countries to service ordinary
loans was becoming more and more questionable--
by the establishment of the International Develop-
ment Association (IDA) with the authority to lend
at low interest rates and for long periods.

The 1950's thus saw the evolution of a foreign
aid doctrine born of a recognition of the need for
large-scale and continuous transfers of resources from
the richer countries to the poorer. As indicated at the
beginning of this review, the culmination of the pro-
cess was the setting of a target for such transfers,
relating them explicitly to the income generated in
the more advanced countries--initially, in 1960, as
a group, later, in 1964, as individual donors--thereby
adding another consideration, burden sharing, to
those that had motivated and guided the flow of aid
during the 1950's, namely, humanitarianism, the
fostering of mutual security, export promotion and
surplus disposal.

The most significant characteristic of these desi-
derata in the present context in the fact that they
are all donor-centred. That resource transfers should
thus be determined by criteria relating to the
country of origin reflects in part the need to per-
suade donor-country legislatures to vote the neces-
sary funds and in part the absence of an adequate
mechanism to bring recipient-country criteria effec-
tively to bear on the nature and direction of the
resource flows. There was no organized means either
of determining need priorities among developing
countries or of co-ordinating and marshalling the
many potential sources of aid available to any one
developing country. Even among the multilateral
sources of aid, each agency had to a large extent
become individually responsible for determining the
distribution of the resources at its disposal.

6 For a discussion of some of the problems, see World
Economic Survey, 1965, Part I: Financing of Economic
Development  (United  Nations  publication,  Sales  No. :
66.II.C.1),  especially chapter II.  Other United Nations
studies of the problem include the series, of reports on
"The International Flow of Private Capital" issued between
1953 and 1960 and the subsequent series on "The Promotion
of the International Flow of Private Capital" of which the
most recent is document E/4038 and Add.1.

The first break in this system came with the
balance of payments crisis of India in 1958 which
led to the setting up of an aid consortium within
which resource flows could be determined and com-
mitted not solely on the basis of what individual
donors could muster but also on the basis of an
appraisal of the intentions and prospects of the reci-
pient. Several other consortia were set up in the
years that followed, each making a particular de-
veloping country the focus of its concern. Looser,
though from the present point of view essentially
similar, mechanisms were also created in the form
of consultative groups for each of a number of
developing countries, while in !963, the Inter-Ameri-
can Committee for the Alliance for Progress was
set up to complement the work being done by the
so-called Committee of Nine in evaluating the plans
and needs of individual Latin American countries.
And within the United Nations, the first step has
recently been taken to create machinery--the United
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Nations Development Programme (UNDP)  that
would permit the Special Fund and the various
agencies co-operating in the Expanded Programme
of Technical Assistance (EPTA) to act in concert
in respect of the requests of individual countries.

That this institution building has not yet had any
widespread impact on the problem of raising the
efficiency of allocation and utilization of external
resources is not attributable to any lack of need for
it or any proved inadequacy. Rather does it reflect
the fortuitous concurrence of other events and ten-
dencies. Foremost among these has been the deterio-
ration in the balance of payments position of the
United Kingdom and the United States, two of
the principal donor countries. This has not only
played a major role in preventing the total volume
of resources transferred from rising as rapidly as
income in the donor countries in recent years,ÿ it
has also greatly accentuated the tendency for the
more advanced countries to select their aid baskets
according to their own convenience rather than in
accordance with the needs and priorities of the
recipient country. It has also tended to make more
awkward what for donor participants has always
been the least welcome aspect of the consortium,
namely, the direct interdonor comparisons that are
implicitly invited when aid commitments are made
publicly within a common framework. Defensive
behaviour soon spreads and the problem of burden
sharing assumes undue importance.

These new mechanisms have also found recipient
countries in a more defensive posture, born in some
instances of an increased awareness of lack of success
in planning or, more often, in the implementation
of plans. There is an understandable reluctance to
appear as a suppliant before a panel of potential
critics of the way in which resources are to be
generated and allocated. There is a temptation to
draw up plans that will pass the mechanical tests
of the panel even when it is known that they will
not, or even cannot, be carried out. It is more dif-
ficult to persuade such a panel of the validity of all
the subtle, historically rooted cultural and political
criteria that may in fact have to be applied in the
determination of objectives and priorities in a realis-
tic plan that is within the capacity of the Govern-
ment to implement.

To avoid the difficulties that may be inherent in
the confrontation of donor and recipient, it may be
possible to organize an independent intermediary
service combining the two essential functions neces-
sary to maximize the effectiveness of external re-
sources as an adjunct to the resources mobilized
domestically, namely, evaluation in respect of the
plan and advice in respect of the nature and source
of external assistance. The successful operation of
such a mechanism would strengthen the planning
units in the developing countries: it would reduce
the amount of direct project arrangement initiated
by bilateral aid missions and by international agen-
cies with the individual ministries concerned, and
thei'eby help the planning authorities to exercise
their proper influence over priorities. It would serve
in a generalized way for any developing country in
the functions that are now being performed for the
few countries for which aid consortia or consultative
groups have been created.

In the present context, it is the function that is
important rather than the machinery: the latter will
continue to evolve under the formative pressures of
experience. And experience points conclusively to the
need to tackle development problems at the level
of the individual developing country.

7 An analysis of the factors affecting the ability of the
more developed countries to transfer resources to the less
developed is  contained  in  The External Financing  of
Economic Deÿelapment (United Nations publication, Sales
No. : E.68.II.D.10).

The foregoing review has sought to bring together
the principal features of the development process as
these have appeared in the past ten years, generaliz-
ing on the basis of the lessons that experience seems
to teach. Whatever else can be learned from such
distillation, the most important conclusion would
appear to relate to the limitations of generalizations
as a basis for action. While the same problem recurs
over and over again, its setting is always unique, so
that the way to deal with it cannot be predetermined ;
it has to be worked out in the circumstances oÿ the
country concerned and in the light of the priorities
of the time. In the final analysis, a development stra-
tegy must be country-based and continuously modi-
fied in the light of events. Many of these events occur
in export markets and affect the availability of ex-
ternal resources, but the focus must be kept on the
needs of the country in question and the domestic
resources at its disposal. It is up to the rest of the
world, in line with the pledge implicit in the United
Nations Charter, to assist in making the external
environment as favourable as possible for this de-

velopment process.
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Chapter I

THE  DIMENSIONS  OF  RECENT  ECONOMIC  GROWTH

Between 1955 and 1965 the developing countries
recorded an average rate of growth in the total out-
put of goods and services of 4.5 per cent a year. Be-
hind this average lies an extraordinarily wide range
in economic performance on the part of individual
countries. Many made impressive gains in industrial
production and in the expansion of the manufacturing
sector. Many achieved a rapid increase in export
earnings. A number registered significant gains in
savings and investment rates. Some raised their agri-
cultural output rapidly enough to sustain a notable
rate of increase in both exports and domestic con-
sumption. At the .other end of the scale, however,
were countries in which some or all of .these indica-
tors of development lagged far behind the average
while, in a few cases, they even fell below the growth
in population.

decline in world demand for a major export com-
modity, a series of droughts or floods may, each in
its own way, exert a considerable impact on the
short-term course of events and hence on levels of
production and rates of growth. In small and simple
economies, disturbances of this nature may effect
changes in short-run trends. In examining a ten-year
slice of economic development, both terminal condi-
tions and the incidence of fortuitous events must be
taken into account.

Though a quantitative appraisal of economic per-
formance has inevitably to rely heavily .on such ,pro-
duction measurements, their limitations should be
recognized. The more effectively allowance can be
made for structural and institutional achievements
which may not be fully refected in short-run changes
in output, the more realistic is the assessment of past
experience likely to be. Among such achievements
are those relating to the availability of knowledge,
the state of the economic infrastructure, the distri-
bution of wealth and of incomes, the efficiency of
administration, the equity and productivity of the
tax systems, the capacity to. use economic policy in-
struments in a coherent and purposeful manner, the
appropriateness of the land tenure system for the in-
troduction of productivity-rasing innovations in culti-
vation techniques and the effectiveness of financial
institutions to mobilize and canalize the economy's
savings. They are not easily quantifiable yet are often
of great significance for economic welfare and growth.
Changes in the structure and organization of the
economy affect fhe output of goods and services only
in the long run. Eventually their results enter into the
national accounting measure of growth, even though
in 'a short period, such as the one reviewed in this
chapter, the correlation between foundation building
and end-product output may not be very close.

In assessing performance, it is necessary to make
due allowance not only for the unquantifiable achieve-
ments of the developing countries but also for those
that are unquantified merely because of the inade-
quacy of the statistical apparatus of particular coun-
tries. This latter problem is complicated by the enor-
mous disparity between countries at the opposite ends
of the size scale, as a result ,of which averages tend to
be dominated by the larger economies. Merely leav-
ing India out of the developing country reckoning,
for example, changes the average course of growth
between the second half of the 1950.'s and the first
half of the 1960's from one of deceleration to one
of acceleration. By the same token, the over-M1
growth of the developing countries was measurably
affected by the poor Indian harvest of 19'66./67 and
by the sharp recovery in 1967/68.

If the great diversity behind recent economic
history is to be appreciated, therefore, aggregates
and averages must be used circumspectly and inter-
preted cautiously in the knowledge of the differences
they subsume.

TRENDS IN TOTAL PRODUCTION

In any assessment of performance, moreover, the
incidence of exogenous forces must Mso be allowed
for. The discovery of a new natural resource, a

Over the period 1955-1965, the developing coun-
tries registered an over-all gross domestic product
growth rate appreciably higher than that of the de-
veloped market economies. This is true of each of
the major regions taken separately, with the excep-
tion of southern and south-eastern Asia where the
average rate of growth at 3.9 per cent per annum
was fractionally below the 4.0 per cent recorded by
the developed market economies.

The relative gain by the developing countries
was made in the 1950's when their combined growth
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rate was almost half again as high as that of the
developed market economies. In the 1960%, there
was a sharp rise in the rate of increase in the gross
domestic product of the more advanced countries,
but a slackening in Latin America and southern and
south-eastern Asia which brought the developing
country average down below that of the developed
market economies and also below the developing
country rate in the 1950's.

While the developed market economies were step-
ping up their rate of increase in the production of
goods and services, their rate of growth in popula-
tion declined--from about 1.2 per cent a year in
the 1950's to about 0.9 per cent in the first half of

the 1960's. In the developing countries, by contrast,
population growth rates were moving in the opposite
direction: as a result of a steep decline in death
rates and a continuation of high birth rates, the
average growth rate rose from about 2.2 per cent
per a,mum to about 2.5 per cent. In the period
1960-1965, the average increase in the population
of the developing countries was about 37 million
a year--one-third higher than in the 1950's. This

compares with expansion in the centrally planned
economies of about 13 million a year and in the de-
veloped market economies of about 6 million a year
--both more or less in line with the absolute
averages of the 1950's (see table 1).

Table 1. Average annual increase in population: world and major regions, 193%1965

(Millions)

Devel-      Ce**-              Developing countriese
oped      trally

Period                                      World    markeÿ    planÿed     Total     Lo.ÿ6ÿ    Africa     Asiÿ
ecoÿgo-        ecoÿto-                     zÿ ÿerÿcÿ

iesa        ÿITeSb

1930-195.0  ....................  22              4                3               15               3               3                 9

1950-1960  ....................  48              7               13              28              5               5               18
1960-1965  .....................  56              6               15              37              6              7              24

Source:  Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on World Populcÿti.o,ÿ Pros-
pects,  Population  Studies  No.  41  (United
Nations publication, Sales No. : 66.XIII.2).

a North America,  western  Europe,  Japan,

Australia and New Zealand.
b Mainland China, USSR and other eastern

Europe.

e Latin  America,  Africa,  Asia  (excluding
mainland China and Japan), Oceania (exclud-
ing Australia and New Zealand).

When these population changes are taken into
account, the relative position of the developing coun-
tries is seen to be substantially less favourable. In
the second half of
of increase in per
higher than that of
but in the first half
more than half of
economies.

the 1950's, their combined rate
ccbpitcÿ production was slightly

the developed market economies,
of the 1960's it dropped to little
that of the developed market

Over the whole period 1955-1965, the over-all
average rate of per capita growth was 2.1 per cent
a year in the developing countries, compared with
2.8 per cent in the developed market economies (see
table 2).

virtual stagnation to rates of growth of over 10 per
cent a year. The differences were not noticeably
associated with geography: countries from each of
the three main regions--Asia, Africa and Latin
America--are to be found in the high-growth group
(registering an increase of over 6 per cent per
annum in real gross domestic product) and the low-
growth group (growing at less than 3 per cent a
year). Nor was it a matter of size: at both ends of
the growth scale there were countries with popula-
tions of under 1 million and others with populations
of over 10 million (see table 4).

The contrast is dramatized by translating it into
absolute terms. Over the ten years, per capita out-
put grew by $43 a year (1960 purchasing power)
in the developed market economies, compared with
a mere $3 a year in the developing countries. By
1965, this had brought the average up to $1,725
per annuÿ (1960 purchasing power) in the de-
veloped market economies, about eleven times the
developing country average of $157 (see table 3).

As indicated above, within the developing group
there  were  widely  differing  performancesÿfrom

The resource base seems to have been a more im-
portant factor--and its industrial and export impli-
cations are examined in the  next  section---but
mineral-exporting countries feature not only in the
fastest-growing group but also in the slowest. Income
levels appear to have played a significant part: the
average per capita output was highest in the high-
growth group and it dropped sharply, from a 1965
figure of almost $500 (1960 purchasing power) to
less than $300 for the group with a 5.0-5.9 per cent
growth rate, less than $200 for the 4.0-4.7 per cent
group and about $100 for the group with average
growth rates between 3.0 and 3.9 per cent. How-
ever, even a relatively high per capitcb output is no
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Table 2. Developed and developing conntrles: growth of real groÿs domestic product,
1955-1965

(Annual percentage rate)

1955.1960                 1960-1965                 1955-1965

Country group                    Total         Per         Total         Per         Total         Per
capita                      capita                       capita

Developed countriesa  ........  3.2        2.0        4.9        3.6        4.0        2.8
Developing countriesb  ........  4.6        2.3        4.4        1.9        4.5        2.1

Latin America  .............  4.6        1.9        4.4        1.7        4.5        1.8
Africa  .....................  4.3        2.1        4.5        2.3        4.4        2.2

West Asia  .................  6.5        4.0       7.3        4.6       6.9       4.3
Southern  and  south-eastern

Asia  ....................  4.2       2.0        3.5        1.2        3.9        1.6

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on data from the Statistical
Office  of  the  United  Nations  and national
sources.

Note: Except where indicated, growth rates
cited in this chapter represent the average of
year-to-year changes over the specified period,
always taking the higher of each pair of figures
as denominator.

a Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, .Cyprus,
Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Fin-
land, France, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy,
Japan, Luxembonrg, Malta, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, PortugM, Puerto Rico, South
Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
United Kingdom, United States, West Berlin.

b Latin America:  Argentina, Barbados, Bo-
livia,  Brazil,  Chile,  Colombia,  Costa  Rica,
Dominican  Republic,  Ecuador,  E1  Salvador,
Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica,
Mexico,   Netherlands   Antilles,   Nicaragua,

Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Surinam, Trinidad
and  Tobago,  Uruguay,  Venezuela ;  Africa :
Algeria, Angola, Cameroon, Cape Verde Is-
lands, Central African RepubIic, Chad, Congo
(Brazzaville),  Democratic  Republic  of  the
Congo, Dahomey, Ethiopia, French Somaliland,
Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast,
Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malawi,
Mall, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco, Mozam-
bique,  Niger,  Nigeria,  Portuguese  Guinea,
Rdunion,  Sÿo Tomÿ and  Prlncipe,  Senegal,
Seychelles,  Sierra Leone,  Somalia,  Southern
Rhodesia,  Sudan,  Toffo,  Tunisia,  Uganda,
United Arab Republic, United Republic of Tan-
zania, Upper Volta, Zambia; West Asia: Aden,
Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria; South-
ern and south-eastern Asia: Afghanistan, Bru-
nei, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, China (Taiwan),
Hong Kong, Inclia, Indonesia, Laos, Pakistan,
Philippines,  Republic of  Korea, Republic of
Viet-Nam, Sabah, Sarawak, Singapore, Thai-
land, West Malaysia.

Table 3. Developed and developing countries: real
gross domestic product per capita, 1955-1965

rate with a per capita income only moderately above
the developing country average.

(Dollars aÿ 1960 prices)

Aÿeraffe ÿnÿqtal ÿncreasB
Country group            1965

1960-1965  1955.1965

Developed countriesa  ..    1,725        59        43
Developing countriesb ..     157        3         3

Latin America  ......  376         6         6

Africa  ...............  120        3        2

West Asia  ...........  381        16        13

Southern  and  south-
eastern Asia  .......  96         1         1

Source and foot-notes:  See table 2.

guarantee of a satisfactory rate of expansion: Ar-
gentina and Uruguay, whose per capita outputs
were respectively 4 and 3 times the developing
country average, were among the countries at the
low end of the growth spectrum. Contrariwise, a low
level of per capita income is no barrier to relatively
rapid expansion: Thailand achieved a growth rate
of nearly 6 per cent per annum, for example, even
though its per capita gross domestic product was
well below the developing country average, while
China (Taiwan) registered an even higher growth

While this notable disparity in performance raises
many questions, it must also be recognized that the
great mass of the population of the developing world
lives in countries whose rates of growth between
mid-1950 and mid-1960 were below the median
figure of 4.4 per cent. Indeed, over 1,000 million
people live in the countries with average rates of
growth between 3 and 5 per cent. Less than a fourth
of that number live in countries which exceeded the
Development Decade target of 5 per cent. Or, to
look at the record in another way, two-thirds of the
population of the developing countries live in coun-
tries in which the rise in per capita output between
1955 and 1965 was less than 2 per cent a year,
while less than 10 per cent live in countries with a
per capita growth rate in excess of 3 per cent a year
(see table 5).

TI-IE   PATTERN    OF   RECENT   ECONOMIC    GROWTI-I

The spectrum of gross domestic product growth
rates over the 1955-1965 span is extremely wide. At
the one end are rates that are so high that they
can hardly be sustained over a lengthy period. At
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Table 4. Developing countries: distribution according to average annual rate of growth in rea! gross domestic product, 1955-1965

6 per cent                                 5.0-5.9 per                                4.0-4.9 per                                3.0-3.9 per                                Less than
and over                                           cent                                             cent                                             cent                                          3 per cent

t.a
O0

1.6 Libya             1.1
2.0  Jordan               0.5
1.1  Liberia              0.4
2.6  Israel                4.1
0.5  Kuwait             2.1

12   China (Taiwan)      2.6
6.7  Saudi Arabia        2.4
1.0  Trinidad and Tobago 0.7
!.2  Panama              0.6

5.3  Syria            1.2
1.8  Jamaica           0.9

31   Thailand          3.4
43   Mexico           17
8.2  Iraq               2.2
5.2 Angola           0.7
8.7  Venezuela         10
2.4  Sierra Leone      0.3

25   Iran               5.9
4.4  Guatemala         1.4

28   Republic of Korea 5.1
12   Peru               2.8

1.7  Nicarag-ua         0.5      18
7.0  Mozambique       0.8       2.6

12   Former            !.8       5.2
Federation of             14
Rhodesia and              1.6
Nyasaland                 7.6

2.9  E1 Salvador       0.8       9.4
30   United Arab       5.4    483

Republic                 10
6.0  Former            0.8

French                   23
Equatorial                13
Africaa                    25

4.4  Tunisia            1.0       2.0
81   Brazil            23        22
1.4  Costa Rica       0.5       0.7

32   Philippines         7.1
58   Nigeria            3.9
2.3  Honduras         0.5
0.2  Barbados          0.1
3.6  Dominican         0.9

Republic
7.7  Ghana             1.5
5.2  Ecuador           1.1

27   Former            3.1
French
West Africab

12   Algeria            3.0
103   Pakistan           9.8

8.6  Chile              5.8

Colombia          4.9      11    Ceylon             1.6
Lebanon           0.8       0.6  Guyana            0.2
Cameroon          0.6       3.7  Bolivia             0.5
Sudan              1.2       6.4  Madagascar        0.7
Togo            0.1      4.4 Haiti             0.3
Uganda            0.6       2.7  Uruguay           1.3
Kenya             0.8      16   Congo              1.3
India             38                (Democratic
United Republic   0.7              Republic of)

of Tanzania
Ethiopia          1.1
Morocco           2.2

Burma             1.6
Paraguay          0.3
Argentina         14
Mauritius          0.2

6 per cent        5.0-5.9 per                                4.0-4.9 per                               3.0-3.9 per                                Less than
and over              cent                                             cent                                             cent                                          3 per cent

Population  (millions)..   29           174                             405                             637                              45
Gross  domestic  product

(billions of dollars) :
Total  ...............  15           51                             72                            67                              6

Per capita  ...........  499          291                            177                           105                            130

Source: See table 2.
Note: The countries are ranked in descending order of 1955-1965 growth

rate. The figures before and after the coutÿtry name represent, respectively, the
1965 population in millions and the 1965 gross domestic product in billions of
dollars of 1960 purchasing power.

a Former  French Equatorial  Africa  comprises  Central African  Republic,
Chad, Congo (Brazzaville) and Gabon.

b Former French West Africa comprises Dahomey, Guinea, Ivory Coast,
Mall, Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta.



Table 5. Distribuÿtion of developing countriesÿ by rate of growth of per capita real
gross domestic product, 1955-1965

l?ÿd¢al aÿerage growtlÿ
of per capita gross
domestic product

(percentage)

4.0 and over  ....................
3.0 to 3.9  ......................

2.0 to 2.9  .......................
1.0 to 1.9  ......................
Under t.0  ......................

Total  .........................

Gross
Countries                    domestic         Population

Number        Percentage         product(Percentage, 1965)

10           16            7            3
8            13            7            6
12        19        30        25
17           27           48           57
16           25            9            9
63                       100                       100                       100

Source: See table 2.

a Countries in each category are as follows
(in descending order of annual average growth
of per capita gross' domestic product,  1955-
1965): 4.0 per cent and over: Libya, Liberiaÿ
Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Israel, .China (Taiwan),
Sierra Leone, Angola, Jamaica, Trinidad and
Tobago; 3.0 to 3.9 per cent: Mozambique, Bar-
bados, Tunisia, Panama, former French Equa-
torial Africa, Syria, Thailand, Iran; 2.0 to 2.9
per cent: Republic of Korea, Iraq, Guatemala,

the other are rates that are likely to be regarded as
too low to be tolerated for long.

Within the compass of the present review, no
attempt can be made to explain these rates: for
this purpose the course of economic development
would have to be studied case by case and year by
year. Nor is it possible to derive a typology from
the recorded results that would permit countries to
be classified in ways which might help to reveal the
causative process behind the specific growth achieve-
ments. Given the heterogeneity of country circum-
stances and the large number of influences im-
pinging on each case, all that can be sought at this
initial stage are patterns of change and hints about
the factors responsible for them.

Growth of the major sectors
The countries listed in table 4 may be rather

arbitrarily divided into three more or less equal
groups according to whether their 1955-1965 gross
domestic product growth rate was rapid (twenty-
one countries with production rising at over 5 per
cent  a  year),  medium-paced  (twenty  countries
with production rising at 4-4.9 per cent a year) or
slow  (twenty-two countries with production ris-
ing at less than 4 per cent a year). In each group,
there were countries in which a fairly stable rate of
advance lÿad been maintained--nine in the high-
growth group, six in the medium group and seven
in the slow group. In each group, there were also
countries in which the rate of increase in output
accelerated  perceptibly  between  1955-1960  and
1960-1965--eight in the high-growth group, six in
the medium group and nine in the slow group.
Similarly, there were in each group countries in
which the pace of advance was significantly lower
in the second quinquennium than in the first  five
in the high-growth group, seven in the medium
group and six in the slow group. Though there

Mexico, Nigeria, United Arab Republic, Peru,
Venezuela, former Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, Algeria, Nicaragua, Pakistan; 1.0
to 1.9 per cent: E1 Salvado,r, Brazil, Cameroon,
Ethiopia, Chile, Ghana, Lebanon, former French
West Africa, United Republic of Tanzania, Ar-
gentina,  Philippines,  Honduras,  India,  Togo,
Uganda, Ecuador, Sudan; under 1.0 per cent:
Burma, Dominican Republic, Bolivia, Colombia,
Kenya, Paraguay, Costa Riea, .Ceylon, Morocco,
Mau.ritius,  Kuwait,  Guyana,  Haiti,  Uruguay,
Madagascar, Democratic Republic of the Congo.

were proportionately fewer decelerating countries
in the high-growth group and proportionately more
accelerating countries in the low-growth group,
the distribution was characterized more by its uni-
formity than by its skewness (see table 6).

One of the most striking features of the distribu-
tion is the concentration of mineral-based economies
in the high-growth group. Of the fifteen countries
in which, outside the traditional subsistence sector,
the predominant single activity is mining, no less
than eleven are to be found in the high-growth
group. Most of them--Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya,
Saudi Arabia, Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela
--are major petroleum producers and exporters, but
in Jordan the expansion was in the production of
phosphates (exports of which increased at about
15 per cent a year in value), in Liberia, iron ore
and concentrates (exports of which rose at over 30
per cent a year), in Jamaica, bauxite and aluminia
(production and export of which expanded very
rapidly, from a small base, in the 1950's), and in
Sierra Leone, iron ore and diamonds (exports of
which also rose rapidly in the 1950's and then began
to move rather erraticalIy).

The mineral-based economies in the medium-
growth group are Chile and the former Federation
of Rhodesia and Nyasaland. Chile maintained a
fairly steady rate of increase in total production: its
mining output and exports grew more rapidly in
the first half of the 1960's than in the second half
of the 1950's but the gain was largely offset by the
slow growth of agriculture which added to the im-
port burden and accentuated the difficulty of main-
taining price stability. In the former Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the main mining expan-
sion was in the I950's; in the I960's, the rate of
increase in production and exports declined appre-
ciably.
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Table 6.  Developing countrie.ÿ: growth of major gross domestic product componencs,
1955-1960 and 1960o1965

Gross
Coÿtntrya                        doÿnesÿic prod!tct                 Agr$culture

1955-196@    1960-1965     1955"1960b   1960"1965e

Indwstr3ÿ                      ,Exports

1955-1960b   1960-1965e   1955-1960b  1960.1965

Libya  .................  14.3

Jordan  ................  11,3

Liberia  ................  10.1

Israel  ..................  8.0
Kuwait  ...............  11.1

China (Taiwan)  .......  6.2
Saudi Arabia  ..........  4.3
Trinidad and Tobago ..        9.7
Panama  ...............  4.8

Syria  ..................  2.6

Jamaica  ...............  6.7

Thailand  ..............  5.9

Mexico  ................  5.7

Iraq  ..................  5.8
Angola  ................  5.3

Venezuela  .............  5.9

Sierra Leone  ..........  7.3

Iran  ...................  5.6
Guatemala  .............  5.0
Republic of Korea  ......  4,6

Barbados  ..............  4.8

Peru  ..................  4.2
Nicaragua  .............  2.2

Mozambique  ...........  4.5
Former  Federation  of

Rhodesia  and Nyasa-
land  ................  6.3

E1 Salvador  ...........  3.8
United Arab Republic ..        4.5
Former French Equator-

ial Africa  ...........  5.4

Tunisia  ................  4.1

Brazil  .................  5.3

Costa Rica  ............  6.1

Philippines  ............  4.5

Nigeria  ...............  2.5
Honduras  .............  4.5
Dominican Republic  ....  5.0

Ghana  .................  5.8

Ecuador  ...............  4.4

Former   French  West
Africa  ..............  3.3

Algeria  ................  8.6

Pakistan  ...............  3.3

Chile  ..................  3.8
Colombia  ...............  3.6
Lebanon  ..............  3.2
Cameroon  .............  3.8

Togo  ..................  3.9

Uganda  ...............  3.1
Kenya  ................  3.8

India  ..................  4.2

United   Republic   of
Tanzania  ............  3.3

Ethiopia  ...............  2.6

Morocco  ..............  2.5

Burma  ................  5.2
Paraguay  ..............  2.3

Argentina  .............  3.0
Mauritius  .............  -0.7

Ceylon  ................  2.8

Sudan  .................  4.4
Guyana  ................  3.9

25.0
11,7
12.0

9.0
4.9

9.2
10.9
4,1
7.4
8.2

5.0

5.7
5.7
5.5
5.9

5.3
3.8
5.5
6.1
6,6

3.4
5.9
7.7
5.4

6a        5a
----4e        13e

2e      2e
8      4

4      6

1      12

4.9
-0.6

4.8
4.1
4.2
4.5
3.9
3.3
3.9
3.2
2.6

3.4
4.1
3.8
1.0
3.9
3.2
6.7
3.0
1.1
1.4

4.3
5.2
4.0

3.0
4.4
6.3
4.2
3.6
2.6
4.0

3.5         3         4             7         6         8         4
6.0         2         5            -4        -4         3         11
5.2         4a        3a           14ÿ,g      16ÿ        7         5

5      4
3      4
3a        4a

6      6
2e
3at

5      5
2      5

5      4
--        7

.sd
5
3

2
5
4

• ..                                              9         9
-     "-5        '€     '2i      1      s
3         3             6         9        -6         7
2         1              3         3         3         5
3      3         6      5      3      3
3         5             2         4         9        14

3e  ......  9         6
6e         1e                                 -2         18
4      z       -i     '6      7      4
4         3             5         5        12         6
3      2         4      5     -2      3

2_               10     10      4i 3        "'9      6      5      12
1      3         3      4      2     --
3         2            14         5         3        -6
2         4             1          4         8         7

--         2            4         5         5         4
--8         10           -10         10        -8         14
1      3         1      7      1      3
3      2        5      8      6      5

...         1           ...         5         6         4

3
4       "'5      4      1      1

3        8      5      7      5
3        8      6      7      7
4        14     10      4      9
3        6      7      5      9
2             8         2         5        -1
2e                      7      8
3        "'i     6      3      3

'"8

7

5

2
8

12

7

10

5

...          -        44

...          8        12
8     17"i0      17      11

...          9         6

11        18        17
...          6         9

11      9
ii      2      s
7      4      1

...         12         6

9      3      9
7      4      5
5      5      6

...         7         6

8      6      7
13      1"'8     !7      8

9      9      9
12         12         19

4      8"7         9         4

9         2        t4
...         3         5
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Table 6. Developing countries: growth of major gross domestic product componentsÿ
1955-1960 ,and 1960-1965 (continued)

C Oÿtÿ4ÿrÿa
Gross                       Agrlculflÿre                      Ind*tstry                       ÿ.ÿporÿs

domestic product

1955-i960b    I960-1965      1955-1960b   1960-1965c      1955-1960b    1960-1965e    1955-1960b   1960-1965

Bolivia  ................  -0.3         4.8          3

Madagascar  ...........  -0.3         3.6        ..

Haiti  ..................  2.1        0.7
Uruguay  ...............  0.1         1.0         -3
Congo. (Democratic Re-

public of)  ...........  -1.8         1.4         -le

3       -2      5     -4      5
2e                      -1      7
1       4     'i      6     -
2             1          1          1         2

-3e  ......  -1        -4

Source: See table 2.
a In descending order of average annual gross domestic

product growth rate over the period 1955-1965.
b 1954-19'59 in the case of Barbados and Sudan.
c1960-1964 in the case of Iraq, former Federation oi

Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Pakistan, Lebanon, Kenya, India,
Burma and Sudan.

a Index oÿ agricultural production;  source:  Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, The State
of Food and Agriculture, 1967 (Rome).

e Agricultural production index  (United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture).

Index of industrial production; source: United Nations,
Monthly Bullet#ÿ of Statistics.

g 1956-1960.

Also in the medium-growth group are several
countries in which mining played a sharply increas-
ing role in the economy in the course of the period.
In Algeria, the development of the petrolemn in-
dustry served to raise the rate of increase in exports
but was insufficient to offset the slackening in other
sectors--particularly agriculture--during and after
the struggle for independence. Mineral development
also played an important part in making up for a
relatively poor performance in agriculture in the
Central African Republic, Congo (Brazzaville) and
Gabon, whence there was a sharp increase in ex-
ports of petroleum, diamonds, manganese and ura-
nium oxide in the 1960's. In Nigeria, on the other
hand, there was some improvement in agriculture
and this added to the expansionary effects of petro-
leum development: the share of petroleum in total
exports rose from zero to about a fourth, while
the over-all gross domestic product growth rate was
sharply increased.

In the slow-growth group, the countries that are
largely mineral oriented are Bolivia and the Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo. The first half oÿ the
1960's brought a sharp reversal in the downward
drift of the previous quinquennium, especially in
the case of ]Bolivia. The rising demand for tin and
copper on the world markets contributed materially
to the upturn in these countries.

The stimulus imparted by the mineral industry
has generally been oÿ a dual nature. In the initial
stages, it consists largely of investment--in physical
and geophysical exploration, in the erection of sur-
face works, transport and power facilities and other
forms of infrastructure and, finally, in actual mining.
In most of the cases cited above, the financing of
this mineral development has been carried out by
foreign capital. When the mine is operating, the
stimulus tends to come mainly through the distribu-
tion of revenue, for the purchase of local inputs and
the payment oÿ taxes. And in the case of export-

based mines, there is the contribution of foreign ex-
change. When development and operations overlap.,
the impact on the economy can be very poweKul:
for short periods, total production may be induced to
expand at rates that cannot be maintained once the
inflow of new .capital ceases, the slack in the local
economy is taken up and the new facilities begin to
operate at normal capacity. This sequence lies behind
some of the cases of sharp, deceleration in growth
rates in mineral economies producing an export
product, the demand for which was rising more
rapidly in the 1960's than in the 1950's.

Also concentrated largely in the high-growth group
were the countries with a relatively broad base in
the economy as a whole or in its export sector.
Among such countries are China (Taiwan), Israel,
Mexico,  Panama,  Peru and Republic of Korea.
These countries registered relatively high rates of
growth in agriculture and industry and also in ex-
ports, except in the case of Mexico where the ex-
pansion was largely domestically oriented and the
result was a particularly sharp change in the struc-
ture of total production: the proportion contributed
by manufacturing increased from 24 per cent in
1955 to 29 per cent in 1965, while the proportion
contributed by agriculture contracted correspond-
ingly--from 22 per cent to 17 per cent. The only
significant export item to emerge in this period
was chemicals, whose share of total Mexican exports
of manufactures ro.se almost threefold to over one-
fifth. Altogether, however, the contribution of manu-
factures to total commodity exports increased from
15 per cent to 20 per cent.

In Panama, petroleum refining was an important
new industry and there was a steep rise in exports
of petroleum products; as a result, the share of
bananas in commodity exports dropped from over
70 per cent in the mid-!950's to below 50 per cent
in the mid-1960's. In the Republic of Korea, there
was a dramatic expansion in the importance of in-
dustry in the economy: its contribution to gross
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domestic product almost doubled (to 16 per cent)
over the ten-year span while the share of manu-
factured goods (including, in particular, plywood and
clothing and other textiles) in total commodity ex-
ports rose more than fourfold (to 54 per cent).

Exports also played a dynamic role in China
(Taiwan) and Peru, facilitating major acceleration
in the pace of industrial development. In Peru, there
were important gains in mineral production but the
main focus of expansion was the fishmeal industry
whose contribution to export earnings rose from
negligible proportions in the mid-1950's to nearly
one-fourth in the mid-1960's. In China (Taiwan)
the expansion was more broadly based, but export
sales also helped, especially in the case of textiles
and processed food-stuffs: the rise in the output of
manufactures compensated for the slow growth in
traditional exports--particularly sugar--and helped
to maintain a very high rate of growth in total
exports throughout the ten years under review.

ber as the main item among exports of manufactures.
As a result of this diversification, the share of the
two traditional items--rice and rubber--in total com-
modity exports dropped sharply from about two-
thirds at the beginning of the period to about a half
at the end.

A few of the more broadly based economies were
in the slow-growth category. Lebanon is one such
country, though its performance improved appre-
ciably in all major sectors in the first half of the
1960's. India is a contrasting example: its over-all
growth declined in the 1960's in the wake of smaller
harvests. Despite this deterioration in agriculture,
India managed to improve its export record: there
was a further increase, both absolute and relative,
in shipments of manufactures, particularly in textiles
which accounted for almost three-fourths of its total
exports of manufactured goods by the mid-1960's.

The remainder of the developing countries--about
two-thirds of all those for which data are at present
available--registered medium or low rates of over-all
growth in production between 1955 and 1965. They
are all essentially agricultural countries in the sense
that agriculture is generally the largest single con-
tributor to total production and provides the great
bulk of commodity exports--in most instances in
the form of one or two main products. Their progress
has depended very largely on the degree of success
in raising agricultural productivity, in adjusting to
the exigencies of external markets for their leading
exports and in diversifying their domestic economies,
particularly through industrial development. The fact
that none of these countries achieved a growth rate
of 5 per cent a year and most averaged less than
4 per cent is indicative of the difficulty of the task.

The remainder of the high-growth group consisted
of essentially agricultural countries--Angola, Gua-
temala, Syria and Thailand--that achieved a more
or less balanced expansion. In Angola, the main
component of the export growth was robusta coffee,
the relatively low-priced variety used very largely
in the expanding production of so-called "instant"
coffee. In Guatemala, the most dynamic sector was
industry though a fairly vigorous export growth was
based on agricultural products, particularly cotton,
output of which rose sharply in the 1960%. In Syria,
the economy recovered in the 1960's from a rather
poor agricultural performance in the 1950's.

Almost all the countries in the medium-growth
group (4-4.9 per cent a year) managed to keep the
rate of increase in agricultural output above that in
population. The exceptions were Ghana and the
Philippines. In Ghana, the principal lag was in the
local food-producing sector, but fluctuations in the
cocoa market--especially the decline in prices from
1960 to 1962 and again from 1963 to 1965--also
had a negative impact on economic development. In
the Philippines, the share of agriculture in total
production dropped from 42 per cent in the mid-
1950's to 31 per cent in the mid-1960's. As in Ghana,
the lag in agriculture added to the import load, but
the expansion of the hardwood industry provided
compensatory exports and there was a more vigorous
growth in manufacturing, part of which  notably in
c!othing and other textile items--was also reflected
in exports.

In Thailand, the proportion of total output con-
tributed by agriculture declined from 39 per cent
in 1955 to 35 per cent in 1965. Nevertheless, agri-
cultural growth yielded a rapid rise in maize ex-
ports and was sufficient to sustain a rate of expan-
sion of 5 per cent a year in rice exports and of
6 per cent in rubber exports (though in the case
of the latter, declining prices cut the growth in value
to less than half of this rate). Agriculture also pro-
vided the most dynamic export among manufactured
products, namely, preserved vegetables, which rose
by an average of 17 per cent a year, overtaking lure-

In several countries, agriculture tended to lag
during part of the period under review--in E1
Salvador and Nicaragua in the first quinquennium,
for example, and in the Dominican Republic and
Tunisia in the second. In El Salvador and Nicaragua,
the recovery in agriculture in the 1960% was largely
export based and was accompanied by a sharp rise
in cotton earnings. In the Dominican Republic, the
slackening in agriculture was accentuated by de-
clining sugar prices on the free market and the
whole economy decelerated. In Tunisia, on the other
hand, there were offsetting developments in other
sectors, notably in mining production and in the
processing of phosphates, so that the over-all rate
of growth was actually somewhat higher in the
1960's than in the second half of the 1950%.
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Expansion in other sectors also. helped to raise
the rate of growth in Pakistan and to sustain it in
Ecuador, Honduras, Mozambique and the United
Arab Republic, where agricultural progress was on
the whole better maintained. In Pakistan, the con-
tribution of agriculture to total production declined
from 55 per cent in the mid-1950's to about 49 per
cent in the mid-1960's. There was a corresponding
rise in the contribution of industry; this was reflected
strongly in exports, the manufactured component of
which--heavily weighted by textilesÿrose more than
fourfold, to over one-third of the total by the mid-
1960's.

On a much smaller scale, Honduras also expanded
its manufacturing sector--from 11 per cent to 14 per
cent of gro.ss domestic product--but in this case,
not at the expense of agriculture, which accounted
for about the same share of total output (43 per
cent) at the end of the period as in the beginning.
Nevertheless, the economy's dependence on bananas
and coffee was reduced  from 75 per cent to less
than 60 per cent of tolal exports--by the growth
of other exports including, in particular, manufac-
tured goods shipped to other members of the Central
American  Common  Market.  There was  similar
change in the composition of the gross domestic
product in Ecuador : the share cÿf agriculture declined
by 2-3 percentage points to about a third while
that of manufacturing industry rose to about a sixth.
The latter remained .domestically oriented.

In the case of the United Arab Republic, the
industrial expansion was reflected in a significant
volume of exports only in the case of textile manu-
factures and petroleum products: from a small base,
these items increased rapidly--at 17 per cent and
25 per cent a year, respectively---constituting at the
end of the period about 80 per cent of the country's
total exports of manufactures, which had in turn
risen from 10 per cent to 23 per cent of total com-
modity exports.

The two other countries in the medium-growth
group are Brazil and Costa Rica, both of which
experienced an appreciable deceleration between the
second half of the 1950's and the first half of the
1960's in the pace of their economic advance. The
slackening was fairly general and its causation cor-
respondingly complex. But one significant negative
factor was a relatively poor export performance,
reflecting in both instances the slow expansion in
the demand for coffee, especially the Latin American
cÿrrÿbicas. The lag in coffee earnings in Brazil reduced
'the contribution of this item to total export earnings
to below 50 per cent by the mid-1960's, but there
were very few more dynamic items to take its place:
the share of manufactured goods--chiefly lumber,
machinery and chemicals--almost doubled in the ten
years under review, but barely reached 10 per cent
_¢f total earnings.

,Coffee and other ,beverage crop. exporters were
numerous among the slow-growth countries: they
include Colombia and Haiti, Cameroon and Togo,
Ethiopia and Kenya, United Republic of Tanzania
and Uganda, as well as Ceylon. Most of these coun-
tries have registered a low rate of increase in agri-
cultural production, and as agriculture is a major
sector--accounting for between a third of total out-
put (in Colombia) and three-fourths (in Ethiopia)-
the result is reflected in a generally less than average
export performance and a relatively low rate of over-
all growth. Agriculture thus lost ground in most
cases--to services in Ceylon, to mining in Uganda,
to manufacturing in Colombia and several other
countries.

The relative importance of agriculture declined
in most of the remaining countries in the low-growth
group--Burma, Mauritius, Mo.rocco, Sudan, Argen-

tina, Paraguay and Uruguay. In Burma, the rela-
tively poor agricultural outcome caused a general
deceleration in the rate of economic growth: the
share of rice in exports dropped below two-thirds
but as there was no ready alternative commodity,
total export earnings declined sharply in the first
half of the 1960's.

In the three African countries, the problem was
partly one of agricultural instability. Variations in
production, export volume and export prices in the
case of sugar in Mauritius and cotton in the Sudan
exerted a strong influence not only on export pro-
ceeds but also on government revenue and other
activities in these countries. Even though the relative
contribution of agriculture declined over the period
--in favour of industry in the Sudan, services in
Mauritius--dependence on the leading export crop
was virtually as great as ever. In Morocco, the
outturn was somewhat better in the first half of
the 1960's than in the previous quinquennium, though
there was no recovery in exports.

Of the three Latin American economies, Paraguay
recorded the ,best agricultural performance. Much
of it was export oriented and in the 1960% there
were sizable gains in shipments of cotton, oilseeds,
to,bacco and meat as well as timber, and the result
was a perceptible acceleration in the over-all rate
of growth which had lagged seriously in the 1950's.
In Argentina, meat and wheat continued to occupy
the position of leading exports. Manufacturing in-
creased less slowly than production as a whole, but
this was largely in place of imports: it was not
reflected in exports, indeed with less processed meat
being shipped, manufactured goods constituted a
smaller proportion of exports at the end of the period
(10 per cent) than at the beginning (11 per cent).
In Uruguay, the whole economy appears to have
stagnated: the failure of the agricultural base to
expand at all was reflected in the other sectors too
and there was little or no structural shift.
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The strategic secto,rs

In one sense, the process of economic development
is synonymous with industrialization: it involves
increased specialization and division of labour, the
adoption of technically improved methods of pro-
duction and, generally, the provision of workers
with more and better equipment. Thus, industry is
not an end in itself but a means of raising produc-
tivity and the per capita availability of goods and
services. In most developing countries, the strategic
elements in the supply of goods on which balanced
growth greatly depends are primary products pro-
duced for local use, and the inflow from abroad of
things that are essential for economic growth--par-
ticularly investment goods--but which cannot cur-
rently be produced at home, at least at reasonable
cost.

the industrial and agricultural sectors, accentuating
the tendency to lag that often characterizes the latter.
It can also handicap the export sector whose products
have to compete on world markets.

The most important production activities from the
point of view of economic development therefore
tend to be that portion of agriculture serving do-
mestic requirements and those elements in various
sectors that are capable of earning foreign exchange.
In such circumstances, development strategy would
seem to be best directed towards raising the efficiency
of the domestic agricultural sector and of those
portions of the agricultural, mining, manufacturing
and service sectors capable of adding to the econo-
my's import capacity.

Certainly, one of the conclusions to which the
preceding section points is that while the process
of economic development involves the progressive
reduction in the relative contribution to total pro-
duction of what is conventionally regarded as the
agricultural sector, a lag in the expansion of agri-
cultural output can have a very detrimental effect
on the pace of over-all advance. The larger the sector,
the more serious is the impact of a lag in it likely
to be. But even where the sector is a relatively
small one, an unsatisfactory performance can greatly
aggravate supply problems for domestic consumers
and user industries and for exports.

Development in the manufacturing sector can be
very helpful in furnishing inputs to agriculture as
it modernizes, in handling the increased farm output
through national rather than local markets, and in
adding to the unit value of exports once shipped in
their primary state. It can also, in respect of a
steadily widening range of goods, relieve the foreign
exchange budget of the need to import. Though the
sector is sti!I a relatively small one in most devel-
oping countries (see table 7), its expansion in some
cases has taken forms that may have tended to
disturb the balance of the over-all development
process. A local industry that produces goods of
poor quality or at high cost can impose a serious
,burden on user concerns. This can be particularly
troublesome in upsetting the terms of trade between

The significance of this enhanced by another of
the general conclusions emerging from the analysis
of the previous section, namely, the close relation-
ship between export performance and over-all eco-
nomic growth. While a high rate of increase in
exports gives no assurance of satisfactory economic
growth, it is clear that most developing countries
find it extremely difficult to achieve a high rate o.f
growth unless they are able to. expand their export
earnings at an adequate pace. A graphical repre-
sentation of this relationship is contained in figure I
which suggests that there is a strong tendency for
higher rates of increase in exports to be associated
with higher rates of increase in production.

This relationship is in part merely a reflection
of the fact that the proportion of the goods and
services produced for sale abroad tends to be much
higher in the developing countries than in the more
advanced countries. This is particularly so in some
of the least developed countries in which a relatively
large export sector coexists with a traditional sub-
sistence sector on which it has, in some cases, been
superimposed. In over half the developing countries
for which national accounts data are available--and
this excludes many of the smaller and simpler econo-
mies-the ratio of exports to gross domestic product
is in excess of 25 per cent.

Nor has this quantitative importance of exports
tended to diminish in the period under review.
Between 1955-1957 and 1963-1965, the ratio of
exports to gross domestic product declined in about
one-fourth of the developing countries and increased
in three-fourths. And in over a third of the devel-
oping countries the increase in this ratio was 5 per-
centage points or more (see table 8).

The degree of export dependence is related in part
to the state of underdevelopment--that is, to the
extent of internal division of labour in the economy--
and in part to the absolute size of the economy,
which often tends to set a limit to the division of
labour. In general, the larger the economy the
smaller is the shaÿre of the export sector in total
production likely to be (see figure II). Thus, among
the countries with relatively low degrees of export
dependence (10 per cent or less) are some of the
major developing countries--Brazi!, India, Mexico.,
Pakistan. It is significant that in all of these coun-
tries there was some reduction in the ratio of exports
to gross domestic product in the period under review.

The significance of exports for economic growth
is not merely a matter of the size of the export
sector in relation to the rest of the economy. In
most developing countries, not only is a large pro-
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Table 7. Developing countries: changes in industrial structure, 1955-1965ÿ

Gross dames#it
product gro¢vth

rate
(percengage        Agriculturee
per annum),
1955-1965     1955      1965g

Percengage of gross domestic prod%tct contributed by

Manufacturinga            Servicese

1955       1965g       1955        1965g

Oghersÿ

2955       1965g

Israel  .......................  8.5        12        9

China (Taiwan)  .............  7.7        38        26

Panama  .....................  6.I        26       21
Thailand  ....................  5.8        39        35

Mexico  ......................  5.7       22        17

23        25       55        56        10        10
18       20      36       48        7        6
12     16    58     58     4     6
12        12      46       47        4        6
24       29      48       49        6        5

Venezuela  ...................  5.6        7        7

Iran  ........................  5.5                 27
Guatemala  ...................  5.5       '3 i        28

Republic of Korea  ...........  5.5        43        36

Peru  ........................  5.1        25       23

12     15    45     46     37     32
28                39                  5'i½     15    "i4     55    "'3     2'

9     16    44     40     4     8
15        19      49       49       11        10

Nicaragua  ...................  4.9        41        35
Former Federation of Rhodesia

and Nyasaland  .............  4.9        20        20

E1 Salvador  .................  4.9        33        29
Tunisia  ......................  4.7                 23
Brazil  .......................  4.7       "28        28

11        13      44       48        4

10        13       36       43        34
14     17    44     45     9

14                53

25
9

11
2

Costa Rica  ..................  4.5        39        32

Philippines  ..................  4.5       42       31

Nigeria  .....................  4.4       60        58
Honduras  ...................  4.4        43        43

Dominican Republic  ..........  4.3       28       24

11     14    47     50
14     18    39     45
3         8      31        27
11        14      39       38
15     16    51     54

3
5
6
7
6

United Republic of Tanzania ..       3.4                   57
Ethiopia  ....................  3.3      76      65
Morocco  ....................  3.1        32        32

Burma  ......................  3.1        35        32

Paraguay  ...................  3.1        38        36

Argentina  ...................  3.1        20       17
Mauritius  ...................  3.0       31        25

Ceylon  ......................  2.9      54       46

Bolivia  ......................  2.2       25       26
Haiti  ........................  1.4       49       48

Uruguay  ...................  0.5       22       20

Lebanon  ....................  3.9        16        18

Sudan  .......................  3.8       60        55

Uganda  .....................  3.5       60       59

Kenya  .......................  3.5       41       41
India  ........................  3.4       50       45

15     17    43     42     6     6
12        !1       51        58        9       14
8     11    35     35     2     5
19        18       60       62        7       10
15     18    41     43     8     7
13        12       67       67        4        4
4        6      30        34        6        6
8        8      27       30        6        4

10        10      44       46        5        2
19       19      31       36        h        h

4          34           5"'4     7    "i9     27    'i     2

12        14      44       43        13        11
8        15       51        49        6        4
18     17    43     45     2     2

30     35    45     43     5     5
20     15    44     53     5     7
6        6      32       42        9        6

17               15             41               46               17               13
11        12      38       36         1         3
20       21       53        55         5        4

Ecuador  .....................  4.2       36       34
Algeria  ......................  4.0       28        17

Pakistan  ....................  4.0       55       49

Chile  ........................  4.0        14        10

Colombia  ....................  3.9       35       32

4
6
7
6
6

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics.

a Based on data in prices of 1960.
b Countries are ranked in descending order of growth in

gross domestic product.
c Including forestry and fishing.
d Including water and power.

portion of domestic output produced specifically for
external markets, with little or none of many export
commodities being absorbed by the local economy,
but the export sector serves two other strategic
roles : it provides an important flow of income which
exerts a multiplier effect on the local economy and
it also provides foreign exchange by which goods

e Trade,  finance,  insurance,  punic  administration  and
defence.

f Residual, including mining, construction and transpo.rt
and communications.

g 1964 in the case of the former Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, Nigeria, PaMstan, Lebanon, Sudan, Kenya,
India and Burma.

h Mining and construction are included in manufacturing;
transport and communications in services.

that are not produced internally may be acquired
from abroad.

The income flow generated by export sales goes
in part to local suppliers of labour, raw materials,
components, power, transport and so on. The flows
and their proportions differ from case to cascade-
pending largely on whether the export is based on
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Cey   Ceylon                        Ind   india                         Moz  Mozambique   Tri    Trinidad and Tobago
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Col   Colombia                     Isr    Israel                         Pak   Pakistan       UAR  United Arab Republic
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Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections an,d Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on United
Nations, Yearbook of National Accocmts Statictics.

Table 8. Developing countries: ratio of exports to gross domestic product, 1955-1957
and 1963-1965

1955-               1963.        Chanÿe, 1955-1957
Countrya                                    1957                1965           to 1963-1965

(Percentage)               (percenÿagepoinÿs)

Congo (Democratic Republic of)  .........

Burma  ..................................

Tunisia  ..................................

Kuwait  .................................

Bolivia  ..................................

Morocco  .................................
Dominican Republic  ......................

anama  .................................

Ceylon  ..................................

37.3         27.8         -9.4
20.3              13.1             -7.!
24.8             18.4             -6.4
71.6             66.8             -4.8
21.5         17.1         -4.4

25.5        21.7        -3.8
22.1              18.7             -3.4
33.3             29.9             -3.4
32.1             28.9             -3.2
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Table 8. Developing countries: ratio of exports to gross domestic produetÿ 1955-1957
and 1963-1965 (continued)

1955-               1963-       Change, 1955-1957
Countrya                                      1957                 1965           to 1963-1965

(Percentage)              (percentagepoinÿ)

Brazil  ...................................

Syria  ....................................

Ecuador  .................................

Mozambique  .............................

Colombia  ................................

Thailand  .................................

India  ....................................

Mexico  ..................................

Pakistan  .................................

Liberia  ..................................

Jordan  ..................................

Angola  ..................................

Sudan  ...................................
Madagascar  ..............................

Chile  ....................................

Uruguay  .................................

Argentina  ................................

Honduras  ................................

United Arab Republic  ....................

!Vfauritius  ................................

Venezuela  ...............................

N{geria  ..................................

Barbados  ................................

Haiti  ....................................

Republic of Korea  ........................

Peru  ....................................

Ghana  ...................................
E1 S'alvador  ..............................

Sierra Leone  ............................

Paraguay  ................................
Guatemala  ...............................

Saudi Arabia  ............................

Costa Rica  ..............................
Former French West Africab  .............

Ethiopia  .................................

Israel  ...................................

Former Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasa-
land  ...................................

United Republic of Tanzania  ..............

Philippines  ...............................

Iran  .....................................

Uganda  ..................................

Iraq  .....................................

Jamaica  .................................

Algeria  ..................................
Former French Equatorial Africae  ........

Nicaragua  ...............................

Cameroon  ...............................

China (Taiwan)  .........................

Kenya  ...................................

Togo  ....................................

Guyana  ..................................

Lebanon  .................................

Trinidad and Tobago  ....................

Libya  ....................................

Median  ................................

8.6         5.7         -2.9

22.3              19.6             -2.6
19.0         17.0         -2.1
14.1              12.7             -1.4
14.7                             13.5                             -1.2
20.8              19.7             -1.1

6.5         5.4        -1.0

11.2                             10.2                             -1.0
8.5         7.7        -0.8

53.5        53.7         0.2
13.9             14.!               0.3

24.5         25.0         0.5
19.4         20.0          0.6
14.4              15.4              0.9
11.2              12.3              1.1
14.2         15.5         1.4
10.3              12.2              1.9
!8.5         20.4         2.0
16.3         18.4          2.1
47.0             49.3              2.3
32.1              34.5              2.4
17.1         19.6         2.5
49.8         52.4         2.6
12.9             16.1               3.3
2.1         5.8         3.7

18.6             22.8              4.2

24.9             29.2              4.4
21.0             25.4              4.4
26.8             31.3              4.5
14.7         19.6         4.9
10.6         15.6         5.0

55.6         60.6         5.0
17.6         22.7         5.1
12.0         17.8         5.8
7.8             13.9              6.2
8.6             15.0             6.3

38.9             46.1              7.2
24.7             32.2              7.5
14.2             22.2              8.0
13.3             21.3              8.0
24.3         32.5          8.2

35.3             43.6              8.3
28.0             36.4              8.3
23.1              31.6              8.5
14.6             23.3              8.7
22.3             31.1              8.8

16.8             25.7              9.0
6.8         15.8         9.1

26.7        42.0        15.3
16.5              32.3              15.8
42.2         58.7         16.5

21.9                             43.1                             21.2
55.9                          77.4                          21.5
31.2                             62.1                             30.9

20.3         21.7          2.6

Source:  Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on United Nations, Year-
book of National Accounts Statistics.

a Countries are ranked in ascending order of

change in the ratio of exports to gross domestic
product between the first and second periods.

b Dahomey, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Mali, Mau-
ritania, Niger, Senegal, Upper Volta.

e Central  African  Republic,  Chad,  Congo
(Brazzaville), Gabon.
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Figure IL Developing countries: relafionshlp between export ratio and gross domestic produetÿ 1963-]965
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peasant crops, on pÿantations, on mines or on manu-
facturing industriesÿbut their function in gener-
ating successive rounds of expenditure is essentially
similar. So, too, is the expansionary or contractionary
impact on the economy of a rise or a decline in
export earnings.

The income generated by an export activity also
goes in part to the Government through the tax
system. It is characteristic of the fiscal structure
of many developing countries that a substantial por-
tion of total revenue is derived from export activities
either through taxes on the commodities themselves
or through taxes on the incomes of those involved
in producing them. Here again, fluctuations in ex-
port proceeds have a direct and corresponding effect
on government revenue and hence on the level of
public expenditure and on the way in which it is
financed.

In most developing countries, export incomes also
make a major contribution to investment, through
the Government's fiscal arrangements or through
the producers themselves, especially when these are
corporate entities. In so far as it represents a
residual--after costs and taxes have been paid  the
profit available for reinvestment is particularly sen-
sitive to movements in export earnings and prices.

Exports also provide the means for translating
domestic savings into fixed capital formation. In
many devel.oping countries, the state of industrial
development leaves them dependent on imports for

many of the items of plant and equipment necessary
for extending their capital base. In the case of the
manufacturing sector, this dependence on imports
is not limited to the equipment necessary for the
initial investment; it often affects the various current
inputs of the factory processes as well as compo-
nents and replacements required for the maintenance
of the plant. Thus shortage of foreign exchange can
have a direct and harmful effect on the efficiency of
capital utilization. As capital is itself a particularly
scarce factor in most developing countries, the foreign
exchange constraint can seriously slow down or
distort the process of economic development.

While a high rate of expansion in exports cannot
by itself ensure a satisfactory pace of over-all eco-
nomic growth, poor export performance tends to
make economic development a much more difficult
and hazardous process than it would otherwise be,
accentuating the crucial foreign exchange constraint
and increasing the dependence of the country in
question upon resource transfers outside the frame-
work of trade.

Chanstes in capital formation

As in all other aspects of the development process,
there is considerable diversity among the developing
countries in respect of savings capacity and perfor-
mance, access to external resources to supplement
domestic savings and efficiency of investment. Never-
theless a sufficiently broad base of common experi-
ence exists to permit the drawing of a number of
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general conclusions. The most basic of these relates
to the causative links between savings, investment
and growth: higher pea ccÿpitcÿ incomes permit higher
rates of savings, higher rates of capital formation
and, in due course, higher rates of economic growth.
It is this relationship that makes it difficult for poor
countries to step up the pace of their development;

at the same time, however, it makes the process a
cumulative one, the first advance facilitating the sec-
ond and the second the third to the point of so-called
self-sustaining growth. The general positive relation-
ship between rates of increase in investment and
rates of growth in production over the period 1955-
1965 is illustrated in figure Ill.

Figure III. Developing countries: growth in rea! gross domest,ie capital formation and gross domestic

product, 1955o1965
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Table 9 brings out the great diversity in savings
performance. There are countries with relatively high
per capita productionÿover $300 a year--that man-
aged to save a much smaller proportion of tota!
income than the developing country average. Barba-
dos, Chile, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Panama all re-
corded savings ratios of 10 per cent or less in
1963-1965. Conversely, there are countries at the
other end of the per ccÿpitcÿ income scale--with less
than $100 a year--that saved over-average propor-
tions. These include Burma, Togo and Uganda.
There are also many countries whose savings ratios
were lower in the mid-1960's than they were in the
mid-1950's despite a significant rise in production
over the period.

In the aggregate, however, the combined savings
ratio of the developing countries was appreciably

higher in 1963-1965 (15 per cent) than at the begin-
ning of the period (12 per cent). And the proportion
of countries with over-average savings ratios was
significantly greater (57 per cent) in the high-income
group (per capita gross domestic product in excess
of $200 a year) than in the lower-income groups
--50 per cent in the $100-200 per annam group,
33 per cent in the under-S100 per annum group.

The group of countries that achieved a relatively
stable rate of growth over the two quinquennia
--1955-1960 and 1960-19651--increased their com-
bined savings ratios from about 13 per cent of gross

1 Listed in descending order of average 1955-1965 growth
rate, this group consists of Jordan, Liberia, Israel, Thai-
land, Mexico, Iraq, Angola, Venezuela, Iran. Mozambique,
United A,rab  Republic,  Philippines,  Honduras,  Ecuador,
Chile,  Colombia,  Cameroon,  Togo,  United Republic  of
Tanzania, Argentina, Ceylon and Uruguay.
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Table 9. Developing countries: rates of growth in gross domestic capital formation and
changes in savings and investment ratios, 1955-1965

Ratio to gross domestic product off
,Rate of growth in

Countrya and per                     gross domestic capital               Gross                 Gross domestic
capita gross domestic                        formation              domestic savingsb         capital formation

product                     (percentage per annum)                     (Percentage)

1955-1960    1960.1965    1955-1957   1963-1965   1955-1957  1963-1965

Over $300 per annum
Kuwait  ....................  10.8

Israel  .....................  6.1
Venezuela  .................  -2.8

Libya  .....................  30.6
Chile  .....................  4.2

Trinidad and Tobago  ......  12.5

Argentina  .................  6.7
Panama  ...................  10.9

Jamaica  ...................  5.8
Uruguay  ..................  --0.8

Mexico  ...................  6.1

Barbados  ..................  7,8e

Saudi Arabia  ..............  -5.2

Costa Rica  ................  4.8

Liberia  ....................  17,8

Guatemala  .................  1.1

10.7        36       35        12        14
8.1        10        14       27       27
6.6        22       27       28        18

10.5        18       32       29       30
6.4        9        10        11        13

-1.6        14       21        26       23
0.7        16       20        17        19
8.2      6      6     13     19
2.3     12     16     24     18

-3.1        12        13        18        15
6.4     12     12     16     15

-1.1        16        8       28       23
14.6        12       30        10        7
1.3         5         8       20        16
6.1     22     24     19     28
9.3      9     10     15     12

$200 - $300 per annum
Nicaragua  .................  -2.5

Brazil  .....................  7.2

Lebanon  ..................  7.8

Guyana  ...................  9.5

Mauritius  ..................  11.4
Iraq  ......................  1.4

Colombia  ..................  -0.6

Jordan  ....................  18.3
E1 Salvador  ...............  7.0

Algeria  ....................  11.6
Peru  .....................  2.0

Domiaican Republic  ........  -7.5

Iran  ......................  19.1

Tunisia  ....................  3.7

Syria  ......................  2,8
Philippines  .................  5.6
Ecuador  ...................  2.9

Honduras  ..................  1.1

China (Taiwan)  ...........  14.0

12.2        7        15        17        19
-2.0                 16                 15                 17                 15
7.9         5        16        16       20

-4.7                 17                 12                2!                 18
-6.8        26       21        13        16
0.7     15     16     22     12
0.2     17     15     24     18

10.6              -12                   1                 13                 16
6.8     10     11     12     13

--8.1         9       20       22        15
8.5     18     15     28     22

13,7        17        7        21        19
6.6        6        17        10        !7
14.3      3     10     12     23
3.2     -6     17     14     14
6.3      7     15      9     11
2.1     13     12     16     14
4.7        10        10        16        15
12.7      7     18     14     22

$100 - $199 per annum
Ghana  . .'  ..................  8,4

United Arab Republic  ......  2.1

Republic of Korea  .........  -0.4

Morocco  ...................  -2.9

Paraguay  ..................  7.4
Former Federation of Rho-

desia and Nyasaland  .....  -0.3

Ceylon  .....................  0.8

Sierra Leone  ...............  4.5

Angola  ....................  6.6
Bolivia  ....................  -2.4

Former  French  Equatorial
Africa  ..................  8.3

Cameroon  ..................  0.9
Former French West Africa          6.2
Mozambique  ...............  2.0

Thailand  ...................  6.0

Madagascar  ...............  -0.3

3.6        13       24        18       25
2.3      9     13     15     15
9.9       --        9        14        !6
4.5        14        13        11        12
2.5        12        13        14        16

-2.9        15       20        34        15
-0.9                 14                 15                 15                 13
11.8      1      7     12     13
7.2       23        26        26       26
8.6        10        7        !7        18

-6.3         8        15        21        15
7.4     9     16     12     11
8.4       --        7        10        14
9.5     18     22     26     28

10.5                 16                 19                 15                 22
0.1         8        7        !1        10

Under $100 per annum
Pakistan  ..................  8.0

Sudan  .....................  17.2e

Kenya  .....................  -3.2

10.8     7     10     7     16
-0.4        9        11        10        14
-2.9      2     11     23     11
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Table 9. Devel.oping countries : raÿes of growth in gross domestic capita] forma.tion and

changes in savings and investment ratios, 1955-1965 (continued)

Ratio to gross domestic product of
Rate of growth in

Countrya and per                     gross domestic capital              Gross                Gross domestic
capita gross domestic                         formation              domestic savingsb         capital formation

product                       (Percentage per annum)                      (Percentage)

1955-1960   1960-1965   1955-1957  1963-1965  1955-1957  1963-1965

Togo  .....................  17.6       11.5        1       24        5       21
Congo (Democratic Republic
of)  .......................  16.4       1.3      21      12      30      13

India  .....................  7.5        -0.3        12        11        13        14

Uganda  ...................  -6.1        7.5       14       19       17       12
Haiti  ......................  3.6        0.8        2        9        7       6

Nigeria  ...................  3.1         6.9        10        10        12        13
United Republic of Tanzania        -6.0        6.3        17        13        19        12
Burma  ....................  2.0        1.8       23        17        21        19
Ethiopia  ....................  8.7       12.1        3       10        4       11

22  countries  with  relatively
steady growth ratesa  .......  4.7        5.1        13        16        17        17

23  countries  with  increased
growth ratesa  ..............  3.4        10.8        8        12        13        16

18   countries   with   reduced
growth ratesa  ..............  8.3        -0.7        13        14        16        15

Average, aÿbove 63 countries ..          5.5         3.7        12        15        16        16
Excluding  15  countries  with

large  1955-1960  capital  in-
flowse  .....................  6.0          3.7         12         13         15         16

Source:  See table 2.
a Countries are ranked in descending order of

per capita gross domestic product in dollars
(1960 prices).

b Gross domestic savings equal gross domestic
product minus total (government and private)
consumption expenditure plus net factor income
from abroad.

e 1954-1959 growth rates.

abased on a comparison of average growth
rates, 1955-!960 and 1960-1965 (see figure I).

e Excluding, in descending order of per capita
gross domestic product, Venezuela, Libya, Tri-
nidad  and  Tobago,  Jamaica,  Saudi  Arabia,
Iraq, Algeria, Iran, Syria, former Federation
of Rhodesia and  Nyasaland, former  French
Equatorial  Africa,  Cameroon,  Togo,  Demo-
cratic Republic of the Congo, Uganda.

domestic product in the mid-1950's to about 16 per
cent .of gross domestic product in the mid-1960's.
The only countries in the group to register a reduc-
tion in their savings ratios were three with below-
average growth rates--Colombia, Ecuador and United
Republic of Tanzania.

The countries that achieved a measurable accelera-
tion in growth2 also registered a substantial increase
in their average savings ratio: it was at the low
level of under 8 per cent of gross domestic product
at the beginning of the period and had risen 5 per-
centage points to nearer the  developing-country
average by the end of the period. A somewhat higher
proportion of countries in this group (than in the
stable-growth group) registered a decline in savings
ratios over the ten years, but they were concentrated
even more at the low-growth end of the spectrum
--Bolivia, Democratic Republic of the 'Congo, Mada-
gascar, Mauritius and M.orocco. The only country
with an over-average rate oÿ growth to experience
a reduction in savings ratio was Peru, and even after

this decline the ratio remained above the developing-
country average. Among the high-growth countries
--China (Taiwan), Libya, Republic of Korea, Saudi
Arabia and Syria, for example--there were some
dramatic increases in savings rates; while among
the lower-growth countries the increase in produc-
tion was enough to double or even treble the rate
of savings, as in the case of Ethiopia, Lebanon,
Nicaragua and Tunisia.

Among the decelerating countries,3 the incidence
of reduced savings ratios was significantly greater;
it occurred in almost 40 per cent of the group,
including Barbados, Brazil, Burma, Dominican Re-
public, Guyana, India and Kuwait. Thus, notwith-
standing the increase in production--5 per cent a
year in the first quinquennium and 3 per cent a year
in the second  and a marked improvement in the
savings efforts of a number of small countries in
Africa and the Caribbean area, the average savings
ratio for the group as a whole was only fractionally
higher in the mid-1960's than in the mid-1950's.

2 Listed in descending order of average 1955-1965 growth
rate, this group consists of Libya, China (Taiwan), Sandi
Arabia,  Panama,  Syria,  Guatemala,  Republic of  Korea,
Peru, Nicaragua, E1 Salvador. Tunisia, Nigeria, former
French West Africa, Pakistan, Lebanon, Uganda, Ethiopia,
Morocco, Paraguay, Mauritius, Bolivia, Madagascar and
the Democratic Republic of the Congo.

8 Listed in des,cenfling order of average 1955-1965 growth
rate, this group consists of Kuwait, Trinidad and Tobago,
Jamaica,  Sierra Leone,  Barbados,  former Federation of
Rhodes'ia and Nyasaland, former French Equatorial Africa,
Brazil, 'Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ghana, Algeria,
Kenya, India, Burma, Sudan, Guyana and Haiti.
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Because the bulk of capital formation is financed
by domestic savings, the over-all pattern of invest-
ment changes conforms closely to the evolution of
savings. As access to external resources differs mark-
edly from one country to another, however, the
changes in the investment rates in individual coun-
tries seldom followed those in savings; in some
cases, indeed, they moved in opposite directions.
In most countries, investment rates have continued
to exceed savings rates, but with the general rise
in the latter the relative contribution of foreign
savings was appreciably smaller in the mid-1960's
than in the mid-1950's. For the developing countries
as a whole, while the savings rate rose by atmost
a fourth, the investment rate rose by less than 1 per
cent--just under 16 per cent to just over 16 per cent.

by India and Pakistan, but in the mid-1960's it
amounted to only about 3 per cent of the gross do-
mestic product of the former and about 6 per cent
of the gross domestic product of the latter. Offsetting
these increases were notable reductions in the rela-
tive importance of foreign resources in China (Tai-
wan), ColomMa, Israel, Jordan, Kenya, Republic
of Korea and United Republic of Tanzania. In Co-
lombia, Kenya and Tanzania, this resulted in a
sharp  decline  in  investment  ratios;  in  China
(Taiwan) and Jordan, however, the improvement
in domestic savings was sufficient to permit a rise
in the investment ratio--to well above the develop-
ing-country average in the case of China (Taiwan).

One of the reasons for the narrowing of the differ-
ence between the investment rates and the domestic
savings ratio is the notable swing-around in the
movement of capital into mineral (and especially
petroleum)  development. The mid-1950's saw a
massive flow of external resources into Algeria, Iran,
Iraq, Libya, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago and Vene-
zuela for the building up of petroleum mining, trans-
porting and refining capacity and a similar if smaller
flow into the then Belgian Congo, French Equatorial
Africa and Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,
and into Jamaica in connexion with the exploitation
of various non-ferrous ores. By the mid-1960's, this
flow had either been reversed or reduced to a trickle.
On a much smaller scale, there was a swing from
inflow to outflow related to. mineral or metal devel-
opment in Cameroon (aluminium), Togo  (phos-
phates) and Uganda (copper). The net outflow of
resources  from  Saudi  Arabia  was  substantially
greater at the end of the period than at the beginning.

THE  SALIENT PROBLEMS AND  THEIR  MAGNITUDÿ

The developing countries are carrying with them
into the 1970's a constellation of economic and social
problems. For each country, the challenge of the
next decade will be to formulate and execute a de-
velopment strategy to identify and overcome the
particular group of obstacles holding back desired
gains in productivity, incomes and welfare. The
content and nature of such a strategy will differ
from country to country, but, as implied in the analy-
sis of the 1955-1965 trends in preceding sections,
there are many common problems which almost all
developing countries will have to tackle. Priorities
will have to be decided in each case and the order
and intensity of the attack will need to be carefully
determined in accordance with the specific require-
ments and possibilities of the country concerned.

The swings in the opposite direction were few
in number and small in size. They include invest-
ment on an increased scale in iron ore development
in Liberia and Mauritania, in petroleum refining in
Panama and in various minerals in Bolivia. Though
the inflow of external resources contributed less to
capital formation in the developing countries in the
mid-1960's than in the mid-1950's, the offset of the
earlier  investment  was  discernible  in  improved
savings capacity. While the combined savings ratio
of all developing countries rose from about 12 per
cent to about 15 per cent, the savings ratio o.f the
non-mineral-producing countr,ies rose only marginally
---from 12 per cent to 13 per cent.

In general, the larger developing countries finance
the overwhelming bulk of their own capital forma-
tion. External resources provide investment of less
than 1 per cent of the gross domestic product of
such countries as Argentina and Brazil and only
3-4 per cent of the gross domestic product of Mexico.
There was a sharp rise in the use of external capital

Perhaps the most basic feature of the situation
is the relative poverty of the developing countries.
Accounting for almost half of the world's population
outside mainland China, they produce a mere eighth
of the total output of goods and services. While out-
put data cannot be interpreted as a measure of wel-
fare, the fact that the average per ca, pitÿ gross
product is about eleven times as high in the devel-
oped market economies as in the deveIoping coun-
tries is indicative of the handicap that the latter
face in setting aside resources for development.

Nor does the average figure for output adequately
measure the magnitude of the task facing large parts
of the developing world. In the mid-1960's about
three-fourths of its population lived in countries
with a pe,r ccÿpitcb output of less than $200 a year,
and about two-thirds in countries in which per ca.plta
output was less than $100 a year (see table 10).
And within countries there is also a marked skewness
in the distribution of income. Though this cannot be
quantified on a global basis, data that have been
compiled for individual countries suggest that the
majority of the population of the developing world
have incomes appreciably below even this low level.
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Table 10° Distribution of developing cou=trlesÿ
by per capita outputÿ 1965

Table 11. Distribution of developing countries by
rate of growth of real gross domestic product,
1955-1965

Per capita gross domestic product          Number of Population
(current dollars)                   countries (percentage)

100 and under  ..................  i7        65

101 to 200  .....................  14        9
201 to 300  ......................  19       18
301 to 500  .....................  7        4
501  and over  ..................  10        4

Total  ........................  67       100

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics.

a Countries in each category are as follows (in ascend-
ing order of per capita gross domestic product): $100 and
under: Malawi, Ethiopia, Burma, Nigeria, Nepal, United
Republic of Tanzania, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Niger, Uganda, Gambia, HaitL Kenya, Togo, India, Re-
public of Korea, Pakistan, Sudan; $101 to 200: Thailand,
Mauritania, Republic of Viet-Nam, Cambodia, Central Afri-
can Republic, Sie,rra Leone, Ceylon, Bolivia, Senegal, Mo-
rocco, Tunisia, China (Taiwan), Ecuador, Paraguay; $201
to 300: Jordan, Algeria, Ivory Coast, Zambia, Honduras,
Mauritius, Dominican Republic, Brazil, Southern Rhodesia,
Philippines, Peru, Iran, Liberia, E1 Salvador, Ghana, Co-
lombia, Malaysia, Guayana, Guatemala; $3t)1 to 500: Nica-
ragua,  Gabon,  Barbados, .Costa  Rica,  Mexico,  Jamaica,
Panama; $501 and over: Singapore, Uruguay, Chile, Tri-
nidad and Tobago, Libya, Argentina, Venezuela, Netherlands
Antilles, Israel, Kuwait.

Gross
Annual average growth of                          domestic Popula-

gross domestic product           Countriesa        product    tion,
Per-      (per-    1965

(percentage)            Number  centage   centage)

8.0 and over  .......  5       8       4       1

6.5 to 7.9  ..........  3      5      3      2

,5.0 to 6.4  ..........  13     21     24     14

3.5 to 4.9  ..........  27     43     38     36

2.0 to 3.4  ..........  11      17      29      46

Under 2.0  ..........  4       6       2       2

Total  ............  63    100    100    100

xr-ÿ1ÿ#ÿ  t"eSOÿYCdX

There was a time when average annual increases
in gross product of between 2 per cent and 3.4 per
cent would have been hailed as a major achievement
in the raising of levels of living in traditional and
largely pre-indus'trial  societies.  Nowadays,  how-
ever, such gains are quite inadequate: their effect
on levels of living is very largely eroded by rates
of population increase that have risen, within less
than a generation, to much the same order of mag-
nitude. Advances in medicine and the spread of
public health measures have halved the death rate
in many developing countries, with a steep decline
in infant mortality leading the way. But birth rates
have not yet started on a parallel downward course:
at over 40 per 1,000 they are still about double the
average for the more advanced countries. This has
made for a rapid acceleration in the rate of natural
inerease.

The dimensions of this poverty problem  are
further accentuated by a similar skewness in the
growth oY recent years. While three-fourths of the
developing countries with national accounts statistics
achieved a growth rate in excess of 3.5 per cent
per annum in the period 1955-1965, and over a third
a growth rate of more than 5 per cent, half of the
population of the developing world lived in countries
in which production rose by less than 3.5 per cent
a year (see table 11). For the bulk of these people,
per capita incomes increased hardly at all during
the period under review.

Source: Centre for Development Planning, P,rojections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
data from the Statistical Office of the United Nations and
national sources.

a Comatries in each category are as follows' (in descending
order of growth of gross domestic product, 1955-!965) : 8.0
er cent and over: Libya, Jordan, Liberia, Israe!, Kuwait;

6.5 to 7.9 per cent: China (Taiwan), SaudiArabia, Trinidad
and Tobago; 5.0 to 6.4 per cent: Panama, Syria, Jamaica,
Thailand, Mexico, Iraq, Angola, Venezuela, Sierra Leone,
Iran, Guatemala, Republic of Korea, Peru; 3.5 to 4.9 per
cent: Nicaragua, Mozambique, former Federation of Rho-
desia and Nyasaland, E1 Salvador, United Arab, Republic,
former French F2qtlatorial Africa, Tunisia, Brazil, Costa
Rica, Philippines, Nigeria, Honduras, Barbados, Dominican
Republic, Ghana, Ecuador, former French West Africa,
Algeria,  Pakistan,  Chile, Colombia, Lebanon,  Cameroon,
Sudan, Togo, Uganda, Kenya, 2.0 to 3.4 per cent: Mada-
gascar, Haiti, Uruguay, Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Only a small fraction of the population of the de-
veloping world lives in countries in which the rate
of population increase between 1955 and !965 was
less than 2 per cent a year, while over a third lives
in countries in which it was over 2.5 per cent (see
table 12). In the more advanced countries, on the
other hand, the upsurge in population growth that
occurred in the early post-war period was rapidly
receding. The contrast between the developing coun-
tries and the more advanced countries has thus
sharpened dranaatieally in recent years. In the 1950's,
the rate of population growth in the developing
countries was not quite double that registered in
the developed market economies; in the 1960's it:
has been nearer treble.

One consequence of this acceleration in growth
rates has been a rapid juvenescence of the population.
The 1960 censuses showed that while about 30 per
cent of the population was under fifteen years of
age in the more advanced countries, the proportion
in the developing countries was in excess of 40 per
cent. Though there was some offset to this high
ratio by way of lower proportions of old people,
the general effect of the acceleration has been to
raise the proportion of dependent persons in the
population. This has tended to accentuate the diffi-
culties of promoting economic development: much
of the increment in production has been absorbed
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Table 12. Developing countries: distribution by
rate of growth in population, 1955-1965

Popzdation,
Annual growth rate          Number of Countries     1965

(percentage)              countriesa      (Percentage)

Table 13. Developing countries: rates of increase
in per capita production and in school enrolment
ratio

(Percentage per annt*m)

3.5 and over  .................  5       8         1

3.0-3.4  ......................  16      25        12

2.5-2.9  ......................  17      27        24

2.0-2.4  ......................  10      16       56

Under 2.0  ...................  15      24        8

Total  .....................  63    100     100

Per        School
Counÿrya                              capita       enrolment

GDP,b       ratio,e
1955-1965        1955-1963

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, P,rojections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
data taken from the the Statistical Office of the United
Nations.

a Countries in each category are as follows (in descend-
ing order of growth in population) : 3.5 per cent and over:
Kuwait, Costa Rica, Israel, Libya, Dominican Republic;
3.0-3.4  per  cent:  Venezuela,  China  (Taiwan,  Mexico,
Iraq, Jordan, Ecuador,  Philippines, Honduras,  Colombia,
E1 Salvador, Guatemala, Madagascar, Nicaragua, Trinidad
and Tobago, Syria, Mauritius; 2.5-2.9 per cent: Panama,
Thailand,  Brazil,  Kenya,  Guyana,  Sudan,  Peru,  former
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Republic of Korea,
Morocco, former French West Africa, Ghana, I.ran, Togo,
Paraguay, Ceylon, United Arab Republic; 2.0-2.4 per cent:
Uganda, Lebanon, Chile, Burma, India, Democratic Repub-
lic of the .Congo, Cameroon, Pakistan, Algeria, Nigeria;
under 2.0 per cent: Haiti, Uÿted Republic of Tanzania,
Jamaica, former French Equatorial Africa, Ethiopia, Argen-
tina,  Saudi  Arabia,  Liberia,  Angola,  Uruguay,  Bolivia,
Mozambique, Tunisia, Sierra Leone, Barbados.

in the maintenance of consumption rates in the larger
and younger population.

The particularly rapid rise in the child population
has aggravated another problem facing the develop-
ing countries, namely, the low level of the forms of
knowledge and skill that are most urgently required
in the economic development process. The struggle
to raise literacy rates and educational levels in gen-
eral has been greatly complicated by the upsurge
in the school-age population. Budgets have been
severely strained by the effort to raise the proportion
of the population that can be provided with a basic
formal education. In most  developing countries,
school enrolment ratios--that is the proportion of
the population registered as school attendants-have
5een increased without particular regard to the
growth in ÿutput ,of goods and services. Expenditure
on education has absorbed an increasing share of
the g>oss  domestic product,  particularly  among
slo.w-growing countries  (see 'table !3). In some
countries, even the raising o{ literacy rates has not
prevented the absolute number of illiterates from
increasing. Thus the dilerrmaa that faces many de-
veloping countries of whether to broaden the edu-
cational base or first to assure the training of cadres
with adequate administrative and technical skills has
been made even more difficult to resolve.

The rapid expansion in population has also com-
plicated the problems arising from internal migration.
The form of migration most closely identified with
the development process is the townward movement

Libya  ........................  16.7      9.0
Jordan  .........................  8.6        1.8
Saudi Arabia  ................  6.1        8.2a

Israel  ........................  4.9        2.7

China  (Taiwan)  .............  4.6       4.3

Sierra Leone  ................  4,5       10.1
Panama  ......................  3.3        2.0

Syria  ........................  3.1       4.0
Iran                                     3.0        8.4
Republic of Korea  ............  2.8        1.9

Iraq  ..........................  2.6       10.6
Guatemala  ...................  2.5        4.5
Mexico  ........................  2.5        4.3

Nigeria  ......................  2.5        0.4
United Arab Republic  .........  2.5        3.8

Peru  .........................  2.4        4.3
Venezuela  ....................  2.3        7.1

Nicaragua  ....................  2,1        2.3

Algeria  ......................  2.1        9.5a
Pakistan  .....................  2.0        3,7

E1 Salvador  ..................  1.9        4.1

Brazil  .........................  1.8        1.8
Cameroon  ....................  1.7       7.8a
Chile  ..........................  1.7       2.2
Ethiopia  .....................  1.7       9.7

Ghana  ........................  1.7       12.9
Argentina  ....................  1.5        0.3

Philippines  ...................  1.4        1.4
Honduras  ....................  1.3       6.0
India  ..........................  1.3       4.7

Togo  ........................  1.2       62a
Ecuador  .....................  1.1        2.6
Sudan  .......................  1,0       10.7
Bolivia  ........................  0.9        6.1
Colombia  .....................  0.8        4.2

Kenya  .........................  0.7        6.5
Costa Rica  ...................  0.6       3.1
Paraguay  .....................  0.6        0.9
Ceylon  .......................  0.5        2.5

Morocco  .....................  0.5       10.5

Mauritius  ....................  0.2        3.5

Uruguay  .....................  --0,8        1.3
Madagascar  ..................  -1.3        6.6
Congo (Democratic Republic of)        -2.3        4.8a

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics,
Demographic Yearbook, Monthly B,dletin of Statistfes, and
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Or-
ganization, Statistical Yearbook (Paris).

a Arranged in descending order of rate of growth in per
capita GD,P.

b At 1960 prices.
c Based on ratio of number of students per 1,000 total

population, 1955-1963, except India, 1955-1962; Iran and
Peru, 1955-1964; Bolivia, Costa Riea, Morocco, Nigeria,
1956-1963.

d Excluding higher education (third level).

of rural elements in the population. This is a world-
wide phenomenon: between 1920 and 1960, urban
populations expanded at more than double the over-
all average rate. In the less developed parts of the
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world, the contrast was even sharper: while rural
and small-town populations grew at about 1.0 per
cent a year, urban populations (defined as those
living in communities of over 20,000 persons) grew
at almost 4 per cent a year and big-city populations
(of over 500,000 persons) at almost 6 per cent.4 As
a result of these differential growth rates, the pro-
portion of the population of the less developed areas
living in urban communit.ies has risen .from 6 per
cent in 1920 to 15 per cent in 1960 and the propor-
tion in big cities from 1 per cent to 6 per cent (see
table 14). These ratios are only a fourth to a third

Given the rapid increase in totM population, few
developing countries have been able to industrialize
at a pace sufficient to absorb both the expanding
volume of urban school-leavers and the wave of
transferees from agriculture. Thus many of the
towns have become hosts to a steadily growing pool
of unemployed persons.

Table 14. Distribution of world population by size
of locality, 1920, 1950 and 1960

(Percentage)

Re#ion arid size of locality              1920     1950     1960

World
20,000 and over  ............  14     21      25

500,000 and over  ..........  6       9      !2

More developeda
20,000 and over  ..........  29      40      46

500,000 and over  ........  14      19     23

Less developeda
20,000 and over  ..........  6      11      15

500,000 and over  .......  1       4       6

The effort to contain the peri-urban shanty towns
and prevent deterioration of urban health and living
conditions has absorbed resources and tilted policies
in ways that, on balance, could not but serve to slow
clown the over-all pace of economic development.
Scarce capital has had to be devoted to the enlarge-
ment of urban infrastructure of low productivity
relative to most other forms of investment. And
price and wage policies have often been strongly
influenced by the political pressure of the urban
situation in ways that accentuated the imbalance
between town and country and tended to stimulate
rather than stem the drift from agriculture.

of those characterizing the more developed areas in
the early 1960's, but the rate of increase has been
very much faster in the less developed areas and this
has posed some major problems which will almost
certainly continue to. complicate the development
process in the years ahead.

The townward movement of population is a nor-
mal concomitant of economic development: it is a
consequence of rising productivity of the farmer and
the opening up of employment opportunities in new
industries and ancillary activities in more closely
settled areas. In many developing countries, its speed
reflects other influences, however, particularly lack
of progress in the agricultural sector and the mount-
ing pressure on rural workers--especially the young
peasants and those with little prospect of acquiring
land--of under-employment and deteriorat,ing levels
of living. The resultant townward movement, far
from being a response to the call of new job openings,
has often meant a drift into urban unemployment.

4 "Less developed areas" in this context includes develop-
ing countries defined elsewhere in this report minus the
temperate zone countries of South America plus South
Africa and the centrally planned countries of Asia. For
a discussion of the measurement problems' connected with
this  estimate,  see United Nations,  "World  demographic
survey, urban and rural population, 1920-1980" (E/CN.9/209,
22 September 1967).

Source: Centre for Development Planning, P,rojections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
"World demographic survey, rural and urban population,
1920-1980".

a "More developed" hlcludes eastern Eu,rope and temperate
South America; "less developed" includes centrally planned
Asia and Soutk Africa.

Agriculture

The problems of agriculture in the developing
countries are partly those of changing relationships
brought about by the process of economic develop-
ment and partly intrinsic to the sector itself. In both
cases the picture of achievement is mixed and many
of the difficulties are likely to be carried over into
the  1970% as major items on the development
agenda of most developing countries.

One aspect of the problem is sheer size: agri-
culture constitutes the largest single sector in most
developing countries so that it is difficult to make
progress  in  total  production  unless  appropriate
progress is made on the farms. In the early stages
of economic development, agricultural productivity
must rise fast enough to provide an increasing
voIume of savings and of manpower and com-
modities: the former will be invested in industry
and other activities, the latter will provide the
inputs of labour, food and raw materials required
in these other sectors. And in the process the relative
importance of agriculture will decline.

To some extent this has been happening. Agri-
cultural production rose by just over 3 per cent a
year in the ten years under review. This is a high
rate of growth by earlier historical standards; and
yet it was appreciably less than the rate of increase
in the output of all goods and services, so that the
relative contribution o,f agriculture dropped from
almost 34 per cent of total gross domestic product
in the mid-1950's to little more than 29 per cent in
the mid-1960's (based on the thirty-nine countries
for which the necessary national accounts data are
available). But what might, in other circumstances,
have been regarded as a satisfactory performance
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proved inadequate in the light of actual population
growth and development needs.

This is revealed most clearly in the case of food
production. A number of developing countries--in-
cluding some of the most populous--failed to main-
tain a rate of increase in food production equal to
that of population (see table !5). As a result, do-

TaMe 15. Selected developing countries: growth in
agricultural and food production,a 1955o1965

(./t nnual average percentage change)

Countryÿ                               Agricultural
production

Food production

Total  Per catBta

Israel  .......................  8.9      8.4      4.8

Syria  .......................  5.8     5.4     2.8

Republic of Korea  .........  4.6      4,7      2.2

Libya  .......................  5.1     5.2     2.1

Tunisia  .....................  3.4      3.6      2.1

Mexico  .....................  4.6      5.2      2.0
Brazil  ......................  4.3      4.7      1.8
Ethiopia  .....................  3.4     3.1     1.5

West Malaysia  .............  3.5      4.5      1.5
Honduras  ...................  4.7      4.3      1.3

Venezuela  ...................  4.5      4.7      1.3
China (Taiwan)  ............  4.4      4.3      1.2

Burma  ......................  2.8     2.9      1.1
ThaiIand  ...................  4.1      3.7      0.9
United Arab Republic  ........  3.5      3.3      0.9

Iran  ........................  3.6      3.1      0.8
Pakistan  .....................  2.8      3.1      0.8
Panama  ....................  3.6      3.6      0.8
Guatemala  ...................  6.3      3.5      0.6

Iraq  ........................  3,2      3.4      0,6

Morocco  ....................  2.5      2.7      0.5
ColomBia  ...................  3.0      2.8    --0.2

Philippines  ..................  2.9     2.8    -0.3

Peru  ........................  2.5     2.3    -0.4
Argentina  ..................  1,1      1.0     -0.5

India  .......................  1.8      1.7     -0.5
Ceylon  .......................  2.1     1.7    -0.7

Chile  .......................  1,3      1.3    -0.8
Indonesia  ...................  1.0      1.0     -1.1
Uruguay  .....................  0.1      0.1    -1.2
Algeria  ....................  -0.1      0.1     -1.4

The reasons for this lag in food production differ
from country to country (and some of them are dis-
cussed in chapter II). In the context of the sum-
mary of the nature and magnitude of the problems
facing the developing countries being attempted in
the present chapter, however, it is perhaps sufficient
to indicate that the gains in productivity have not
been high enough to support the development effort
to the degree that over-all growth objectives made
necessary. In the case of the crucial calorie sources,
for example, not only did the developing countries
start the period with average yields far below those
reported in the more advanced countries but the rate
of improvement in those yields also tended to trail
behind (see table 16).

Recent events have opened up the possibility of
a sharp upturn in cereal production. Genetic experi-
ments have evolved varieties of hybrid maize and
short-stemmed wheat and rice that have a much
higher yield than traditional seeds and also lend
themselves to more efficient methods of cultivation.
Some successes have already been scored in terms
of national output--most notably in Mexico but also
in Kenya, Pakistan and Turkey--and promising
local results have been obtained in places in India
and the Philippines. How rapidly a technical break-
through of this nature can contribute to a solution
of the food problem--and to the more general prob-
lem of raising agricultural productivity in accordance
with development needs--depends on a number of
factors more properly discussed in chapter II where
the rde of tenure systems and price and credit
policies is assessed. Here it is necessary to refer only
to the implications for future investment that these
genetic advances seem to involve.

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies, based on Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, State of Food and Agriculture.

abased on index numbers, 1952-1956ÿ---100. Food pro-
duction includes the following: grains, starchy roots, sugar,
pulses, edible oil crops, nuts, fruits, vegetables, wine, cocoa,
livestock and livestock products. Agricultural production
also includes fibres, rubber, tea, coffee, tobacco and in-
dustrial oilseeds.

b Ranked in descending order of growth of per capita
food :production, 1955-1965.

mestic per capita supply, instead of rising in line
with demand--allowing for the expansion in incomes
as well as in population--began to lag seriously
behind. This placed an additional strain on the price
level and internal stability as well as on foreign
exchange holdings and external stability.5

Their full fruits cannot be reaped unless cultiva-
tion methods are appropriately adapted, all the nec-
essary complementary inputs provided and adequate
arrangements made for moving, storing and proces-
sing the output. To follow through on this may serve
to weaken the rather artificial distinction that has
often appeared between agriculture and industry.
For a number of developing countries, the challenge
immediately ahead is the integration oÿ a more in-
dustrialized agriculture into the economy as a whole.

Savings

5These strains were alleviated in many cases by the
provision of food aid by the United  States  and other
countries in  which agricultural capacity and production
tended to run ahead of market demand. Thisÿ aspect of
the development problem is referred to in chapter V.

In the light of the expanding investment needs
of the developing countries--to provide employment
opportunities and to support agriculture, for example
--the low savings ratios that stem from low incomes
are likely to continue to act as a major constraint
on economic development. As in the case of so many
other variables in the development picture, the rec-
ord of the past period is a mixed one. Between
the mid-1950's and the mid-1960's, most develop-
ing countries managed to raise their savings ratios;
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Table !6. Cereals: area, yield and production, major country groupings, 1948-1965ÿ

Area sown                                                 Yield                                                 Prodnctlon

Country                      1948-          1952-          1961.
grouping and item                  1952           1956           1965

(Millions of hectares)

Annual rate     1948-          1952-          1961-     Annual rate     1948-          1952-          1961-     Annual rate
of increase     1952          1956          1965      of increase,     1952          1956          1965      of increase,

1948-1952 to        (Hÿtndreds of kilogramrnes         1948-1952 to              (Millions of tons)            1948-1952 to
1961-1965                per hectare)                  1961-1965                                               1961-1965

(percentage)                                         (percentage)                                         (percentage)

Developing countriesa
Wheat  ...................  33.0       37.7       43.2        2.1       8.1
Coarse grains  .............  104.2       115.2       131.5         1.8        5.9
Rice  .....................  71.8       76.1        88.3         1.6      13.1

Latin Americae
Wheat  ..................  7.5        8.8        8.2        0.7      10.5
Coarse grains  ..........  17.8        21.1        27.2         3.3        7.0
Rice  ...................  2.7        3.3        5.2        5.3       17.0

Near E.astÿ
Wheat  .................  4.4        5.5        7.4        4.2       7.7
Coarse grains  ..........  2.6         3.0         3.5         2.3        8.5

Rice  ...................  0.4        0.3        0.5         0.9      16.0

Far Eastÿ
Wheat  ..................  16.0        17.4        21.6         2.3        7.4

Coarse grains  ..........  47.9        53.1        56.0         1.2        5.0
Rice  ....................  65.9       69.6       79.5         1.5       13.0

A friea!l
Wheat  ..................  5.1       6.1       6.0       1.2      7.3
Coarse grains  ..........  35.9        38.0        44.8         1.7        6.5
Rice  ..................  2.8        2.9        3.1         0.8      12.4

Centrally  planned  countriese
Wheat  ....................  5!.0       61.6       74.7        3.0       9.2
Coarse grains  ............  74.2        79.0        71.7        -0.3        9.1

Rice  .....................  0.2        0.2        0.2        0.8       17.2

Developed market economie£,

Wheat  ....................  69.1       66.1       67.6       -0.2      12.5
Coarse grains  ............  98.2       99.9       88.7       -0.8      18.0

Rice  .....................  4.1         4.3        4.3        0.5      39.5

14.1                 16.6                  2.2              86.6                92.9              112.2                  2.0
18.8                25.4                  2.7            176.7               187.3              225.2                   1,9
41.3                49.0                   1.7              16.0                 17.7                21.3                   2.2

9.7                 10.6                   1.1              46.9                60.0                 79.0                   4.1
9.1                 12.9                  2.7              67.9                72.0                 92.4                  2.4

18.8                24.6                  2.8                0.3                   0.4                  0.5                   3,7

8,8                   9.3                   1.1              26.8                33.1                 40.4                  3.2
7.0        8.0        2.3      61.6       80.2       105.2        4,2

14.1                 16.4                   1.8              94.!               107.6               !45.2                   3.4

12.0        14.4        2.4       8.0       10.5        11.8        3.1
10.6                 12.1                   4.3               12.4                22.3                 32.9                  7.8
16.2                 16.9                   -                  4.6                   5.4                  8.9                  5.2

7.6                7.1              ÿ.7              3.4                42                 5.3                 3.5
9.1         8.3       -0.1       2.2        2.7        2.9        2.4
17.3       20.4         1.9       0.6        0.6         0.9        2.8

7.7        8.5         1.1       11.8        13.5        18.3        3.4
5.5                   6.4                  2.0              23.8                29.0                35.9                   3.2

14.0        16.4         1.8      85.5       97.8       130.0        3.3

8.0        8.3         1.0       3.7        4.9        5.0        2.2
6.9                  7.5                   1.1               23.2                26.1                 33.4                  2.8

132        17.5         1.8       3.5         3.8        5.4        3.5

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, Production Yearbook (Rome), vol. 20.

a Totals, subtotals and annual percentages are based on unfounded data.
b United States, Canada, western Enrope including Turkey and Cyprus, Aus-

€0ralia, New Zealand, Japan and South Africa.
e Eastern Europe and USSR.

a Sum of Latin America, Near and Far East and Africa, as shown.
e Central and South America.
r Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen.

g Excluding mainland China and Japan, Near East as  shown and Turkey
and Cyprus.

Continental Africa, excluding South Africa.



half of them, indeed, effected an increase of more
than 3 per cent of gross domestic product. At the
other end ok the scale, however, there was a decline
in the savings ratio in over a fourth of the devel-
oping countries; together these countries acco.unted
for over half of the population of the developing
world (see table 17).

Table 18.  Developing countries: distribution by
ratio of real gross domestic savings to gross
domestic product, 1963-1965

Table 17. Developing countries: distribution by
change in ratio of gross domestic savings to gross
domestic product, 1955-1957 to 1963-1965

Change             Countriesa      Gross domestic
in savings ratio                              product   Population

(percentage points)  Number   Percentage     (Percentage, 1965)

Gross domestic               Co*ÿntriesb
savings ratioa
(percentage)        Number  Percentage

25.0 and over       5         9

20.0-24.9  ...       7        11

15.0-19.9  . ..      16       25

10.0714.9  . ..      20        32

Under 10.0 ..      15        24

Total  ....  63      100

9.0 and over      11        17         9         7
6.0-8.9  .....  10        16        10        10

3.0-5.9  .....  11        17        19        8

0.0-2.9  .....  13        21        23        22
--2.%--0.1         11        17        37       49
--3.0 and under      7        10         2         4

Total  ....  63      100      100      100

In absolute terms, Latin American countries pre-
dominated among those with gross domestic savings
of over $50 per capita in 1965: Argentina, Chile,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Uruguay and Vene-
zuela were all in this category. At the other end of
the scale, with savings of less than $12 per capita,
were the poorer countries of Africa and Asia, in-
cluding India, Pakistan and Nigeria.

Thus, though savings inoreased more rapidIy in
the developing countries than in the  developed
market economies during this period--by about 6 per
cent a year as against 4.5 per cent--the average
developing-country savings ratio ended up still over
a third lower: in 1965, it was about 14 per cent ok
gross domestic product in the developing countries
compared with 22 per cent in the developed market
economies. Well over half of the developing coun-
tries had savings ratios of less than 15 per cent and
as some of the large economies were in this group,
it accounted for three-fourths of the total population
(see table 18).

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations. Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics,
and national sources.

a Countries in each category are as follows (in descend-
ing order of change in ratio of real gross domestic savings
to gross domestic product) : 9.0 percentage points and over:
Syria, Togo, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Jordan, China (Taiwan),
Algeria, Lebanon, Iran, Ghana, Kenya; 6.0-8.9: Republic
of Korea Philippines, Ethiopia, Cameroon, Nicaragua, Tu-
nisia, Haiti, former French West Africa, Trinidad and
Tobago, former French Equatorial Africa; 3.0-5.9: Sierra
Leone, Venezuela, Uganda, Jamaica, United Arab Republic,
former Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Argentina,
Angola,   Costa   Rica,   Mozambique,   Is.rael ;   0.0-2.9:
Thailand, Pakistan, Paraguay, Iraq, Liberia, E1 Salvador,
Sudan, Ceylon, Chile, Guatemala, Uruguay, Nigeria, Mexico;
--2.9---0.1:  Honduras,  Panama,  Kuwait,  India,  Mada-
gascar, Brazil, Morocco, Ecuador, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia;

3.0 and under: United Republic of Tanzania, Guyana,
Mauritius,  Burma,  Democratic  Republic  of  the  Congo,
Barbados, Dominican Republic.

Gross domesNc
producÿ   Population

(Percentage, 1965)

8     2
3      2

32     22
42     59
14     15

100    100

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations. Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics.

a Gross domestic savings is defined as gross domestic
product  less  consumption plus  net  factor  income  from
abroad.

b Countries in each category are as follows (in descend-
ing order of ratio of real gross domestic savings to gross
domestic product: 25.0 per cent and over: Kuwait, Libya,
Saudi Arabia, Venezuela, Angola; 20.0-24.9 per cent: Togo,
Ghana,  Liberia,  Mozambique,  Mauritius,  Trinidad  and
Tobago, Algeria; 15.0-19.9 per cent:  Argentina, former
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Thailand, Uganda,
China (Taiwan), Burma, Iran, Syria, Jamaica, Iraq, Leba-
non, Cameroon, Peru, Ceylon, Colombia, Brazil; 10.0-14.9
per cent: former French Equatorial Africa, Nicaragua,
Philippines, Israel, Paraguay, United Republic of Tanzania,
United Arab Republic, Uruguay, Morocco, Guyana, De-
mocratic Republic of the Congo, Mexico, Ecuador, Kenya,
India,  E1  Salvador,  Sudan,  Nigeria,  Tunisia,  Ethiopia;
under 10.0 per cent: Chile, Guatemala, Honduras, Pakistan,
Republic of Korea, Haiti, Costa Rica, Bolivia, Dominican
Republic, Madagascar, former French West Africa, Sierra
Leone, Barbados, Panama, Jordan.

Throughout the period under review, the domestic
savings of the developing countries have been sup-
plemented by an inflow of resources from abroad.
This inflow has increased more slowly than local
production and local savings--at least in the aggre-
gate-so that its relative contribution to capital
formation declined from almost 3 per cent of the
combined gross domestic product of the developing
countries in the mid-1950's to about half that pro-
portion in the mid-1960's. The decline in the relative
contribution of external resources was far from
uniformIy distributed among the developing coun-
tries. As pointed out in the analysis of trends earlier
in this chapter, the over-all figure was strongly in-
fluenced by inflows of private capital into the mining
sectors of a number ok countries in the !950's. There
was no comparable inflow in the first half of the
1960's. Thus whether the high investment ratios ok
the mid-1950's were fnrther increased by the mid-
!960's (as in Liberia and Libya) or receded to
nearer the developing-country average (as in Al-
geria, Jamaica, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago and
Venezuela)  or were even below the developing-
country average (as in Iraq and the former Federa-
tion of Rhodesia and Nyasaland) the proportion
contributed  by  domestic  savings  was  generally
higher.
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The combined investment ratio of the developing
countries rose by just under 1 per cent of gross
production between the mid-1950's and the mid-
1960's. This gain was less than that achieved by
the developed market economies so that, at 22 per
cent in the latter and rather less than 16 per cent
in the developing countries, the difference was some-
what greater in 1965 than it was ten years earlier.
T,bere were more countries registering significant
reductions in their investment ratios between the
mid-1950's and the mid-1960's than there were
with significant increases. The former were gen-
erally smaller, however, accounting for only about
a fifth of the population of the developing world
while the latter accounted for over a fourth (see
table 19).

Ceylon, Colombia, Guyana, Iraq, Uganda and Uru-
guay, and to some among those that achieved
sizable  gains  in  their  investment  ratios--China
(Taiwan), Ethiopia, Iran, Pakistan, Republic of
Korea, Thailand and Tunisia, for example. A similar
significance attaches to the lack of change in the
investment performance of the large middle block
of countries, among w,hich were a number with
static below-average investment ratios--Cameroon,
India, Morocco, Nigeria and Syria, for example.

Table 19. Distribution of developing countries by
change in ratio of real gross investment to gross
domestic product, 1955-1957 to 1963-1965

Change                Countrlesa       Gross donwstic
in investment                             product   Population

raÿio         Number   Percentage     (Percentage, 1965)
(percentage points)

Thus the most disturbing aspect of the investment
picture is the size of the low-performance group.
Only an eighth of the population of the developing
world lives in countries with mid-1960's investment
ratios of 17 per cent or more, while almost 60 per
cent live in countries with ratios of less than 14 per
cent  (see table 20). The hard-core problem of
tow income-low savings-low investment-low growth
is not a matter of peripheral pockets of under-
development (though these exist, too) but one that af-
fects principally the great population concentrations.

5.0 and over  .....  10        16        13        16

3.0 to 4.9  ........  4       6        3       4
1.0 to 2.9  ........  11       17       18       9
--0.9' to 0.9  ......  12       19       36       50
-2.9 to --1.0  ....  9       14       15       11

--4.9 to --3.0  ....  5        8       2        1

--5.0 and under ..    12        19        14        9
Total  .........  63      100      100      100

While exceptional and often exogenous factors
were responsible for some of the Iarger movements
in the ratio of capital formation to gross domestic
product--notably the fluctuations in foreign direct
investment referred to above and the outflow of
capital from certain areas in the wake of political
shifts--some undoubtedly reflect more deeply seated
changes in the conntry's capacity to grow. This
applies both to the lagging countries, such as Burma,

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
data from the Statistical Office of the United Nations and
national sources.

a Countries in each category are as follows (in descending
order of chauge in investment ratio to gross domestic
product, 1955-1957 to 1963-1965) : 5.0 percentage points and
over: Togo, Tunisia, Liberia, Pakistan, China (Taiwan),
Ethiopia,  Ghana,  Thailand,  Iran,  Panama;  3.0  to  4.9:
Lebanon,  former  French  West Africa,  Sudan,  Jordan;
1.0 to 2.9:  Mauritius, Mozambique, Republic of Korea,
Kuwait, Paraguay, Chile, E1 Saivador, Nicaragua, Philip-
pines, Bolivia, Argentina; --0.9 to 0.9:  Nigeria, Libya,
Morocco, Sierra Leone, India, Syria, United Arab Republic,
Israel, Angola, Cameroon, Mexico, Honduras;--2.9 to--1.0:
Haiti, Madagascar, Brazil, Ecuador, Burma, Ceylon, Do-
minican Republic, Saudi Arabia, Guyana; --4.9 to --3.0:
Guatemala, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay, Costa Rica,
Uganda; --5.0 and under: Barbados, Peru, Jamaica, former
French Equatorial Africa, Algeria, ,Colombia, United Re-
public of Tanzania, Iraq, Venezuela, Kenya, .Democratic
Republic of the Congo, former Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland.

The link between investment and output is by no
means a simple one, especially in developing coun-
tries where the capital base is often narrow and
fragmented, a single investment may make a large
difference to capacity, and production may be greatly
affected by exogenous forces such as the weather

Table 20. Distribution of developing countries by
ratio of real gross investment to gross domestic
product, average 1963-1965

Average                 Countriesa      Gross domestic
investment ratio                               product     Population

(percentage)    N*ÿmber    Percentage      (Percentage, 1965)

23.0 and over      7        11         5           2
20.0 to 22.9 ..     6       10       5         4
17.0 to 19.9 ..     11       17       16         7
14.0 to 16.9 ..    17       27       37        28
11.0 to 13.9 ..    18       29       35        57
Under 11.0 ..      4         6         2           2

TotM  .....  63       100       100         100

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations' Secretariat, based on
data from the Statistical Office of the United Nations and
national sources.

a Countries in each category are as follows (in descend-
ing order of average investment ratio to gross' domestic
product, 1963-1965) : 23.0 per cent and over: Libya, Mozam-
bique, Liberia, Israel, Angola, Ghana, Tunisia; 20.0 to 22.9
per cent: Trinidad and Tobago, Barbados, Peru, Thailand,
China (Taiwan), Togo; 17.0 to 19.9 per cent: Lebanon,
Panama, Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Burma, Argentina,
Venezuela, Guyana, Bolivia, Colombia, Jamaica; 14.0 to 16.9
per cent: Iran, Costa Rica, Republic of Korea, Pakistan,
Jordan, Mauritius, Paraguay, Mexico, United Arab Re-
public, Algeria, Honduras, former French Equatorial Africa,
Brazil, Uruguay, former Federation of Rhodesia and Nya-
saland, Syria, Kuwait; 11.0 to 13.9 per cent: India, Ecua-
dor, Sudan, E1 Salvador, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Ceylon,
Ghile, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Uganda, Iraq,
Guatemala, United Republic of Tanzania, Morocco, Ethiopia,
Philippines, Cameroon; under 11.0 per cent: former French
West Africa, Kenya, Madagascar, Saudi .Arabia, Haiti.
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and the state of the world market for a particular
commodity. But over the long haul, the rate of
growth in output is heavily dependent on the rate
of capital formation. On average, over the period
under review, it has taken a rate of increase of be-
tween 3 and 4 per cent in investment to yield an
increase of 1 per cent in total output. In the mid-
1960's rather more than haK of the developing coun-
tries had investment ratios above the 15 per cent
that would in these circumstances be required to
attain a rate of growth in output of 5 per cent a
year. But these countries accounted for only a third
of the population of the developing world. However,
the range of performance in respect of this measure
o,f the efficiency with which capital is used, as with
so many other features of recent economic develop-
ment, has been a wide one (see tÿble 21).

and priorities as productively as possible in the cir-
cumstances of the country concerned.

Table 21.  Developing countries : distr,ibution by
incremental capital.output ratio,a average 1955-1965

The importance of investment for the purpose of
accelerating economic growth and the difficulty of
raising  savings  ratios  in  low-income  countries
together constitute the main justification for devel-
opment aid. Only by a simultaneous increase o6 do-
mestic savings and the inflow of external resources
will most developing countries be able to lift their
investment ratios to the extent necessary to ensure
a satisfactory rate of growth in total production.
The need is not only for a larger volume. The aid
policies of donor countries can do much to raise
the efficiency of investment: in many developing
countries, the inflow of aid is a major determinant
of the direction of domestic investment. If it is to
help loosen the stringency of the savings constraint,
aid will have to be deployed with particular attention
to its contribution to improving the over-all efficiency
with which capital is utilized.

C°untr@sb      Gross domestic
product      Population

Capltal-output ratio N*ÿmber ,Percentage      (Percentage, 1965)

Source: See table 2.
a Ratio calculated as the quotient of the average real

investment ratio and average annual rate of growth of
gross domestic product, 1955 to 1965.

b Countries in each category are as follows (in ascending
order of capital-output ratio): under 2.tÿ: Democratic Re-
public of the Congo, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Kuwait, Libya;
2.0 to 2.9: Sierra Leone, Philippines, Guatemala, Ethiopia,
E1 Salvador, Republic of Korea, 'China (Taiwan), Syria,
Mexico, Liberia, Panama, Iran, Cameroon,  Chile,  Iraq;
3.0 to 3.9: Pakistan, former French West Africa, Nigeria,
United Arab Republic, Thailand, Israel, Honduras, Morocco,
Sudan,  Nicaragua,  Brazil,  Ecuador,  Jamaica,  Tunisia,
Trinidad and Tobago, Togo, Uganda, Venezuela,  Costa
Rica; 4.0 to 4.9: India, Dominican Republic, former French
Equatorial Africa, United Republic of Tanzania, Kenya,
Peru, Angola, former Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasa-
land, Haiti, Lebanon, ,Ceylon; 5.0 to 5.9: Ghana, Paraguay,
Colombia, Algeria, Mauritius, Mozambique, Barbados; 6.0
and over: Madagascar, Burma, Argentina, Bolivia, Guyana,
Uruguay.

A closer examination of individual cases--espe-
cially the countries that have run into difficulties in
servicing their external debt in recent yearsÿsug-
gests that it might be wiser to take the magnitude
of the capital-output ratio into development strategy
as a policy variable rather than as a fixed parameter.
On purely a priori grounds, this would also appear
to be the sounder course: it will continue to be ex-
tremely difficult to raise savings ratios in poor coun-
tries, capital will continue to be one of the major
constraints on development, hence every effort will
bnvo to be made to formulate investment patterns

Under 2.0 ...      5         8         4         2
2.0 to 2.9  ....  15       24       25       16
3.0 to 3.9  ....  19       30       34       31
4.0 to 4.9  ....  11       17       24       43
5.0 to 5.9  ....  7       11        5        4

6.0  and  over      6        10         9         5
Total  .....  63      100      100      100

Foreign exchange

In the light of the strategic importance of exports
and their proceeds to the economic development
process, as pointed out eaHier in the present chapter,
it is germane to note first that, by at least one meas-
ure, export dependence has tended to increase during
the period under review. Between the mid-1950's
and the mid-1960's the proportion of developing
countries in which the ratio of export earnings from
goods and services to total production of goods
and services was less than 20 per cent declined from
almost one-haK to not much more than one-third,
while that of countries in which that ratio was over
30 per cent rose from about a fourth to a third
(see table 22).

This increase in export dependence adds signifi-
cance to the relatively slow growth in the total pro-
ceeds of commodity exports in this period. During
the second half of the 1950's this was a mere 2.5 per
cent a year ; it accelerated to 6.4 per cent in the first
half of the 1960's and over the ten years averaged
4.5 per cent a year. About a third of the develop-
ing countries registered rates of increase in excess
of 6 per cent; but almost a half had rates of less
than 4 per cent a year and these included some of
the largest countries, accounting altogether for almost
three-fourths of the population of the developing
world (see table 23).

The average rate of growth of developing-country
trade was appreciably lower than that of the devel-
oped market economies and the centrally planned
economies. Thus the developing countries lost a good
deal of ground in total world trade: they accounted
for about a fourth of all exports in the mid-1950's
but for less than a fifth by the mid-1960's. There
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Table 22.  Developing countries: distribution ac-
cording to ratio of exports of goods and services
to gross domestic product, 1955.1957 and 1963-
1965

Ratio of exports        1955-1957               1963-1965
to gross

domestic product  Nnmber of  Percentage  Number of   Percentage
(percentage)       conntries                  conntr@sa

are many causes for this lag--and some of them are
discussed in chapter III--but the basic factor was,
and continues to be, the composition of developing-
country exports, heavily weighted as it has been
by primary commodities.

Under 10  ....  7        11        4        6
10 to 19  .....  24       38       20       31
20 to 29  .....  18       28       18       28
30 to 39  .....  7       11        9       14
40 to 49  .....  3        5        6       9
50 and over ..      5         8         7        11

Total  .....  64      100       64      100

Source: See table 2.
a Countries in each category are as follows .(in ascending

order of average exports of goods and servmes' ratio to
gross domestic product, 1963-1965: under 10 per cent: India,
Brazil, Republic of Korea, Pakistan: !0 to 19 per cent:
Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Mozambique, Burma, Colombia,
Ethiopia, Jordan, Israel, Madagascar, Uruguay, Guatemala,
China (Taiwan), Haiti, Ecuador, Bolivia, former FTench
West Africa, Tunisia, United Arab Republic, Dominican
Republic" 20 to 29 per cent:  Syria, Nigeria, Paraguay,
Thailand',  Sudan,  Honduras,  Iran,  Morocco,  Philippines,
Costa Rica, Peru, former French Equatorial Africa, Angola,
E1 Salvador, Cameroon, Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Ceylon, Ghana; 30 to 39 per cent: Panama, Nicaragua,
Sierra Leone, Algeria, Republic of Tanzania, Togo, Uganda,
Venezuela, Jamaica; 40 to 49 per cent: Kenya, Malaysia,
(1962-1964), Lebanon, Iraq, former Federation of Rhodesia
and Nyasaland, Mauritius; 50 per cent and over: Barbados,
Liberia, Guyana, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Kuwait, Trinidad and
Tobago.

Table 23. Distribution of developing countries by
rate of growth of export values, 1955-1965

Annual average         Co*ÿntriesa        Exports     Population
growth of

export value      Number   Percentage     (Percentage, 1965)
(percentage)

8.0  and  over     13        18        17         8
6.0 to 7.9  ....  12       17       17       10
4.0 to 5.9  ....  12       17       16       9
2.0 to 3.9 ....    14       20       33       58
Under 2.0  ..     20        28        !7        15
Total  .....  71      I00      100      100

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations' Secretariat, based on
International Monetary Fund, International Financial Sta-
tistics (Washington, D. C.).

a Countries in each category are as follows (in descending
order of increase in exports, 1955-1965): 8.0 per cent and
over: Libya, Republic of Korea, Israel, China (Taiwan),
Iran, Jordan, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Hong Kong, Lebanon,
Trinidad and Tobago, Peru, Honduras; 6.0 to 7.9 per cent:
Jamaica, .Cambodia, Surinam, Panama, Angola, Mozambique,
Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, former Federation of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, Nicaragua, Kuwait, Philippines; 4.0 to 5.9 per
cent: Kenya, Thailand, Guyana, E'I Salvador, Guatemala,
Ethiopia, United Republic of Tanzania, Iraq,  Paraguay,
Argentina, Martinique, Barbados; 2.0 to 3.9: Mexico, Vene-
zuela, Uganda, Bolivia, Chile, United Arab Republic, Costa
Rica, Pakistan, India, Algeria, Morocco, Malaysia, Sudan,
Cameroon; under 2.0 per cent: Mauritius, Ghana, Mada-
gascar,  Syria,  Uruguay,  Brazil,  Guadeloupe,  Dominican
Republic, Tunisia, Aden,  Rÿunion,  Haiti,  Ceylon,  Laos,
Burma, Colombia, Singapore, Netherlands' Antilles, Brunei,
Republic of Viet-Nam.

In the mid-1950's, over 60 per cent oÿ developing-
country exports consisted of food-stuffs and raw
materials. As the value of these exports increased
by less than 3 per cent and 2 per cent a year, re-
spectively, their share of total developing-country
exports had declined to about 50 per cent by the
mid-1960's--compared with 28 per cent in the case
of the exports of the centrally planned economies and
24 per cent in the case of the developed market
economies.  Even  within  the primary-commodity
category, the developing countries produced and
shipped relatively more of the slow-growing items:
the value of food and raw materials exports from
the more advanced countries rose at about 7 per cent
and 4 per cent, respectively (see table 24).

This is in part a reflection of the fact that many
of the items exported by developing countries face
a demand that is relatively unresponsive to increase
in income and declines in price. Augmented by con-
cessional sales,6 the quantum of exports of food-
stuffs and raw materials from the developed market
economies rose by about 75 per cent between the
mid-1950's and the mid-1960's; in the case of the
developing countries, the increase was only 25 per
cent. It also reflects the fact that, in the face of
this inelastic demand, the competition of expanding
output tended to force prices down. Thus, while the
unit value of food-stuffs as a whole was higher in
the mid-1960's than in the mid-1950's, the prices
of many of the major items exported by the devel-
oping  countries--notably  coffee,  cocoa,  tea  and
sugar--were all appreciably lower? Wool, cotton
and rubber prices were also significantly lower at
the end of the period than at the beginning. Thus,
while the average unit value of developing-country
primary-commodity exports in the mid-1960's was
marginally higher than at the beginning of the dec-
ade, it was about 11 per cent below the level of the
mid-1950's (see table 25).

Of the major categories of exports from the
developing countries, by far the most rapidly rising
was petroleum. Earnings from this item increased
at almost 7 per cent a year, and its contribution to

6The proportion of developed market economy exports
in the form of  sales  under United  States government
programmes did not change radically during the period
under review. In terms of current values, these concesslonal
sales accounted for between 7 and 10 per cent in the case
of food-stuffs and between 2 and 4 per cent in the case
of raw materials.

7 In the case of the beverage crops' the mid-1950's marked
the peak of post.-wa, r prices, before the effect of new Mant-
ings was felt on the market. The demand side of this
problem and the question of how adjustments might be
made are discussed in chapter V.
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Table 24. Exports of major regions, 1955-1966ÿ

Country groupb
nd period

SITC sections

tÿazv
Total          Food         materials       Fnels

(0 to 9)      (0 and 1)      (2 and 4)        (3)
Other

Chemicals     Machinery    manufactures
(5)           (7)         (6 ÿnd 8)

Developing countries  .........  38
Developed countries  ..........  135
Centrally planned countries  ..          22

(Billions of dollars, 1965-!966)
10          8          12
18          14          4
3       3       2

(Percentage of total world exports)
Developing countries

1955-1956  ..................  25

1960-1961  ..................  21

1965-1966  ..................  19

Developed countries

1955-1956  ..................  65
1960-1961  ..................  67
1965-1966  ..................  69

Centrally planned countries

1955-1956  ..................
1960-1961  ..................
1965-1966  ..................

Developing countries
1955-1956 to 1960-1961  .....  2.5        0.5
1960-1961 ,to 1965-1966  .....  6.4        5,2
1955-1956 to 1965-!966  ....  4.5        2.9

Developed countries
1955-1956 to 1960-1961  .....  6.4        5.0
1960-1961 to 1965-1966  .....  9.0        8.2
1955-1956 to 1965-1966  ....  7.7        6.6

Centrally planned countries
1955-1956 to 1960-1961  .....  9.6        9.0
1960-1961 to 1965-1966  .....  7.8        5.3
1955-1956 to 1965-1966  ....  8.7        7.2

Developing countries
1955-1956  ..................  100

1960-1961  ..................  100
1965-1966  ..................  100

Developed countrieÿ
1955-t956  ..................  100

1960-1961  ..................  100
1965-1966  ..................  100

Centrally planned countries

1955-1956  ..................
1960-1961  ..................
1965-1966  ..................

!         --          6
11      42      42
1       6       6

41      39      57
35          35          60
33         33         64

5
4
4

51          50          33         88         87         80
54      53      26      87      86      78
58      55      24      87      86      78

!0          8          11          11
12      10      11      13
12      10      12      12

(Percentage of group's total exports)

32      29      25
29         27         29
28         22         31

7
9
9

1
1
1

15      14
14         13
14         10

6
4
3

7
8
8

100      16      21      12
100          15          16          1t
100      14      14      10

(Annualmte of change, percentage)

1.4         5.0         5.6         9.9         4.1
2.3         8.4         11.6         16,4        11.4
1.9         6.7         8.5         13.1          7.7

4.7       -0.7         9.0         9.3         6.2

4.3          5.2         10.9        10.9         8.8
4.5                     2,2                     9.9                   10.1                     7.5

3.2                     8.2                   14.6                   11.5                   12,6
4.9                     5.9                     9.6                   10.3                     8.0
4.1                     7.0                   12.0                   10.9                   10.3

4
5
5

1
1
!

12       9
13      12
13          12

!
1
1

25      32
28      31
31          31

22      24
24         28
27      28

11
10
11

12
12
16

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

a Based on data in current dollars.
b Developed  country  group  comprises  United  Sptates,

Canada, western Europe, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, Japan; centrally planned country group comprises
USSR, other eastern Europe, mainland China, Mongolia,
North Korea, North Viet-Nam; developing country group
comprises, the rest of the world.

total export earnings rose from about 25 per cent
in the mid-1950's to 30 per cent in the mid-1960's.
Exports of manufactured goods--the dynamic ele-
ment in the trade of the more advanced countries--
rose more rapidly but, even at the end of the period,
contributed not much more than a sixth of total
developing-country proceeds. The major components
of the category of manufactures were non-ferrous

base metals and textiles (cloth and clothing). In
terms of quantum, the share of the former declined
from almost half to about a third while that of the
latter rose from a fifth to over a fourth. This implies
a certain amount of diversification though the scale
remained small and a few items--such as chemicals
from new petroleum refineries, cut diamonds from
Israel, various items of hardware from Hong Kong
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Table 25. Selected export price and quantum indices, 1954-1966

(Average 1954-1956 = 1@)

Aveg-age

1959-1961                             1964-1966
Item

Developed        D eve lopin9       Developed        Developing
a$'ea$             aÿ'eoÿ             ÿ$'eos             areas

Export pr$ces

Primary commodities :

Total  ............................  94
Food  ..........................  97
Agricultura,1 raw materials  ......  90

Minerals  ......................  93
Non-ferrous base metalsa  ..........  86

88           103            89
77       111        85
96            95            88
97       101        99
74           112           113

Export quantumb

Total  .............................  135
Foode  ............................  137
Raw materialsa  ..................  137

Manufacturese  ...................  131

121            I96            160
114           179           132
106        170        118
137        195        210

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on United Nations, Yearbook
of lrÿternational Trade Statistics and United
Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

a Based on 1956 =100.

bBased  on  exports  to  world  excluding
centrally planned economies.

eSITC 0 and 1.
aSITC 2 and 4.
e SITC 6 and 8 for developed areas and SITC

5, 6, 7 and 8 for developing areas'.

and plywood and veneers from several tropical
countries as well as from the Republic of Korea--
tended to  predominate.  Some countries--notably
China (Taiwan), Jamaica, Philippines and Thai-
land--managed to expand their exports of preserved
and processed fruit and vegetables; this helped
considerably in maintaining their own export unit
values but the amounts were relatively small when
subsumed in the general category of food exports.

Some developing countries managed to diversify
their exports during this period or at least to reduce
their dependence on a single item: Brazil (coffee),
China (Taiwan)  (sugar), Honduras and Panama
(bananas), Mexico  (cotton and coffee), Nigeria
(cocoa and oilseeds), Pakistan (jute and cotton),
Peru (cotton and sugar), Republic of Korea (rice),
Thailand (rice and rubber), United Arab Republic
(cotton). All had somewhat better balanced exports
at the end of the period than at the beginning,
though in some cases this was achieved more or less
involuntarily through a decline in the price of the
leading product. In contrast to this tendency, how-
ever, there were also countries whose major export
became even more predominant as a result of de-
velopment during the period. This was the case in
respect of petroleum in Iran, Libya and Trinidad
and Tobago, iron ore in Liberia, tin in Bolivia and
textiles in Hong Kong.

There was also some tendency for developing-
country exports to diversify geographically:  the
proportion of individual country exports going to
their three principal markets declined in far more
instances than it rose. This reflects in part the
weakening  of  traditional commercial  links with
former metropolitan countries and in part the rela-

tively rapid expansion in demand in such countries as
Japan and some of the members of the European
Economic Community and, in a few cases, the growth
of trade with the Soviet Union or with other de-
veloping countries.

These changes have not yet gone very far, however,
and the most basic features that characterized the
trade of the developing countries in the mid-1950's
s'till persist. The predominance of primary commodi-
ties in their exports seems likely to continue to
act as a brake on the growth of foreign exchange
earnings. Local markets are often too smalI to sustain
rapid industrialization and the difficulties of expand-
ing manufactured exports to the more advanced
countries remain very formidable. Yet subregional
integration has made little headway and trade among
the  developing  countries  has  in  general  been
among the least dynamic of the flows (see table 26).

The failure of the preponderant element of food
and raw materiaIs in developing countries' exports
to provide the expansion in import capacity re-
quired to support their development efforts turned
many of the developing countries towards external
borrowing. The spread and intensification of borrow-
ing began in the mid-1950's when the foreign cur-
rency reserves accumulated by many developing
countries during the Second World War and the
Korean conflict were being rapidly drawn down.. By
the end of 1966, the external ,public debt of the
sixty-three developing countries for which data are
available had reached about $33 billion,s

s These figures exclude private indebtedness not guaran-
teed by the Governments concerned. The total also excludes'
a number of countries--such as Indonesia and United Arab
Republic--for which the available data are not adequate.
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Table 26. Developing countries: growth of exports to principal regionsÿ 1955-1965ÿ

(Percentage)

Rate of increase in exports ÿob
Exporting region

Developing countries, total
Latin America  ................................

Africa  ......................................

West Asia  ..................................

Southern and south-eastern Asia  ..............

Developed market Cenfrally planned    Developing
ecolcomÿe3        economies        coÿntd'ies

4.4        152        2.8
2.6        17.3        3.2

5.3       15.1       5.0

8.2            15.8           6.1

3.3        12.9        1.5

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
PKÿojections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on Yearbook of International
Trade Statistics, 1965 (United Nations publica-
tion, Sales No.: 67.XVII.2).

a Based on data in current dollars; growth
rate is compound rate between 1955 and 1965.

b Developed market economies: United States,
Canada, western Europe, Australia, New Zea-
land, South Africa, Japan; centrally planned
economies: USSR, other eastern Europe, main-
land  China, Mongolia,  North Korea,  North
Viet-Nam; developing countries: regions other
than developed market economies and centrally
planned economies.

The reason that first impelled borrowing has now
tended to make the consequences of borrowing
increasingly uncomfortable.  Though the pace  of
export earning did pick up in the first half of the
1960% the need for development-sus'taining imports
has not slackened and the burden of interest and
amortization has for most develoging-eountry bor-
rowers grown steadily heavier. In 1956, service
payments on official external debt absorbed 5 per
cent or more of export earnings in about one-third
of the borrowing countries for which data are avail-
able. By 1960, over half of the countries were in
this position and in one-fifth,  service payments
absorbed more than 10 per cent of exports earnings.
By 1965, an eighth of these countries were paying
out more than 15 per cent of their export earnings

in debt service and the proportion paying out 5 per
cent or more had risen to three-fourths (see table
27). In 1966, the service payments of the sixty-
three developing countries for which data have been
reported amounted to rather more than $3.1 billion
or 11 per cent of that year's export earnings of the
countries concerned. Just over two-thirds of this
outflow was for amortization and somewhat less
than one-third for interest.

Given the disappointing progress in restructuring
exports and the slow advance towards a more
rational division of labour among the developing
countries on the basis of which intra-trade can begin
to accelerate, this rise in the debt-service burden has
greatly increased the constraining effects on develop-
ment of foreign exchange availabilities.

Table 27. Selected developing countries: distribution by incidence of debt-service

payments, 1956, 1960, 1965

Ratio of service                       1956                          1960                          1965
payments to exports

(percentage)            Number of      Percen-      Number of     Percen-      Number of     Percen-
coet,ntries           ÿage            countries           rage            countr*esa          rage

Under 5  .........  17         65          14         47          8         27

5-9  .............  8         31          10         33          14         47

10714  ............  1          4          3          10          4         13

15 and over  ......  --         --          3          10          4          13

Total                 26       100        30       100        30       100

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on International Bank for
Reconstruction  and  Development,  External
Medium and Long-Term Public Debt--Past and
Projected Amounts Outstanding, Transactions
and Payments, 1956-1967 (Washington, D.C.);
International Monetary Fund, International Fi-
nancial Statistics.

a Countries in each category are as follows
(in ascending order of ratio of service pay-

ments to exports, 1965): under 5 per cent:
Venezuela, Ceylon, Honduras, China (Taiwan),
Morocco,  Nigeria,  Thailand,  E1  Salvador ;
5-9 per cent: Guyana, Nicaragua, Guatemala,
Tanganyika, Uganda, Ethiopia, Ecuador, Sudan,
Iron,  former  Federation  of  Rhodesia  and
Nyasaland,  Philippines,  Panama,  Paraguay,
Peru; 10-14 per cent: Costa Rica, Uruguay,
Pakistan, Kenya; 15 per cent and over: India,
Colombia, Chile, Mexico.
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Chapter II

PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTIVITY: POLICY PROBLEMS

The statistical assessment of chapter I led to the
conclusion that the developing countries face three
main types of constraint on their economic develop-
ment--the productivity of their populations, their
capacity to generate savings and their ability to
obtain external purchasing power. The policies that
have been adopted to overcome these constraints are
discussed in chapter III. The choice of policy and
the prospects for implementing it are largely deter-
mined by the productive structure of the economy,
however, so it is desirable first to examine the ways
in which resources are in fact utilized in the develop-
ing countries.

Partly because of the nature of the available data
this task is approached through the conventional
forms  of  economic activity--agriculture,  mining,
manufacturing, construction and so on--which reveal
the industrial origin of the country's gross product.
As this breakdown of activity is rather artificial,
however, and as the problems that developing coun-
tries have to solve lie partly in the borderland
between sectors, in the relationships between sectors
and in the joint contribution of sectors to the supply
of exportable goods, the analysis often requires a
re-emphasis of the functional .problems and a blurring
of the traditional divisions3

In most developing countries this means an agri-
cultural sector that is relatively large by employment
standards--very often the largest by far--but much
smaller in terms of its net contribution to total out-
put. It also means a small manufacturing sector--
by both employment and value added standardsÿbut
one that in most cases is expanding rapidly in com-
parison with other developing<ountry growth rates.
In some developing countries there is also a mining
sector, often largely in foreign hands, small in its
employment but often crucially important in terms
of its contribution to exports. There is also a sector
dealing with trade and financi!l matters that tends
to grow in size in parallel with those producing
commodities and sometimes somewhat faster.

This epitomizes one of the difficulties that many
of the developing countries still face in formulating
and implementing a development strategy. For the
old and often politically powerful ministries and
departments are often divided along seetoral lines,
and the resultant stress on plans for agricultural
development, industrial development, transport de-
velopment and so on does not always yield the policy
mix best calculated to facilitate the attainment of more
general national economic goals with maximum effi-
ciency. Nevertheless, there are problems inherent in
agriculture and in each of the other sectors that
are special or even unique and must be tackled by
technical or institutional remedies at the sectoral
level. Moreover, in mapping its development strategy,
a Government has always to start from the situation
that exists, including the size and organization of
each of the sectors.

The organization of the agricultural sector differs
considerably from country to country--depending
on the nature of the crop, on the relative size of
its commercial component and its involvement in
export activities as well as on its institutional and
topographical features---but in most developing coun-
tries Governments engage in research and extension
work, in price administration and stabilization, in
the provision of credit and other financing and,
in varying degree, in the physical handling of off-
farm supplies. In most developing countries, the
manufacturing sector is in private hands, but many
Governments  participate in  particular  industries
and more generally they tend to have wide respon-
sibility for the provision and maintenance of the
economy's infrastructure of power, water, ports,
transport and means of communication.

1This, of course, is' why the essentially intersectoraI
function of economic planning is so important to the devel-
opment process.

The basic problem facing most Governments is
to raise productivity in agriculture (and by the same
token in fishing and forestry and mining--the other
so-called primary activities) so as simultaneously to
release manpower, to expand the flow of food-stuffs
and raw materials for export and for inputs into
local manufacturing plants and to help generate a
surplus of earnings over expenditure on consump-
tion that can be channelled into capital formation.
This cannot be achieved by indiscriminate expansion.
The growth that is required must be determined
largely by market considerations, that is, it must be
geared to the changing pattern of demand both on
world markets and among domestic consumers as
occupations, location, incomes and tastes alter.
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Experience has shown not only that there are
many impediments in the way of raising agricul-
tural productivity but also that the absorption of
workers into appropriate secondary industries is
often an extremely complicated process. Difficulties
on the supply side (particularly shortages of entre-
preneurial ability, technical skills and capital) accen-
tuate those on the demand side, notably the limita-
tions of the local market and the problem of holding
costs down to internationally acceptable levels in the
face of the narrowing of technological choices im-
posed by the pattern of local resource availabilities.

demand for many of the agricultural products of
the developing countries was very slow-growing--
than to the domestic subsector which in many cases
failed to keep up with the expanding needs for food-
stuffs and raw materials. While the export subsector
often made a major contribution not only to foreign
exchange supplies but also to government revenue
and total savings, the domestic subsector was often
the recipient rather than the source of internal capi-
tal movements.

In guiding the private sector to meet these two
sets of problems, the Government has not only to
deploy a mutually consistent mix of policy instru-
ments but has also to support the process by its
own infrastructure investment. As large blocks of
scarce capital are often involved and as the resultant
services--especially power and transport--are often
crucial to the success of the efforts to raise agri-
cultural productivity and accelerate industrialization,
intricate timing questions tend to be involved.

Though the precise nature and sequence of these
problems differ appreciably from case to case, the
questions that have to be faced are quite common
and, indeed, in some degree inescapable in the eco-
nomic development process. An examination of the
experience of some of the developing countries in
coping with them in recent years may thus be of
general interest.

If, in a given country, population is rising at 2-3
per cent a year and per capitcÿ incomes are rising
at 2-3 per cent a year and the income elasticity of
demand for food-stuffs averages 0.5-0.8, domestic
food supply will have to rise at 4-5 per cent a year
if the risk of potentially inflationary price rises is
to be avoided,a As indicated in chapter I, there are
very few developing countries that have achieved
such a rate of increase in domestic food production.
The result has been an increasing reliance on im-
ports-something that most developing countries can
ill afford in view of their foreign exchange stringency
and their manifold needs of imported investment
goods.

PROBLEMS  AND   POLICIES   OF  AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

2 The 1955-1965 rate has been calculated from the national
accounts of thirty:nine developing countries, valued at
constant (1960) prices. The more broadly based index of
industrial production shows a substantiMly higher rate of
growth.

In other ways, however, agricultural performance
was inadequate in many developing countries. This
applies less to the export subsector--whose growth
was strongly influenced by market conditions abroad,
especially in the developed market economies where

In some ways the progress made by the developing
countries in recent years has conformed to the
requirements of the economic development process.
Between the mid-1950's and the mid-1960's, agri-
cultural production increased at rather more than
3 per cent a year--a rate that is probably well above
the historical average. Other sectors increased their
output appreciably faster; in particular, manufactur-
ing production rose at about 5.4 per cent a year.2
As a result, the relative contribution of agriculture
to total production declined from nearly 34 per
cent to little more than 29 per cent, while that of
industry rose from 17 per cent to well over 18
per cent.

Nor is the problem confined to an abstract com-
modity called "foods-stuffs". There is a wide range
of foods and the demand for different types expands
at different rates as incomes rise. In general, the
shift is from calorie sources to higher-protein food-
stuffs : different crops are involved and a correspond-
ing reorientation of cultivation methods and require-
ments. Thus the process of economic development
calls not only for higher rates of production but also
for a technical and organizational dynamism which
is quite alien to the traditional agricultural sector in
most developing countries.

This has wide ramifications. Not only does the
need to step up the rate of increase in output require
an appropriate expansion in farm inputs (often in
changed proportions) but the provision of many of
those inputs (fertilizers, water and implements, for
example) has important industrial implications, while
the handling of the expanded output creates a new
range of marketing problems (of storage, processing
and transport, for example) quite unknown when
the  distribution  of  crops  did  not  extend  far
beyond the immediate district of the farmer.

The process of turning a farm into a factory raises
many new problems. One of the most awkward
for many developing countries is the question of
the size of the plant and the legal and institutional

It has been estimated that in India, a planned rate of
industrial expansion of 12 per cent a year would require
an increase of 6.6 per cent a year in agricultural output
to sustain it without damage to either external or internal
balance. See Ashok Rudra, Relative Rates of Growth:
Agriculture and Industry (University of Bombay, 1967).
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forms of operation and ownership: technical require-
ments of modernization often clash with traditional
tenure systems. The multiplication of inputs also
accentuates the more familiar problem of finance:
farm credit systems have tended to concentrate on
offsetting the seasonality of harvests. The needs and
risks of finance increase rapidly as the proportion of
purchased inputs rises.

on a world market--over neither of which can an
individual deve}oping country exercise much in-
fluence-export agriculture has its own problems,
too. Since, for purposes of economic development, it
is on export agriculture that most developing coun-
tries have to rely for easing the foreign exchange
constraint, these problems will remain high on the
priority agenda for the period immediately ahead.

The provision of credit cannot be separated from
the question of price. Governments tend to be in-
volved in this in the developing countries no less
than in the more advanced countries, and in some
ways both the need and the difficulties of price
administration are magnified by the nature and pace
of the changes that a speeding up of the develop-
ment process will induce in agriculture. The price of
a crop often remains the key incentive .to innovation,
but increasingly, the price that determines farm
incomes will become a relative price--taking into
account the cost of purchased inputs. If agricultural
productivity is successfully placed on a steeper up-
ward trend, the problem of maintaining the appro-
priate relationship between the prices of the produce
the farmer sells and the prices of the industrial
goods he has to buy will require continuous surveil-
lance. The balance involved is an extremely fine one:
the need to keep down the cost of industrial inputs
(including workers' food-stuffs)  and to maximize
the off-take of rural savings has to be weighed
carefully against the need to maintain incentives for
an expanding flow of farm produce.

The incomes that are earned in the agricultural
sector are important not only from the point of view
of the level of living of the farmers and as a source of
savings for the economy as a whole but also as a
component of the demand for the output of the other
sectors. Where market size is a serious limitation on
the pace of industrialization, the capacity of the
agricultural population to buy the goods produced in
local factories is an important determinant of the
rate of over-all economic growth. Indeed, this inter-
sectoral complementarity lies at the heart of balanced
and self-sustaining growth. In due course, it will
require a slowing down in the rate of increase in
certain agricultural products--especially those with
low income elasticity, such as the basic calorie
sources, as has happened in the higher-income coun-
tries. But for most developing countries that day
seems far off: levels of consumption are too low to
permit any present slackening in the efforts to
accelerate agricultural growth.

Land problems and policies

4 See The Growth of World Industry 1938-1961: Inter-
national Analyses and Tables £United Nations publication,
Sales No.: 64.XVII.8), pp. 320-327.

_As suggested above, these are pre-eminently the
problems of domestically oriented agriculture, which
in many countries has been a serious drag on eco-
tmmic growth in recent years. Export-oriented agri-
culture obviously shares some of the same difficulties,
though generally to a less degree. Dependent on
changes in .supply from other countries and in demand

Increasingly, moreover, this flow of farm produce
moves through the industrial sector rather than
directly to the end-user. Indeed, factories based on
the processing of agricultural raw materials gene-
rate the bulk of the industrial contribution to total
production in many developing countries. Not only
food processing is involved but also such industries
as textiles, leather and rubber products,  paper,
tobacco and beverages; in 1958 they were estimated
to account for about half of the total value added and
almost two-thirds of the employment in manufactur-
ing in the developing countries.ÿ These industries
and their raw material requirements have been
growing at over 5 per cent a year, somewhat faster
than the gross domestic product of the countries
concerned.

Problems of land use and ownership are among
the most ancient, vast and various of those affect-
ing the process of economic development. In the
context of the present discussion, however, it seems
desirable to limit attention to two aspects which
have a special bearing on agricultural progress.
The first is the question of the size of the production
unit; the second is the question of the capacity of
the institutional set-up to transmit economic signals
to the producer and permit appropriate changes
in the organization and methods of production in
response to those signals. The two problems are
closely related and efforts to deal with them have
seldom been undertaken separately; generally they
have been tackled through much wider ranging pro-
grammes commonly referred to as "land reform".

The need to modify prevailing conditions regard-
ing farm size and organization differs greatly from
country to country, as do the impediments to such
adjustments. By and large, the problems tend to
become more difficult the closer the settlement of
population and the greater the competition for land.
Similarly, the urgency of modification varies with
the increase in capital intensity: the higher the pro-
portion of purchased inputs in total cost the more
necessary does it become to put the producer into
a position from which he can exercise full entre-
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preneurial and management responsibilities. Neither
shifting cultivation nor uncertain tenure is conducive
to the sort of technical changes on which higher
productivity depends.

Because most of the efforts that have been made
to improve land ownership and tenancy systems in
developing countries have had varied and different
objectives--political and social motives have indeed
often outweighed the purely economic and tech-
nical--it is impossible to draw valid conclusions
regarding the degree of success on the basis of
subsequent production performance.  Nevertheless,
some of the reforms that have been effected have
a clear relevance to the problems of agricultural
development.

Perhaps the most obvious is the reform of tenancy
systems. This has generally encountered less opposi-
tion from landowners than more thoroughgoing
changes in the distribution of land, and it has
appealed to Governments because it usually can be
effected without large outlays of public funds. Yet it
can serve the cause of agricultural development well
by increasing the security of tenants to the extent
necessary to overcome their reluctance to invest in
the land they farm, and also by increasing their
involvement in the whole farming venture and
their share of the crop proceeds and hence their
responsiveness to incentives and income-raising inno-
vations. In some instances--China (Taiwan) in the
early 1950's and the Philippines in the early 1960's--
tenancy reforms have been intended as the precursor
of more far-reaching land reforms, providing the
tenants with a half-way stage to test their abilities
to stand up to the responsibilities of full ownership.

Most tenancy reforms have aimed at cash rentals,
fixed for some years ahead and in many cases at
lower rates than those customarily paid in the past.
That this had not always been achieved reflects not
only the opposition of landlords and the general
illiquidity of the agrarian sector but also the reluct-
ance of tenants to forgo the risk-sharing advantage
of sharecropping. This has led to the suggestion
that the system of sharecropping might itself be
retained and improved by a sharing of the cost of
inputs between landlord and tenant in the same
proportion as the subsequent claim on output. In
Ceylon the attempt to improve the system has taken
the form of the fixing of a legal maximum for the
landlord's share (in bushels of rice per acre of paddy
land). This should leave the tenant with a stronger
incentive to raise productivity.

Maximum rentals have also been set in Nepal (a
fourth of the crop), Peru (a fifth of the average
crop of the three previous years) and the Philip-
pines (a fourth of the crop less the cost of seeds
and harvesting). In China (Taiwan) the average
rental was reduced from 50 per cent to 37.5 per cent

of the crop and in the United Arab Republic the
average rental was nearly halved by two agrarian
reform efforts (in 1952 and 1961). The smaller
the proportion of the crop left with the tenant the
weaker the impact of the market is likely to be,
and the less effective any direct incentive measures.
But rent controls are no better than their enforce-
ment and the greater the pressure on the land the
harder it will be to prevent rents from rising. In
China (Taiwan), firm six-year tenancies seem to
have helped. Local tenant farmer organizations have
helped in Burma since 1965, but were less success-
ful in Ceylon late in the 1950's.

While rent controls may help to improve tenant
farmers' response to the agricultural development
effort, it is clear that in most instances they have
been motivated more by the desire to make agrarian
society more equitable. From the productivity point
of view, there is no special merit in tenancy arrange-
ments as such; a landowner who buys his farm
inputs and hires labour may in fact form a more
efficient production unit than would a landlord
whose farm is cultivated by tenants. Decisions on
such policies clearly depend on the state of the
whole economy and, in particular, on the rate at
which labour is leaving the land and being absorbed
in industry.

This applies with even more force to land reform
proper, the essential feature of which is a redistribu-
tion of some proportion of cultivable land in the
interest of greater social equity, higher agricultural
productivity and keeping the urban drift of the rural
landless in line with the rate of expansion in indus-
trial employment. These three main objectives, while
not necessarily mutually incompatible,  may not
always be equally desired or attainable, and their
relative weight has differed from case to case.

Most of these reforms have involved the setting
of a ceiling on individual landholding. This has
varied with the existing distribution, the ratio of
landless to cultivable land area, the quality and
topography of the land and the nature of the crops
as well as with the political power of the existing
landowners and the emphasis of the purpose of the
reform. One of the earliest of the post-war reforms
set one of the lowest limits on landholding: in 1948,
the Republic of Korea fixed the maximum family
holding at about eight acres (excluding tree crops).
In China (Taiwan), the ceiling prescribed in 1953
was about eight acres of irrigated (or sixteen acres
of unirrigated) land. In the United Arab Republic,
it was fixed in 1952 at just over 200 acres and then
reduced in 1961 to about 100 acres. In western
Pakistan, it was fixed at 500 irrigated acres or
1,000 unirrigated. In Iraq, the limits set in 1958
were about 650 acres of irrigated land or double
that of rain-fed land.
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The impact of such redistributive arrangements
has varied with the vigour with which they have
been implemented. The limitations have been more
stringent when applied to families than where ap-
plied to individual farmers or corporate entities.
The proportion of owner-farmers rose rapidly in
China (Taiwan) and in the Republic of Korea.
In Iraq, on the other hand, the bulk of the 6 million
acres of land taken over from private owners has not
been reallocated: it has continued to be farmed by
tenants.

The effect has also varied with the way in which
the reform has been financed. The gains have been
greater when the ex-landowners have been able to
use their compensation moneys--mostly in the form
of government bonds-to divert their resources to
other forms of investment. The gains have also been
greater when the new owners have been able to repay
their debt to the State over a sufficient length of
time to minimize the drain of resources from their
new farm activities. But most of all, the benefit
of the programme has depended on the extent and
quality of the technical support the Government
was able to bring to bear on the reorganized agri-
cultural sector.ÿ

wan), the reforms were also a major contributor
to the subsequent improvement in agricultural per-
formance: between 1949 and 1964, the area cul-
tivated increased by a mere 2 per cent, the farm
population grew by about 40 per cent while farm pro-
duction expanded between two and threefold. Yields
in the crucial rice crop rose by over 80 per cent.

The provision of farm inputs

The industrialization of agriculture that charac-
terizes the process of economic development tends to
reduce the independence of the farms. They are
brought increasingly into the cash nexus, and for
their efficient operation they come to rely on a widen-
ing inflow of goods and services from the rest of the
economy. The increased division of labour implied in
this interdependence not only helps to raise agricul-
tural productivity--especially the yields per acre so
crucial in densely populated countries--but also
helps to raise the efficiency of factory operations by
extending the market and facilitating economies of
scale.

This support--discussed in the next section--is a
basic need of the agricultural sector in most develop-
ing countries in normal circumstances; the launching
of a relatively large number of newly independent
farmers makes the need that much more urgent.
It points up the desirability of careful technical
preparation of any land reform programme. This
may mean some deliberate phasing to keep the
claims for assistance constantly within the com-
petence and capacity of the agricultural machinery
at the Government's disposal.

Given such support, there is no reason why a
land reform should be even temporarily disrup-
tive of national agricultural output. In India, the
transfer of ownership rights to about 20 million
cultivators in the period 1951/52-1953/54 played
a large part in the acceleration in farm production
in the first half of the 1950%. In the United Arab
Republic, the two phases of the reform--affecting
about 13 per cent of the cultivated area in 1952
and about half as much in 1961--kept the problem
of raising the level of skill of the new farmers
within the capabilities of the administrators; as a
result,  significant increases in productivity were
registered in the areas concerned,a In China (Tai-

Changes in productivity have in fact ranged very
widely in the post-war period. In the case of the all-
important cereal crop, for example, changes in aver-
age production between the first half of the 19'50%
and the first half of the 1960's were negative in
Morocco, Tunisia and Uruguay, but over 50 per
cent  in  Brazil,  Ceylon,  Kenya,  Venezuela and
West  Malaysia,  almost  70  per  cent  in  the
Republic of Korea and 90 per cent in Mexico
(see table 28). And the proportion of these increases
contributed by rising yields per acre covered an
equally wide spectrum  from negative in some coun-
tries to virtually the whole gain in such countries as
China (Taiwan) and the United Arab Republic. In
none of the developing .countries, however, did pro-
ductivity gains .approach those registered in Japan
and the United States where larger crops were grown
on appreciably smaller acreages.

5 F, or a recent assessment of the problems and achieve-
ments of land reforms and the need for "complementary
measures" of an institutional and technical nature to back
them up, see United Nations, "Report of the 1966 World
Land Reform Conference" (E/4298).

6In the  co-operatives  established  at  A1-Monshia,  for
example, cotton yields were then doubled between 1952 and
1964 while maize yields rose by over 50 per cent; in new
co-operatives at Demera, rice yields almost doubled and
maize yields increased threefold.

Recent experience suggests that the inputs that are
likely to make t.he most important contribution to
agricultural development are technical expertise, new
varieties of seed, water, fertilizers, pesticides and
implements. The provision of each of these input
categories presents its own special problems in the
context of each country--and in some cases of each
district--but one of the principal considerations lies
in their interrelationships. In general, these inputs are
required in combination and their contribution to
production tends to depend very greatly on their
availability in the optimum proportions.

Almost every developing ,country has a ministry
and department of agriculture; most have so-called
"extension services" to carry information to the field,
and some have research facilities for investigating the
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Table 28.  Selected countries: contributions of changes in acreage and crop yield to
growth in output of cereals# 1952.1956 to 1951-1965

(Percentage)

Growth in       Change in autpnt dete to increase in:

Coventry                                                 orÿpnt          Area pIanÿed       Yield per acre

Developing countries

Brazil  ......................................  58

Burma  .......................................  30
Ceylon  ......................................  54
Chile  ........................................  28
China (Taiwan)  ..............................  32
Ecnador  .....................................  35

India  ........................................  27
Israel  .......................................  44

Kenya  .......................................  57
Mexico  .....................................  91
Morocco  ....................................  --21

Pakistan  ....................................  31
Peru  ........................................  21
Philippines  ..................................  30
Republic of Korea  ...........................  68
Sudan  .......................................  45

Syria  .......................................  28
Thailand  ....................................  39
Tunisia  ......................................  --9
United Arab Republic  ........................  26

Uganda  ......................................  !7
Uruguay  ....................................  --29

Venezuela  ....................................  54
West Malaysia  ...............................  52

81         19
67             33
44         56
46         54
4         96

113           --13
33             67
19             8i

113           --13
47         53

--64       --36
36         64
68         32
87              13
31              69
81             19
36              64
54        46

--155         55
--5        105
73         27

--95            --5
108             --8
41              59

Developed market economies

Australia  ...................................  60
Canada  ......................................  --4
Japan  ........................................  10
United States  ................................  24

93         7
--109'              9

--74            174
--57        157

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat,  based on data  from Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,

Production Yearbook (Rome).

a Cereals include wheat, rye, barley,  oats,
maize, millet, sorghum and rice.

technical problems affecting farm production. No-
where, 'however, are the knowledge-seeking and
knowledge-spreading facilities .adequate. Below a
certain scale ,of operations, such services tend to be
unproductive and few developing countries have
been able or prepared to provide the necessary finan-
cial resources to bring them up to that minimum.
The knowledge and experience of extension officers
often do not stand u,p well in the face of the tradi-
tional wisdom of the local farmers; and they are
seldom numerous enough to be spread around the
farming districts in a way that would enable them to
acquire the essential local knowledge and win the
confidence of the cultivators. As field workers are
often poorly remunerated 'by local civil service stan-
dards, there is 'a tendency for them to seek headquar-
ter posts rather than endure the hardships of life
in the remoter rural areas--which are usually those
in greatest need of assistance in modernizing.

Even when knowledge is sound and enthusiasm
high, the scale of operations may be too small to be
rewarding. To convince conservative peasants of the

superiority of new techniques often requires proof on
a large and dramatic scale. Annual fluctuations in
yietd are too common for marginal gains on small
demonstration plots to carry conviction. Cultivators
who are leaders in the community must be persttaded
and this is often beyond the power of a young officer
armed largely with newly acquired textbook infor-
mation. The problem is accentuated by the commu-
nity's dependence on verbal instruction and practical
demonstration; the high incidence of illiteracy rules
out reliance on pamphlets and the printed instruc-
tions that play a major part in the extension services
of more advanced countries.

Scale is important in research, too. It is no accident
that the recent genetic advances that are of the
greatest potential advantage to the developing coun-
tries have been the fruit of long and massive experi-
mentation in research stations financed by wealthy
private foundations. The work that led to the de-
velopment of the Mexican dwarf wheat varieties at
the International Maize and Wheat Improvement
Centre of Chapingo began in 1943 when the Mexi-
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can Government requested the Rockefeller Founda-
tion to assist it in research and training for the im-
provement of local food production. The new short
stiff-stemmed rice now beginning to make a major
impact in the paddy fields of south-eastern Asia was
developed in five years of intensive research at the
International Rice Institute set up by the Rocke-
feller and Ford Foundations at Los Bafios in the
Philippines .7

Pakistan imported 350 tons of dwarf wheat seed
from Mexico in 1965 and by the 1967/68 season
had planted 2 million acres. India planted about 5
million acres with new wheat and rice varieties in
1966/67 and set a target of 15 million acres for
1967/68. A sizeable acreage has also been planted
with high-yield rice in the Philippines, and Afghani-
stan has also introduced the new seed. In Kenya, an
increasing acreage is being given over to new varie-
ties of hybrid maize. The consequences of these
plantings have already been felt at the local level
and may soon be visible at the national level.

These seed varieties are by far the most important
of the new farm inputs. But their potential for
increased food production will not be fully realized
unless the full complement of necessary associated
inputs can be made available. These include not
only the knowledge of the new and more exacting
cultivation techniques and more mechanical aids to
speed up farm processes but also appropriate quan-
tities of water, plant nutrients and pesticides. These
are by no means new inputs, but the scale and pre-
cision of the new requirement are likely to pose
serious supply problems in 'the years immediately
ahead.

Experience with the new rice varieties has demon-
strated the need for more equipment. IR-8 matures
in 120-125 days, as contrasted with 150-155 days
for the traditional varieti.es it replaced in the 1967
campaign. Similarly ADT-27 matures in about 105
days in contrast to 180 days required by the tradi-
tional seed used by Tanjore farmers in Madras in
India. When planted at the customary times at the
outset  of the monsoon,  the  new  rice  matures
we!l before the end of the monsoon. Once ripe, it
must be harvested quickly and artificially dried lest
it germinate. Traditional rice which matures after
the monsoon can be harvested in the more leisurely
fashion and sun-dried on the roads.  The new
varieties require mechanical drying and, in many
instances, mechanical threshing also. In 1967 the
Indian Government had to construct mechanical dry-
ing eentres on an emergency basis in Tanjore in

order to minimize paddy spoilage from the bumper
crop. Because of this quick maturation, it is possible
to plant a second crop of rice before the end of
the monsoon. But the preparation of the seedbed
to use monsoon rainfall may not be effected rapidly
enough using traditional bullocks and bullock-drawn
equipment. Greater use of mechanical power may
be essential. Similarly, under some conditions, trac-
tors may have to be used for seedbed preparation
to realize the full potential of Mexican wheats.

The new rice varieties also require more careful
water  management.  This  may  strain  not  only
water-storage facilities but also the means of con-
trolling the flow. The result will be an increased
demand both for irrigation and for pumps and
motive power. The area of irrigated land has risen
steadily in the developing countries in the post-
war period, especially in places where uncertain
or irregular rainfall created  drought and  flood
hazards. Irrigation has also been extended from
hydroelectric  projects  constructed  primarily  to
meet power needs. By the mid-1960's, virtually all
arable land was under irrigation in the United Arab
Republic, more than half in China (Taiwan) and
the Republic of Korea, a fourth or more in Chile
and Israel and between 15 and 20 per cent in a num-
ber of other countries, including Ceylon, India,
Mexico and Thailand. Harnessing of the Indus
headwaters will add greatly to the irrigated area in
Pakistan.

Further exploitation of the lÿydroele,ctric potential
of their river systems wilt continue to add to the
irrigated farmland in many developing countries.
Nevertheless, the area so served is likely to remain
relatively small and the high capital costs of ex-
tensive dam building and canalization as well as
the high evaporation losses common in hot, dry
localities militate against this method of providing
water, except in the case of intensive multiple
cropping or special high-priced products such as
vegetables and fruit. It is signficant that in India
investment in major irrigation works set down for
the third plan (1961/62-1965/66) was less than
half fulfilled, follow-up facilities such as field chan-
nels and reservoirs showing a particularly marked
lag, while the target for minor works was more
than fulfilled.

7 Of the $400 million spent by the Ford Foundatiÿon on
developing countries between 1951 and 1966, rather more
than a fifth has  gone into agriculture. The Ford and
Rockefeller Foundations are planning to establish a third
institution for tropical agriculture, this time to work on
African problems in Ibadan in Nigeria.

The emphasis in many places may have to be
on the effective tapping of underground water by
means of tube wells and pumps, on local conserva-
tion of rainwater and on other less capital-intensive
methods of assuring the supply of moisture at
critical growing periods. It is estimated that in
the .second plan in Pakistan (1960/61-1964/65)
some 4 million acres  were newly irrigated by
means of the installation of 30,000 tube wells, many
of them operated by pumps linked to the spreading
network of rural electrification.
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Fertilizer usage has also been rising rapidly in
many developing countries (see table 29). Between
the mid-1950's and the mid-1960's, the consumption
of chemical fertilizers increased more than tenfold
in Iran and Pakistan, more than fivefold in India,
Thailand and Uruguay and around threefold in
Brazil, Jamaica, the former Federation of Malaya,
the Philippines and Syria. But the difference in the
intensity of application between developing coun-
tries and the more advanced countries is still a
very wide one. The average in Africa is not much
more than one kilogramme per arable acre; in

South America, it is about four kilogrammes and
in southern and south-eastern Asia not much more.
These figures are small compared with the averages
recorded in the United States (21 kilogrammes),
Europe (42 kilogrammes) and Japan (123 kilo-
grammes). Indeed, it is possible that in many in-
stances, the use of chemical fertilizer was more or
less ineffectual because of the smallness of the
dosage and because of its haphazard application
to different seed varieties and under different mois-
ture conditions. Inadequacies in supply are by no
means the only difficulty to overcome.

Table 29. Selected developing countries: consumption of chemical fertilizers,
1954/55-1955/56 to 1964/65-1965/66

(Annual average in thousands of tons)

Total

Coventry

Nitrogenous (N)        Phosphate (P20ÿ)        Potash (KÿO)

1954/55-       1964/65-           1954/55-      1964/65-       1954/55-     1964/65-       1954/55-
1955/56ÿ,b 1965/66% d   1955/56a,b 1965/66% a 1955/56a,b 1965/66a   1955/56o

INdew,
1964/65-

1964/65-      1965/66
1965/66e     (1954/55-

1955/56
=100)

Argentina  .................  8        13         7
Brazil  ....................  23        61        30
Burma  ...................  1         6        --
Ceylon  ...................  21       41        2
China (Taiwan)  ..........  79       142       29

India  .....................  126       547        13
Iran  .......................  1        20         2
Israel  ....................  11        24        14
Jamaica  ..................  5         9       --

Mexico  ..................  72       109        13
Morocco  ..................  6        12        15
Pakistan  .................  11       121         1'

Philippines  ................  22       54        8
Republic of Korea  ........  '151       187        20

Sudan  ...................  13        23
Syria  .....................  5       13      "i

Thailand  .................  2        17        --
United Arab Republic  ....  114      244       39
Uruguay  .................  2        10        5
Venezuela  .................  5        29         5
West Malaysia  ............  12       27        2

2        3       6        18       21       115
92       39      81        92      233      254

'i    i6
37        12

141        11
12
12
2       "i
59     4
22     5
11
28     4

121        10

.`%
11      2
46     1
22 "'%
"5        4

41
76
3
4
7
7
8
2

;i

120       220       183
151    764    50'7

3     34   1,097
25        37       146
5        18      345

89    176    197
25        42       165
13       134     1,049
30       82      274

180      349       193

5         5        32      629
1    153    291    189
4        6       32      502

14

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Production Yearbook, vols. XI and XX.

aAverage for 1956/57-1957/58 for I,ran.

bAverage for 1955/56-1956/57 for Republic of Korea.

eAverage for '1962/63-1963/64 for Argentina.
aAverage for 1963/64-1964/65 for B,razil, Iran, Jamaica,

Thailand, United Arab Republic and West Malaysia.
e Total of nitrogenous (N) and phosphate (PÿOÿ) fer-

tilizers for Israel, Philippines and Uruguay.
For potash, average for 1956/57-1957/58; for phosphate,

average for 1955/56-1956/57.

The production of chemical fertilizer has been
stepped up sharply in a number  of developing
countries.  Pakistan increased its  output to  0.8
million tons a year by the end of the second plan
in 1965, approaching two-thirds of current require-
ments. By the mid-1960's, the United Arab Repub-
lic was producing about two-thirds of its require-
ments and was planning to become self-sufficient
by the end of the decade. By the mid-1960's, China
(Taiwan) had become a net exporter of nitrogenous
and phosphate fertilizers and was importing only

potash. In India, however, local production con-
tinued to lag behind needs: of the 1966/67 supply
of 1.3 million tons, over 0.9 million was imported.
Foreign exchange expenditure for fertilizer imports
in 1967/68 is expected to amount to over $0.25
billion.

The need to increase the supply of fertilizers
available to the cultivator represents a major in-
dustrial challenge to the developing countries. This
is not only a question of expanding domestic capacity
in many of the food-deficit countries, but also one
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of facilitating the growth of trade between develop-
ing countries with a raw material surplus and
those whose requirements are likely to outpace
domestic production,  at least in the foreseeable
future. As leading exporters of raw phosphates
and of the petroleum from which most nitrogenous
fertilizers are now obtained, there are a number
of developing countries that might well play a
.significant role in meeting the increase in demand
for these plant nutrients.

yield seed and 20 per cent a year in fertilizers,s
This implies sharp increases in all the critical in-
puts, with consequentia! strain on technical services,
seed farms, the various manufacturing industries
involved and the transport system, and in so far as
local industries cannot supply the required quan-
tities, a strain o.n foreign exchange, too.

Handling farÿn outputs

As the new seed varieties lend themselves to
much denser planting than traditional long-stemmed
types, they tend to create an environment more
favourable to insect infestation and the spread of
fungus and other diseases. Pest control and other
forms of plant protection--only marginally helpful
in  raising yields  in the old circumstances--are
likely to become much more important,  if not
crucial. Like the growth in the demand for ferti-
lizers, the need to raise the use of pesticides will
pose a major challenge to industry. And where
local industrial capacity is too small, there is likely
to be a claim--of a high-priority nature--on foreign
exchange for imports.

The industrialization of farming creates a logistic
problem that is quite new to many developing coun-
tries. It is clear from the previous section that the
volume of purchased inputs is likely to rise rapidly
as agriculture is modernized. By the same token,
the marketable output will involve even greater
tonnages; and the average distance over which
these tonnages are moved will tend to increase as
the specialization of labour proceeds.
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On the basis of the results so far achieved with
the new high-yielding cereal varieties, it has been
estimated that in order to obtain a 5 per cent per
annum rise in domestic output of food grains over
the five years from 1967/68, India will have to aim
at an increase of 1 per cent a year in total planted
area, 6 per cent a year in irrigated food-grain area,
30 per cent a year in the area planted with high-

The nature 'of the input problem is illustrated
in a dramatic way by recent trends in India where
two successive failures of the monsoon precipitated
a food crisis and a reappraisal of development stra-
tegy. Between 1952/53 and 1964/65, the land area
under cultivation increased by about 15 per cent,
the number of agricultural workers by about 4
per cent and the acreage under irrigation by about
33 per cent--from a sixth to a fifth of the gross
area sown. It is not at all clear that optimum use
was made of the availability of water: in the mid-
1960% only about 15 per cent of the net irrigated
area was planted more than once a year, much of
the multiple cropping being carried out on un-
irrigated land. Increasing the crop burden of the
soil necessitates the provision of plant nutrients.
The use of chemical fertilizers, hardly measurable
in the early 1950's, expanded tenfold in the twelve
years ending in 1964/65 and is estimated to have
doubled in the two following years and to have
exceeded 2 million tons of plant nutrients (measured
as N, P205 and K20) in 1967/68 when nitrogen
consumption reached the total used in the United
States on a comparable crop. area in the early
1950's.

In India, the density of road linkage between
farmland  and  provincial  centres  (that  ÿs,  road
mileage per square mile of cultivated area) is about
a sixth of the figure in more advanced countries,
and the quality of the roads is much poorer. One-
third of Indian villages are more than five miles
away from the nearest road and an estimated mil-
lion miles of roads would be required to provide
access to all the villages.

The problem of handling is not only a matter of
transport. Storage facilities are required on or near
the farm, at the railway nodes and at the mills and
other processing plants. Even the good 1967/68
harvest is severely taxing the storage capacity in
Pakistan so that considerable investment will be
required to provide for an acceleration in the rate
of increase in farm production.

The need is urgent, as the inadequacy of existing
facilities in many developing countries is one of the
principal reasons for high loss ratios: damage by
rodent, insect and mould already accounts for a
high proportion of wastage between the farm and
the consumer. The low efficiency of local mills
also tends to contribute to the difficulty: up to 10
per cent more rice can be obtained from a given
volume of paddy if it is handled in a more modern
mill.

In a number of countries, particularly in Africa,
storage facilities have been improved through gov-
ernment support of private investment: loans have
been made available for the construction of grain
silos and other types of containers. In some cases,
in Latin America and in Africa, improvements in
warehousing have been effected in connexion with

s See United States Department of Agriculture, Acce'[-
eratina India's Food Grain Production 1967-68 to 1970-71,
Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 40 (Washington,
D.C., March 1968).



the building up of commodity reserves for price
stabilization purposes. In India, a National Co-
operative Development Warehousing Board is still
engaged  in  constructing  food  storage  capacity
scheduled under the third plano During the 1966-
1967 drought,  storage capacity in some of the
states was more than adequate for the supplies
available.

The physical efficiency of marketing may make a
big difference to the response .of producers: the less
the loss between farm and consumer the more
readily are cultivators likely to react to price in-
centives. In many developing countries, efforts have
been made to raise efficiency by creating a public
or semi-public marketing agency which takes over
responsibility for the crop by purchase on the
farm and handles it as far as the mill or the
wholesale distributor. If the administration has been
proficient and the price .satisfactory (see the ensuing
section for the problems in this area) such public
marketing agencies seem to have served the farmer
well, especially in comparison with the uncertainties
of sales or pledges to local traders or moneylenders.
Their difficulties, apart from the almost universal
one of finding and retaining competent staff, have
been chiefly connected with the geographical spread
of operations: it is very expensive to service remote
small-scale cultivators.

some of the technical requirements. The extension
of the distribution network, the special needs of
urban living, the changes in tastes brought about
by higher incomes,  town life and exposure to
overseas influences all tend to necessitate changes
in the ways in which farm produce is marketed.
Whether it is a sim1ÿle alteration in the size or
form of packaging, the standarization of size or
quality, the addition of mould retardants, milling,
dehydration, sterilization, or the canning or process-
ing in more elaborate ways, all such changes affect
the marketing problem both physically and eco-
nomically. They also open up opportunities for
industrial development linked closely to the raw
material base provided by the farms.

Credit and price policies

To meet this problem, Governments have tended
to rely on encouragement of co-operation among
the farmers concerned. Co-operatives run into the
same problems of administration, however, and un-
less there has been strong leadership or a solid
nucleus of professional staff, they have often failed
to hold together, especially when the crops are
abnormally large or small. They have generally
fared better when the commercial aspects of their
activities have been underwritten by official price
guarantees. This has tended to happen with some
crops in such countries as Ceylon, .China (Taiwan)
and the Republic of Korea where the farmers' co-
operative became in effect the buying agent (on a
commission  basis)  of  the  official  stabilization
agency. This seems to have been the main factor in
the success of co-operative marketing in the United
Arab Republic: the proportion of the cotton crop
handled by the co-operative rose from a mere 3
per cent at the time of the 1953 agrarian reform
to 100 per cent by 1965, with the growers getting a
rising share of the amount realized. In China (Tai-
wan), the efficiency of the farmers' associations
was materially improved by the Government's pro-
vision of training courses for their various officers.

Any increase in the proportion of purchased
inputs tends to magnify the problems of finance.
In some areas, indeed, inability to finance technical
improvements is a more significant constraint on
agricultural advance than is ignorance or fear of
the risks, both common inhibitors of peasant pro-
gress. Traditionally, cultivators in many developing
countries, especially in Asia, have depended on
landlords and local traders to fulfil the function of
moneylender. The resultant growth of peasant in-
debtedness has been a major factor in stultifying
the rural economy and retarding the process of de-
velopment.  One  of  the  principal  objectives  of
agrarian reform in many developing ,countries has
been to loosen the agricultural sector from these
institutional bonds.

As commercial banks have played little part in
the provision of credit to farmers in most develop-
ing countries--less than 1 per cent in Ceylon and
India, for example--Governments have usually found
it necessary to establish special credit mechanisms
to complement land reform programmes. Notwith-
standing the setting up of various new institutions
and official support for older co-operative associa-
tions, the traditional patterns of credit have per-
sisted to a surprising extent. In India, rural surveys
showed that new institutional sources furnished
no more than 3 per cent of all farm credit in 1955
and less than 15 per cent in 1962/63; the rest
continued to come from moneylenders and traders
and from relatives and friends. In the mid-1960's
institutions provided about 8 per cent of farm
credit in Ceylon, 10 per cent in Nepal and Thailand,
20 per cent in the Philippines and about 30 per
cent in the Republic of Korea.

While many of the developing countries still have
to solve the purely physical problem of moving and
storing large tonnages of agricultural produce, the
process of economic development tends to change

In China (Taiwan), however--where before the
1949 reform, over 80 per cent of farmers' borrowing
was from private sources, mainly landlords--the
institutions have made more rapid headway: they
were providing over half the farmers' credit by the
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end of the 1950% and over 80 per cent by the mid-
1960's. Here the resources of the farmers' associa-
tions were enlarged as a result of merchants being
permitted to make deposits as "associate members".
In 1961, moreover, a Unified Supervised Credit
Programme was inaugurated, setting up in effect
a revolving fund within the farmers' associations.

From the point of view of the farmers, the main
advantage flowing from the setting up of special
lending institutions has been a decline in interest
rates. Given the willingness of the private lenders
to compete, farmers have often found it convenient
to continue to borrow from the traditional source,
especially when the new institutions practised cum-
bersome procedures and set conservative limits on
their  lending.  Ironically, the institutions  some-
times seem to have catered to the less reliable seg-
ment of the farm population: low limits on loans
have not prevented poor recovery ratios? The link-
ing of trade and credit transactions through the
same organ seems to have engendered a better
borrower performance. Thus, where regular co-
operatives have been strengthened to provide a
certain amount of credit to their members--as in
India (with active Reserve Bank support), Kenya
and the United Arab Republic--the flow of ad-
vances and repayments seems to have been more
satisfactory.

This link has led to the concept of "supervised
credit", administered as a normal farm input and
often combined with other inputs--including, in
particular, technical advice and assistance  in pack-
ages tailored to the borrowers' specific needs. Pio-
neered in Mexico in the 1950's in connexion with
the promotion of poultry farming at PAtzcuaro, it
was adapted, as indicated above, in China (Tai-
wan) and also in the Republic of Korea where
a  National Agricultural  Co-operative  Federation
was created in 1961 by amalgamating a marketing
co-operative and an agricultural bank. Subsequently,
this method of associating credit with other inputs
has spread to other developing countries. Providing
the tie is not too close  thus unduly limiting the
organizations'  activities--a  mechanism  through
which the relationships among the various inputs
can be more clearly seen may often prove helpful.

development banks and to the Agricultural Refi-
nance Corporation. New agro-industries corpora-
tions have been set up as well as agricultural de-
velopment corporations to operate in states in which
co-operatives are weak in the financing sphere. The
commercial banks  have also made provision to
increase their low level of lending for agricultural
production.

Recent concern over the lag in agricultural pro-
duction has also given rise to some critical reappraisal
of price policies. In many developing countries,
these policies have been coloured by the desire of
Governments to promote industrial  development.
For that purpose, it was convenient to have cheap
food and to price the flow of raw materials from
farm to factory as low as possible. With the urban
population expanding very rapidly and political
power moving towards the cities, there was an
added advantage in holding  down food prices.
Where development was pushed to the point of
generating excess demand, the anxiety not to allow
food prices to rise  (and stimulate a claim for
higher wages and thus add to the inflationary pres-
sures) was reinforced. There can be little doubt
but that in many cases the resultant policies under-
estimated the responsiveness of farmers to changes
in prices and income. In some countries, the lag
in agricultural output reflects, at least in part,
the farmers'  reaction to a deterioration in his
terms of trade.

That the problem has not been .solved, however,
is evidenced by the rash of new institutional ar-
rangements established or being discussed in India
in the light of the great increase in rural credit
requirements implicit in a new attack on its food
problem through the new cereal varieties referred
to above. New funds have been voted to the land

Governments are involved in agricultural price
administration in the developing countries just as
they tend to be in the more advanced countries.
The need in the first instance is for short-term
stability; as most farmers have to sell most of their
crop immediately after harvest, free market prices
would tend to sink very low and then probably
rise slowly to a peak just before the next harvest.
To assure the farmer of a more stable price (and
income) most Governments fix prices at least for
the basic food-stuffs, or set a price range and enter
the market as buyer or seller to hold the trading
price within that range, or set up an agency to
buy all or most traded supplies. Once in the market,
the Government cannot but influence longer-range
prices for the commodity concerned. Hence the
question of price policy is an inescapable one for
most developing countries, at least in respect of the
major agricultural commodities. (The problem of
those sold on world markets is discussed in the
next section.)

A recent study of their activities found overdue rates
of 50 per cent or more to be quite common. See Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Agricul-
tural Credit through Co-operatives and other Institutions
(Rome, 1965).

The positive response of producers to a price
increase has been exemplified in a number of de-
veloping countries in recent years. In Ceylon, for
instance, guaranteed rice prices well above world
market levels raised production and yields between
the first half of the 1950's and the first half of the
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1960's well above the average registered for the
southern and south-eastern Asian region as a whole.
(The Government sold the rice in rationed amounts
at we!l below cost price--and at the cost of con-
siderable budgetary strain.) In Brazil, domestic wheat
production was raised sharply in the early 1950's
by means of high price supports; and it subsequently
declined when prices were lowered. The expansion
in sugar production in India, Lebanon and Pakistan
is ascribed largely to the effect of the offer of a
high price. In the United Arab Republic, bean
production was raised rapidly in 1964 by means
of a substantial price increase, and more recently
rice production has been similarly stimulated. Guate-
mala cut its wheat imports by paying higher prices
to domestic producers. Conversely, Indonesian rice
production .showed very little growth between the
mid-1950's and the mid-1960's when official prices
were held very low.

These instances are not cited as examples of
sound economic policy but merely to illustrate the
possible impact of price decisions and arrangements.
In practice, sound price policies are extremely diffi-
cult to effectuate with any degree of precision, and
when productivity is changing rapidly the difficulty
is enhanced. In the present context of agricultural
development, the focus will need to be on the ratio
of input prices and output prices. If farmers are
to be encouraged to undertake the technological
advance implicit in modernization, the relationship
between the prices of the inputs they will have to
purchase on an increasing scale and the prices they
are paid for their crops will have to he made suffi-
ciently favourable.1° Where a protection policy for
industry has resulted in a relatively high price for
certain farm inputs, this will need to be taken fully
into account in the setting of farm output prices.
The operation may well be an intricate one if pro-
ductivity is changing rapidly as development pro-
ceeds. Where an expansion in, food production is an
urgent matter, it would especially be necessary to
keep up the momentum of technical advance rather
than risk an over-rapid shinkage in incentive. If
adjustments in the price parity formulae cannot be
made fine enough or rapidly enough, fiscal steps
might be taken to keep farm incomes in line with
the development of the economy as a whole.

pressing them in the more favoured areas. If the
new inputs move to the higher-price regions rather
than to those where farmers are receiving a lower
price, it is clear that the country as a whole will
not be achieving an optimal allocation of resources,
and the benefits to be derived from the new ad-
vances will be much .smaller than they might other-
wise be .

Another incentive problem that tends to become
more urgent as tile proportion of purchased inputs
rises is that of providing insurance against crop
failure. Because of their lack of reserves (and the
native scepticism which characterizes peasants in
many parts of the world), cultivators often seem
reluctant to innovate, and experience has shown
that progress can be hastened if they can be assured
that if the experiment they are being urged to
undertake should fail they will find themselves in
no worse position than they would have been had
they continued farming along traditional lines.

Crop insurance has never been easily organized
in developing countries: farm records are poor or
non-existent,  cultivators  find it difficult to pay
premiums, harvest fluctuations are often very wide,
competent administrators are extremely scarce. The
most general systems of insurance are to be found
in Latin America, where, in recent years, there
has been some tendency to bring local, private and
co-operative schemes together under a single na-
tional institution. In India, a pilot insurance project
was launched in the Punjab in 1960 and it is
gradually being extended. Pilot schemes were con-
ducted in Ceylon, too, between 1958 and 1962 when
a national Crop Insurance Act was adopted to cover
specific risks in connexion with rice cultivation.
Participation is compulsory once a district has been
organized and declared a crop insurance area, and
by mid-1966, some 300,000 acres of paddy land
were covered. Field administration is largely in tile
hands of the farmers' co-operatives.

A special complication exists in India as a result
of the restrictions that exist on interstate trade in
food-grains. In recent years, these restrictions have
tended to raise prices most in those regions that
have the least comparative advantage, while de-

There is a tendency to link insurance with the
provision of supervised credit as another farm in-
put. Certainly, the need for insurance rises with
the extent of borrowing, and from the lender's
point of view there is some advantage--economic
as well as administrative--in being able to introduce
insurance facilities into transactions with the agri-
cultural sector as it commercializes.

0It  is  significant  that  in  Pakistan,  fertilizers  were
proÿvided to the cultivators during the second plan period
(1961-1965)  at half the domestic cost and 30 per cent
below world market price.  Given  crop  prices  and the
average response of yields to increments of plant nutrients,
the return on the cultivators' fertilizer outlay was over
four to one.

The problem oÿ agricultural exports

In many developing countries, that portion of the
agricultural sector which produces for exports is
sharply distinguished from that serving the loca!
market. Though many of its problems, especially on
the physical and technical side, are .similar to those
of domestically oriented agriculture, it is often
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organized quite differently. This reflects the nature
of the product, the influence of foreign ownership
o5 farms or plantations, the activities of collectors,
distributors and shippers who prepare consignments
for export, and the involvement of government
in such functions as quality control, price stabiliza-
tion and tax collection. And because of the exigencies
of shipping schedules and international marketing
arrangements, the logistics of the export sector are
usually better organized. By definition, the export
sector is part of the market structure; domestically
oriented agriculture may be only partly integrated
into the market economy.

ary pressures have been strong, Governments have
often .had to determine special rates of exchange
for such export products. Such arrangements have
often included permission to retain a prescribed
share of the foreign exchange earned by the export
in question.

Some of the basic difficulties of export agricul-
ture are not soluble within the national framework
of the developing countries concerned; they have
to be dealt with in the context of demand in im-
porting countries and of collaboration with com-
peting exporting countries. The market weaknesses
of many of these agricultural exports and their
consequences for price and foreign exchange earn-
ings were pointed out in chapter I. Some of the
implications for the shaping of trade policies in
the more advanced countries are discussed in chap-
ter V. In the present context, the emphasis is on
the response of the developing country itself to the
problems facing its export-based agriculture.

Similar  considerations  apply  to  the  methods
adopted for stabilizing the prices received by the
farmers concerned, and for taxing them. Marketing
boards have developed into a major policy instru-
ment during the post-war period. Usually starting
as mechanisms for shielding the producer from
short-term fluctuations of price on the world mar-
ket, they have frequently become a leading device
for taxing or subsidizing him, depending on the
relationship between their buying price and realiza-
tions on the market.

PROBLEMS   AND   POLICIES   OF   INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT

I1 The extent to which developing countries have gained
or lost shares in the market for particular commodities in
recent years is discussed in chapter III, along with some
of the reasons for the changes that have occurred.

More important than stimulating output in many
instances is the effort to improve and standardize
quality. This has been shown to be particularly
necessary in the case of agricultural commodities
that have to compete with factory-based materials
on the world market. For similar reasons, special
importance attaches to efforts t.o raise efficiency
on the farms and plantations concerned, and in
related activities. By the same token, actions which
tend to raise the cost of inputs tend to have a
direct negative influence on production and invest-
ment in export-based agriculture. Where inflation-

Compared with domestically oriented agriculture,
there is usually much less need for measures to
stimulate production.11 Indeed, in a number of
cases--especially  th,cÿse  in  which attempts  have
been made to work out international stabilization
arrangements such as for coffee, cocoa and sugar--
the problem has tended to be the opposite, namely,
how best to keep production under control in the
light of world market conditions. And some countries
have already embarked on programmes for diversi-
fying their agriculture in order to reduce their de-
pendence on particular export commodities, .such
as coffee in the case of Brazil and rubber in the
case of Malaysia.

Though there may have been a tendency among
developing countries to distinguish too categorically
between industry and agriculture in development
policies and to underestimate their mutual depen-
dence, it is clear that the range of primary products
and activities is extremely small in comparison with
that of secondary products and activities, and that,
in so far as the economic development process
involves diversification of the economy, resources
wilt have to move increasingly from the former to
the latter. From the point of view of government
policy formulation, moreover, the differences in the
way the two sectors tend to be organized have im-
portant implications : influence can be brought to bear
much more directly on industry with its relatively
small number of well-defined and well-documented
production units than on the frequently more amor-
phous agricultural sector where problems of institu-
tion building tend to loom large.  Furthermore,
Governments are apt to participate, directly or
through designated organs, in the entrepreneurial
function in industry to more purpose than would
be the case in agriculture, and this provides them
with  another  instrument for  shaping industrial
progress.

Industrial development has tended to follow two
distinct paths in the developing countries, one based
on export markets and the other based on the domes-
tic market.  Most countries  have pursued  both
courses, but with the advance in the state of eco-
nomic development domestically oriented industries
have generally tended to preponderate. This reflects
the fact that industrialization is a cumulative, mu-
tually reinforcing process: the industrial chain tends
to become lengthier and more complicated, an in-
creasing proportion of activity being connected less
with the primary producer at the one end or with
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the final consumer at the other end than with all the
intermediate processes. Export-oriented industries
themselves augment local demand for manufactures
--intermediate or producer goods required in factory
operations, or as components, or for packaging and
SO  on.

more convenient and less costly than shipping the
raw material.

Export-oriented industries

Almost all the export-oriented industries have
grown out of efforts to add to the unit value of
primary-product exports. In some countries their
growth has constituted the main form of industriali-
zation. And for some commodities the resultant
change in the composition of trade is quite dis-
cernible, even at the aggregate level. Thus between
the mid-1950's and the mid-1960's, the relative size
of  the  manufactured  component  of  developing-
country export trade rose significantly in a number
of commodity categories-fruit (from 9 per cent to
13 per cent), vegetables (from 13 per cent to 24
per cent), organic oils (from 36 per cent to 41 per
cent), hides (from 28 per cent to 37 per cent),
wood (from 9' per cent to 15 per cent), fertilizers
(from 2 per cent to 12 per cent), iron (from 4 per
cent to 9 per cent), alumina and aluminium (from
4 per cent to 21 per cent), copper (from 51 per
cent to 60 per cent), zinc (from 21 per cent to
26 per cent), tin (from 42 per cent to 63 per cent)
and textiles (from 25 per cent to 37 per cent).12

The process may also be illustrated by individual
country examples. Between the mid-1950's and the
mid-1960's  the manufactured component of the
United Arab Republic cotton exports rose from 6
per cent of total value to 25 per cent. The oil com-
ponent of Nigeria's ground-nut exports rose from
12 per cent to 20 per cent and in the case of Pakis-
tan, yarn and fabrics rose from 4 per cent to 15
per cent of jute exports and from 8 per cent to
42 per cent of cotton exports.

In some ways, this form of industrial develop-
ment is the simplest and most natural. The develop-
ing country starts off with the advantage of access
to the basic raw material on the most favourable
terms. The technical difficulties are not likely to be
significantly greater than in any other manufacturing
process; indeed, familiarity with the basic material
and expertise in handling it may tend to facilitate
the organization of such an industry in a manner
not open to other forms o{ manufacturing. And in
many instances, shipping the product is likely to be

The main obstacle has often lain at the marketing
end. Importers of the raw material have built up
their own processing industry and it has often been
a feature of the tariff policy of the more advanced
countries to protect such activities. As the value
added to the raw material by such processing is in
many instances relatively small, even a fairly low
tariff may constitute a sizable barrier.

Export-oriented industries may also be established
in developing countries by foreign enterprises. This
has happened not only for processing local raw ma-
terial but also, on occasion, in the case of assembly
plants. A manufacturer in one of the more advanced
countries may find it convenient to set up facilities
in a developing country to serve not only the local
market but also contiguous markets or markets
within the same currency area. Over time, such
plants tend to take in more and more locally pro-
duced goods, gradually establishing the developing
country as the "national origin" of its product.
Such a trend is sometimes made virtually mandatory
by local legislation granting tax or tariff privileges
contingent upon steady nationalization.

The setting up of plants to supply neighbouring
countries--whether by foreign concerns or by indi-
genous enterprises--is more likely when there is
some integration or common market or mutual tariff
arrangement among the economies concerned. This
has been a positive factor in the recent acceleration
in the pace of industrial development in the Central
American Common Market (see table 30) but pro-
gress elsewhere has not been very noteworthy. The
presence of a potentially dominant member among
the would-be participants, the tendency for the re-
source patterns of neighbouring countries to be
more competitive than complementary, and the dif-
ficulty of lining up investment plans in a way that
would facilitate agreement about joint projects and
the distribution of individual projects in relation to
combined economies have all contributed towards
complicating the efforts of developing countries to
promote export-oriented industries.

Domeÿtica,lly oriented industries

'12 These proportions are based on the value of imports

into North America, western Europe and Japan from the
develÿping countries in the case .of the processed and un-
processed agricultural commodities, on the volume of exports
from the developing countries in the case of the metals and
.ores, and the value of exports from the developing countries
in the case of fibres and textiles. See United Nations Con-
ference on Trade and Development, "Commodity survey,
1967" (TD/B/C.1/46), tables 15 and 16.

In a market-based economy, the process of eco-
nomic development tends to create the conditions
for a certain amount of spontaneous industrializa-
tion. As total income rises, demand is generated not
only for increasing quantities but also, for a wider
range of goods and services. As per capita income
rises, the demand for basic food-stuffs begins to
grow more slowly than the demand for more elabo-
rate goods and services. And as producers respond
to these varying rates of growth in final demand,
intermediate demand  for the goods and services
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Table 30. Trade among members of the Central American Common Market#
1955-1965

(Millions of dollars, except as indicated)

Percentage of
Cateaory of imports                  1955          1965b            composition

1955         1965b

AveYage, ÿl Yatg
of increase,
1955-1965

(percentage)

Food-stuffs  ........................  6.2

Beverages and tobacco  ..............  0.8
Raw materials  ....................  1.7

Fuels  ..............................  0.3
Oils and fats  ......................  0.5

Chemical products  ..................  0.6
Manufactures classified by materials      1.2
Machinery and automotive products      0.6
Other manufactures  ...............  0.8

Total  ............................  12.7

38.3        49         27         20
1.7         6          1          8
4.1        13          3          9
8.3         2          6         39
2.1         4          1          15
20.9     5      15      43
37.2        9         26         41
5.5     5       4      25

23.8        6         17         40
142.2              100                   100                     27

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on Economic Survey of Latin
America,  1965  (United  Nations  publication,
Sales No. : 67.II.G.1) ; .Committee for Economic
Deve!opment, Economic Development of Central

America (New York, 1964).
a Based on imports of Costa Rica, E1 Salva-

dor, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua from
one another.

bFull_year estimate based on data for Jan-
uary-September.

needed as inputs in the factories catering to final
demand--begins to expand in volume and range.
Thus, in the absence of the various handicaps and
impediments which in fact do exist in the developing
countries (and which are discussed in the following
section of this chapter), economic expansion set in
motion by a rise in export earnings or an inflow of
external resources and a gain in local productivity
should lead through a progression of demand in-
creases and changes to the development of a variety
of industries serving the domestic economy.

all the larger entities13--produce less than $1.25
billion.

Putting aside again the special obstacles that exist
in most developing countries, there are two features
of the actual situation militating against such spon-
taneous development. One is the size of the market
in individual developing countries and the other is
the nature of their economic relations with the rest
of the world. As indicated in chapter I, the develop-
ing countries tend to be relatively much more de-
pendent on their trade relations than are the more
advanced countries. In some ways, this compli-
cates the pattern of their economic growth, but
without such connexions the pace of development
would be considerably slower. Indeed, in the case of
most developing countries, to become economically
"closed" would be to risk virtual stagnation. In
most developing countries, the domestic market is
just too small to sustain spontaneous development
at a tolerable rate.

Nor is the smallness of the total income of many
of these countries the only difficult feature of the
market. In many cases, the distribution is extremely
skew : a small element in the population has incomes
as high as or even higher than those found in more
advanced countries, while the average income of the
great bulk of the population is correspondingly low.
These low incomes, moreover, are often scattered
geographically in a way that tends to reduce still
further their market potential. Where market con-
centrations do exist, they are often in port cities,
almost as accessible to overseas industries as they
are to local producers.

Even with their extensive trade component, most
developing countries remain extremely small when
assessed in terms of market potential for new in-
dustries (see table 31). Only a handful produce
more than $5 billion worth of goods and services a
year and a majority of the countries for which na-
tional accounting is available--which includes almost

In these circumstances, the "spontaneous" growth
of industry referred to above is likely to be heavily
weighted by, if not confined to, those forms of
manufacturing that are strongly market oriented (by
the perishability or fashionability of their products,
for example) or highly localized (by the high weight-
value ratio of their products, ÿor example). In
1963, one-fourth of the value added by manufactur-
ing in the developing countries was attributable to
the food-beverage-tobacco group of industries and
almost one-fifth to the textile and clothing group.
Along with furniture and woodworking and other
"light" industries, this food and clothing production
accounted for over half of the value added in manu-
facturing in the  developing countries, compared
with not much more than a third in the developed
market economies.

13 From the point of view of total production, the only
significant omissions are Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Republic of Viet-Nam and Singapore.
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Table 31. Developing countries: distribution according to gross
domestic product, 1965a

(Billions of 1960 dollars)

Under
$SandbilliOnover       $2-5 billion                 $1-2 billion              $0,5-1 billion                                                                                $0.5 billion

India          Colombia         Former Federation   Dominican Republic  Costa Pica
Brazil         Israel               of Rhodesia and    Jamaica              Nicaragua
Mexico        Nigeria             Nyasaland         Kenya               Bolivia
Argentina      Thailand          Ceylon               Mozambique         Honduras
Venezuela      Former French    Burma               E1 Salvador          Liberia
Pakistan         West Africab   Ghana               Former French       Paraguay
Philippines     Algeria           Guatemala              Equatorial         Sierra Leone
Iran           Peru              Sudan                  Africac            Haiti
Chile          China (Taiwan)  Uruguay             Lebanon             Mauritius
United Arab   Saudi Arabia      Congo(Democratic   Anÿola               Guyana

Republic     Iraq                Republic oÿ)       Trinidad and         Togo
Republic of     Morocco          Syria                  Tobago            Barbados

Korea       Kuwait           Libya                United Republic of
Ecuador                Tanzania
Ethiopia              Madagascar
Tunisia              .Cameroon

Panama
Uganda
Jordan

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on data supplied by the Sta-
tistical Office of the United Nations.

a Countries are arranged in descending order
of magnitude of gross domestic product.

bFormer French West Africa includes Da-
homey, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Mali, Mauritania,
Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta.

e Former French Equatorial Africa includes
Central African Republic, Chad, Congo (Braz-
zaville) and Gabon.

The demand for industrial goods is met in part
by domestic factories, in part by imports. Between
the mid-1950's and the mid-1960's, manufacturing
output in the developing countries rose at an average
rate of 7 per cent a year. In varying degree, in
different countries  and  different industries,  this
expansion in output went to fulfil the growth in do-
mestic demand, to replace supplies that would other-
wise have been imported, and to be sold abroad.
Over the whole range of manufactures, it was the
first of these components of demand that pre-
dominated: incomes rose at an average rate of 4.5
per cent a year and the demand for manufactured
goods presumably rose at an appreciably higher rate.

As implied above, the proportion of factory output
going into exports differed markedly from country
to country. It was highest in those places where
deliberate efforts were made to increase the degree
of processing of products previously exported in their
primary form. In Pakistan, it may 'have accounted
for an eighth of the growth in manufacturing pro-
.duction, in China (Taiwan) as much as a fifth, and
in the Philippines for perhaps 8 per cent.ÿ4 Much

14These proportions are the estimates of S. R. Lewis
and R. Soligo in the article "Growth and structural change
in Pakistan manufacturing industry, 1954-1964", Pakistan
Development Review (Spring 1965); and of S. R. Lewis
and A. Claus in "Notes on industrial growth in Taiwan
and the Philippines", an unpublished paper presented at
the Williams-Harvard Colloquium on Industrialization and
Trade Policy, November 1966.

less of Latin American industrial expansion went
into exports.

The proportion of the increment in manufacturing
output used to displace imports depends on the
structure of industry and its growth and the degree
of import dependence. In those countries where
industrial development has already tended to edge
imports out of the domestic market, the scope for
further growth at the expense of imported goods is
obviously much less than in a newly industrializing
country. Thus during the 1950's and early 1960%
the degree of import substitution was much less in
such countries as Argentina, China (Taiwan) and
Mexico than in Brazil, Colombia, Pakistan and the
Philippines. As imports are displaced, the further
development of industries has necessarily to depend
increasingly on the expansion of domestic demand--
or on exports.

For policy purposes, industrial growth as a whole
is sometimes too wide a concept to be very useful.
Many policies are framed at the individual industry
level and here there are quite wide differences in
experience. The lowest rate of growth in recent
years has been registered by the textile industry.
As one of the oldest in the manufacturing sector, the
textile industry has shown least scope for import
substitution. In Latin America, indeed, the rise in
textile production between the mid-1950's and the
mid-1960's did not even keep pace with the rise in
population (see table 32). It was much more buoyant
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Table 32. Growth of manufacturing production, by major groups and by region," 1955-1966

(Percentage per annum)

Manufacturing            Food, bever-
a#es and

Total        Lightb       Heavye      tobacco

Developing  countriesa  ..      7.0        5.4        9.3        4.9

Latin America  ........  5.5        3.8        7.8       4.1

Southern and south-east-
ern Asia  ............  8.1        6.7       11.0        6.0

Developed market econo-
mies  ..................  5.3        4.2        5.8        3.5

World, excluding centrally
planned economies  ....  5.4        4.3        6.1        3.7

Worldf  .................  6.5       4.8       7.5        4.8

Region
Clothing,                                     C hemlcals,

Textiles   foot-wear and   Wood Pro-      Paper and
made-up teoa:-    ducts and       paper pro-   petrole*lm and   Non-metallic      Basic          Metalcoal pro-        ndneral        metals        products

tiles        furniture         du cts         dÿt cts         products

3.9  .......  9.9            7.9            7.7           9.9          10.9

2.3  ......  7.8            6.7            5.7            8.0           10.1e

4.5  ......  11.0         8.8         10.1         11.3         12.8

3.4        3.9        3.6         5.5         8.4         4.8         3.4         5.9

3.7        4.1        4.1          5.6         8.3          5.2         3.8         6.1

4.1        4.8        5.4         5.8         9.3          7.9         5.1          7.8

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, ]Wonthly Bulletin of Sta-
tistics, May 1968.

a Compound rate of growth between 1955 and 1966, based on indices of indus-
trial production (1963 = 100).

b Food, beverages, tobacco, textiles, clothing, foot-wear, furniture, wood pro-
ducts and miscellaneous manufactures.

e Paper, chemicals, petroleum and coal products, uon-metallic mineraIs, basic
metals, metal products and engineering.

a Countries in which the per capita value added in manufacturing in 1958 was
less than $125.

e 1955-1965.

Excluding centrally planned economies of Asia.



in the developing countries of Asia where not only
was the income elasticity of demand somewhat higher
than in Latin America but the local cost structure
of the industry--still a rather labour-intensive one--
made exports relatively profitable. (The limit on
this source of expansion, indeed, was the reluctance
of the more advanced countries to see more of their
markets served by imports. See chapter V.)

number of developing countries and in part the de-
velopment of industries based on favourable resource
endowments in the mineral field.

The rate of increase in the food industry was
appreciably higher (almost 5 per cent a year) even
in Latin America (4 per cent a year). This is not
a reflection of a greater response in the demand for
food-stuffs as such as income rises, but rather the
result of changes in the food industry itself and
the forms in which food is in fact purchased. The
degree of processing has risen considerably in the
developing countries (as in the more advanced coun-
tries) especially in those areas in which urban popu-
lations have grown most rapidly.

More significant from the point of view of the
forms and processes of industrialization have been
the sharply higher rates of increase in heavy indus-
try. At over 9 per cent a year, the rate of growth
in chemical, metallurgical and engineering industries
in the developing countries was considerably higher
than that of their lighter industries and than that
of the heavy industries in the rest of the world. This
reflects in part the maturing industrial structure in a

The rate at which the industrial structure matures
depends in the first instance on the growth of demand
for investment goods and for so-called intermediate
goods. In some of the larger and more industrialized
of the .developing countries, the structure of the
manufacturing process has lengthened perceptibly in
recent years as new industries have been established
to meet the demand for machinery, components and
other manufactured inputs for existing factories. In
the course of the 1950's and early 1960's, the pro-
portion of total manufacturing output taking the
form of investment goods rose to about a fourth in
Argentina (from an eighth in 1950) and Mexico
(from a sixth) and it was approaching a third in
Brazil.  The relative  importance  of  intermediate
goods also increased; indeed, in the case of Brazil
and Mexico by 1965, this category of manufactures
had surpassed the output of consumer goods. There
were similar changes in India in the wake of devel-
opment plans that placed particular emphasis on
heavy industry: between 1950/51 and 1965/66, the
share of investment goods in total manufacturing
output increased almost threefold, to about 28 per
cent. Smaller and less industrialized countries show
the same direction of movement in the composition
of output (see tame 33).

Table 33. Selected developing countries: change in structure of manufacturing
output, 1950-1965

(Percentage)

Country                    Period
Co!zÿgÿ4er

goods

Argentina  ..........  1950-1961         63

Brazil  ..............  1953-1965          48

Colombia  ............  1951-1962          63

India  ...............  1950/51-          63
1%5/66

Mexico  ............  1950-1%5          47

Pakistan  ...........  1954/55-          73
1963/64

Structuxe of manufacturing sector

Early 1950"s                       Early 1960"s

Inter-       Invest-                       Inter-       Invest-
mediate       ment      Consun*er     mediate       ment
goods       goods        goods        goods       goods

(Percentage composition of output)

24     13     50     25     25
27     25     34     35     32
29      8     50     33     17
28     10     40     32     28

37     17     37     39     24
16     I!     59     22     19

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies, based on Jaleel Ab-
road, "Import substitution and structural change
in Indian manufacturing industry, 1950-1966",
Memorandum No. 17, Project for Quantitative

Research in Economic Development, Harvard
University, August 1966, and S. R. Lewis and
R. Soligo, op. cit., pages 94-139, and national
sonrces.

The growth of heavy industry on the basis of
favourable resource endowments has in some coun-
tries been export oriented rather than .in response
to the changing pattern of domestic demand. Much
of it has involved the erection of beneficiation plants

and refineries for various non-ferrous ores and for
petroleum, carried out in many instances by foreign-
owned concerns. In some cases, a portion of the
output of such plants has remained in the industrial
nexus as raw material for metal fabricating or petro-
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chemical works. This has happened to some extent
in such countries as Chile, Colombia, Iran and
Venezuela.

In assessing the scope for the growth of capital
goods industries in the developing countries, it .has
to be borne in mind that very few of these economies

have an annual investment outlay in excess of $1 bil-
lion; the majority invest less than one-fifth of that
amount (see table 34). In the absence of special
integration or other trading arrangements, a demand
of this magnitude does not provide a very solid base
on which to build a range of heavy industries.

Tab]e 34. Developing countries: distribution according to investment, 1965ÿ

(Billions of 1960 dollars)

$1 billion                                                                                    Underand over        $0.5-1 billion          $0.2-0.5 billion           $0.1-0.2 billion             $0.1 billion

India          Colombia         Algeria              Angola               Kenya
Brazil         Philippines        Former French       CeyLon               Bolivia
Argentina      Thailand            West Africab      Uruguay             United Republic of
Mexico        Chile             Ghana                Saudi Arabia           Tanzania
Venezuela     United Arab      Former Federation   Guatemala           Nicaragua
Pakistan         Republic          of Rhodesia and    Dominican Republic  Jordan
Iran           Republic of         Nyasaland         Lebanon             Liberia
Israel            Korea          Kuwait               Congo (Democratic  Costa Rica

Peru             Libya                  Republic of)       Uganda
China (Taiwan)   Burma               Jamaica              Cameroon
Nigeria           Iraq                 Ecuador             Honduras

Tunisia              Sudan                Madagascar
Morocco             Trinidad and         Paraguay
Mozambique            Tobago            Sierra Leone

Syria                Togo
Ethiopia             Guyana
E1 Salvador          Mauritius
Panama              Barbados
Former French      Haiti

Equatorial
Africae

Source and foot-notes: See table 31.

Major obstacles te industric, lization

That industrial development has not been an auto-
nomous process in most developing countries but
in varying degree has been induced by policy meas-
ures is a reflection of a number of obstacles other
than those associated with the market for manufac-
tured products, namely, the smallness of domestic
demand and the difficulty of access to external mar-
kets. The prime nature and relative magnitude of
t.hose obstacles differ from country to country, but
certain common problems tend to recur so frequently
that they may .be regarded as virtually generic. In-
cluded in the category are problems of entering the
market in the face of competition from existing sup-
pliers, shortages of the special skills required in
industry, shortage of capital and the consequent
problem of choosing or adapting available tech-
nologies, inadequacies in the infrastructure in the
light of the special requirements of industry and
the various difficulÿties occasioned by the scarcity
of foreign exchange.

the new enterprise and the potential strength of
the established concerns that serve the market from
their bases abroad. The concept of an "infant indus-
try" is .often only too accurate. As indicated above,
it is only in the case of highly market-oriented in-
dustries or those sheltered 5y distance or transport
costs that the new enterprise in the developing coun-
try is likely to find entry easy.

Though differing in intensity from one industry
to another, the lack of appropriate knowledge and
skills is a pervasive difficulty in most developing
countries. As its incidence tends to be greatest at
the entrepreneurial level, the development of industry
is handicapped at its earliest stage. The task of bring-
ing together the capital and labour in a factory set-
ting is a novel one in many developing countries
and it is only as the process of industriMization
advances  and familiarity with factory discipline
spreads that the capaGity to organize workers and
equipment and the flow of materials into an efficient
productive mechanism begins to become available.

Difficulty of entry has to be overcome by all new
enterprises seeking to capture a share of the market
served by existing industries. The special feature
in the present context is the relative weakness of

While the lack of entrepreneurial ability is the
most stifling at the outset, industrial enterprises
make exacting claims on many other skills that tend
to be in short supply in the developing countries
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--both in the managerial field and often even more
seriously in the technical field. Though the trend
in technology has been towards reducing dependence
on some of the old artisan skills, especially in the
engineering area, factory operations and maintenance
still require a strong corps of qualified technicians.

The shortage of capital that, as indicated in chap-
ter I, is still a major characteristic of the developing
countr,ies poses many awkward problems. Taken in
conjunction with the need to absorb a rapidly grow-
ing labour force, this shortage points to the general
desirability of avoiding capital-intensive methods oÿ
production, wherever this is possible. Obviously, this
problem is not susceptiMe of any general solution:
each case has to be decided on its own merits. As
the relative cost of a unit of the end-product turned
out by the various available methods of production
is a prime consideration, it is important to take the
factors in at their proper prices in the developing-
country setting. Recent experience suggests that
there is a fairly widespread tendency to undervalue
capital in this sort of calculation. There is also some
tendency to underrate the social losses implicit in
unemployment and under-employment of labour. By
and large, therefore, there would seem to be a strong
case for looking more closely into the possibilities
of adapting the technologies elaborated in the rela-
tively capital-rich labour-short industrialized econo-
mies for use in countries w,ith completely different
resource availabilities.

some areas, the proliferation of technological choices
has made the task of decision making in the less
industrialized countries with no great cadres of con-
sultant engineers at their disposal much more com-
plicated.

The problem of the size and capital intensity of
specific industrial investments is aggravated by an-
other contemporary phenomenon, namely, the ac-
celerated tempo of change. The faster pace of tech-
nological advance is tantamount to a speeding up
of the process of obsolescence. This adds to the
handicap of capital-poor countries and makes it even
more necessary for them to scrutinize the pattern
and forms of investment.

In many cases, these problems have to be faced
first in the private sector, which in most develop-
ing countries is largely responsible for manufacturing
production. Government concern is not confined to
the implications of private decisions for the economy
as a whole, however, or even with ways and means
of influencing those decisions (as discussed in the
following section). In most developing countries,
government involvement is much greater, both di-
rectly in the industrial sector and indirectly in the
provision of so-called social overhead capital which
constitutes the physical framework within which
the industrial sector operates.

The capital intensity of many of the modern meth-
o.ds of industrial production tends to ÿhandicap devel-
oping countries not only because of their lack of
capital and their need to create employment oppor-
tunities as an essential element of their diversifica-
tion but also because of the scale of operation implicit
in many of these techniques. Except in those cases
wheremin the light of resource endowment, for
example--there is a good possihility of establishing
a competitive export-oriented industry, the main
need in most developing countries is for relatively
small-scale plants, capable of expansion as local de-
mand grows but not forced by market conditions to
operate at much below optimum rates.

The relative inadequacy of the infrastructure is,
on the one hand, a major handicap for industry
and industrial growth in most of the developing
countries and, on the other hand, the main area in
which the Government itself has to come to grips
with the problems of capital intensity, size and
t.iming of investment. The Government is concerned
in the provision of many forms of infrastructure but
those of most immediate importance to industrial
development are power and transport and commu-
nication. Shortcomings in the power system and in
the facilities for moving goods around can constitute
a serious cost-raising and efficiency-lowering obstacle
to industrial activities. And in these areas Govern-
ments often face awkward choices.

The impact of recent technological developments
on plant size has been mixed. In general, most of
the innovations have favoured larger-scale opera-
tions; some indeed-including automation and vari-
ous means of conserving heat or lessening movement
by closer integration of different phases of produc-
tion-yield their advantages only if the scale of
operations to which they are applied is much above
earlier levels. Others, however--including the evo-
lution of relatively cheap electric motors to provide
individual machines with their own motive force
and the improvements in the efficiency of relatively
small electric smelting furnaces- have made certain
types of large-scale operations less necessary. In

Thermal stations may involve lower capital costs
than hydro stations and give power more quickly and
more flexibly--but only at appreciably higher op-
erating costs. Roads may similarly yield a more
flexible transport nexus more quickly than railways
but prove more costly to maintain and less adequate
to move bulk loads. As indicated earlier in this
chapter, investment in local tube wells may have
important cost and speed advantages over the canali-
zation of hydro over-spill. It may be quicker and
cheaper to expand a lighter fleet than build a deep-
water berth for ocean-going ships, but the slower
and costlier movement of cargoes may add appre-
ciably to local prices and handicap the expansion
of exports.
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Nor are decisions about these matters merely
marginal. Basic social overhead investment accounts
for around one-fourth of gross capital formation in
many developing countries (see table 35) and for

around one-third of gross fixed capital formation.
And investment in electrical power plant is one of
the most rapidly increasing forms of capital forma-
tion. Electricity production rose at an average rate

Table 35..Selected developing countries: infrastructure components of capital forma-
tion, average 1960-1963

(Percentage of gross domestic product)

Sacral overhead
Elec-     Transport,          capital

Total       Construc-      trlcity,      stora.qe
Country                                capital         tion          gas          and

formation                        and        cornmunl.
gaater          caÿioÿ Total

As a per-
centare of

capital
formation

China (Taiwan)  ..............  19.6

El Salvadora  .................  12.8

Israel  .......................  29.0

Jamaica  .....................  19.9

Malawie  .....................  16.9

Mauritius  ...................  18.1

Philippines  ..................  13.5
Republic of Korea  ............  13,2

Southern Rhodesia  ...........  16,9

Tanganyikaa  .................  11,9

Thailand  .....................  19.8

Tunisia  ......................  21.1

Zambia  ......................  20,3

0.1        1.8        2.5        4.4       22
0.3        0,9       3.6       4.8       38

0,9       4.7       5,@      19b
i16     0.5     2.3     3.8     19
0.2        1.6       2.5        4.3       25
0.3                 1.9                3.2                 5.4                30
0.2        1.1        2.7       4.0        30
0.5              --3.2 ÿ              3.7               28
0.4       2.2        3.0        5.6        33
0.7               0.5               2.5               3.7               31
1.5               1.3               3.7               6.5               33
0.3        0.6       2.3        3.2        15
0.3        1.4       2.0       3.7        18

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on Yearbook of National Ac-
counts Statistics, 1966 (United Nations publica-
tion, Sales No.: 67.XVII.14).

a Fixed capital formation.
b Partial; data on investment

not available.
eAverage for 1961-1963.
a Average for 1960-1962.

in construction

of 10 per cent a year in the first half of the 1960's
(see table 36) and rates of utilization of installed
capacity were generally higher than they tend to be
in more advanced countries where weather, patterns
of industrial off-take and practice in respect of
standby equipment and plant maintenance make for
a rather low load factor.

Lags in generating capacity such as have occurred
in a number of developing countries in recent years
--Brazil and the United Arab Republic, for exam-
pie--necessitate the rationing of power in ways that
may inconvenience industrial as well as residential
users. Building plant ahead of requirements, on the
other hand, obviously tends to tie up capital in a
wasteful fashion. As such investment tends to be
particularly lumpy--that is, capacity is increased by
a series of discrete steps--timing problems become
extremely important, especially in the early phase
of industrialization when the .base capacity is rela-
tively small and increments are proportionately large.

Much of this investment has a high import con-
tent, and shortages in foreign exchange supply tend
to exercise a major constraint not only on the pace
of development but also on the form. Where choices
exist, production techniques that entail the smaIiest
claim on foreign exchange tend to be given prefer-
ence. In the case of most industrial investments,
this eonsideration affects both the original plant and
equipment and the subsequent ,operating inputs.

Though, as indicated above, a significant propor-
tion of industrial expansion is at the expense of
imports--that is, the end product of the new factory
serves a demand that would otherwise have been
met by imports--yet new .facilities often continue
to depend on imports of a range of producer and
intermediate goods to a much greater extent than
has often been assumed by Governments in the
formulation of their industrialization policies. When
the balance of payments imposes the most stringent
of the constraints on growth, this type of industrial
development can also prove wasteful of capital.
Plants will tend to have a poor capacity-utilization
record not because of any shortfall in demand for
their product but because of supply difficulties in
critical inputs.

Where capital itseK is in such short supply, ineffi-
cient use of it points to a serious defect in develop-
ment strategy. The explanations for this differ from
case to case, but two common features of recent
experience are under-emphasis of the export sector
and over-emphasis of individual projects out of the
context of the over-all investment pattern. The
former tends to be aggravated by measures designed
to promote industries that will displace existing
imports, with insufficient regard to the fact that
those industries may create a demand for an entirely
different range of imports. The project approach
to development has often been accentuated by the
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Table 36. Developing countries: hastalled capacity and production of eleotric energy, 1950-.1955

Country

Installed                                                                                Average
capacity, 1965                    Energy production, 1965              Capacity     annual

utilize-       ÿncrease
Toÿala            Hydro       Ki/owcÿtt-Totala            Hydro                                                            tion,b         in

(Thousands of                    (.Millions of           hours per   1960-1965e  production,
kilowatts)                       kÿlowatt-hmÿrs)            capitaÿ                 1960-1965 e

(Percentcÿge)

Afghanistan  ..................  61

Algeria  ......................  500

Angola  ......................  334

Argentina  ...................  5,050
Bolivia  .......................  160

Brazil  .......................  7,411
Burma                                    252
Cambodia  ....................  37

Cameroon  ...................  170
Central African Republic  .....  8

Ceylon  ......................  152

Chad  ........................  9
Chile  ........................  145

China (Taiwan)  .............  128

Colombia  ....................  1,469

Costa Rica  ...................  181

Cyprus  ......................  102

Dahomey  ....................  8
Ecuador  .....................  182

E1 Salvador  ..................  115

Ethiopia  .....................  119

Gabon  .......................  15

Gambia  ......................  5

Ghana  .......................  410

Guatemala  ...................  114

Guyana  ......................  98
Haiti  ........................  28

Honduras  ...................  58

India  ........................  8,397
Indonesia  ....................  391

Iran  ........................  790
lamaica  ......................  186

Kenya  .......................  160
Laos  ........................  12

Lebanon  .....................  356

Liberia  ......................  116

Libya  .......................  70
Madagascar  .................  82

Malawi  ......................  14

Malaysia  ....................  525

Mauritius  ...................  97

Mexico  ......................  5,240

Morocco  .....................  37
Mozambique  .................  209

Nepal  .......................  8

Nicaragua  ...................  134

Nigeria  ......................  362

Pakistan  ....................  1,074

Panama  .....................  86

Peru  ........................  !,148

Philippines  ..................  1,085

Republic of Korea  ............  947
Republic of Viet-Nam  ........  285

S'enegal  .....................  71

Sudan  .......................  76

Syria  ........................  243
Thailand  ....................  560

Togo  ........................  18
Tunisia  ......................  213

Uganda  .....................  152
United Arab Republic  ........  1,335

48          180          166         14       29        14
228                  1,096                     400                   94                 11               --4
259                     318...                                              62                 10                 17
373       14,979        1,238       670       33         7
93          534         421        150       37        4

5,391                30,128               25,515                 373                 51                   6
84      570      280     24     23     7
--          81           --         13       30       62
152        1,148a       1,063a      220       73a       5a
7       21       21      16     22     21

60         428          338        38       35         7
--          18          --        54       26       25

710        6,131        3,954       714       47        6
6,627              533     55     12

793     5,916     3)2i     338     45     12
112         618         531        431        45         7
--      355       --     598     36     9
...           15                      7       21        17
67      572      249     111     34      8
...          418          ...        142       40        11

73         208          196         11        17       18
42          --        91        31        16

--       8       ÿ     25     17     11
256         528          107        68       29         7
...                   480                   ...               108              45               11

....  212                     ...                 337                25                23

• ..                     71                   ...                 17              25                4

150          ...         66       31        11
3,33i     33,129     14,807      70     44     13
188        1,548          ...         16       44        10
233                  2,250                     ...                   94                27                25

798                    446       40        10
2s      328      i98      35     32      8
--          16          --         6        17        18

198                  765                   505               318              27               13
4         278           17       260       30       25

--         157          --        101       29        11
29      152       84      24     20      9
1          52d          4a       13       35       13

138       2,247         587       237       47       13
16         103          64       139        11        13

2,327       17,253        8,609       404       38        10
292        1,282        1,159         96       35         5
66      242              35     13     12
3           14          '8         14       20        6

59         311          204        188       31        11
21                  1,177                     132                  21                 38                 17

348                 3,962                  1,839                   39                36                22
378                    306       47        13

680     3,839     2,625     330     38      8
291        4,959        1,509        183        48        13
215                2,966                  750               107              45               14
...          522          58        32       28        12
...                     204d                    --                   59                29                 10

...          180  ....  13       27       19

...          616          ...        116       31        11
--        1,406          --        46       28        19
2       34        3      21     23     33

28                    494                       42                 !13                28                  9
122         572          572        76       41         8
351                5,106                1,670               185               37               16
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Table 36. Developing countries; installed capacity aÿd production of electric energy, 1960-1965 (continued}

CountrN

Average
Installed                     Energy production, i965              Capacity     annual

capacity, 1965                                                          utiliza-     increase
Kilowat#-       lion,b          in

Totala          Hydro           T°tala (Millions ofydr°     hours per    1960-1965c production,
(Thousands of                    kilowatt-hours)           capitaa                  1960-1965c

kilowatts)                                                                  (Percentage)

United Republic of Tanzania ..
Upper Volta  .................

Uruguay  ....................

Venezuela  ...................

Zambia  ......................

71          41          213          178        20       38        5
11       --       21       --      4     25     21

477                    225                  1,724                  1,267                 681                 39                  8
1,977                     387                 8,241                  1,369                956                34                 12

261                       50                     6664                   276                 177                 30              ---4

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
Statistical Yearbook, 1964, 1965 and 1966 (United Nations
publications, Sales Nos.: 65.XVII.1, 66.XVII.1 and 67.-
XVII.I) and United Nations, Monthly Bulletin o[ Statistics.

a For some countries, data are for an earlier year.
bRatio of output in kWh to the product of installed

capacity and maximum annual operating time (8,750 hours).
c In some instaaces, based on a shorter period.
d Consumption.

way in which external resources have been made
available in loans or grants linked specifically to
designated undertakings. In view of the foreign ex-
change constraint, these aid allocations often tend
to exercise an influence on the over-all pattern of
investment out of proportion to their actual magni-
tude, tying up local capital and other resources to
the projects commanding the crucial foreign exchange
support and to the associated investment immediately
connected with them.

Industr'uÿIization policies

As suggested at the beginning of this chapter,
industrialization is an important element in all eco-
nomic development strategies. Most government poli-
cies are specifically designed to foster industrial
development, either through direct involvement or
through measures aimed at mitigating the impedi-
ments described above and thus inducing the ex-
pansion in mamÿfacturing that is not taking place
spontaneously in the private sector in the wake of
the evolution of demand.

The most direct involvement of Governments is
through the setting up of manufacturing corpora-
tions in the public sector. This has been done in
many developing countries, sometimes because of
the strategic nature of the industry--either from the
point of view of national defence or in terms of the
central role envisaged for it in future programmes
of investment, sometimes because of the inability of
the private sector to provide the necessary resources
without extensive official support. Experience with
such public-sector industries has been varied. By
economic criteria, they have been most successful
when freed from the need to serve political or social
ends: when saddled with employment policies or
price policies that are out of line with market require-
ments their efficiency has usually tended to suffer.

In varying degree, Governments have also tailored
their investment in social overhead capital to serve
the requirements of an expanding industrial sector.
As suggested in the preceding section, capacity has

not always kept pace, especially again when price
and employment policies have been shaped by other
than economic criteria. The most specifically manu-
facturing-oriented infrastructure provided in the de-
veloping countries has been in the form of industrial
estates--factory shells serviced with power, water
and transport and available for lease by private con-
cerns. Pre-prepared units of this nature seem to
have been most helpful  in Singapore, for example--
in the case of small-scale factory activities carried
on by individual or corporate entities that are too
poorly capitalized to devote funds to building.

Governments have also helped by a certain amount
of institution building in the capital market. Indus-
trial development corporations actually engaging in
investment in manufacturing and industrial finance
corporations acting as a channel through which funds
can flow into the manufacturing sector have been
established in many developing countries. As pointed
out in chapter III, they have helped to familiarize
those operating on the  (generally rudimentary)
capital markets of the countries in question with the
problems of industrial financing, fulfilling a function
not usually performed by the commercial banks and
other entities handling savings.

Governments have also sought to alleviate some
of the scarcities in the field of industrial skills. Some
attempts have been made to expand facilities for
technical and business training and to adapt ordinary
educational curricula to the needs of an industrializ-
ing society. Improvements have also been made in
the arrangements through which developing coun-
tries can obtain specialized industrial expertise from
abroad. Forms of management contracts have been
elaborated under which foreign teams can operate
industrial plants on mutually acceptable terms, train-
ing local personnel on the basis of a time-table de-
signed to enable them to take over the various func-
tions at the end of the contract.

Apart from this more or less direct involvement
in the industrialization process, .Governments have
adopted a wide array of incentive measures designed
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to encourage the private sector to take a greater
interest in manufacturing. Some of these measures
operate through the fiscal system, offering tax con-
cessions---lower rates or "holidays" or the acceler-
ated writing down of capital expenditure--to entre-
preneurs who invest in designated industries or
designated places. But the basic inducement in almost
all developing countries has been protection from
the competition of externa! supplies.

It has been with the help of such protection that
!ocal entrepreneurs have been able to strengthen
their position as suppliers of the domestic market.
When the protection has been in the form of a
moderate tariff on the imported item, the conquest
of the domestic market by the local industry has
had to be achieved on the basis of quality and price
not very far out of line with those obtaining else-
where. The more secure the protection, the further
have domestic supply conditions been able to depart
from international standards. In the circumstances
of much of the post-war period, the degree of pro-
tection has been very high in many of the develop-
ing countries because of the pressure to restrain
imports in order to conserve foreign exchange.

In some cases a mutually reinforcing system has
tended to develop. Severe restraints on imports im-
posed for balance of payments reasons had the effect
of turning over to local producers large segments
of the domestic market. When, for whatever reason
--smallness of scale, lack of capital, inadequacy o.f
plant or any of the other possible handicaps discussed
earlier in this section--a relatively high-cost product
resulted, it helped to set in motion, or to accentuate,
the upward movement of price and cost levels that
has come to characterize many of the developing
countries in recent years. Such increases in domestic
prices were inimical to exports, and though counter-
vailing action was taken from time to time--most
notably by exchange rate devaluation--the general
effect was a contractionary one as far as the inter-
national trade of the developing countries was con-
cerned.

The protective system that emerged from the
various measures adopted to conserve foreign ex-
change was seldom a flat one. In most developing
countries, external supplies were graded in a hier-
archy of essentiality and the tariff or quota control
was applied with increasing stringency down. this
essentiality scate35 Domestic producers thus found

themselves with a share of the internal market that
ranged from a very low proportion in the case of
high-priority items (mostly capital goods and es-
sential raw materials) to virtually the whole in the
case of unimportant and luxury consumer goods.
The protective structure was usually modified in ac-
cordance with the resource availabilities and the
production potential of the country concerned, but
its general effect was to encourage a broad horizontal
pattern of domestic industries catering chiefly to
the consumer. In some cases, it was also modified
by systems of excise taxes on finished consumer
goods, by systems of domestic investment licensing
and by systems of rationing scarce capital goods.
This tended to deter the establishment of facilities
to produce the luxury goods that import restraints
had made so scarce and profitable, but it did little
to alter the generally lateral configuration of industry.

As indicated above, the expansion of industrial
activity of any kind generates a demand for inter-
mediate products, so that the depth of the manu-
facturing structure was in fact increasing during this
period, especially in those .countries that had already
attained a relatively high degree of industrialization.
Also, with the persistence of foreign exchange diffi-
culties and the exhaustion of the list of low-priority
items whose importation might be cut or eliminated,
it proved necessary to extend the protective effect
of high tariff or import control to more essential
items, including capital goods. Thus in some coun-
tries, the shape of the protective system tended to
change and with it the industrial structure it sup-
ported. While becoming steadily more vertical with
the growth of industries producing intermediate and
investment goods, the manufacturing complex in these
countries has not yet outgrown its high-cost heritage.

15 In Brazil, for example, the import control system of
the early 19'80% granted free admittance to essentials such
as drugs, insecticides and fertilizers; high priority was
granted to such goods as fuels, basic food-stuffs, cement,
paper, printing equipment and mining machinery;  tower
priority was accorded to other machinery (though, within
this category, machinery for capital goods industries and
essential consumer goods industries was generally favoured) ;
the remaining imp.orts--of non-essential goods--were se-
verely restricted or completely prohibited.

As the developing countries approach the 1970's,
their industrial status covers a wide spectrum from
primitive to highly sophisticated. Some countries are
still far from the stage at which the more developed
were when their post-war import-substitution phase
began. By maintaining a better balance in their econ-
omies-and in, particular by preventing any serion's
lag in domestic agriculture on the one hand and their
export-earning potential on the other--the countries
that are at an early stage of industrialization may be
able to avoid the policies that have led others to a
high-cost structure and a chronically precarious
balance, both internal and external. These latter
countries will have to make a major effort to raise
their industrial effficiency--by integration into units
of a more viable size, by streamlining employment
practices and by adapting modern technology more
appropriately to domestic needs and resource endow-

ments.
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Chapter III

THE  MOBILIZATION  OF  HUMAN  AND  FINANCIAL  RESOURCES

The output of an economy in terms of goods and
services and other forms of consumer satisfaction
depends on the quantity and quality of the resources
that are put into it. In the developing countries, there
are three key forms of input governing the pace of
economic development. They are the size and qualifi-
cations of the working force, the margin of resources
left over after consumption needs have been met, and
the supply of complementary goods and services
from abroad.

but also its rate of increase. Here the problem in
recent years has stemmed chiefly from an accelera-
tion in growth rates brought about by a decline in
death rates, especially infant mortality rates. This has
resulted in an increase in dependency ratios, the
diversion of resources into consumption and into
social overheads of low immediate benefit to pro-
duction, and greater difficulty in adequately equipping
the expanding labour force with complementary
factors.

Each of these resource flows has its own constel-
lation of problems affecting its efficiency and its
deployment in the development process. And, to some
extent, each can be tackled separately. But in the
planning of a development strategy, it is their inter-
relationship that provides the principal guide to
policies and priorities. A country's capacity to save
is directly affected by its rate of population growth;
its ability to provide employment is related to the
rate and pattern of investment; its capacity to invest
depends not only on its rate of savings but also on
its ability to import the necessary capital goods; its
ability to increase output, and hence savings, is
strongly influenced by the knowledge and skills pos-
sessed by its working population.

Hence, though for purposes of exposition the dis-
cussion that fo!lows deals successively with the
problems of human resources, savings and export
earnings as they affect the course of economic de-
velopment, the developing countries have to face up
to them simultaneously in the context of the pro-
duction and productivity problems discussed in the
preceding chapter.

Most developing countries have consequently ex-
perienced high and increasing rates of unemployment,
and the shortage of appropriate skills--which in
varying degree is universal in the developing world--
tends to aggravate the situation. As the bulk of the
increase in the labour force has emerged in the agrar-
ian sector, one result has been widespread agricul-
tural under-employment. Though industrial develop-
ment has opened up many job opportunities, thereby.
raising average labour productivity, it has also tended
to  encourage  the  less purposeful  movement  of
workers--often the more able and enterprising--
from rural to urban areas, with detrimental results
for both. The rural areas lose active and vigorous
people while in the towns, a new form of under-
employment, in offices and in the services sector
in general, emerges.

I-ÿ U iV£ A N RESOURCES

Development strategies have to take into account
not only the size and productiveness of the population

The volume and quality of human resources exer-
cise a major influence on the course of economic
development in the developing countries. A small
population has less opportunity to practise subdivision
of labour than a large one; it is the main deter-
minant of the size of the local market and hence of
the structure of domestically oriented production.
A poorly educated and unskilled population is likely
to have a low productivity.

As a result of these trends, the developing countries
face three most challenging problems in the field of
human resources. The first is to restore and maintain
the balance between the growth of population and the
expansion in all the other resources on which eco-
nomic development and welfare depend. The second
is to raise the standards of knowledge and skill of
the population as a whole, and of the working force
in particular, so that productivity can be increased
to permit a higher rate of growth in incomes and in
savings and investment. The third is to multiply
useful employment opportunities by mobilizing exist-
ing resources as effectively as possible and organize
them into productive combinations, thereby first
stabilizing the degree of under~employment and then
reducing it.

Population policies

The average annual increase in developing country
population rose from about 2,2 per cent in ,the 1950's
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to 2.5 in, the first half ÿf the 1960%, and the present
trend is still upward. This means that about half
the rate of growth in total output in recent years has
been used to sustain more people rather than raise
the level of living of those who produced the output.
Thus the difficulty of saving and of increasing the
rate of capital formation has not been greatly eased,
while a greater investment effort is required in order
to maintain the per capita level of equipment.

policies designed to curb population increase contain
more than 40 per cent of the population of the
developing world.

In most developing countries, it takes an increase
of around 4 percentage points in investment rate to
achieve a 1 per cent expansion in total production.
A reduction of 1 per cent in the rate of growth in
population would thus achieve the same gains in
per capita production as a 4-point increase in invest-
ment ratio. Since, as indicated in chapter I, most
developing countries have investment ratios of less
than 15 per cent, and the average investment ratio has
risen by only about 1 point in the ten years between
the mid-1950's and the mid-1960's, such a gain would
represent a considerable expansion in development
potential.

The increased concern of Governmen,ts is reflected
in the expanding sums budgeted for family-planning
programmes. By 1965, the Republic of Korea had
raised the annual budget for its programme to the
equivalent of $1.5 million, or 5 cents per capita, five
times the 1961 average. In Pakistan public funds for
family planning were raised from the equivalent of
$6 million (or 1.25 cents per ccÿpitcÿ per year) in the
second five-year plan (1960-1965) to $58 million
(or 11 cents per capita per year) in the third five-
year plan (1965-1970). Similarly, public expenditure
for the programme in India increased from less than
$5 million (or 0.25 cents per ccÿpita per year) in the
second plan (1955-1960) to *306 million (or 10 cents
per capita per year) in the fourth plan (1965-1970).

The reason for the sudden and rapid acceleration
in rates of population growth that has characterized
the developing world in the post-war period is a steep
decline in mortality rates. In many developing coun-
tries, these rates have been lowered to within the
range common in the more advanced countries, at
least when measured on a crude basis.1 Birth rates,
however, have chan`ged hardly at all: they continue
to be above 40 per 1,000 in most developing countries
(see table 37). It is this failure of birth rates to
adjust rapidly enough to the reduction in death rates
that lies at the root of the present upsurge in numbers
and is the main point of attack in current population
policies.

National population policies designed to moderate
the rate of natural increase are a very recent phe-
n,omenon. Before 1960 only two countries in the de-
veloping world2 had an official policy of family plan-
ning for the purpose of lowering the birth rate : India
introduced it in 1952 and Pakistan in 1955, both in
connexion with their first five-year plans. In 1961 the
Republic of Korea introduced family planning, and
since 19'64 a number of other countries--including
Ceylon, Jamaica, Kenya, Malaysia, Morocco, Singa-
pore, Tunisia, Turkey and the United Arab Re-
public--have adopted policies favouring birth control.
The twelve countries with official family planning

1When allowance is made for the differences in age
structure, the mortality experience of developing countries
compares less favourably with that of the high-income
countries, though much more favourably than it did a
generation ago.

2 Mainland China is believed to have adopted a policy
of birth control as early as 1953q see 1967 Report on the
World Social Situation (United Nations publication, Sales
No.: E.68.IV.9), p. 44.

The spread of family planning is not dependent
upon an explicit national policy; neither does the
existence of such a policy mean that family planning
will be widely adopted. Thus, there are a number of
developing countries in which birth control pro-
grammes are carried out on a wide scale with support
and encouragement from the Government,  even
though there has been no official declaration of a
family-planning policy. This is the case in China
(Taiwan)--were family planning has been publicized
on a voluntary basis since 1954---and on a smaller
Scale in Chile, Guatemala, Hong Kong and Vene-
zuela.

Though it is not yet possible to conclude that
family-planning programmes  have  achieved  their
avowed objective of reducing birth rates, there are
some hopeful indications. The aim of the present
Indian family-planning programme is to bring down
the average birth rate for the whole country from
41 per thousand in 1965 to 25 per thousand in 1975 ;
in the state of Madras the birth rate had declined to
33 per thousand in 1967. In two experimental areas
in the Republic of Korea the birth rate declined
from 42 per thousand in 1962 to between 29 and
30 per thousand in 1964. In China (Taiwan), where
the programme was also intensified in the 1960%, the
birth rate fell from 42 to 33 per thousand between
1958 and 1966. In Hong Kong, the birth rate dropped
from 37 per thousand in 1958 to 25 per thousand
in 1966.

Among the main difficulties so far encountered
are the slowness of social acceptance  (especialiy
among rural groups), lack of a safe and cheap
method of contraception (later partly overcome),
shortage of trained personnel (particularly women
doctors)  and the administrative problems  of a
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Table 37. Distribution of crude birth rates, by country, 1966 or most recent yearS

(Births per 1,000, population)

5O cLÿ$d
Country group         Under 15           15-19                    20-24          25-29            30-34                35-39              40.44                  45-49 oUer

Developing countries Hong Kong    Ceylon         Colombia      Brazil             Algeria           Ghana
Puerto Rico    Chile          India          Cambodia         E1 Salvador       Nigeria

China          Jamaica        Congo (Demo-   Jordan            Philippines
(Taiwan)    Mauritius        cratic Re-       Morocco          Sudan

Peru           Pakistan         public of)       Republic of
Singapore      West          Costa Rica          Iÿorea

Malaysia     Guatemala        Tanganyika
Guyana           Thailand
Indonesia         Tunisia
Mexico
Panama
Uganda
United Arab

Republic
Venezuela

Developed market
economies  .....  Japan

--a

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany (Fed-

eral Republic
of)

Greece
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States

Centrally  planned
economies  ..... Bulgaria     Czechoslovakia                  Albania

Hungary     Eastern Germany               China
Romania     Poland                            (mainland)

Yugoslavia

Canada
Ireland
New

Zealand

Turkey           South Africa

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Population and, Vital Sta-
tistics Report, data available as of 1 January 1968 (Statistical Papers, Series A,
vol. XX, No. 1 (ST/STAT/SER.A/831)).

a Data are for 1965 in the case of Norway and a number of developing coun-
tries ; for a few developing countries, the most recent data relate to an earlier year.

Data are based on complete birth registration in all developed market economies
(except in the case of the African population of South Africa for which the
1960 census resu!ts were used) and in all centrally planned economies (except
mainland China) and in some developing countries (except those in which only
incomplete registrations or sample surveys are available).



widespread organization3 (especially if much rural
territory is covered).

While field studies have shown that the will to
limit family size exists, people require reassurance
and evidence of community approval of a decision
to practise birth control. To meet this need in India,
attempts were made to enlist the active participation
of voluntary bodies, particularly women's organiza-
tions and leadership groups. In the Republic of
Korea, the programme was introduced in the experi-
mental areas in stages: it was first explained to the
township and village chiefs to win their confidence
and co-operation; these chiefs then invited the local
opinion leaders to a conference, where the field super-
visor explained the programme and introduced per-
sonnel; at public meetings--usually at night, when
the villagers could attend--films, lectures, slides and
leaflets on family-planning methods were presented
to audiences of men and women, and the field
workers assigned to the village were introduced;
only then were the educational and clinical services
launched; the former included teaching sessions and
meetings for groups of ten to fifteen women, arranged
by the village leaders in co-operation with the family-
planning workers.

The experience so far accumulated in developing
countries suggests that the most rapid progress can
'be made if fhe programme is addressed first to
people who are already motivated. This may mean
widespread work in motivation and early concentra-
tion of action in urban areas where people can be
more easily reached, both by the various media of
communication and by field workers, and where med-
ical support is more readily available. Saturation has
rarely yielded results commensurate with the costs:
if even a small proportion of the population is per-
suaded, word-of-mouth diffusion of ideas and of
knowledge regarding devices for controlling concep-
tion may spread the desired practices quite rapidly
with relatively little official expenditure. The mere
setting up of clinics has seldom been effective; it has
been necessary to take the message to the people in
an active fashion, working wherever possible from
within the community by way of opinion leaders,

especially in rural areas. No one type of programme
has been manifestly superior; an experimental ap-
proach seems called for. Providing the objective is
clearly defined and consistently pursued in motiva-
tional work through the mass information media, the
practical programmes are best developed on a prag-
matic basis, drawing on successive experiments and
experience.

Education policies

In India the stepping up ÿf the programme in the
fourth plan was accompanied by a major reorganization.
A Committee of the Cabinet--subsequently presided over by
the Prime Minister--was constituted specifically for family
planning, and in 1966 a new Department of Family Planning
was created in the Central Government. The states have
their  own  family-planning  cabinet  committees  and  the
districts their own family-planning bureaus. Under each
district bureau, there are urban and rural family-planning
centres and subcentres. Finally, to ensure close co-operation
between the state and Central Governments, and to review
progress,  exchange experience and  evolve new policies,
there is a Central Family Planning Council on which the
Union Minister for Health and Family Planning and others
prominently connected with family planning work as mem-
bers. In order to mitigate the shortage of the desired
clinical  personnel,  the  Central  Government has  offered
scholarships to women medical students on condition that
they serve in the family-planning programme for an equal
period after graduation.

Raising the quality of the population as producers
of goods and services is an essential element in any
economic development strategy. Realization of the
need to increase workers' productivity has tended to
change the emphasis of educational policy: education
has come to be regarded less as an end in itself--a
welfare-enriching consumer service--and more as
a means of raising the effectiveness of workers as
participants in the development effort.

The  difficulties  of  improving  the  educational
system along these lines have stemmed from a
number  of features  characterizing most  of the
developing countries. The most adverse has been
the low existing level of literacy and of the skills
needed in a diversifying economy. The inertia of
traditional educational institutions has also been a
handicap in many developing countries. The recent
upsurge in population, and particularly of the school-
age component, has greatly complicated the task of
raising and altering standards. The duration of
formal education has also added to the problem;
manpower budgeting has to be carried out within
the period set for the development plan--around five
years in most cases--and this has often weakened
the link with educational policies which tend to have
a more distant time horizon. The rapid changes in
technology and the transformations being attempted
in many developing countries also add to the diffi-
culty of equipping the school-going group with the
skills that will in fact be needed by the time its
members enter the economy as workers.

Expenditure on education and the number of
children provided with at least some formal schooling
have both risen steadily in the post-war period. It
is estimated by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
that in the course of the 1950%, the number of
literate persons in the developing world rose by
about 2.5 per cent a year. This reduced the illiteracy
ratio from 44 per cent to 39 per cent and held the
absolute number of illiterates more or less constant.
The number of children enrolled in primary schools
rose appreciably faster--at just over 3 per cent a
year between 1950 and 1963--while the enrolment
in  secondary  and  higher  education  more  than
doubled. By the beginning of the 1960%, many
Governments in the developing countries were-
spending more than a fourth of their current budgets
on education.
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Yet both the efforts and the results were unequal
and less than satisfactory. The rate of increase in
the proportion of the population actually attending
school ranged from near zero in Malawi and Nigeria
to over 10 per cent a year in Ghana, Iraq, Morocco,
Republic of Viet-Nam and Sudan. As a proportion
of the national income in the early 1960%, public
expenditure on education ranged from less than 2
per cent in Guatemala, Nicaragua, Pakistan and
Republic of Viet-Nam to over 6 per cent in Cuba,
Iraq, Israel, Libya and Republic of Korea  (see
table 38). And with the sharp acceleration in the
increase of school-age population, even the average
achievement fell behind needs: the nmnber of illiter-
ates rose significantly in the first half of the 1960's.
Moreover, the shortage in technica! and administra-
tive cadres and in many of the middle and high-level
skills required in the economic development effort
tended to become more acute.

In consequence of these failures and inadequacies,
education policies have come under critical enquiry
in recent years; new objectives have been adopted
and a new interest kindled in experiments which
might improve the quality of manpower at minimal
cost. The new objective incIudes a target for educa-
tional expenditure of 4 per cent of gross domestic
product and a general intention to integrate the
form and content of educational activities more
closely with economic development needs.4 One result
has been the emergence of the concept of "functional
literacy" tied in with vocational training and the
provision of jobs in which the ability to read and
write bears immediate fruit in performance. Another
result has been an increase in the emphasis on
middle-level education and technical training.

The new approach to literacy is essentially a more
discriminating one. Instruction would tend to be
focused first on groups whose desire or need for
literacy was greatest. And it would be an integral
part not only of the educational system but also
of the plan for economic and social development.
The emphasis would tend to be more social and
less personal than in the earlier campaigns for
universal literacy for its own sake. The effort would
tend to be concentrated more on areas of economic
expansion.

Experimental projects based on this new selective
approach to illiteracy are now in progress in seven
countries with the help of the United Nations
Development Programme. The aim is to produce,
in five years with an expenditure of $30 million,

up to 1.5 million literates who are visibly more
productive than they would have been otherwise.
In each project literacy work is an integral part of
the economic and social development plan. In Alge-
ria the programme is concerned with the agricultural
sector and two important industrial centres. In Vene-
zuela, the project is linked to the development of
the hydroelectric, mining and forestry resources
of one state, and is a part of rural migration and
intensive urbanization programmes in another. In
Iran, it is a part of a development programme in a
region in which public works investment and the
modernization of agriculture were both handicapped
by the illiteracy of the local population.

Besides these exercises in functional literacy, many
experiments are under way in the field of primary
education proper. Some of these represent a sharp
break with traditional school systems and policies.
In Iran, for example, the Govermnent has made a
strenuous effort to narrow the gap between urban
and rural facilities which has contributed to the
backwardness of agriculture. In 1962 about 89 per
cent of school-age children in the cities were enrolled
in elementary schools, but only 43 per cent in rural
areas. To deal with the problem of providing primary
education to the 50,000 villages which were too
scattered and inaccessible for the establishment of
ordinary schools, the Government set up an "Army
of Knowledge" consisting of secondary school gra-
duates among regular conscripts who were required
to spend fourteen to eighteen months of military
service teaching in rural schools. The first four
months of training included, along with military
subjects, instruction in education, classroom manage-
ment and methods of teaching, as well as in sanita-
tion, first aid, agricultural extension, rural scouting,
community development and village laws. The lite-
racy corpsmen were made responsible for the teach-
ing of adults as well as children, and for leading
the villagers in various social and developmental
activities. At the end of his fourteen months' service
the teacher was allowed to apply to enter the regular
teaching profession, subject to a further three years
of service in a rural school. Between 1962/63 and
1965/66 more than 8,000 literacy corpsmen became
permanent teachers in this way, while the number
of pupils enrolled in elementary schools throughout
the country increased by 48 per cent  from 1.7
million to 2.5 million.

4 This reappraisal was the subject of meetings of Ministers
of Education of Latin American countries  (in Santiago
in 1962), of Asian countries (in Tokyo in 1962) and of
African countries (in Paris in 1965), and also of a world
Conference on the Eradication of Illiteracy convened by
UNESCO in Tehran in 1965. On the basis of national
income, the target is nearer 5 per  cent, a prÿoportion
attained by relatively few of the developing countries in the
early 1960%.

Another innovation in the field of education is
the  Barrio  (Village)  High  School  Movement
(BHSM) in the Philippines. The movement was a
private one, prompted by a 1960 survey which
showed that only 18 per cent of the juveniles in
the 13-17 age bracket were enrolled in secondary
schools, while the rest, numbering almost 2 million,
were not attending school. The BHSM sought to
bring secondary education to the village by establish-
ing in the barrio an extension or branch of an
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Table 38. Developing counÿrles: public expenditure on education in 1962 aÿd growth
in school enrolment rafioÿ 1955-1963

Public expenditure        ÿtnn, ual rate of ÿol enro meÿio,

C&tÿntc-ya
on education as
percentage of

national income,                    First
1962b          Total        level

Israel  .......................  8.4
Cuba  ........................  7.8

Republic of Korea  ............  6.8

Libya  ........................  6.7

Iraq  ........................  6.6

Sudan  .......................  5.6
United Arab Republic  ........  5.6

West Malaysia  ..............  5.3
Syria  ........................  5.2

Kenya  .......................  5.1

Ceylon  ......................  5.0
Venezuela  ....................  4.8

Peru  ........................  4.8

Costa Pica  ..................  4.8

Morocco  ....................  4.7

Panama  .....................  4.4

Ghana  ......................  4.3
Cambodia  ....................  4.1

China (Taiwan)  .............  4.1

Chile  ........................  3.9

Malawif  .....................  3.9

Philippines  ..................  3.6

Mauritius  ....................  3.5

Argentina  ....................  3.5

Jordan  ......................  3.4

Zambiar  .....................  3.2

Colombia  ....................  3.2

Uruguay  .....................  3.2

Iran  ........................  3.1

Algeria  ......................  3.0

Gabon  .......................  2.9

India  ........................  2.8
E1 Salvador  ..................  2.7

Mexico  ......................  2.6

Paraguay  ....................  2.4

Ecuador  ....................  2.3

Honduras  ....................  2.2

Bolivia  ......................  2.1

Nigeria  ......................  2.0
Republic of Viet-Nam  ........  1.8

Pakistan  .....................  1.8

Nicaragua  ...................  1.8

Guatemala  ...................  1.6

3
5
2
9

11
11
4
3
4
7
3
7     6
4     3
3      3

11        11
2      1

13        10
6     5
4      3
2      1

1      1
3      2

2
5     5
4     4
1
8      8
10a       11
8h      8
5     5
4     4
4     4
1
3      2
6     5
6     6

12        11
4     3
2      2
5     5

2
4
2
8

10
9
4
2
4
6

1955-1963ÿ

Second levela

General   Vocational

8      9
!2        10
--         2
8     11

14        12
21        21
--         17
9        --3
5     13

13
3
13     19
9     11
6      8
19      9
6     6

44        --1
32        18
10      3
4     12

20        17

10     ii
3      2

8
27    --7
9     9
5     5

10
--2         "1

28     30
7     5
7     3
14      4
15       ..

6     9
28               ..

10        ..

18
20     15
4     3

11
10    --9

Third
levele

3
---3

4
51
16
18
7

27
19
9
8

18
lO
7

18
9

14
23
10
2
'ig

3

--1
8
3i
5J
5
9
6
52
6
5
4

20
24
9
9
7

Source:  Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on United Nations Educa-
tional,  Scientific  and  Cultural  Organization,
Statistical Yearbook, 1965 (Paris, 1966).

a Arranged in descending order according to
percentage of national income spent on educa-
tion. For exceptions, see foot-note b.

b1961 in the case of Algeria, Costa Rica,
Iran, Syria, United Arab Republic, Venezuela;
gross domestic product in the case of Argentina,
Libya, Kenya, Mauritius, Nigeria; gross na-
tional product in the case of Ghana, Malawi,
Zambia.

e Based on the change in the ratio of number
of students per 1,000 total population between
1955 and 1963, except in the case of India
(1955-1962) ;  Iran,  Malawi,  Peru,  Zambia
(1955-1964);  Bolivia,  Costa  Rica,  Morocco,
Nigeria (1956-1963).

a Seeondary schools  consist of public and
private schools of general (academic) educa-

tion and vocational education, including second-
ary classes attached to institutions at other
levels, but excluding evening schools and cor-
respondence courses organized for adults. Gen-
eral secondary excludes vocational secondary.
Vocational secondary excludes such schools as:
domestic science, music and fine arts, technical,
industrial, arts and crafts, trade, commercial
agricultural, fishing and forestry.

e Third level figures are based on both degree
and non-degree-granting institutions of higher
education of all types--universities, higher tech-
nical  schools,  teacher-training  colleges  and
theological schools. Figures refer to students
who are eligible to sit for examinations and to
receive degrees or diplomas.

* African education only.
g Excluding the University of the Philippines

and public chartered colleges.
hExeluding third level.
i 1955-1960.
J 1960-1964.
k University of Asunei6n only.
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existing government high school located in the
neighbouring town, using the facilities--teachers,
site, building and equipment--of the local barrio
elementary school. From four such high schools
(with an enrolment of 352 students in only one
province) in 1964/65--the year of the inception of
the programme--the number increased to 415 (with
an enrolment of 36,000 in forty-one provinces and
five cities) in 1966/67. The main stumbling block
appears to have 'been financial stringency which has
often resulted in a lack of textbooks and poor equip-
ment, especially for science and the practical arts
courses.

In many developing countries, the main thrust of
educational policy is to maximize the effectiveness
of public expenditure by means of emphasis on those
geographical areas and on those elements of know-
ledge and skill most closely identified with the needs
of economic development. This generally means
greater concentration on secondary and technical
schools and less on broadening the base of primary
education with its relatively high wastage rates

among population groups not yet motivated or not
yet involved in the process of economic transforma-
tion. As development planning becomes increasingly
concerned  with  manpower  needs,  current  and
prospective, so the educational system comes to be
regarded more in the light of an instrument through
which to seek to meet those needs as efficiently as
possible.

EmploymenD policies

One of the reasons for concern about the educa-
tional system in a number of developing countries
is the inappropriateness of curricula for the emerging
needs of an industrializing society. Graduates who
are not readily employable after a lengthy education
represent a double waste. Education in such countries
makes a much smaller contribution than it should
to the problem of absorbing the expanding popula-
tion of working age in gainful employment.

There are many developing countries in which
the expansion in employment in recent years has
lagged behind the growth in population (see table
39). For various reasons the absorptive capacity of

Table 39. Developing countries: growth of employment

(Percentage)

Countrya                          Period       PoPulation

Costa Rica  ..................

Venezuela  ....................

Philippines  ..................

Guatemala  ...................

Mauritius  ....................

Mexico  ......................
British Honduras  ............

Syria  .......................

Guyana  .....................

Panama  .....................

Honduras  ....................

Nicaragua  ...................
Trinidad and Tobago  ........

Morocco  ....................

Ecuador  .....................

El Salvador  .................

Republic of Korea  ...........

Chile  ........................

Paraguay  ...................
United Arab Republic  ........

Peru  ........................

India  ........................
Pakistan  .....................

Jamaiea  .....................
Argentina  ....................

Barbados  ....................

Ratio, mast recent year
Annual rate of increase in                       available, of

Employment                      Eeonomi-   Inductrial
eally    employment

Total    Agricultureb     Industrye    Sorvieesa    active to        tototal    economically
popn.       active
latioÿ     population

1950-1963       4.0       2,9       2.1         4.1        4,2       30        19
1950-1961               3.7                 3.2                0.9                    4.2                 5.5                 32                21
1960-1965       3.2       4.3       3.2         8.4       12.5        35        15
1950-1964              3.2                2.1                 1,7                    2.0                3.3                31                 15
1952-1962              3.1                 1.3            --0.3                     2.6                2.4                28                27

1950-1960              3.1                 3.1                 2.4                    4.2                 5.2                32                19
1946-1960      3.1        2,1        1.8         3.7        1.8       30       22
1960-1965              3.0                 5.3                9,0                    8,0                 6.7                27                 19
1946-1960       3.0        1.2       0.9         2.1        1.8       31        27
1950-1960      3.0       2.4        1.7         4 8       5.4       33        13
1950-1961               3.0            --1.2            --3.1                     1.8                8.1                 30                 10
1950-1963      2.9       2.8       1,8         3.3        5.6       31        16
1946-1960              2.9                 1.8            --0.4                    2.1                 2.8                34                32
1952-1960       2.8        1.4     --1.5         2.5        3.0       28        11
1950-1962              2.8                 1.5                 1.9                     --                2.6                32                 19

1950-1961              2,8                2.0                 1,5                    3.4                3,2                32                17
1960-1965       2.8       4.0        1,4        10.9       6,5        32        12
1952-1960              2.7                 1.1                 0,3                    0.8                 1,6                32                28
1950-1962              2.6                2.9                2,6                    2.8                3.4                34                 19
I947-1960              2.4                 1.4                0.5                     1.1                 2.9                30                 12
1940-1961               2.3                 1.1                  --                    1.1                 3,8                32                19
1951-1961              2.1                 6.3                 6,7                    6.6                3,9                43                 !1
1951-1961               2.0                2.9                2,8                    5.7                4.8                33                 10
1953-1%0       1.8       0.8     --3.3         4.8       3.0       41        22
1947-1960               1.8                 1.3            --43.8                    2.3                 0.8                38                32
1946-1960       1.3      --0.1      --1.2       --1.0       0.3       40       25

Source: 'Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Demographic Yearbook and Mÿnthly Bul-
letin of Sfatistics; International Labour Organisation, Year-
book of Labour Statistics (Geneva).

a Arranged in descending order of rate of increase in
population.

b Agriculture, forestry,, hunting and fishing.
c !ÿiining  and  quarrying,  manufacturing,  construction,

electricity, gas, water and sanitary services. For Morocco,
Peru and Trinidad and Tobago, electricity, gas, water and
sanitary services are not included in the initial period.

a Commerce, transport, storage and communication and
services.
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agriculture tends to be circumscribed: the pressure
of population on the land, unfavourable tenure
systems, excessive subdivision, declining or slow-
growing overseas demand for the product of the
land, technical changes that raise the productivity
of cultivators, all have in varying degree helped to
reduce the rate of increase in agricultural labour
requirements. This, indeed, as indicated in previous
chapters, is one of the essential characteristics of
the economic development process.

If a growing labour force is to be accommodated,
therefore, employment opportunities must open up
outside the agricultural sector on an appropriate
scale. In many developing countries, the expansion
that has taken place has not been vigorous enough to
avoid a rapid increase in unemployment. In the
1950's, it is probable that only a fourth of the over-
all increment in the working-age population went
into industrial employment; the bulk of it remained
on the land. Thus, although the proportion of the
working population engaged in industry rose appre-
ciably--from about 9.5 per cent in 1950 to about
11.3 per cent in 1960 for the developing countries
as a whole--the absolute increase was quite inade-
quate in relation to the growth in population.

In few developing countries are there any precise
measurements of employment and unemployment:
there is a steady shading from full-time gainful
occupation through varying degrees of under-employ-
ment to complete idleness. In many cases the town-
ward drift of population has tended to bring into
the open under-employment previously hidden away
in the agrarian sector. Registration systems, even
when only partial, have similarly dramatized the
extent of complete joblessness. In India, the number
of unemployed rose by 4 million in the course of
the second development plan and by a further 4
million in the third plan, thus trebling in the twelve
years ending in 1966. A substantially larger number
were under-employed in the rural economy.

The need to accommodate a much greater pro-
portion of the increase in the working-age population
in industry accentuates the problem of choosing the
most appropriate technology (referred to in chapter
II). Where capital is scarce and labour abundant,
the ratio of labour requirements to capital require-
ments must clearly be one of the criteria used to
determine investment priorities and fiscal treatment
of industry. But in many cases the favouring of
labour-intensive methods of production in deciding
on new industries and making new investments will
not be enough. Other approaches will have to be
used at the same time, even though, singly, they have
not achieved many successes in the past.

One approach is through handicrafts and cottage
industries. The importance of these differs con-
siderably from country to country. Where they
account for a sizable amount of employment, the

question is usually one of devising ways and means
of shielding them against the competition of mecha-
nized factories while simultaneously seeking to im-
prove their performance. Indian experience in this
field suggests that the most crucial needs of handi-
craft industries include the more effective organiza-
tion of the marketing of their product, the provision
of adequate credit to finance inputs (among which
mechanical aids may be quite important, especially
when electricity supply lines have spread across the
district concerned) and the means of teaching and
encouraging .entrepreneurial and managerial skills
and a sense of dynamism even in tradition-ridden
activities.5

Another  approach  is  through  labour-intensive
public works. India turned in this direction in the
third plan (1960-1965) which included an employ-
ment target of 3 million persons (about a billion
man-days) in rural public works. In Tunisia, over
70 million man-days of employment were provided
in public works programmes in the last two and
one-half years of the 1950's. And early in the 1960's,
Pakistan launched an experimental programme of
rural works in the Eastern Province where unem-
ployment or under-employment was estimated to
have affected almost 30 per cent of the labour force.
This  programme  was  extended  throughout  the
province in  1962/63.  A basic feature was the
inauguration of training courses in building, in ad-
ministration and in agriculture. The Government
specified the general nature of the activities that
could be undertaken, but the local community deter-
mined the details and the priorities.6 The difficulties
appear to have been financial, administrative and
technical: occasional lack of funds, materials and
skills and occasional delays in the arrival of goods
and in land acquisition. But perhaps the most signifi-
cant lesson was the limitation imposed on the nature
of the undertakings by the shortages of qualified
engineers and middle-level skills in the technical
field.

It is clear that employment problems cannot be
tackled on their own, critical as they are in many
developing countries. At every turn a factor mix is
involved; the scarcest input must be identified at
each stage and determined efforts made to overcome

5 Indian achievements in these fields in tile 1950's were
not very great, but the Indian problem is unique in its
scope. In its textile industry--potentially so important for
export purposes--the replacement of handlooms by automatic
looms would have displaced 180,000 workers in 1960. Ac-
cording to the Working Group  on the  Cotton Textile
Industry, the cottage sector employed thirty-four times as
many workers per dollar of capital as the modern mills.

6In 1962/63 and 1963/64 an annual average of 130,000
man-years of employment resulted, and the physical achieve-
ments included the construction or repair of 40,000 miles
of road, the excavation or clearing of 8,000 miles  of
irrigation channels, the building of nearly 7,000 culverts and
small bridges and the raising or repairing of 1,400 miles
of embankments. See The Third Five-Year Plan (1965-
1970) (Rawalpindi, May 1965), chapter XXIII.
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its restrictive effects. And in many cases the bottle-
necks have proved to be the lack of particular
human skills and capacities.

I)OMtISTIC   SAVINGS  AND  TIIE   MOBILIZATION
OF CAPITAL

One of the conclusions of the review of recent
development trends in chapter I was that, in most
developing countries, tile low level of savings re-
mained a major constraint on the pace of economic
growth. An increase in the savings ratio was pin-
pointed as one of the strategic objectives of economic
development policies. It was also emphasized that
the great bulk of savings came from within the
domestic economy and that although the availability
of foreign savings had played a significant role in
expanding investment in certain countries at certain
times,  their  over-a!l contribution was  relatively
small and had declined perceptibly between the mid-
1950's and the mid-1960's. It is clear that the
process of economic development will continue to
depend heavily on the course of domestic saving--
on increasing its volume and improving its deploy-
ment.

Morocco, Republic of Viet-Nam, Sierra Leone and
United Republic of Tanzania to over one-fourth of
gross domestic product in Israel, Trinidad and
Tobago and Tunisia (see table 40). One reason for
the great differences in the availability of total
savings was the great diversity in experience with
foreign savings : these ranged from negative amounts
(outflows) in the case of some of the mineral and
plantation economies (Guyana, Iraq, Kuwait, Malay-
sia, Mauritius, Southern Rhodesia, United Republic
of Tanzania, Venezuela) to very large inflows in
the case of such countries as Barbados, Israel, Jor-
dan, Republic of Korea, Republic of Viet-Nam and
Tunisia, where the foreign component of savings
exceeded the domestic component.

For purposes of analysis and exposition, it is
convenient to examine savings according to their
principal sources--the public sector and the private
sector, and within the latter, private persons and
corporate entities. The distinction is by no means
watertight-since in most developing countries in-
dividual enterprises shade into corporate enterprises,
and private enterprises shade into public enter-
prises--but the instrumentalities for influencing the
level of savings and for channelling them into invest-
ment do correspond broadly with the threefold
breakdown.

As indicated in chapter I, even domestic savings
ratios varied greatly from one country to another.
On a gross basis, the ratio was less than 10 per cent
of gross domestic product in Barbados, Ethiopia,
Guatemala, Jordan, Republic of Korea, Republic of
Viet-Nam, Sierra Leone and Togo, and over 20 per
cent of gross domestic product in Kuwait, Mauritius,
Thailand and Venezuela. And as the range of allow-
ances for depreciation was a fivefold one-from 2 per
cent to 10 per cent of gross domestic product--
the net domestic savings ratio also differed widely
from country to country.

In looking at each savings flow separately, how-
ever, it is necessary to keep in mind that what is
significant, for purposes  of promoting economic
development, is not the contribution of particular
sectors but the savings of the economy as a whole.
This is not to say that the transfer of savings from
one sector to another has no bearing on the process
of economic development--this is an essential func-
tion of mobilization machinery linking saving to
investment--but merely to stress that an increase
in the savings of one sector is not tantamount to
an increase in total savings. Nevertheless, policy
measures for increasing savings generally do have
to be aimed at one or other of the sectors.

The composition of savings

The total supply of savings in the developing
countries in the mid-1960's ranged from less than
one-eighth of gross domestic product in Ethiopia,

Creating a typical deveIoping country synthetically
out of the median values for each of these elements
of savings, it would be one in which the total sup-
ply of savings amounted to rather more than 16 per
cent of gross domestic product--rather less than
14 per cent domestic and rather less than 3 per
cent foreign. With just under 5 per cent of gross
domestic product being allowed for depreciation, net
domestic savings would have amounted to about 8
per cent of gross domestic product and total savings
available for new investment to somewhat less than
10 per cent of gross domestic product.7

On the basis of the information available--mostly
for small countries--the main contribution to net
domestic savings comes from the private sector. In
relatively few countries--Barbados, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador, Panama, Togo, Venezuela--did net govern-
ment savings equal or exceed private savings in the
mid-1960's (see table 41). In the case of private
savings, there was some tendency for households to
contribute most among countries with over-average
savings ratios and for the corporate sector to con-
tribute most among countries with relatively low
savings ratio. For the few countries with data
covering the period from the mid-1950's to the

7 It should be noted that the group of forty-one countries
on which these proportions are based is essentially a small-
country selection. No suitable data are available for Argen-
tina, Brazil, India, Indonesia, Nigeria and Pakistan--co.un-
tries in which (50 per cent of the population of the developing
world live.
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Table 49. Developing countries: levels of foreign and domestic savings,
average 1963-1965a

(Percentage of gross domestic product)

Total         Total        Foreign       Total       Deprecia-       Net
CountY3¢ÿ                     supply of        net         savingse  gross domestic     tiong       domestic

savingsd                          savil¢gsf                           sa, viÿ,gsh

Israel  ....................
Trinidad and Tobago  ......

Tunisia  ...................
Thailand  .................

Barbados  .................

Venezuela  .................

China (Taiwan)  ..........

Jamaica  ..................

Malaysia  ..................
United Arab Republic  .....

Panama  ..................

Burma  ....................
Colombia  .................

Togo  .....................
Netherlands Antilles  ......

Ghana  ....................

Mauritius  .................

Jordan  ....................

Guyana  ...................

Bolivia  ...................

Costa Pica  ...............

Mexico  ...................

Iran  ......................
Republic of Korea  ........

Honduras  .................

Philippines  ................

Sudan  ....................
Kuwait  ...................

Ecuador  ..................

E1 Salvador  ..............

Ceylon  ....................

Uruguay  ..................
Southern Rhodesia  ........

Chile  .....................

Iraq  ......................

Guatemala  ................
Sierra Leone  ..............
United Republic of Tanzania
Morocco  ..................

Ethiopia  ..................
Republic of Viet-Nam  ....

Median  .................

say,rigse

29         20
28      18
25     23
22         16
21         17
20         12
20      14
19      12
18         14
18         16
18         10
18         12
18      9
18         10
18        11
17  ....
17
16         16
16         11
16      11
16      10
15k

i0
15      9
15     10
14      9
14
14      i()
14      9
14x     9
14      9
13         10
13         13
13      5
13
13         "8

12k     5
12      7
11      8
11
10         '5
16         10

15      14      9      5
9         19         10         9
14      10      2      8
2         20          6         14
15          6         4         2

--2        23          9         14
1         19         6         12
4         15          7         8

--1         19         5         14
4ÿ       14        2       12J
4         14         8         6

--         18         6        12
3i       14        9        6J
8      9      7      2
4         14         7         6
6         11  ......

--6        23  ......
17

--1     "i8     "'5      12

6     11      5      5
5     10      5      5
2      14
1      14     s     i0
8         6         6         1

4
6       "9'i     ii

4      10
--19        33

3     11
3      10
2     12
1      13

--3
2     il

--2     15
4      9
6      6

--2         14
--           12
3      9
14     --4

3     14

5      6
5      5
5      7
4      9

16
a

7
5
3

.%
--1

9
9

5      8

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the Untied Nations
Secretariat, based on data from United Nations,
Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics.

a For  the  following  countries  the  period
differs from that stated:  United Arab. Re-
public, 1960-1961; Sierra Leone, Togo, 1963-
1964; Southern Rhodesia, 1964-1965; Trinidad
and Tobago, 1960-1962; Burma, 1960/61-1962/63
(fiscal years ending 30 September); Ethiopia,
1961-1963; Barbados, Costa Rica, Guyana, Iraq,
Malaysia, Sudan, 1962/63-1964/65 (fiscal years
beginning 1 July) ; Republic of Viet-Nam, Uru-
guay, 1962-1964; Iron (fiscal years beginning
21 March), Kuwait (fiscal years beginning 1
April), 1963/64-1%5/66.

b Countries are arranged in descending order
of percentage of total supply of savings to
gross domestic product.

e Total  supply of  savings is the sum of
depreciation, net domestic savings and foreign
savings.

aTotal net savings equals foreign savings
plus net domestic savings.

e Foreign savings is equal to payments for
imports of goods and services (including facto.r
income paid abroad) minus receipts from ex-
ports of goods and services  (including factor
income  received  from  abroad).  A  positive
foreign  savings  figure  represents  an  excess
of such payments over receipts.

f Total gross domestic  savings  equals net
domestic savings plus depreciation  (or total
supply of savings minus foreign savings).

g Depreciation is the provision for the cur-
rent value of wear and tear, obsolescence and
accidental damage to fixed capital.

h Net domestic savings is the sum of the
surplus of incomings over outgoings in the
current  accounts  of  government,  enterprises,
households and private non-profit institutions.
Transfers to and from the rest of the world
are excluded from the income and expenditure
accounts in estimating the savings of these
sectors.

i Deficit o{ the nation on current acconnt.
J Including current transfers to and from the

rest of the world.
k Excluding increase in stocks.
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Table 41. Developing countries: ]eve] of domestic savings, by sectoÿ
average 1963-1965ÿ

(Percentage of gross domestic product)

Private savings

Gross          Net           Net                                      hold
Countryb                        domestic      domestic     governmen#                  Net corpa-        Ne#

savings        savings        savingse        Total     ratesavingsa      house-
savingse

S,onthern Rhodesia  ........  16          3f        1dr        11          3*
Venezuelag  ................  '23         14          8          6          2          4

Mauritius  ................  23                    3f        20f       11f         9f
Trinidad and Tobago  .....  19         '9          3          7          1          6
Peru  ....................  19         14         2         12         5          7

Malaysia  .................  19         14         5          9        --         9
China (Taiwan)  .........  19         12          1         12         2         10
Burma  ....................  18         12          2         10          1          8
Guyana  ..................  18         12          1         11          1         10

Philippines  ...............  15          9         2         8         3          5

Jamaica  ...................  15          8          1          6          5          1
Colombiag  ................  14          6          3          3          3         --
United Arab Republicg ...         14         12          5          7          4          4
Netherlands Antilles  ......  14          6          1          6         --          5

Panama  ...................  14          6          3          3          9          6

Uruguay  .................  13         9       --1         10         5         5
Hondurasg  ...............  12          7         --          8          2          5
Ecuador  ...................  11          6         5          2
Chile  ....................  11          3          3         --        " "3        "'3

Bolivia  ...................  11          5       --1          7         2         4

Costa Rica  ................  10          5          1          4         1          3

Togo  ....................  9         2         1         1         3       --2
Guatemala  ...............  9          5          !          3
RepuNic of Korea  .........  6          1         --          1         "2        -ÿ2

Barbados  .................  6          2          2          1          4        --4

Jordan  ....................  ---8          8          1          7
Republic of Viet-Nam  ....  ÿ       --8       --8        --         2       ---2

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on data from United Nations,
Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics.

a For  the  following  countries,  the period
differs from that stated: United Arab Republic,
1960-1961; Togo,  1963-1964;  Southern Rho-
desia, 1964-1965; Trinidad and Tobago, 1960-
.1962; Burma, 1960/61-1962/63 (fiscal year end-
mg 30 September); Honduras and Peru, 1961-
1963; Barbados, Costa Rica, Guyana, Malaysia,
Republic of Viet-Nam, Uruguay, 196.2-1964.

b Countries are arranged in descending order
of percentage of gross domestic savings to gross
domestic product.

c Net  government  savings  include  savings
of general government and government enter-

prises. However, for Ecuador and the Philipÿ
pines, government savings also include savings
of public corporations. For China  (Taiwan)
government savings include savings of general
government only.

a Net corporate savings include savings of
public and private corporations, but for Ecua-
dor  and the Philippines  savings  of private
corporations only, and for Burma and China
(Taiwan), savings of public corporations only.

e Net household savings of Burma and China
(Taiwan) include savings of private corpora-
tions.

f Before depreciation,
g Including current transfers to and from

the rest of the world.

mid-1960's, there was a general tendency for govern-
ment savings ratios to decline to a greater extent
than private savings ratios (see table 42).

The available data are obviously too weak to
'bear the weight of any firm generalizations except
perhaps a negative one: that there is no evidence
that one particular source of savings tends to pre-
dominate in developing countries. Income levels,
corporate structure,  the participation of foreign
companies, the strength of government and the fiscal
system, all play a part in determining the source
and magnitude of savings. Hence, if savings ratios
are to be raised, no potential source can be over-
looked: the effort that is needed must be a broad

Public savings

The higher the income level in the country and
the smoother the functioning of its capital market the
less necessary is it for a Government to engage in
direct saving efforts. Its concern with savings can
be limited to the influence it wishes to bring to
bear, through fiscal and monetary policies, on the
saving being carried on in the private sector. Its
own public sector investments  can be financed
through normal borrowing on the capital market.

one.

Very few developing countries are in that position.
Income levels tend to be too low and the capital
market too rudimentary for Governments not to take
a more direct part in generating savings. Yet as
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Table 42. Selected developing countries: changes in net domestic savings, 1955.1957
to 1963-1965a

(Percentage of gross domestic pÿ'odtÿct)

Private savings

CounCryb                                .Domestic    Government                   Corporation
savings       savings         Total         (private        House-

and public)       holds

Philippines  .....................  8

China (Taiwan)  ................  8

Panama  ........................  5
Chile  ...........................  4

Republic of Korea  ..............  3

Jamaica  ........................  1
Trinidad and Tobago  ...........  1

Uruguay  ........................  1
Guyana  .........................  1

Ecuador  ........................  1

Peru  ...........................  --
Honduras  .......................  --
Burma  .........................  ---2

Guatemala  ......................  --3

Costa Rica  ......................  --3

Colombia  ......................  --5
Netherlands Antilles  ............  --9

Barbados  .......................  --9

7           --            7
--1             8             le            7e

1          4          6        --2
1           3        --1          4
4      --1       2      --3

--1           3          3         --
1         ÿ!           1

---4       5
--3          3        -ÿ1        ' ,ÿ

__           __d          __
--         --          1        --1

--1           1           !         --
--1         --1           3e       --3c
--3                  --                  _ÿe
--3            --           --           --
--i         --4           1         --5
---2        --7         --        --7
--3        ÿ        --3        --3

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat,  based on  Yearbook  of National
Accounts  Statistics,  1966  (United  Nations
publication, Sales No.: 67.XVII.14).

a For  the  following countries,  the  period
differs from that stated: Burma, 1954/55-!956/
57 to 1960/61-1962/63 (fiscal years ending 30
September);  I-I.onduras,  Peru,  1955-1957  to
1961-1963;  Barbados,  Costa  Rica,  Uruguay,
1955-1957 to 1962-1964; Guyana, 1955-1956 to

1963-1964; Trinidad and Tobago, 1955-1957 to
i960-1962; Netherlands Antilles, 19'57-1959 to
1963-1%5.

b Countries are arranged in descending order
of change in percentage of gross domestic sav-
ings to gross domestic product.

e Private  corporation  savings  included  in
household savings.

a Corporations only.
e Including household savings.

indicated above, the results of their saving efforts
have been rather meagre, giving little assurance
that it is in this direction that improvement in
developing country savings ratios should be sought.

One clue regarding the reason for this lies in the
relative smallness of government resources. In very
few countries does the disposable income of govern-
ment reach a fifth of the gross domestic product
(see table 43). Against this, claims for expenditure
have tended to rise steadily and rapidly as Govern-
ments have extended their sphere of administration
and responded to demands for enlarged services in
the field of education and health as well as various
forms of social welfare.

Thus, between the mid-1950's and the mid-1960's,
the current expenditure of government rose more
rapidly than total production in almost all developing
countries; the exceptions were limited very largely
to the high-growth countries such as China (Tai-
wan), Israel and the Republic of Korea. The income
at the disposal of Governments was far less buoyant:
in a number of countries, it rose more slowly than
total production and in only a few--including, how-
ever, India, Nigeria and the Philippines--was its
rate of growth significantly above that of the econ-
omy as a whole (see table 44).

As a result of these divergent trends, very few
developing countries were able to increase their
government savings ratios. Of the twenty-five coun-
tries for which the relevant data are available over
the period, only five registered a gain in the ratio
of net government savings to total production (see
table 45).

As the proportion of the national income passing
through the public sector tends to be much smaller
in the developing countries than in the more ad-
vanced countries, increases in government savings
are more likely to be achieved by expansion in
revenue than by reduction in expenditure. This is
not to say that government expenditure cannot or
should not be trimmed or contained. On the contrary,
it is clear that the struggle to improve the efficiency
of public administration--that is, to raise the out-
put of essential services per unit of expenditure--is
a vital element of the whole economic development
effort.

Experience in a number of developing countries
--most notably in Chile in recent years-has shown
the importance of curbing the growth of employ-
ment in public service. Wages and salaries have to
be kept in line with trends in the private sector--
and this is a matter of over-all economic policy--but
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Table 43. Developing countries: government disposable income and its components, average 1963o19658

(Percentage of gross domestic product)

Indirect taxes
Govern-                Direct taxes                      minus subsidies                Net

Countryb                         ment dis-trans-                                                                                             Other
posable                 House-                                                    f ersa     income°
*nc°me°                       holdTotal                   Corpo-      Total   Indirect      Sub-

rate                   taxes        sidles

United Arab Republic  ........  33         6         5         1         8       9         1        --        19ÿ
Venezuela  ....................  21         9         1         8        7       7       --      --lg       6f

Zambia  ......................  21        11                           10      I0       --      --1         1
Malaysia  ....................  21         6       " '3       "' 3        13      13       --       --        2

Tunisia  .....................  20        8  ......  13      14         i       --1       --

Israel  .......................  18        10         8         2        13      16         2       --4       --1
Ecuador  ......................  18        7        4        3         9      9       --      --4        6

China  (Taiwan)  ............  18         2         1         1        12      12        --        --         3
Mauritius  ....................  16        6        3         3        12      12       --      --3         1ÿ

Burma  .......................  15         4  ......  10     10       --       --        2

Jordan  ......................  15         2  ......                            9      9       --        2        2
Netherlands Antilles  .........  15        12        6        5         8      8       --      --4       --

Costa Rica  ..................  14        5         3        2         9      10         1       --1         1
Panama  .....................  14         6         4         2         7       7        --       --2         2

Guyana  ......................  13        7        2        5        9     10        1      --2      --1

Southern Rhodesia  ...........  13         7  ......                              7       7        --       --3i        2J

Trinidad and Tobago  ........  13         6         1         5         5       6         1      --1         3ÿ

Chile  .......................  13        12        9        3         8      10        2      --7         1
Barbados  ....................  13         5         2         3        10      11        --       --2        --
Republic of Viet-Nam  .......  13         1        --         1        12      12        --        --        --

Uruguay  .....................  12       16       15        1        8     11        3     --12
Jamaica  .....................  12        6        3        3        9     10        1      --2      --12
Philippines  ...................  12        4        2        2        8      9       __      __1k      __1

Nigeria  ......................  11         2        2         1         8      8       --      --1         1
Sierra Leone  .................  11         5         2         3         7       8         1       --2         1

Republic of Korea  ..........  10         3         3         1         6       6        --        --         2

Indiam  .......................  10          3          2          1          7       8          1         --
Togo  ........................  10        2        1        1        9     10       --       --       --

Ghana  ......................  9        3        2        2        11      11       --      ---4
Honduras  ....................  9         1        --         1         8       8         1        --        --

Bolivia  ......................  9        4        3         1         7      8        2      --3         1
Guatemala  ...................  8         2         1        --         7       7        --       --1        --

Source:  Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics.

aFor the following countries, the period differs from
that stated: Burma, 1960/61-1962/63  (fiscal years ending
30  September);  Honduras,  1961-1963;  Barbados,  Costa
Rica,  Guyana, Israel,  Malaysia,  Republic  of  Viet-Nam,
Uruguay,  1962-1964; United Arab Republic,  1960-1961;
India, Nigeria, 1960/61-1962/63 (fiscal years beginning 1
April); Trinidad and Tobago, 1960-1962;  Sierra Leone,
1962/63-1963/64  (fiscal years ending 31  March);  Togo,
1963-1964.

b Countries are  arranged in descending order of per-
centage of disposable income to gross domestic product.

c Disposable income of Government is the current income
available for the purchase of goods and services. It is
defined as the sum of direct and indirect taxes and other
incomes, minus subsidies and net transfers to households

and private non-profit institutions. Disposable income ex-
cludes transfers to and from abroad.

aNet transfers are shown with a reversal of sign as a
deduction from government income.

e Other income is defined as the income from property
and entrepreneurship minus interest on the public debt.

f Income from property and entrepreneurship only.
g Current transfers to households and non-profit institu-

tions only.
h Including depreciation.
i IneIuding current transfers to and from the rest of the

world.
J No imputation is made for the rental value of govern-

ment buildings.
k Current transfers from household sector included in

direct taxes.
1 Income from property and entrepreneurship only, which

includes savings of public corporations.
ra Data based on net domestic product at factor cost.

the numbers taken on to the government payroll are
capable of specific and strict control. This is par-
ticularly important in the many cases in which the
Government is called upon to provide some new
service: efficiency demands careful co-ordination of
capital outlays, current expenditures and manpower
requirements--all budgeted ahead in the framework
of the development plan.

Similar considerations .apply to those parts of the
pub!it sector that are revenue-earning. The need in

the first instance is for efficient management--the
provision of the service in question at the lowest
possible cost--and experience has shown that the
temptation to take on more than the necessary staff
tends to be even more acute in such public enter-
prises than in the civil service proper. From the
point of view of government expenditure, however,
comparable importance attaches to pricing policy.
In normal circumstances, there is every reason for
requiring public entities to pay their way: if stren,u-
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Table 44. Developing countries: elasticities of general government current revenue
and expenditure, 1955-1965ÿ

(Ratio, percentage change in item to change in groÿs domestic prod,ÿct)

Government                           Taxes
Countr2ÿb                                 disposable                                                  Cÿrrent

income         Total        Direct        Indirect     expenditure

Netherlands Antilles  ..............  4.7         9.6        11.5         7.2        12.9

Nigeriac  ..........................  3.9        2.3       --1.5         5.2        4.1

Republic of Korea  .................  1.8         1.3         1.6         1.2         1.0
Indiaa  .............................  1.6         1.9         1.4         2.1         1.8

Mauritius  .........................  1.4         1.8        0.7        2.6        2.0

Southern Rhodesia  .................  1.4         1.1         1.0         1.3         1.7

Philippines  ........................  1.4        1.5        !.9e       1.4f        1.4

Ecuador  ...........................  1.2         1.3         2.8         0.8         1.2
Panama  ...........................  1,1         1.4         2.1         1.0         1.0

Chile  ..............................  1.1         1.3         1.2         1.3         1.0

Israel  .............................  1.1         1.2         1.2         1.2         0.9

Peru  ..............................  1.1         1.4         1.2         1.5         1.3
Burma  ............................  1.1         0.7         0.9         0.6g        1.6
Jamaica  ...........................  1.0         1.7         1.8h        1.7i        1.4

Costa Rica  ........................  1.0         1.1         1.7         0.9         1.8

Uruguay  ..........................  1,0         1.1         1.4        0.8         1.5
Trinidad and Tobago  .............  1.0         0.9         1.0         0.9         1.0

Colombia  .........................  0.9         1.0         1.1         0.9         1.1
Zambia  ............................  0.9         1.3         0.1         8.1         2.7

China (Taiwan)  ...................  0.9        0.7        0.5        0.8        0.9

Barbados  .........................  0.7         0.7         0.5         0.8         1.3

GhanaJ  ............................  0.7        1.4        2.6        1.1        1.4
Guyana  ...........................  0.6        0.8        0.9        0.7        1.2
Honduras  .........................  0.5         0.7         0.5         0.Sk        1.2

Guatemala  .........................  0.4        0.7        0.2        0.9        1.3

Source:  Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on Yem'book  of National
Accounts  Statistics,  1966  (United  Nations
publication, S,ales No.: 67.XVII.14).

a For the ÿollowing countries, the period dif-
fers from that stated: Barbados, Costa Rica,
Guyana, Israel, Uruguay, 1955-1964; Honduras,
19'55-1963; Burma 1954/55-1962/63 (fiscal years
ending 30 September); India, Nigeria, 1955/
56-1962/63 (fiscal years beginning 1 April);
Trinidad and Tobago, 1955-1962; Netherlands
Antilles, 1957-1965.

b Countries are arranged in descending order
according to elasticities of government dispos-
able income.

e Gross domestic product at factor cost.

d Net domestic product at factor cost.

e Including current transfers from households
and private non-profit institutions.

Including surpluses of the Bureau of Posts
and Telecommunications.

g Including current transfers from public cor-
porations.

Including taxes on land.

i Excluding taxes on land.

J Central  government  (including social  se-
curity funds).

k Including profits of government enterprises.

ous efforts are made to hold down costs, prices
can well be set at least to cover them, including
appropriate allowances for depreciation. In many
developing countries, power and water enterprises
and even transport services earn significant profits
to pass on to government revenue. Where, for social
reasons or as part of development tactics, such
services are provided at less than cost, the nature
and size of the subsidy paid to them from the budget
need to be given due scrutiny and publicity.

Even with the most stringent control on expen-
ditures, government savings are unlikely to expand
unless appropiate action is taken on the revenue side.
Though over-all tax yields are generally much lower
in developing countries than in more advanced
countries, the problem of increasing them is by no
means simple. The tax base is often rather narrow
and there are great administrative difficulties in

broadening it. In many cases it continues to be
convenient to derive a high proportion of revenue
from the foreign trade sector, either through import
or export duties on commodities moving in or out, or
through direct taxes on the income of the individuals
or corporations producing or trading in those com-
modities. Against the convenience and efficiency of
such taxes is their general unresponsiveness to the
course of development. The process of import substi-
tution tends to undermine the basis of customs
revenue, beginning very often with the consumer
goods which once yielded the bulk of the duty
collected. A decline in the world price of major
export commodities can similarly reduce the yield
of taxes on the export sector.

While there has been some tendency for the rela-
tive contribution of direct taxes to increase in
developing countries in recent years, indirect taxes
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Table 45. Developing countries: changes in levels of general governmenÿt savings, consumption and
disposable income, 1955-1957 to 1963-1965ÿ

(Percentage of gross domestic product)

Net     Consump-     Dispos-      Total
C°untryb                   savings       tion          able         tax

income     receipts

Republic of Korea  ............  4        --         4

Israel  .......................  3       --2         1
Chile  ........................  1       --        1

Panama  .....................  1        --         1

Nigeriae  .....................  1         3         4

Ecuador  .....................  --         1         2

Philippines  ..................  --         2         2
Trinidad and Tobago  .........  --        --        --

Indiai  .......................  --        2         1
China  (Taiwan)  ............  --1       --1       ---2

Southern Rhodesia  ...........  --1         2         2

Peru  ........................  --1         2         1

Colombia  ....................  --i         1       --I

Mauritius  ....................  --1         3         2
Burma  .......................  --1         2        --

Jamaica  .....................  --i         2       --
Honduras  ...................  --i        --       --I

Netherlands Antilles  .........  --2         4         2

Guyana  ......................  --3         1       --2
Costa Riea  ..................  --3         3        --

Guatemala  ...................  --3         1       --2

Ghanao  ......................  --3         1       --2

Barbados  ....................  --3         1       --2

Uruguay  ....................  --4        4       --
Zambia  ......................  --6        5       --1

Direct taxes                      Indirect taxes

Total     Hoÿse-    Corpo-    Totale    Taxes   Subsi-
hold      rate                          dies

2         1       --     --       1       1     --I
3         1         1      --       3       2      --
4        2        2a    .__a     1      2      1
2        2        2       1      --     --     --
2      --2  ......  4      3     --

2      3      1    2   --i   --1    --
2        1        1ÿ      1      1      lg    --ÿ

2        --        --       1       2       2      --
--3    --1     --   --1   --2   --2    --

1        --               ....       2       1     --1
3      1    "'1-    --    2    3    --

3      --1       --    --!       4      4     --
--1        --       .  .....  --1     --1J     --

4         1         1      ÿ     2      21     --
--1  ....  1      __m    __n

4        3        3      --       1       1      --
--I        --       --    --1     --1     --1      --
1         1         1  ....
--I       --I  .....

2         1        2     --       1       1      --
--2      --1      --1      --     --    --1     --1
2        4        4     --    --1     --2     --
2      --5  ......  7      7     --

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
National Accounts Statistics, 1966 (United Nations pnb,lica-
tion, Sales No.: 67.XVI.14).

a For the following countries, the period differs from that
stated: Barbados, Costa Riea, Israel, Uruguay, 1955-1957
to 1962-1964; Guyana, 1955-1956 to 1963-1964; Honduras,
1955-1957 to 1961-1963; Burma, 1954/55-1956/57 to 1960/
61-1962/63  (fiscal years ending 30  September);  India,
Nigeria, 1955/56-1957/58 to 1960/61-1962/63 (fiscal years
beginning 1 April); Trinidad and Tobago, 1955-1957 to
1960-1962; Netherlands Antilles, 1957-1959 to 1%3-!965.

b Countries are arranged in descending order of change
in percentage of net savings to gross domestic product

c Indirect taxes minus subsidies.

a Direct taxes on unincorporated enterprises included in
direct taxes on corporations.

e Gross domestic product at factor cost.
Including current transfers from households and private

non-profit institutions.
g Including surpluses of the Bureau of Posts and Tele-

communications.
Including losses of the Bureau of Posts and Telecom-

munications.
i Percentage of net domestic product at factor cost.
J Including current transfers from public corporations.
k Including taxes on land.
1 Excluding taxes on land.
m Including profits of government enterprises.
n Including losses of government enterprises.
O Central government  (including social security funds).

still account for the bulk of total collections in most
cases (see table 46). And even where direct taxes
provide more than half, they are often derived from
export industries--as in the case of Chile, Nether-
lands Antilles, Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela and
Zambia, for example--so that many of their essential
features are the same as those of the indirect taxes
levied on the commodities concerned. The expansion
of such tax revenue is linked more closely to the
evolution of world markets than to the domestic
growth of the economy in question.

There is an urgent need in many developing coun-
tries to find new tax sources, particularly sources
that have a high growth potential, and hence assure
the public sector of its share of total output. Whether
this means new direct taxes on incomes or new in-
direct taxes on domestic sales or purchases, it is

likely to involve a reorganization of the system of
tax administration. In many countries, improvements
in fiscal administration are needed irrespective o5
changes that may be made in the tax base. Defective
legislation and poor collection procedures often re-
duce tax revenue well below the amounts actually
due. Exemption levels are sometimes rather high,
important sources of income go untaxed, and evasion
is difficult to prevent. In these circumstances, sim-
plification of both laws and procedures would help
to improve performance. Taxpayers need to know
and understand their obligations and to be put into
a position of being able to fulfil them with the
minimum of administrative difficulty.

How far the tax system should go in putting
resources into government hands is a question ÿor
each country to decide. In the least developed coun-
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Table 46. Developing countries: level of government total tax receipts
and components, average 1955-1957 and 1963-1965

Countr2ÿ"                         Period

Uruguay  ..............

Israel  .................

Tunisia  ...............

Chile  ..................

Zambia  ...............

Netlaerlands Antilles ...

Mauritius  .............

Guyana  ...............

Peru  .................

Ecuador  ...............

Venezuela  .............

Barbados  ..............

Jamaica  ...............

Southern Rhodesia  ....

Costa Rica  ............

Burmae  ...............

China (Taiwan)  .......

Ghanag  ................

Panama  ...............

Philippines  ............

Bolivia  ................

Trinidad and Tobago ...

Colombia  ..............

Indi#  .................

Nigeriak  ...............

Jordan  ................

Honduras  ..............

1955-1957               25               52              48
1962-1%4       28       42        58
1955-1957              22               61               39
1962-1964       26       61        39
1960-1962                22                66                34
t963-1%5     22     65     35
1955-1957               18               44               56
1%3-1965     22     45     55
1955-1957              20               15               85
1963-1965               21               47               53
1957-1959               16              44               56
1963-1965               20               41               59
1955-1957               15               57              43
1963-1965        18       68       32
1955-1956               18               65               35
1963-1964               17               63               37
1955-1957               13               63               37
1963-1965     16     66     34
1955-1957               14               72              28
1963-1965     16     57     43
1960-1962     17     54     46
1963-1%5               16              46               55
1955-1957               18               63               37
1962-1964     16     66     34
1955-1957         12         63e        37
1963-1965         16         62e        38
1955-1957         14         46         54
1963-1965         15         49         51
1955-1957         14         73         27
1962-1964     15     68     32
1955-1957       15       71f      29
1961-1963       14       69ÿ      31
1955-1957       17       84       16
1963-1965       14       87       13
1955-1957        12       84        16
1963-1965        14       77       23
1955-1957        12       63       37
1963-1965        14       54       46
1955-1957       10       74a      26
1963-1965       12       71h      29
1958-1960        12       61        39
1963-1965        12       66       34
1955-1957        13        51        49
1%0-1962        12        50        50
1955-1957        11       6!        39
1963-1965        11        57       43
1955-1957        9       69       31
1960-1962        11        73       27
1955-1957        9        57       43
1960-1962        11        79       21
1959-1961        10        84        16
1962-1964        11        84        16
1955-1957        10       851       15
1961-1963        10       86a       14

Total tax    Indirect              Direct taxes
receipts      taxes

.,ercZ° f o, to£ r °r  eip 

3
2
7
7

19b
15b

46
56
33
32

34
35
37b
40b

33     24
27    32
25     19
17     15
28     7
27       10
27        10
20        14
10       !8
20     23
41     5
49     6
20       16
20     14
27a      10
21a      17

13       14
12     20

9     7
6     7
14     1
11        12
14     23
16       30
9     10
12     17i
6     33
8     26
41     8
38        12
14       24
19       23
5     25
9     18

;

8     7
10     5
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Table 46. Developing countries: leve! of government total tax receipts
and components, average 1955-1957 and 1963-1965 (continued)

Total tax     Indirect                Direct taxes
receipts       taxes

Countrya                           Period        (percentage                 Total     Corporate  Household
of GDP)           (Percentage of total tax receipts)

Guatemala  ............  1955-1957        10        75        25         8        17
1963-1965         9       80       20        4       !6

Republic of Korea  ......  1955-1957         7        70        30         4        26
1963-1965         9        65        35         9        26

Source:  Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on Yearbook  of National
Accounts  Statistics,  1966  (United  Nations
publications, Sales No.: 67.XVII.14).

a Countries are arranged in descending order
of percentage of total tax receipts to gross
domestic product for 1963-1965.

b Direct taxes on unincorporated enterprises
included in direct taxes on corporations.

e ]Excluding taxes on land.
a Including taxes on land.
e Fiscal years ending 30 September.

Including  current  transfers  from  pÿblic
corporations.

g Central government  (including social se-
curity funds).

h Including surpluses of the Bureau of Posts
and Telecommunications.

iincluding current transfers from households
and private non-profit institutions.

J Fiscal years beginning 1 April. Percentage
of net domestic product at factor cost.

k Fiscal years beginning 1 April. Percentage
of gross domestic product at factor cost.

1 Including profits of government enterprises.

tries there is little in the way of a capital market,
and where the government has special responsibilities
for investment for economic growth there is need
for a much greater saving effort in the public sector
than in the case of more industrialized countries.
Even in low-income countries, however, the tax
system needs to be designed as far as possible to
tap funds that wouId otherwise be used for consump-
tion; transferring savings from the private to the
public sector is better accomplished by borrowing.
The Government's role in these circumstances is to
augment national savings, not merely arrange for
their transfer.

directed saving. In the present context, no attempt
can be made to provide a systematic review of this
complex of problems; all that is possible is to point
out a few of the events and experiences of recent
years that seem to throw light on priorities or
solutions.

Private savings

As indicated above, the private sector has pro-
vided most of the savings of the deve!oping countries
in recent years. It is probable--though this cannot
be documented--that in most deve!oping countries
the bulk of the private saving is generated in the
business sector. The growth of private saving is
closely related to the growth in total income. The
challenge of economic development is in part to
reverse this link: if saving rates can be raised, the
rise in income will follow, making the next round
in the growth of savings that much easier.

To raise private savings ratios is a complex task
involving simultaneous action on a number of fronts,
including the general economic environment, fiscal
and monetary policy, and the creation or stimulation
of various mechanisms to tap the income structure
at the strategic points where savings might emerge.
The combination of instruments likely to be most
effective will differ from case to case, depending not
only on the size of incomes and the way they accrue
but also on personal attitudes regarding the future
in general and the function and form of savings in
particular, as well as on the existing institutional
arrangements for  facilitating gainful  investment-

One feature that stands out in a number of de-
veloping countries is the strenÿh of old customs
and attitudes. The preference for holding assets in
some physical form--!and in some countries, cattle
in others, gold or other precious metal in yet others--
has proved quite intractable and would seem to point
to two conclusions. The first relates to the impor-
tance of confidence and stability: the more doubt
there is about these in the minds of individuals,
the less willing are they likely to be to see their
savings mobilized in an investible form. The second
relates to the continuing need both for education
and for the spread of easy and accessible savings
mechanisms; the latter often seem to be the best
means of providing the former.

When the reluctance is not too deep-seated and
the doubts are only marginal, saving can be stimu-
lated by economic incentives. In a number of coun-
tries-including Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Thai-
land--the evidence suggests that personal saving
tends to respond to an increase in interest rates.
India has attracted small savings into low-denomina-
tion bonds with the offer of an interest rate that
rises with the length of the loan. A lottery com-
ponent has successfully been built into savings plans
and sales of government bonds in Pakistan and in
several Latin American countries. The setting up
of a Deposit Insurance Corporation in India in 1962
resulted in a sharp increase in the number of savings
accounts in insured banks. Bonds with a gold clause
or a cost-of-living-index link have been successful
in increasing personal lending to the Government
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in Israel and elsewhere. India and a number of
other countries exempt the interest earned on small
savings from income-tax.

One of the most tested means of providing a
trusted and accessible outlet for personal savings
has beeI1 the system of post office savings banks.
Still expanding in a number o.f countries--including
India, Sudan and United Arab Republic--post office
savings have been losing ground to more dynamic
institutions  elsewhere,  especially the commercial
banks which in some ,countries .have spread much
further into the rural areas in recent years. Partly as
a result of more intense advertising and the offer of
higher interest rates, savings and time deposits in
such institutions have risen very vigorously in recent
years in quite a number of developing countries
(see table 47).

Table 48.
force, 1955o1966

(Percentage of gross domestic product)

Developing countries: life insurance in

Table 47. Developing countries: time and savings
deposits, 1955-1965

Cost ot'
1955      1965     Growth in real    living

value, 1955-1965
Country            (Percentage     (average annual   index,

of gross        growth rate,     1965
domestic producÿ)   percentage)a    (1955100)

Ceylon  ...........  7       7         13         113

Chile  ............  2      3         12       1,280
Colombia  ........  3       3          3         280

Ecuador  .........  2       3          8         119

Ghana  ...........  1       4         12         183

Guatemalab  ......  1       5        25         100

India b  ...........  5       8         7         174

Iraq  ............  3       5         13         114
Jamaica  .........  9      16         12         134
Mexicob  ........  2      3         12         149

Moroccoe  .......  2       2          1         129

Pakistanb  .......  2      6        16        129

Panama  .........  2       6         18         104

Peru  ............  7      9         8        233
Philippines  ......  6      12         12         140
Republic of Korea   1       5         32         356
Thailand  ........  2      10         25         121
United Arab

Republic  ......  5      10         !4        126
Venezuelaa  ......  4       7         14         111

£ource: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Na{ions Secretariat, based on
International Monetary Fund, International Financial Stcÿ-
tistics (Washington, D.C.).

aDeflated by cost of living index.
b Time deposits only; for India, national income, instead

of gross domestic product.
e 1958 instead of 1955.
a Time and foreign currency deposits.

Savings banks as such have not made much head-
way in the developing countries. Recently, however,
a special effort was launched with Alliance for Pro-
gress support in a number of Latin American coun-
tries to organize building societies or savings and
loan associations with a view to financing residential
housing.

Life insurance has also undergone a recent upsurge
(see table 48). In some countries, this reflects the
expansion of middle-income urban population groups.

1955        1960        1966a

3      6
1      2
2     4

11        14
18     21
3     3
9     6
15     17
7     21
9     18
3      6
6     5
17     21
4     12
4     8
2        ...

9        ...

Country

Argentina  ................  4

Chile  ....................  1
China  (Taiwan)  .........  3

Colombia  .................  10
Costa Rica  ...............  12

Ecuador  ..................  3
Guatemala  ................  8

India  ....................  11
Israel  ....................  5

Mexico  ..................  7

Pakistan  ....................

Peru  .....................  6
Philippines  ...............  11
Republic of Korea  ...........

Thailand  .................  6

Uruguay  .................  3
Venezuela  ................  7

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
International Monetary Fund, International Financial Sta-
tistics; Life Insurance Fact Book, 1967 (New York).

a 1965 in some cases.

In  several  Latin  American  countries---including
Colombia, Mexico and Venezuela--it reflects re-
vision of insurance legislation and reorganization
of the companies: based on new mortality tables
and a more favourable premium structure, insurance
has been made more attractive, even in an infla-
tionary environment.

The spread of social security programmes and
provident funds has also tapped the savings of large
numbers of families. They have added to the savings
of the economy during the building-up and during
subsequent expansion. Their contribution has been
greatest in some of the Asian countries, including
Ceylon, India, Malaysia and the Philippines.

More directly linked to industrial investment have
been the financiercÿx pioneered in Mexico in the
1930's. Originally attracting short-term lending by
offering relatively high interest rates, these institu-
tions have spread to many Latin American countries.
In Mexico they have lost their preferential status and
are now subject to the same reserve requirements
as other lending institutions. Selling more of their
own bonds as a result, they still have considerable
appeal to middle-income and upper-income groups.

These groups have also been encouraged to save
more by the attraction of mutual funds, allowing
for a wider spread of risks among different invest-
ments that would otherwise be beyond the range
of most individuals. Such funds have begun tapping
personal savings in a number of countries, including
Chile, India, Mexico and Pakistan. In Colombia,
mutual funds seem to have served a useful purpose
in recent years in educating the public both as to
investment techniques and as to information in the
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field of corporate finance. In India and Pakistan,
the Government has played a part in the movement
by setting up low-denomination unit trusts 'based
on corporate shares.

Innovations in the means of stimulating corporate
savings have been fewer. Perhaps the most impor-
tant is a tendency for Governments to allow a more
rapid writing-off of capital expenditure. This has
helped to meet the proMems posed by the speeding
up of technological change. It has also helped to
meet the particular problems encountered by firms
operating in an inflationary economy where historical
cost has little relevance to replacement cost at the
end of even a short-lived capital asset. Depreciation
periods of less than five years for plant and equip-
ment are not uncommon.

In this area, .Governments still face a number of
dilelrmaas. Higher taxes on Business incomes may
merely transfer savings to the public sector rather
than increase the total volume of savings. Higher
taxes on distributed earnings than on retained earn-
ings may encourage re-investment, but use of the
funds by shareholders might have resulted in an
investment pattern more productive from the point
of view of the economy as a whole. In a developing
country, indeed, some additional movement of capital
may often be desirable, helping to create a more
effective capital market and thus improve the effi-
ciency of resource allocation.

The channelling of savings into productive
investÿ,ent

for the purpose of creating viable enterprises. The
building up of confidence in the institutions consti-
tuting a securities market has proved to be a slow
process, especially in countries with a long experi-
ence of economic instability. Part of the process lies
in the improvement of the legal foundations of
corporate activity--especially in respect of the issuing
of new securities and transactions in issued stock
--both in the company law itself and in government
supervision and court procedures  and practices.
Models and formulae are rarely transferable from
one country to another without careful adaptation to
the local institutional framework and customs. Such
adaptation has been continuing in recent years, but
there is no quick solution.

,Governments in some developing countries have
sought to spread the practice of security holding by
issuing their own bonds in forms designed to be
attractive--low denominations, favourable interest
rates, lottery prize incentives, guarantees of pur-
chasing power, tax exemptions. Encouragement has
also been given--in Mexico and elsewhere--to the
public issue of shares by concerns enjoying govern-
ment financial support. Efforts have also been made
to strengthen the capital market ,by the filling of
institutional gaps. Among the facilities found most
useful for mobilizing capital have been the arrange-
ments made for underwriting new issues. Some Gov-
ernments have also taken steps to create a local
money market, facilitating transactions in short-term
obligations and thus putting to use funds that would
otherwise be idle.

Many of the institutional innovations mentioned
in the previous sections serve not only to facilitate
the saving process but also to channel the resulting
funds into the economy. In their efforts to promote
growth, diversification or other social or economic
objectives, however, Governments in the developing
countries have also sought hy various means to in-
fluence the direction in which the savings flow. In
most cases, this has meant efforts to stimulate the
flow as such (that is, to prevent it from stagnating
in relatively unproductive pools), the provision of
special incentives to direct the flow in particularly
desired uses and the creation of institutions to carry
out or support particular types of investment.

The more general efforts to increase mobility have
Been aimed at improving the market for capital which
in many developing countries is still a very ineffec-
tual mechanism, reflecting not o.nly the smallness of
per capita incomes and the skewness of their dis-
tribution but also the prevalence of family concerns,
the narrowness of the corporate bases and unfamil-
iarity with various techniques for pooling resources

One of the most widespread of these new insti-
tutions has been the development corporation. In
many countries, such entities have been established
to provide the longer-term finance not available from
the commercial banks. In some cases, they have been
designed as general multipurpose financing organ-
isms, in other cases they have been more specialized
--charged with the provision of resources for specific
sectors, particu}arly industry. Specialization has led
in some cases to the acquisition of expertise in tech-
nical fields which could also be put at the disposaI
of the economy through consultation services. In
other cases, the specialization has been of a regional
nature--as in the case of the Guyana Development
Corporation in Venezuela and the Banco del Norte
in Brazil.

s It has 13een estimated that 70 per cent of all locally
issued securities are held by 1 per cent of all shareholders
in the case of Colombia, and by about 5 per cent in the case
of Chile.

The most important contribution of these bodies
has usually been in connexion with new enterprises
which, because of the inadequacies of the local capital
market, tend to experience great difficulty in obtain-
ing finance. The development corporations themselves
have often faced a financial problem: they have been
more active in lending than in seeking to tap private
savings and, by lending for long-term investment,
they have proved very slow in becoming revolving
funds. In the face of low earnings and difficulties in
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selling participations, they have often remained de-
pendent on continuing inflow of public funds. In
some cases, however, efforts have been made to in-
duce other institutions, such as commercial banks,
to acquire corporation securities.  Some of these
corporations, moreover, have been the vehicle through
which external funds have been channelled into in-
dustry either directly or indirectly, through their
encouragement of foreign entrepreneurs to invest
in local firms. Development corporations, such as
CORFO in Chile, the Industrial Development Bank
in India, the National Financiera in Mexico and the
Industrial Development Bank in Pakistan among
others, provide guarantees for foreign suppliers and
investors.

In recent years, more of these corporations have
been formed in the private sector, though not nec-
essarily without public support, sometimes both from
the national Government and from international lend-
ing institutions. Even more than some of the public
bodies, these private development corporations have
tended to provide not only medium-term and long-
term capital but also managerial and technical guid-
ance both in identifying investment opportunities
and in setting up enterprises to exploit them. Their
contribution in these fields is difficult to measure,
but some idea of its potential importance may be
inferred from the fact that in the first seven years
of its existence, the Pakistan Industrial Credit and
Investment Corporation was responsible for about
half of that country's total private investment in
industry.

EXPORT EARNINGS

As indicated in chapter I, one of the main factors
inhibiting the growth of income in many developing
countries has been an inability to expand exports
at a sufficiently rapid pace. Although most countries
have succeeded in recent years in broadening their
domestic economic base, thereby lessening their ex-
treme dependence on foreign trade, exports gen-
erally constituted a higher proportion of gross prod-
uet in the mid-1960's than in the mid-1950's. Thus,
for most developing countries, foreign trade re-
mains a key variable in the development equation.
In particular, it is the means for obtaining the
plant and equipment required for achieving increased
rates of capital formation. Beyond providing the
essential import component of investment, export
earnings are also a major determinant of incomes
and of the domestic savings which finance the bulk
of capital formation.

The range of export performance among the de-
veloping countries in recent years has been an ex-
tremely wide one and the reasons for these differ-
ences in results have been equally diverse. The initial
size of the export sector--and such associated factors
as commercial know-how and experience, port fa-
cilities and the existence of substantial traditiona!

markets--has not had a decisive bearing on the
ability of countries to increase exports. Indeed, as
may be seen from table 49, a number of the countries
whose exports grew comparatively rapidly between
1955 and 1965 had relatively small export sectors
at the beginning of the period. Exports in a number
of the largest exporting nations, such as Argentina,
Brazil, India and Venezuela, have in fact grown
quite slowly. Moreover, the degree of success in
diversifying markets does not seem to have been a
decisive factor in contributing to export success or
failure. With the loosening of traditional trade ties,
many developing countries have broadened their ex-
port markets geographically though not always with
discernible effects on the rate of growth in trade.
Where a country's main traditional market is enjoy-
ing vigorous growth, the need for diversification
--whatever may be its long-range merits in other
respects, such as promoting stability of earnings--is
obviously less acute than when a major market is
languishing.

Problems of coÿnmodity composition

Among the many factors that have contributed
to the wide range of developing-country export ex-
perience, one of the more important has been com-
modity composition. Because of the predominance
of primary products in exports, earnings depend
greatly on the growth in world demand for the com-
modities in question. As indicated in chapter V, this
has differed markedly from one item to another,
mineral products generally having fared better than
agricultural.

Though the market for many of the items ex-
ported by developing countries has often to be ac-
cepted as given, the exporting country is not wholly
without the means of improving its position. If the
country's contribution to world supply is small, it
can increase the volume of its exports without fear
of unduly  (and adversely)  affecting price. The
quality of the export has also been shown to be a
significant determinant o,f salability and unit value.
Thus, an important element in performance has been
the orientation, thrust and vigour of the country's
development efforts and, in particular, the emphasis
placed by both private and public sectors on the
promotion of production for export). ©he aspect of
this has been the emphasis placed on the develop-
ment of manufacturing industries and success in de-
veloping manufactured products for export markets.

Where a country has placed reliance in the main
on traditional primary products, a major determinant
of its export success has been the growth in external
demand for the product in question. The relatively
slow growth in exports of a number of countries
may be explained in part by their heavy dependence
on products for which the growth in world demand
was sluggish, as in the case of Argentina (wheat),
Brazil  (coffee), India  (jute and tea), Mexico
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Table 49. Growth in exports of developing countries, 1955-1965

Countrya

Total exportsb                      Proportion of total exports

1955.        1964-       Growth, 1955-1965        accountednaÿionalfOrmarketsb:Y 3 main

195ÿnilllons o!f965      Valueb   Quant¢ÿm¢

rate)

Libya  .................  13       708
Republic of Korea  ....  22        147
Israel  .................  99       401
China (Taiwan)  .......  121        442
Iran  ...................  440      1,279

Sierra Leone  ..........  33         92
Liberia  ................  51        131

Cambodia  .............  40         97
Jordan  ................  11         26

Peru  ..................  288       666

Trinidad and Tobago ..          180       404
Panama  ...............  34         75
H.ong Kong  ...........  503       1,078

Jamaica  ...............  102       215
Lebanon  ...............  37        77

Surinam  ...............  29         54
Nigeria  ...............  374        676
Honduras  .............  62        111

Philippines  ............  427       755
Thailand  ..............  348        608

Argentina  .............  937      1,452
United Arab Republic ..          414       572
Pakistan  ..............  371        511

Mexico  ................  810      1,100

Venezuela  .............  1,995      2,724

India  ..................  1,288       1,718
Bolivia  ................  79        102

Chile  ..................  507       655
Brazil  .................  1,453       1,513

Burma  ................  239        232

57
24
17
16
13
13
11
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
7
7
7
7
6
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
1

40
20
17
11
13
9

15

9
11
11

13

10
5
7
6
2f

--2ÿ

3
--2

4
1

--3f

72       69
88       69
48           36
60           60
28           35
83       94
92           75
73       45
75           48
58       54
48       56
96a          82a
35           46
90           84
29           39
89              89e
86       62
82           79
81        84
68           43e
45           38
30       35
40           30
85       67
78       68
48           40
90       86
71       57
59           50
42           34

Soÿrce: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on United Nations, Yearbook
of International Trade Statistics; International
Monetary Fund, International Financial Sta-
tistics•

a Countries are ranked in descending order
of increase in total export value.

b Values based on data in current dollars.
Growth rates calculated as compound rates of
change between first two years and last two
years of period.

c Based on either International Financial Sta-
tistics quantum index, 1958 ÿ 100, or Yearbook
of International Trade Statistics data converted
to 1960 prices.

d Not including undervaluation adjustment for
bananas, but including exports of petroleum
products to the Canal Zone.

e '1963-1964.

fBased on volume of: rice for Burma; jute
fÿ>r Pakistan; cotton for United Arab Republic;
petroleum for Venezuela.

(coffee, cotton), Pakistan (cotton and jute). In a
number of instances, the country's exports were ad-
versely affected by the failure to expand supply
more vigorously, as in the case of Argentina (meat),
Bolivia (tin), Burma (rice) and Chile (copper)
(see table 50).

Jordan (phosphates) ; Liberia (iron ore) ; Trinidad
and Tobago (petroleum).

A number of countries achieved high rates of ex-
ports growth by entering a large or rapidly growing
market for a primary or semi-manufactured product
or by expanding their previous participation in a
large or dynamic market. The former situation is
exemplified by Panama (petroleum) and Peru (fish
meal); there are many examples of the latter, in-
cluding Cambodia (rice); Iran (petroleum prod-
ucts) ; Israel (citrus fruits) ; Jamaica (alumina) ;

While a majority of the countries with high rates
of growth of exports depended principally on one
or more primary products to achieve rapid growth
in export earnings, in a number of instances a large
part of the increase was due to the development or
expansion of a market for manufactured products.
Manufactures exports have tended to grow more
rapidly than the traditional exports of many coun-
tries and, consequently, have generally come to ac-
count for an increasing share of total exports (see
table 51). In several countries the growth was
mainly concentrated in a single item, as in the case
of Israel (diamonds). In other instances the ex-
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Table 50. Developing countries: growth ÿm exports, total and main commodities, 1955-1965

Growth {n value                                  Principal expor# commoditiesb
of total exports,

Conntrya                          1955-1965b                                       Grawÿl% 1955-1965               Proportion of totÿrl
(annual             Main items,                                                   e.rports

percentage             1964-1965             Value          Quantuÿ

Libya  .......................

Republic of Korea  ..........

Israel  .......................

China (Taiwan)  .............

Iran  ........................

Sierra Leone  ................

Liberia  ......................

Cambodia  ...................

Jordan  ......................

Peru  .......................

Trinidad and Tobago  ........

Panama  ....................

Hong Kong  .................

Jamaica  .....................

Lebanon  ....................

Surinam  ....................

Nigeria  .....................

Honduras  ...................

Philippines  ..................

Thailand  ....................

Argentina  ...................

United Arab Republic  ........

Pakistan  ....................

Mexico  ......................

Venezuela  ...................

India  .......................

Bolivia  ......................

57         Petroleum                 e              e             __             98

24        Textiles and clothing    a             a           ...            25
Plywood                d            a           ...            10

17        Diamonds               30            12            23            36
Citrus fruits            15             7            38            20

16       Sugar                 5            2           52           21
Fruits and ,egetables  .........  21

Textile yarn, fabrics  .........  10

13        Petroleum               15            21e           75            88

13        Diamonds               36            13            22            59
Iron ore and

concentrates           12             5            35            16

11        Iron ore and
concentrates           32            24            17            70

Rubber                --1             2            72            23

10        Rice                    29            21            14            55
Rubber                  6             7            44            29

10        Natural phosphates     16            17            18            26
Tomatoes               10            10            12            10

10        Fish meal                e           58             1            22
Cotton                 6            2           27           13

9        Petroleum              10            a           77           82

9        Bananas                 4             2            71            46
Petroleum products      e             e            __            33

9        Textiles and clothing    11            ...             38            44

9       Sugar                 5            3           34           24
Alumina                14            16            15            23

9        Fresh fruit             8           192           17           19
Beans                    4            --            10             7

7        Bauxite                 7            3           79           78
7        Petroleum                e             d            __            21

Peanuts and oil        5             3            22            19

7        Bananas                 3             5            55            40
Coffee                  5            8           20           18

7        Coconut products        5                           39            60
Wood            14       "i2        11        36

6        Rice                     5             5            41            35
Rubber                  2             6            25            16

5       Meat                  4            4           24           23
Wheat                 5            6           21           21

4        Cotton                  3            2           72           53
Rice                       c              9             --             10

4        Jute and jute
products              2          --2g          46           34

Cotton                --3           --           25            12

4       Cotton              --3         --1          30          17
Coffee                 --2             2            13             8

4        Petroleum               6             4e           95            93

3        Jute products           3           ...            19           19
Tea                   --1            --            21            14

3        Tin                     5          --3ÿ          74           86
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Table 50. Developing countries: growth in exports, total and main commodities, 1955-1965 (continued)

Growth in value                                  Principal exports commoditiesb

of total exports,                                                                      Proportion of total
1955-1965                                       Growth, 1955-1965                     exports

C°ÿntrYa                         (annual)            Main items,
percentage             1964-1965             Value          Quantum

rate)                                      (Annual percentage rate)        1955-1956        1964-1965

3

1

Chile  .......................

Brazil  ......................

Burma  ......................

(Percentage)

Copper                   a             3            72            67
Iron ore                a           23            2           11

Coffee                 --3           --1            65            48
Cotton               --1            3            7            7

Rice                  --2          --3            75           63i
Oil-seed cake

and meal              10            13             3             6i

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of Infernational Trade Statistics;
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
Trade  Yearbook,  1966  (Rome);  International  Monetary
Fund, International Financial Statistics.

a Countries are ranked in descending order of increase
in total export value.

b Based on data in current dollars, except for growth in
quantum. Growth rates are calculated as compound rates

between first two years and last two years of period. In a
few cases the period is 1956-1963 or 1956-1964.

c Exports of item were nil or negligible at beginning of
period.

a Exports are not available in comparable categories for
1955-1956.

e Crude petroleum.
Major items.
Jute only.

h Tin ore.
1 1963-1964.

Table 51. Developing countries: growth in exports of manufactures," 1955-1965b

Growth in exports

Countryc                                 Total         Manufactures
(Annÿal percentage

Ratio, mannfactures to
total exports

1955-1956       1964-1965
rate)                           (Percentage)

24           71a            134          54a
17       21         53       72
16       60         5       48
13            10e            34           27e
10            16              8           15

Nigeria  ........................

Honduras  ......................
Philippines  .....................

Thailand  .......................
Argentina  ......................

United Arab Republic  ..........
Pakistan  .......................

Mexico  .........................

India  ...........................
Brazil  ..........................

Trinidad and Tobago  ...........
I-tong Kong  ....................

Jamaica  ........................
Lebanon  .......................
Surinam  .......................

9       11         78       85
9            11              76           87
9        14         11        17
9          --6             31             9
7        8         7        8
7        7          2        2
7            14              7           13
7        29          2        11
6            4             8            7
5            4             11            10

4        14         10        23
4        24          8        35
4            6              15           20
3            5r            44r          46
1             6              6            10

Republic of Korea  .............

Israel  ..........................
China (Taiwan)  ................

1ran  ...........................
Jordan  .........................

Soÿxee:  Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on United Nations, Yearbook
of ÿnternational Trade Statistics.

a Manufactures consist of the following SITC
categories: 012, 013, 032 (meat and fish, dried,
tinned or prepared) ; 046, 047, 048 (flour, milled
cereals  and  preparations) ;  052,  053,  055
(dried, preserved or prepared fruits and vege-
tables); 062, 073 (preparations of sugar and
chocolate) ; 091, 099 (margarine, shortening and
food preparations, nes); 11 (beverages); 122
(tobacco manufactures);  431  (processed oils
and fats); 243, 251 (shaped wood and pulp);

266, 267 (synthetic fibres and textile wastes);
332 (petroleum products) ; 5  (chemicals) ; 6
excluding 67 and 68 but including 681 (manu-
factures classified by material); 7 (machinery
and  transport  equipment);  8  (miscellaneous
manufactured articles).

b Rates are calculated as compound rates be-
tween first two years and last two years of
period; based on data in dollars.

e Countries are ranked in descending order
of increase in value of total exports.

d Growth rate,  1958-1965;  1958 and 1965,
respectively, for ratios.

e 1963-1964; growth rate, 1955-1964.
f1957-1958; growth rate, 1957-1965.
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pansion in exports of manufactures was more broadly
based, as in China (Taiwan), Hong Kong and the
Republic of Korea.

*Countries that have achieved large increases in
exports of manufactures have generally done so
through the development of a diverse range of
products.  Although certain products  or  product
groups have contributed more frequently than others
to increases in exports, individual countries have
benefited from the development of a fairly wide range
of manufactures, from the comparatively simple
(preserved fruits and plywood) to the complex
(electrical machinery). Among the items figuring
prominently in the exports of several such countries
are chemicals, textiles and clothing and petroleum
products (see table 52).

Several categories of countries may be distin-
guished in respect of their development of manu-
factures exports. Some countries have concentrated
successfully on the export of a manufacture closely
associated with a particular resource, such as Iran
(wool carpet.s) and Trinidad and Tobago (petrol-
eum products). Another group of countries has de-
veloped a successful manufactures export sector as
an outgrowth of its domestic industrialization effort,
as in the case of China (Taiwan) and the Republic
of Korea. In a third group of countries, where a
fairly advanced stage of industrialization has been
reached, a market for capital goods or sophisticated
engineering products has been developed, as in the
case of Argentina, Brazil and Hong Kong. This
has so far been on a rather small scale, but in a num-
ber of instances high rates of expansion have been
achieved.

Ezport policies

Both demand and supply factors have determined
the export fortunes of developing countries. Some
of the factors operating on the demand side have
been referred to elsewhere in this Survey (see espe-
cially chapters I and V). They include the growth
in the world economy itself, the income and price
elasticities of demand for the various commodities
exported by individual countries and the commercial
policies practised by trading partners. Other deter-
minants of export performance lie more within the
options open to the developing country itself. It is
on these factors, which operate mainly on the supply
side, that developing countries have policy decisions
to make and strategies to formulate. Government
policies to influence export supply may be general
(as in the case of most monetary and fiscal measures)
or specific (as in the case of the incentives offered
to individual exporters). As indicated in chapter II,
a development programme based on import substitu-
tion and development of locM industry can have
unfavourable results on the price competitiveness of
exports quite independently from those stemming

from inflationary pressures. An indiscriminate indus-
trialization effort may spread the country's resources
too thin, with a resulting failure to develop industries
in which it has a comparative advantage. This is
less likely to happen if, early in the industrialization
process, a degree of export orientation is considered
in designing governmental policies. If industrializa-
tion policies are outward-looking, Governments tend
to be more aware of price competitiveness and its
prerequisites in both economic and monetary aspects.

The experience of some of the countries that have
succeeded in expanding their exports of processed
and manufactured goods suggests that an open
economy provides a more promising base than does
a closed one. It is easier to draw on new technology
from abroad and to keep the domestic industry in
line with changes on external markets. Among the
features making for a favourable climate for a new
industry is the development of appropriate infra-
structure, including facilities for industrial research
and training and market research. The recent devel-
opment of the export sector in such countries as
China (Taiwan), Israel, Mexico, Peru and Republic
of Korea indicates that a favourable environment for
new industries includes relative monetary stability.
A system of export incentives--through favourable
tax treatment, for example---can also contribute to
rapid exports growth.

China (Taiwan) is one of the countries providing
examples of successful diversification and exports
growth adopted consciously as a principal objective
of economic policies. The industrialization process
was based initially on import substitution and re-
quired increasing imports of raw materials and
capital goods as well as larger markets for its output.
Because of the increasing need to import, exports
become an imperative goal of development. The
Government adopted a number of measures to attain
this goal. It undertook to diversify its export prod-
ucts, open new markets, improve quality by strict
inspection, avoid wasteful competition among ex-
porters by promoting unitary price quotation and
unified export operations. A number of incentives
were offered and necessary infrastructure facilities
were provided. Export promotional measures were
intensified. The resultant diversification proved very
successful. While sugar and rice accounted for 70 per
cent of total exports in 1950, textiles and cement
have since emerged as major export industries, with
canned foods, plywood, paper, chemicals and elec-
trical appliances also becoming important foreign
exchange earners.

A number of countries have sought to promote
exports through various incentives. Among the more
effective has 'been the provision of credit on favour-
able terms. This has frequently taken the form of
relatively long-term loans at comparatively low in-
terest rates for financing imports used directly as
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Table 52. Developing coun, tries:  growth in exports of main manufactm'es, 1955-1965ÿ

Growth,                                                                      Value,       Growth         Ratio to total
Countryb          manufactures                   Item                          SITC     1964-1965      rate      mamufactures exports

exports                                                   category    (millions     (annual    1955-1956   1964-1965
(annual rt*te)                                                        of dollars)      rate)        (Percentage)

Republic of Koreae ..      71

China (Taiwan)           60

Philippines  ..........  29'

Pakistan  ............  24

Israel  ...............  21

Irane  ................  10

United Arab Republic      14

Jordan  ..............  16

Honduras  ...........  14

Jamaica  .............  14

Hong Kong  .........  11

Trinidad and Tobago      11

Surinam  ............  8

Nigeria  .............  7

Brazil  ..............  6

Mexico  .............  6

India*  ...............  5

Argentina  ...........  4

Miscellaneous manufactured
articles                            8        34        a        7       37

Plywood                         631.2       18                          19
Cotton fabrics              652      11     "3i     42     11
Textile yarn and fabrics           65        45  ......  21
Preserved fruits and vegetables     053         30                             14
Cement                            661.2       11       " ' ÿl       "-ÿ        5

Miscellaneous manufactures
(mainly clothing)                 8 (841)   28       31       27       33

Preserved fruit                      053         12  ......  14

Lumber                             243          7  ......  8

Textile yarn and fabrics            65        134  ......  76

Diamonds, cut and polished         667.2      145        23        44        51
Miscellaneous manufactured
articles                              8         25  ......  9

Chemicals                             5         21  ......  7

Petroleum products                  332        241        11        75        83
Woollen carpets                     657         29         7        16        10
Dried fruit (grapes)              052         9        4        7        3
Textile yarn  and fabrics           65         82        14        64        62
Petroleum products                 332         23        22         9        17
Cigarettes                        122         1.4      41        8       46
Miscellaneous manufactured
articles                            8         0.6  ......  19

Lumber                             243          9        11        78        61
Chemicals                           5          2       36        3        12
Miscellaneous manufactured

articles                            8         2       24        5        10

Miscellaneous manufactured
articles                              8          9        40         4        26

Preserved fruit                    053          7        9       29       20
Beverages                            11          5         4        35        16

Clothing                         841       301       19       17       32
Textile yarn and fabrics            65        172         3        33        18
Electric machinery, appa-

ratus and appliances                 7         46        26         1         5

Petroleum products                  332        310        10        95        91
Chemicals                           5         19       29         1         6
Plywood                         631.21       2        0.7      88       47
Lttmber                           243          0.5       2.5      20        13
Miscellaneous manufactured

articles                            8         0.4       4       12        9

Lumber                             243          4         6        42        36
Wood and cork manufactures       63         3         2       43       28

Lumber, conifer                     243.2        50         1        53        34
Machinery and transport

equipment                        7        24       28        3       16
Chemicals                             5         16         6        10        11
Chemicals                           5         48       20        8       22
Articles of silver                  681         30         1        22        14
Miscellaneous manufactured

articles                              8         20         8         8         9

Textile yarn and fabrics            65        569         6        68        73
Miscellaneous manufactured

articles                              8         44        12         3         6
Chemicals                           5        23        12        2        3
Meat, tinned or prepared           013        56      --2       65       39
Quebracho extract                  532         16      --6       25        11
Machinery and transport
equipment                         7         17  ......  12
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Table 52. Developing countries: growth in exports of mai. manufactures, 1955-1955ÿ (continued)

Growth,                                                                 Value,      Growth        Ratio to total
Countryb          manufacturesexports                        Item                                                 SITC     1964-1965      rate      manufactures exports

categorÿ     (millions     (aÿnual
(annual rate)                                                        of dollars)     rate)    1955-1956  1964-1965

(Percentage)

Thailand  ............  4      Preserved vegetables                055         16        17        14        39

Lumber                           243         9      --6       58       24
Silver, platinum etc.                 681          3         8         6         9

Lebanon  ............  ---6      Aircraft and parts                   734          3        21         4        41

Articles of as,bestos cement         661.83        1  ......  21

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections,
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
United Nations, Yearbook of International Trade Statistics.

a For definition of manufactures, see table 51, foot-note a
Rates are calculated as compound rates between first two
years and last two years of period and are based on data in
dollars.

b Countries are ranked in descending order of increase
in value of manufactures exports.

c1958 replaces  1955-1956 and 1965 replaces 1964-1965
throughout; growth rates apply to period 1958-1965.

a Item was nil or negligible in 1955-1956.

e1963-1964 replaces 1964-1965 throughout; growth rates
apply to period 1955-1964.

f 1957-1958 replaces 1955-1956 throughout; growth rates
apply to period 19'57-1965.

inputs for export products, or to cover other costs.
Such countries as China (Taiwan), Israel, Mexico,
Pakistan and Republic of Korea have successfully
encouraged exports through such measures.

Through a number of specialized institutions,
Mexico provides assistance to foster agricultural
exports as well as exports of manufactures. Manu-
factures exports to Central American countries are
encouraged through the extension of credit to im-
porters in the latter countries. One Mexican financ-
ing institution finances the export of manufactures
through resources drawn mainly from duties 'on lux-
ury imports.

Prior to 1966 Israel offered cheap credit and tax
refunds to selected export industries; in that year,
it introduced a far-reaching export-incentive system
covering  all  export  products.  The  Government
offered credits at very favourable rates. To stimulate
selected export industries, special export subsidies
were offered on a flexible basis, being increased or
decreased according to the profitability and relative
importance of the industry. In addition to general
export incentives, agricultural exports also receive
certain special subsidies in the form of grants and
loans on favoured terms. The system of incentives
in Israel has increased the profitability of exports
relative to domestic sales, and has contributed sub-
stantially to the country's impressive export per-
formance.

In Pakistan a system of export credit guarantees
encourages banks to extend credit to exporters to
meet their manufacturing costs. Under an export
bonus scheme, exporters of non-traditional primary
exports are granted a bonus on their foreign ex-
change earnings.

Favourable tax treatment is another technique
used extensively by developing countries to en-
courage exports. Export sales are often exempted
from taxation; in some instances export firms enjoy

more liberal depreciation allowances. A common
fiscal incentive is the refunding of duties paid for
imports needed by an exporting firm in the manu-
facture of the exported commodities. In Mexico, a
series of measures has been introduced to promote
export of industrial goods. They include exemption
from or reduction of export duties, rebate of duties
paid for imports of raw materials, and exemption
from federal income-tax. In Israel, fiscal incentives
include refunds of several categories of duties and
fees, including customs duties on direct inputs for
export production, wharfage fees on exports and
on imports used in production for export. In addi-
tion, rebate on property tax is offered to firms ex-
porting at least 30 per cent of their annual output.

.China (Taiwan) has recently introduced a com-
prehensive programme of export promotion covering
fiscal and financial incentives, market promotional
measures and the cultivation of trade relations. Ex-
porters are offered rebates of harbour duties and
commodity taxes on exports of processed agricultural
products. Taxes on imports of raw materials are
offset when the finished products are exported;
exporting companies are exempted from income-
tax for five years if their export volume is more
than half of their annual production; and business
taxes are not levied on export sales. Export enter-
prises receive export loans at half the interest rate
applicable to ordinary loans. Advance exchange set-
tlements (local currency loans required for domestic
procurement of raw materials) and foreign currency
loans for import of raw materials needed for pro-
cessed export products are provided.

In countries where import restrictions are sub-
stantial and foreign exchange is  scarce,  import
licences and availability of foreign exchange con-
stitute important export incentives. Recently, for
instance, the Republic of Korea, to stimulate exports,
has favoured exporters in the issuance of foreign
exchange permits, while Indonesia and Pakistan
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have allowed exporters to retain high proportions
of foreign exchange earnings.

Exporters in most developing countries suffer
from a lack of familiarity with, and sometimes of
interest in, foreign markets. This lack can be made
good by special services offered by the Government
or other public or private institutions. These services
include information a,bout foreign markets, organi-
zation of visits and fairs abroad, advertising, market
research, storage and transportation facilities. En-
couragement of co-operation in sharing marketing
and other expenses among small export enterprises
has also been found helpful by some countries.

Mexico has instituted a variety of measures to in-
form, consult and assist exporters. The Centro Na-
cional de Info.rmacidn sobre Comercio Exterior
collects  and  distributes  information  on  foreign
markets, assists new medium-sized and small ex-
porters, helps them to organize export associations
to share marketing costs, and supports the participa-
tion of exporters in internatio.nal fairs and exhibi-
tions.  In 'China  (Taiwan),  a Trade Promotion
Department supports small and medium-sized enter-
prises in export marketing by contributing trade
information and market analysis, by assisting product
quality improvement and by aiding in international
trade fairs and exhibition activities. Training in
marketing research and the wide use of mass corn-

munication media are also extensively employed in
export promotion. The Government of Israel pro-
vides subsidies for advertising costs, the maintenance
of offices abroad, and research and development for
new export products, and participates in underwrit-
ing certain transportation costs. Israel also grants
bonuses to marketing companies that handle exports
of small producers. The Government of Peru has
encouraged the formation of export co-operatives
designed to. carry out the direct sale of raw materials
abroad, while Thailand has conducted export market
surveys, organized international fairs and introduced
standardization and quality control of exports.

This brief review of recellt policy measures is not
intended to suggest that the various devices that
have been adopted are necessarily wise or well-
founded. They are cited merely to show what certain
developing countries have found advisable to do in
their own particular cases. The point at issue in
the present context is merely the need that faces
every developing country to scrutinize the policies
that bear on the export sector. In some cases, the
removal of a disability--such as an unduly high
rate o* tax or a tariff policy which tends to inflate
the cost of inputs--may be as important as the pro-
vision of more positive incentives. And in all cases,
the export sector is too strategic an element in the
country's economic development to allow its prob-
lems to go by default.
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Chapter IV

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING: FUNCTIONS  AND  LIMITATIONSI

One of the conclusions emerging from the review
of recent experience attempted in the foregoing
chapters is the great diversity not only among the
developing countries but also in the actual process
of development. This reflects the fact that although
many long-term objectives are held in common
--notably the desire to accelerate the rate of increase
in total production and in per ca.pitcÿ incomes--yet
there are wide differences in the shorter-term ends
being sought by individual countries and hence in the
context and timing of their development plans and
programmes. This in turn reflects differences not only
in the range and relative recalcitrance of the obstacles
facing them but also in the seriousness and intensity
of the development effort being mounted.

portance differs considerably from country to coun-
try and also from time to time. In one sense, thus,
the development process consists very largely of
the correct identification of bottle-necks and the
devising of the most effective strategT to overcome
them. This again presents complex questions of
priority.

The strategy for tackling obstacles is necessarily
a technical matter, but it can be formulated only
in the light of the decisions made in regard to ob-
jectives. Resolution of these two interdependent
sets of choices is, in abstract terms, the essence of
the development problem. Each developing country,
however, has to face the problem in its own unique
concrete operational detail.

1 This chapter attempts to distil the recent experience of
developing countries in the field of development planning.
For a more general appraisal of the problems of planning,
including in particular the experience of the centrally planned
economies, see World Economic Survey, 1966, Part One,
Implementation of Development Plans: Problems and Ex-
perience (United Nations publication, Sales No. : 67.II.C1).

In the present context, the fact of this multipIicity
of objectives is more significant than their actual
nature: it implies choices and the question of pri-
orities. This is also true at the other end of the
development chain: there are many obstacles imped-
ing the development process but, although in one
form or another some of them inhibit progress in
almost every developing country, their relative ira-

In terms of its operational objectives, economic
development is rarely limited to the process of raising
total production or total incomes or even per ca,pita
income. Improvement in the level of living is in-
variably one of the aims, but this may be thought
of not only in terms of the volume of goods and
services available per person but also as including
a number of things that are less readily quantified
--a higher level of gainful employment, a lessening
of the more arduous forms of labour, a more equal
distribution of wealth and of incomes, a greater
security, a healthier life and so on. Other common
objectives refer less to current levels of consump-
tion than to the foundations of a better society in
the future--a higher level of literacy and scientific
attainment, a more solid infrastructure, a more
viable  economy  in  terms  of  external  economic
relations.

Decisions being called for both in respect of ob-
jectives and in respect of obstacles and the means
of surmounting them, a developing country has no
alternative if it is to accelerate its rate of growth
in the chosen way but to approach the problem as
systematically as possible. This is, in essence, the
function of planning: to ensure that the objectives
are mutually compatible, that the obstacles to their
attainment have been correctly identified, that the
strategy adopted to overcome them is feasible and
optimal, that the policy components of that strategy
are fully consistent. It is necessarily a government
function and in some countries it has been focused
on the public sector, reflecting in part the extent
to which the Governments concerned exercise direct
control over productive capacity and in part the
weakness of the market mechanism and entrepre-
neurial response in the private sector.

Though planning may be most cogent and detailed
in respect of the development of the resources that
are at the disposal of Governments, it can hardly
be limited to the public sector. Both the objectives
and the obstacles concern the economy as a whole,
and, even in the absence of longer-range planning,
the Government has the responsibility of managing
the economy on a shorter-term basis. And, to a con-
siderable extent, it is the instrumen[s of economic
policy available to Governments for short-term con-
trol that have to be used to move the economy
towards its longer-run objectives. Thus planning
cannot consist only of the selection of broad long-
term aims and the elaboration of strategies for
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attaining them; it must also provide a workable
basis for the day-to-day regulation of the economy
so that short-term policy decisions are kept as con-
sistent as possible with the longer-term objectives.

The art of planning is a very new one and, in
practising it in the post-war period, the developing
countries have had to contend not only with handi-
caps rooted in their individual history and circum-
stances but also with the more pervasive problem
of their vulnerability to exogenous forces. Impulses
received through export markets, import prices and
the flow of external capital have been largely beyond
their control and thus have entailed a continual
series of adjustments--often of an essentially de-
fensive nature--greatly complicating the task of
keeping short-run measures compatible with longer-
run aims.

These problems exist at two levels--that of over-all
strategy and that of more detailed policy--and they
exist whether or not the country has adopted a
formal plan. Even the most modest effort on the
part of government to bring about desired economic
changes raises questions which are essentially the
same in nature if not in degree as those raised by
comprehensive planning for a mixed public-private
economy. They are the problems that emerge in
the selection and use of policy instruments and in
fitting them into a consistent and effective mix in
the light of identified bottle-necks and selected ob-
jectives.

THE  PURPOSE AND PROBLIÿIVIS  OF  PLANNING

Notwithstanding the difficulties,  the desire to
"develop" has induced one country after another to
set up a plan framework within which the compati-
bility of objectives and the consistency of policy
measures can be tested. In some cases, especially
in countries with a more sophisticated private sector,
this has involved chiefly a set of projections to pro-
vide guidelines to private decision making. In others,
it has been a more comprehensive and detailed exer-
cise with specific sector and industry targets. In
others again, it has focused principally on the acqui-
sition and disposition of government resources. In
all cases, it has involved a more systematic approach
to the development process and a continuing attempt
to use the instruments of economic policy in a con-
sistent fashion.

To what extent this planning effort has in fact
succeeded in accelerating development is a question
that can be answered only case by case. There is no
general external criterion by which "success" can
be measured. Though all the many changes that the
development effort has brought about may in fact
result in (or be accompanied by) a measurable in-
crease in the rate at which the over-all volume of
production is growing, a single indicator of this
nature may reveal little or nothing of the degree
to which most of the desired development obiectives
have in fact been achieved. The recorded gross
domestic product growth rate in many developing
countries may reveal more about the trend in their
major export activity than about any of the qualita-
tive or structural achievements or failures by which
their planning effort should more properly be judged
and on which their development may well in the
long run more directly depend.

While an examination of recent planning efforts in
the developing countries may not yield any proved
formula for economic development, it does provide
a guide to the problems that have arisen both in
formulating and in executing development policies.

Given the difficulties that the developing countries
face, the need to use their limited resources to
maximum effect is imperative if the pace of economic
development is to be accelerated. In a basic sense,
planning is no more than an attempt to do just that.
It involves four distinct but interrelated processes
--the selection of the principal goals to be aimed at
(including both long-term and shorter-term targets),
the identification of the obstacles that stand in the
way of their attainment, the formulation of a set
of policies to overcome these obstacles and the de-
ployment of the various policy instruments to that
end. The essential feature of the planning exercise
lies in its attempt to see the development problem
as a whole so that the effort put forward will yield
optimum results; this means that the ends that are
sought must be made mutually compatible, the
strategy implicit in the policy mix coherent, and
the use of the instruments of policy consistent.

Recent experience in the developing countries has
shown that the very task of getting an over-all view
of the economy presents numerous difficulties--lack
of data, strong departmental separateness in the gov-
ernment apparatus, absence of a history of collabora-
tion between public and private sectors, the physicaJ!
and economic remoteness of certain parts of the pri-
Vate sector, vulnerability to climatic changes inter-
nally and world market changes externally. By the
same token, the very effort to bring the economy
within the purview of a plan has often had important
beneficial side effects unconnected with the merits
of the plan o,r with the success of its implementation.
It has accelerated the assembly of the principal items
of economic intelligence; it has resulted in the crea-
tion of machinery to bring government economic
activities into a more coherent framework; it has
helped to speed up institutional reforms in such
fields as tax gathering, the mobilization and chan-
nelling of domestic savings, and the integration of
external aid with internal resources.

These products of the planning effort need to ÿbe
taken into account in any assessment of recent
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achievements. For on the whole, the past ten years
have been a period of learning and experiment in
most developing countries. Too often plans have been
of a paper variety, lacking the degree of realism
necessary to permit their implementation. There
have been plenty of targets but few carefully thought
out development strategies. Some of the more recal-
citrant obstacles have been avoided rather than
tackled and, as a result, other objectives have been
missed because of a failure of domestic food sup-
plies or a deficiency of foreign exchange. Arrange-
ments for short-term adaptation have proved inade-
quate  and  this  has  sometimes  necessitated  the
abandonment of the original longer-term objectives.
At this stage, it is likely to be more useful to pick
out common and recurrent problems in planning
procedures than to examine in detail the results
achieved through particular plans. For, in the period
immediately ahead, the main benefits likely to be
derived by many developing countries from planning
are those that are inherent in the process itself:
whether particular designated targets are attained
or not may be less important than the inculcation
of new habits of thought regarding the economy
as a working organism and the gathering of new
information regarding the interrelationships among
its components.

for a developing country to see clearly the claims
which the effort to achieve the targets will make on
those resources already identified as potential bottle-
necks--domestic savings, foreign exchange, particu-
lar skills and so on. The policies that are most nec-
essary are those aimed specifically at loosening the
constraints imposed by those bottle-necks. They have
to be implemented along with the measures designed
more directly to allocate (or attract, in the case of
the private sector) the resources for the fu!filment
of the designated targets.

The targets that are finally designated  after an
iterative process to bring them and their implicit
subtargets into optimal balance--must be realistic,
that is, capable of being achieved if the relevant
policies and measures are duly implemented. While
there is some merit in setting the sights as high as
possible in order to capture the imagination and
carry along the population in the development effort,
experience suggests that the setting of over-ambitious
goals can be counter-productive. The enthusiasm
that is required from those concerned needs to be
nurtured for the long haul; failure to achieve pub-
licized targets can soon spread disi!lusion.

Ensnaring co,nsistency in o,bjectives and policies

While the setting of a single target in the form
of a gross domestic product growth rate would not
seem to have been very helpful, planning problems
multiply with the number of more detailed goals.
In the less developed economies, experience suggests
that there is some advantage in the setting of a num-
ber of physical targets in an easily comprehensible
fashion--the output of food-grains and a few other
basic consumer items, the number of new dwelling
units to be built, the capacity of new power stations,
the size of school enrolment and so on. Simple
targets of this nature tend to be more effective in
mobilizing both government departments and the
relevant elements in the private sector than more
abstract, even if equally desirable, objectives such
as higher saving rates, a reduction in under-employ-
ment or a more equitable distribution of incomes.

2 Some countries have succeeded in using irtput-output
analysis and other mathematical techniques in tracing through
the economy all the effects of particular hypothetical changes
or courses of action. But in most developing countries, data

This is not to say that a plan can be left in terms
of a series of such physical targets. The critical test
of whether they are all simultaneously attainable
--that is, the optimization of the rate at which they
are to be achieved--and their translation into policies
both involve their being integrated into a more gen-
eral model of the economy in which all their implica-
tions can be examined.2 In particular, it is necessary

Given the manifold needs of most developing
countries and their limited resources, it is virtually
impossible to avoid all conflicts in objectives. What
is essential, however, is prompt recognition so that
appropriate compromises can be made. The choice is
rarely a blunt either/or, one goal or another; it is
usually a question of how much of each will yield
the optimum combination.

The provision of employment is a proper objective,
for example, but to pursue it beyond a certain point
may be so detrimental to efficiency, to the moderniÿ
zation 'of technology and even to total production
that short-term jobs are created at the expense of
long-term growth. A more equitable distribution
of income is likewise a sound objective but it may
be short-sighted to pursue it to the point where
saving rates for the economy as a whole are ad-
versely affected. In other words, targets for income
distribution and for savings ratios for the economy
as a whole can be set only on the basis of a con-
tinuing review of saving propensities under the
changing social and economic conditions implicit in
the plan. Land reform ,nay have a similar social
justification, but the pace and methods of its pursuit
need to be geared to its impact on agricultural pro-
duction. Too great a disruption in farm organization
may reduce the resources at the economy's disposal
in the short run and this could jeopardize the attain-
ment of other plan goals. Industrialization is likely
to be an objective in all developing countries, but

limitations and the narrowness of the economic base--which
tends to make the relationships between variables rather
unstable--still leave room for a good deal of intuitive think-
ing and informed estimating.
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pace and methods are again the crucial policy issue:
over-rapid growth of high-cost industries can greatly
accentuate the bottle-neck that an inadequate export
performance already constitutes. And in the most
general sense, in so far as the process of economic
development involves change, and change is seldom
likely to be painless, what is up for decision at each
stage is degree and speed.

Much the same is true of the policies and the
instruments used to give effect to them, As indi-
cated in the next section of this chapter, those
instruments are in use anyway, whatever the develop-
ment strategy; what is required is the assembly of
a suitable battery operating consistently in the
desired direction. Recent experience in the develop-
ing countries reveals three main areas of potential
difficulty and conflict: the first is what might be
called the area of ignorance, the second involves
competition between the public and private sectors
for the use of resources, and the third is the time
factor and the problem of weighing the future against
the present.

more consistent measure than one likely to fall on
resources that would have gone into investment.

There is a perennial conflict between what is
desirable by way of long-run policy measures and
what is necessary in terms of immediate or short-run
action. Because this problem is so pervasive and
because the developing countries tend to be subject
to severe short-run stresses, it is a powerful reason
for maximum flexibility in planning. Temporary
imbalances so often call for stabilization measures
that are in conflict with longer-term policies that
the time-table for the attainment of plan targets has
to be provided with some adjustment mechanism
if it is to retain its essential purpose of guiding the
movement of the economy. Prompt reaction to short-
term needs can hardly be avoided: it is often man-
datory because of the external imbalance that it
involves, and, in any event, its neglect might soon
jeopardize the longer-term objectives of the country.
This adds greatly to the importance of a mechanism
for annual programming such as is discussed in the
final section of this chapter.

To achieve consistency in the use of policy instru-
ments would be difficult even if their precise effect
were well known and capable of accurate quantifica-
tion. This is far from the case in the developing
countries. Knowledge about the response to various
forms of incentive and deterrent is very sketchy and
where the development process is itself fomenting
changes in attitudes and behaviour as well as in eco-
nomic activity, there are obviously inherent reasons
for uncertainty. On the whole, recent history reveals
a tendency for Governments to take too sanguine a
view of the probable results of the use of any given
instrument. Actual response has often fallen short
of what seems to have been expected or desired.
The explanation seems to lie partly in the inertia of
much of the private sector and partly in the fact
that the economic environment has often been a
rather rough one in which the impact of particular
measures has been offset or subsumed in reactions
to much stronger forces. In allowing for the effect
of a specific policy, therefore, it has often been
necessary to postulate a range of response.

DEPLOYING   TIKE   5{AIN   INSTRU3ÿIENT'S   OF   ECONONIIC
POLICY

The instruments of economic policy are broadly
divisible into those impinging directly upon the econ,-
omy and those that operate by providing incentives
and disincentives to influence decisions and behaviour
in the private sector. Almost all the developing
countries make use of all the available instruments;
differences are in the intensity of use, the mix
deployed at any one time and the effectiveness of
administration.  There is a discernible tendency,
however, for the relative importance of indirect
instruments to increase with the degree of develop-
ment of the .economy and the level of per capÿtcÿ
incomes. The more sensitive the market mechanism,
the more reliance can be placed on price and profit
stimuli.

Governments require resources to carry out that
part of the development plan vesting in the public
sector. Hence, whenever a tax measure--direct or

indirect--is to be deployed as inducement for some
course of action in the private sector, it is necessary
to estimate the cost in government revenue forgone.
For consistency in the battery of policy measures,
all tax concessions have thus to be based on a
balancing of expected response and revenue sacrifice.
By the same token, tax increases designed to augment
government revenue  (and  savings)  need to be
subjected to the same test. If the policy is a rise
in the saving rate for the economy as a whole, a tax
that reduces consumption in the private sector is a

The effect of a stimulating instrument depends not
only on the intensity with which it is used--the
height of a tax rate or the extent of a concession--
but also upon its relationship with other instruments.
The impact that tends to determine action is the
combined impact of alt the policy instruments im-
pinging at the particular point of decision. Nor is
the impact a proportionate one along the scale of
intensity: a doubling of a particular incentive is
unlikely to lead to a doubling in the response, and
experience suggests that it is easier to devise a
deterrent to a given decision than a stimulus that
will induce it.

The choice of policy mix depends not only on the
state and circumstances of the economy in question
but also on the nature and combination of longer-run
objectives being pursued. There is little doubt that
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the major explicit, abstract, long-run objective of
most developing countries in recent years has been
to accelerate the rise in per capita incomes. Other
economic goals have tended to be regarded as secon-
dary and hence more distant, or even derivatory in
the sense that they are expected to flow from what-
ever success is achieved in raising incomes. In some
instances, however, the higher-income objective has
yielded to the imperatives of national defence or
even to the achievement of certain institutional
changes. These has also been occasional ambivalence
about the primacy of an employment objective:
where urban unemployment has been rising at a
politically unacceptable rate, the desire to create
more jobs has affected decisions about production
techniques, investment and relative prices more po-
tently than the desire to raise average incomes. The
lifting of consumption levels has also been a prime
goal from time to time, though subject in most
instances to the achievement of an even higher rate
of increase in saving.

the full panoply of weapons at its disposal, in prac-
tice its choice is often severely curtailed both by the
structure of the economy and the peculiar current
distribution of activities and incomes and by ad-
ministrative deficiencies in the public service which
make it difficult to innovate and to achieve the
desired degree of flexibility. A better appreciation
of these problems has been one of the fruits begin-
ning to emerge from recent experience.

Public investment

In the 1950's, the objective of raising per capita
incomes was often implicitly assumed to be equi-
valent to that of increasing total production of goods
and services, but more recently population has
entered as an independent variable, and restraint on
population growth has come to be regarded in some
countries as a policy aim complementary if not paral-
lel to that of raising total income.

Most development plans set forth the basic ele-
ments of the economic strategy by which the various
objectives are to be attained. If one of these objec-
tives is an increase in income the strategy would
have to provide {or the necessary expansion in
investment and hence a rise in savings and an im-
provement in the allocation of investible resources.
This in turn implies targets for imports and therefore
for exports (or the inflow of capital in one form
or another). Thus the policies spelt out in greater or
less detail in most development plans have been
designed to achieve a reduction in the rate of popula-
tion growth; an increase in the level of domestic
savings (and in some cases foreign savings also)
relative to domestic product; an increase in the level
of investment ; more efficient distribution of investible
resources ; a more efficient use of existing productive
capacity, particularly in agriculture; and increased
export earnings to finance the import needs of a
more rapidly growing economy.

The problem facing the Government of a develop-
ing country with such a strategy mapped out in
general abstract terms is how to deploy the instru-
ments at its disposal to speed up the changes im-
plicit in each of the policies comprising the develop-
ment plan. This requires a realistic appreciation of
the limitations of the various policy instruments
in the circumstances in which they have to be used.
For while, in principle, each developing country has

Public investment in productive facilities is the
most direct way in which a Government can seek
to implement a plan decision regarding the nature
and magnitude of capital formation.3 Such invest-
ment may be undertaken for strategic or ideological
reasons--because  of the Government's desire to
retain certain types of assets in the public sector,
as was the case in the earlier plans in India. It may
also be undertaken because the necessary technologi-
cal expertise is not available in the private sector.
It has sometimes been a matter of the size of the
investment: where sufficient private capital has not
been forthcoming, the Government has often been
led to undertake the task of establishing the enter-
prise in question itself, rather than use its taxing
power to raise capital for channelling into the private
sector in so concentrated a form.

In one sense, decisions to allocate resources to
public production projects present straightforward
programming problems at the technical level. In
many developing countries, however, they tend to
become more complicated. On the one hand, when
priorities are being determined, there are often too
few projects to avoid the necessity of facing rather
meaningless comparisons across sectoral boundaries.
While a scheme to expand educational facilities can
be programmed, the choice between a school, a
hospital, a road and a flour mill is not a technical
problem but one that involves the whole complex
of considerations that go into the determination of
development goals and strategies. On the other hand,
in relation to the various constraining scarcities,
there are often too many projects to avoid phasing
difficulties. Among the most common in recent
experience have been lags in feasibility reports and
in pre-investment work, including the acquisition of
land, the receipt of international bids on contracts
and finalization of arrangements for financing foreign

3 PuNic investment is also required for purely adminis-
trative purposes and for the building up of an appropriate
s.ocial and economic infrastructure. The former does not
raise any policy issues--unless it be the desirability of
holding such non-productive investment to the minimum
consistent with the efficient functioning of the civil service.
The latter was discussed in chapter II. In so far as economic
criteria can be applied to infrastructure prÿoÿects--as in the
case  of  power  and  transport  facilities,  for  example--
the considerations mentioned in the text that follows are
germane to such investment also.
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currency costs. Such lags have usually reflected one
or other of the critical shortages--technical expertise
and foreign  exchange,  for  example--or  institu-
tional and administrative strains on the relevant
organs of government, such as the public works
department, not originally intended to engage in
industrial construction and factory design, especially
on the scale implicit in the planned acceleration of
investment.

principal causes of low efficiency, though there are
also many instances of poor management, stemming
sometimes from the political nature of top-echelon
appointments. An inefficient public firm can be a
serious drag on an under-developed economy: its
losses constitute a strain on the budget and its high
unit costs may ramify throughout the industrial
system, weakening the competitive status of other
enterprises.

Lags have often proved cumulative, moreover, as
failure to complete certain stages on time create
difficulties for other capital projects. And where
there are close links between projects, such delays
have often resulted in tying up of a considerable
volume of scarce resources in a temporarily unpro-
ductive state. Exigencies of this nature lie behind
some of the wide variations, both among countries
and over time, in the relationship between increases
in total investment and gains in total output.

D@ect c,oÿtrols

Nor have the difficulties been confined to the
construction stage. Many operational problems have
had to be faced, especially where Governments
have previously had little experience in running
market-oriented enterprises. A good deal of experi-
mentation has been undertaken to resolve the inevit-
able conflict between the control the authorities feel
they need to exercise over their assets and the
freedom the management feels it requires to function
on the market. The most common compromise has
been  a  semi-autonomous  profit-conscious  entity
subject to a varying degree of control over broad
policy matters--generally least restrictive and by the
same token least profitability-based in Latin America
--but free to take day-to-day decisions.

Another major problem that seems incapable of
general solution has been the relationship of such
public enterprises with the private sector. The fact
that a Government-owned and -supported firm has--
or is widely believed to have--a competitive ad-
vantage over private concerns may serve as a deter-
rent to private investment. The "unfair competition"
has not usually been in the matter of sales--ÿor in
most cases the public firm has been set up to produce
goods not already being produced  but in respect of
inputs of types of labour and raw materials that
may often be very scarce. Such competition may
also serve as a stimulus, however, and in many cases,
the hiring and purchasing policies and activities of
public firms have been a spur to private producers
of the inputs and sometimes a source of improve-
ment in respect of the quality of labour, providing
training and experience not obtainable elsewhere.

The benefit to the industriaIization process ac-
cruing from such public enterprises has also depended
on their efficiency. Unsuitable, politically determined
plant location and undue intervention in operations
--particularly in price policyÿhave been among the

Quantitative and physical methods of achieving
the desired allocation of scarce factors have been
used in most developing countries. Their deploy-
ment has generally reflected a lack of confidence in
the sensitivity of the market. It is frequently impos-
sible to devise workable incentives to bring about
the pattern of resource use regarded as essential to
further development or, by the same token, to prevent
the use of resources in certain ways. Thus direct
controls have been invoked where the price mecha-
nism could not be used with the requisite degree
of certainty. Complementing other policy instru-
ments, quantitative controls have been used to distri-
bute the supply of a scarce resource in a prede-
termined manner.

The factor most commonly dealt with this way
in recent years has been foreign exchange. This
reflects the belief that the exchange rate and customs
tariff adjustment necessary to restore and maintain
the country's external balance was either so large or
so uncertain in its impact on the composition of
imports that it was safer to regulate the pattern
of trade by exchange control and import licensing.
This provided a more precise instrument for obtain-
ing the imports required for development while
defending the country's external equilibrium. Direct
control over foreign exchange and imports has also
been used to stimulate specific domestic activities,
in particular to furnish the most exact and assured
form of protection for designated branches of local
industry.

Experience has revealed the dangers inherent in
such controls as a long-run policy instrument. Their
very precision may turn out to be a disadvantage
because to  exploit  it  effectively  requires  equal
precision in regard to domestic investment and pro-
duction. If the domestic results turn out differently
fronl those postulated when the import quotas were
allocated, the over-all commodity supply pattern
may not conform at all to that required by the plan
or to that implicit in the actual distribution of
demand. The resultant shortages and imbalances have
often exercised a serious distorting effect on the
price structure and on the investment and production
pattern in the next phase. The price structure can
also be affected by the absolute protection provided
to industries for whose product no foreign exchange
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is allocated: in the long run, depending on the
nature of the protected items and the extent to
which they enter other industries or the consumption
basket of wage earners, this too may have serious
consequences for the cost structure.

The distortions of price and profitability that may
follow a stringent system of direct control over
imports is soon likely to be reflected in investment
decisions. Imports excluded because they are judged
to be of low priority from the point of view of the
national economy may thus give rise to investments
that are of high priority according to the private-
profit calculus. It has therefore been thought neces-
sary in some countries to extend quantitative con-
trols to the investment process either through a
system of licensing or through the allocation of
credit. Because of the multiplicity of claims in an
economy that is seeking to expand investment, it
has proved extremely difficult to devise a workable
mechanism that can apply logical criteria regarding
priority within the framework of plan objectives
without setting up a system of regional and sectoral
checks that make for inordinate delays and tend to
reduce the over-all volume of investment below
what might otherwise have been achieved. Pakistan
and, more recently, India have both dismantled
much of their licensing apparatus because of its
generally negative effects on investment.

To set forth these conditions is to go some way
in explaining why these indirect instruments have
met with only limited success in achieving their
essential purpose. In most developing countries, the
market mechanism is rather insensitive and, as risks
are often great, potential profitability has to be very
high in order to induce investment. Thus marginal
differences in net return tend to be much less com-
pelling than they are in more competitive and sophis-
ticated markets.

Whatever their influence in changing the pattern
of resource allocation, however, there is no escaping
the general problem of deploying these policy instru-
ments. Whether or not Governments try to use them
to bring about desired actions in the private sector,
there remains the basic question of ensuring that
the fiscal system, the tariff system, monetary and
credit policies, and wage and price policies are as
consistent as possible with one another and lined
up as purposefully as possible in support of the
country's development objectives.

Tax policies

Experience has shown that the effectiveness of
such measures depends very largely on the efficiency
of the market mechanism as a whole: those whose
decisions are to be influenced must be capable of
making the calculations which show the relative
advantages of the preferred course of action (or the
magnitude of the penalty in the case ,of a disincen-
tive). This implies not only a timely knowledge of the
discriminatory measure but a reasonable awareness
of alternative possibilities of action. In other words,
the measures must be brought to the notice of the
decision makers early enough and dearly enough
for them to be taken fully into account.4

4It is significant that, in an attempt to improve the
response to such measures, Turkey has adopted the practice
of indicating in its annual programmes a year in advance,

In order to promote the development purposes of
their plans, most Governments bring influence to
bear on the decision-making process in the private
sector by means of measures affecting profitability.
Such measures usnally involve some form of discri-
mination designed to encourage certain activities and
discourage  others.  This  is  commonly attempted
through the purposive manipulation of the tax
system, the schedule of customs tariffs, the rates at
which credit is made availabIe and administration
of selected prices and wages.

Incentive and disincentive me,asures

Taxation is by far the most widely used policy
instrument in the developing countries, affecting not
only the volume of resources drawn from the econ-
omy for public disposition but also, over-all saving
and investment rates and the distribution of incomes.
Within the limits referred to above, the selective
raising or lowering of tax rates--whether levied on
commodities or on incomes--can serve as a brake
or accelerator for specific sectors of the economy.
At sufficiently high rates, a tax may be used to
reduce or even prevent the allocation of resources
for particular purposes-luxury housing, for exam-
ple. Contrariwise, at low or even negative rates,
factors can be attracted into selected forms of acti-
vity-export industries, for example. As indicated
above, however, recent experience suggests that the
differentials often have to be relatively large before
they become effective in influencing  investment
decisions.

The larger the share of total output diverted to the
public sector through taxes, the more potent is fiscal
policy likely to be as a development instrument.
The fact that public revenue is generally an appre-
ciably smaller proportiorÿ of total output in the
developing countries than in the more advanced
countries--especially in the case of those developing
countries with a large subsistence sector that is only
on the fringe of the fiscal system--thus imposes
another limitation on the impact of small changes
in tax rates.

the precise nature, by sector and subsector, of the conces-
sions that will be granted in respect of taxes or credit,
the incentives in questi.on having been worked out as part
of a detailed analysis of prospective demand and supply
conditions for individual commodities and commodity groups.
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One of the reasons for the lower tax off-take is
the narrow base of direct taxation in most developing
countries: this tends to leave very little room for
flexibility in rates. The most common device has
been the tax "holiday", offering relief from direct
tax obligations for a specified number of years.
This has generally been designed to attract new
capital, particularly from foreign investors. While a
concession of this nature does not suffer from the
defect of shrinking the existing tax base, it does
retard its expansion, and often without assurance
that the sacrifice of revenue has really influenced
the decision to invest.

general guide to the resolution of these choices. It
does, however, point to the necessity of applying a
set of objective criteria to each tax measure to test
its consistency with long-run as well as short-run
goals.

Customs duties

The heavy dependence of many developing coun-
tries on taxes levied on export activities is also
a severe handicap from the point of view of the
flexible use of fiscal policy. Export taxes have been
successfully used to capture an appropriate share
of windfall gains stemming from a rise in world
market price, but in less favourable circumstances
revenue suffers, and in general the fact that foreign
exchange is so often a constraint makes it necessary
for Governments to be particularly careful to avoid
taxes and tax rates that are likely to discourage
the export effort.

Use of the fiscal instrument is also limited by
problems of administration. Taxes have to be levied
at points that are administratively practical even if,
from the point of view of fiscal strategy, these are
not the most desirable. A diversified or otherwise
complicated tax tends to make administration dif-
ficult and evasion that much easier. And a tax that
is not adequately and fairly collected can never
fulfil an incentive function.

In assembling a battery of taxes, a double dilemma
has to be resolved: the more immediate needs of
social policy have to be weighed against the longer-
range desiderata of economic development while at
the same time the immediate needs of public revenue
have to be weighed against the desirability of
encouraging economic decisions that may result in
greater longer-run gains. Experience provides no

Despite these problems, many developing countries
have managed to deploy differential taxation as a
guide to resource allocation. Depreciation allowances
have been varied in order to encourage specific
types of investment. Personal and corporate income-
taxes have been set at different rates in different
regions in order to affect the geographical distribu-
tion of industry. Farm incomes have been taxed
more lightly than urban incomes.  Income from
property has been taxed at higher rates than income
from labour. Such examples are not cited because
of their contribution to economic development, but
merely to illustrate the capacity of developing coun-
tries to use the tax weapon for purposes other than
mere revenue gathering.

Like differential tax rates, the tariff structure is
used in almost all developing countries as a means
of influencing economic decisions. And since, as
indicated in chapter III, many of the less developed
countries derive more government revenue from
customs duties than from direct taxes, there is an
even more acute conflict between the  need to
maximize off-take and the desire to deploy particular
duties as incentives or disincentives.

As in the more advanced countries the typical
tariff profile is a downward slope from high duties
on consumer goods in general and luxury items in
particular to low or zero duties on producer goods
and raw materials. As suggested in chapter II,
industrialization  efforts have usually accentuated
this slope; the high rates originally imposed for
revenue purposes are raised even higher to reduce
imports--at the sacrifice of revenue--and afford
protection for domestic producers, while the low
rates on plant and equipment are reduced further
in order to facilitate the local investment process.
The resultant tariff tends to favour import substitu-
tion as an industrialization strategy, encouraging a
broad spectrum of local consumer goods production
rather than a more "vertical" structure with a larger
capital goods base.ÿ

The selection of tariff rates for capital goods is
one of the trickiest cÿuestions facing developing
countries in the field of'commercial policy. Whether
to favour the machine builders by a high rate or
the machine users by a low rate can only be decided
in the light of the existing industrial structure and
a careful assessment of the foreseeable potential. A
more balanced industrial structure is likely to be
more viable in the }ong 'run, but the premature
encouragement of local capital goods production may
leave a legacy of high costs that may constitute a
severe handicap on industries that need to export in
order to maintain an optimum-sized plant. Here
again the practical choice is never all or nothing
and recent history suggests that, except for the very
smallest of countries, a discriminating schedule of
protection can be worked out for various types
of capital goods on the basis of apparent natural
advantages (such as local supplies of raw materials

5 Essentially similar effects have been obtained under a
system of direct import controls by auctioning predeter-
mined amounts of foreign exchange for the purchase of
specific categories of goods. Differences in the resultant
effective exchange rates play the part of the tariff structure
in the more orthodox incentive system.
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and power and transport links), the size of the local
market, trade arrangements with neighbouring coun-
tries leading towards closer integration and an
assessment of local entrepreneurial capacity to raise
the efficiency of a new enterprise at a reasonable
rate.

A customs tariff may have an incentive effect on
domestic producers even when none is intended.
There are instances where the raising of a rate of
duty for the purpose of conserving foreign exchange
or increasing revenue collections has stimulated un-
wanted domestic investment to produce the goods
in question in the wake of the resultant rise in their
local price. In such circumstances, excise taxes on
domestic output are a necessary complement to any
raising of the duties on imports.

Some additional flexibility in the tariff structure
has been obtained by the introduction of a system
of selective rebates of duties that may be set
generally on the high side. Though administration
still constitutes a problem, by being more finely
geared to specific industries or activities--goods that
have been exported or that are of high domestic
priority, for example--the number of cases eligible
for the stimulus may be kept down to manageable
proportions. A similar purpose has been served by
institutions such as bonded warehouses for duty-free
imports for specific manufacturing purposes, and free-
port establishments  for the  location of export-
oriented industries.

One very common difficulty in the use of the
customs tariff as a development instrument has
arisen from its institutional and procedural tradi-
tions: in many countries, govermnent proposals for
changes in duties have to run the hazard of some-
times lengthy parliamentary debate in which the
existing distribution of power may tend to resist
alterations favouring new activities. Attempts to
speed up the process by delegation of defined tariff-
changing authority to a government commission or
interdepartmental body have also met with difficul-
ties, however. Frequent movements tend to be too
disruptive and hence self-defeating: upward and
downward adjustments are rarely equally acceptable
and a given change is not easily reversible.

As in the case of the tax instrument, there is no
universally applicable formula for using customs
duties to promote development. The point exem-
plified over and over again in recent experience is
the need to take the customs tariff into the picture
when development strategy is being formulated.
Duties will continue to be levied; the need is to
bring them into line with other measures in the
pursuit of whatever economic objectives have been
chosen. And this is not a once-and-for-all matter
but requires constant surveillance in the light of
the changing patterns of production and trade and
changes in price relationships, both internal and
between the developing countries and the rest of
the world.

Credit policies

Moreover, the tariff instrument has often proved
to be too blunt for precision use. Duties often
apply to "commodity positions" on the Brussels
Tariff Nomenclature, and the authority of tariff
commissions to make changes has generally been
related to such groups of items. A change considered
desirable for one item--because of the possibility
of organizing local production, for example--may
not be as appropriate for other items in the category.
Consequently, it has sometimes happened that the
granting of a duty increase as protection of a single
factory has encouraged investment in related but
less appropriate facilities, thus making for much
wider cost-ralsing effects than need be. And even
when the "commodity position" is a conveniently
narrow one, a concession intended to reduce the
landed cost of a particular item in the interest of
one end-use may yield stimulating advantages to the
item's other end-uses which may be much less
desirable in terms of the development strategy being
pursued. Nor has the obvious alternative proce-
dure-namely, to grant the tariff change on a more
limited  case-by-case  basis--proved  successful.  It
inevitably multiplies administrative problems many-
fold and poses much greater difficulties in ensuring
rational and mutually consistent decisions.

Most developing countries have experienced con-
siderable difficulty in using credit policy in the cause
of longer-range economic development. In varying
degree, the problems have stemmed from inadequacy
of the available instrumentalities, the strong claims of
Governments on available financial resources, the
insensitivity of the economy to small changes in
price, and the frequent preoccupation of monetary
authorities with short-term equilibrium.

The traditional interest of the banks in trading
activities and in transactions involving rea! estate
and other property has tended to leave other sectors
ill-provided  with  credit-channelling  mechanisms.
Even in cases where the Government's declared pol-
icy was to give priority in matters of finance to par-
ticular branches .of agriculture and industry, activities
involving higher profits, quicker turnover and less
risk have often in fact obtained the bulk of the
available credit. It has been considered necessary in
some countries to influence the pattern of commercial
bank lending by means of official directives setting
minimum or maximum proportions of total advances
going to designated categories of borrowers--not
less than a fifth to agriculture in Brazil, for example.
But it has proved difficult to achieve any precon-
ceived distribution of commercial credit. Indeed, in
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most cases, the credit-hungry sectors have had to
be served as a matter of social policy, through
specially created or sponsored instrumentalities. And,
as indicated in chapter III, the building up of a
capital market and of institutions capable of moving
credit more freely around the whole economy may
properly be regarded in many developing countries
as an economic objective rather than a presently
available development instrument.

development. Most directly, they are concerned with
the price policies of public enterprises. In many
countries, they exercise a price-determining role in
respect of major agricultural crops. And in some
countries, they impose guidelines or engage in actual
fixation in respect of key prices of goods produced
by privately owned concerns.

The Government's own access to the credit that
the central bank is able to provide has not always
been used in accordance with longer-term invest-
ment priorities in the public sector. Not infre-
quently, it has been called on to meet current-
account deficits arising in part from pricing policies
and civil service employment policies that are also
out of line with longer-term objectives.

The banking system's concern with restoration
and maintenance of internal economic equilibrium is
quite proper, indeed inescapable. The rational alloca-
tion of credit for promoting development can hardly
be expected in an economy in which prices are rising
very rapidly and investment decisions are influenced
more by guesses about relative price movements
than by the longer-term objectives of a plan. Indeed,
in a relatively unstable economy, the characteristi-
cally high risks and low degree of competition often
combine to raise profit expectations beyond the range
that can readily be affected by marginal changes
in interest rates.

In most developing countries, therefore, the rate
of interest is a relatively weak planning instrument.
While concessionary rates  have frequently been
offered for the encouragement of approved types of
investment, their effectiveness has been confined
very largely to the more capital-intensive projects,
notably in the field of urban housing and factory
construction.

The availability of finance, rather than its cost,
has usually been the determining factor. This has
tended to make such instrumentalities as develop-
ment corporations into relatively potent influences
on the pattern of investment, especially if they have
access to regular budgetary or bank funds. Given
the typical shortage of capital in most developing
countries, this also serves to magnify the potential
effects of an inflow of foreign funds. In many
developing countries, these extraordinary sources of
finance tend to play a much more important role
in respect of high-priority longer-term investment
than does normal credit policy as such.

The price policies followed by public enterprises
seem to depend in part on the degree of autonomy
enjoyed by the management. Where important pro-
ducts are involved, however, Governments are often
reluctant to accept market-determined prices. In
many cases, moreover, the enterprise may be in a
more or less monopolistic position, and price is to
some extent a policy variable. In such cases, recent
experience tends to show that Governments are apt
to hold prices down when they enter directly and
significantly into costs--particularly the costs of
consumers and of the Government itself  and to hold
prices up when they can more readily be absorbed.
Thus rail and urban road passenger fares have
often been held low in the interest of short-run
social objectives, even at the cost of subsidies to the
transport enterprises. In some cases, steel and cement
prices have also been kept low--in the interest of
holding down the cost of public works. Electricity
and telephone tariffs, on the other hand, have often
been held high: their impact on costs tends to be
small and their production can bring into the treasury
a useful profit.6

Public pricing policies in the agricultural field
have also revealed mixed motivation. One general
aim has been to protect the farmer from undue
instability in the price he receives for his produce.
Many developing countries have set up marketing
boards with this stabilizing function mainly in view.
This necessarily involves decisions about the level
of price. Here, there has been considerable diversity,
depending in particular on whether the product
concerned was for export or for sale to local con-
sumers.

Governments in developing countries tend to get
involved in the process of price formation in three
distinct ways, each with important implications for

Price pol@@s

In the case of export crops, Governments have
found the marketing board a useful device for
capturing the windfall profits that may occur on an
upswing of world market prices. The extent to which
such a stabilization mechanism can also produce
revenue depends in part on the buoyancy of the
world price but also on the board's success in
guaranteeing a producer price that is below that
level but not low enough to affect production, either
immediately or--no less important from the point of
view of development--by deterring new investment.

6When these  services  are  provided  not  by  a local
authority or central Government, however, but by a private
company, other considerations have usualiy prevailed. This
has been the case in a number of Latin American countries,
where the common problems are those arising from price
fixations that are too low by market standards. See chapter
II for a discussion of the consequences.
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Not all such market interventions have been pro-
fitable; indeed, in some countries, the setting of too
high a price for producers has involved the disburse-
ment of considerable sums drawn from tax revenue
or bank borrowing.

practice other actions cannot be allowed to wait on
it but have to be carried out concurrently.

Price controls of a more general nature have
usually been justified on the grounds that where
Government policy--in customs tariff, for example--
has created opportunities for profitable investment,
there is a corresponding onus on Governments to
place a limit on the extent to which industries may
exploit their advantages. On the whole, mopping up
profits by means of taxation and forcing price
reductions by liberalizing imports seem to have been
more effective policies than the administration of
price control.

Entrepreneurial response to incentive measures is
in part a reflection of the existing state of knowl-
edge. However profitable a given line of action or
output may be made to appear, investment will not
be forthcoming unless adequate technical knowledge
is available to permit the appropriate factors to be
brought together and the basic mechanics of pro-
duction to be put in hand. Thus an institutional
innovation of high priority in every developing
country is the improvement of knowledge with the
object of removing, as rapidly as possible, as many
of the information and technological bottle-necks
as possible.

Much of the difficulty in price policy stems from
the  clash  between  short-term  objectives  (social
equity, levels of living, the containment of an infla-
tionary spiral) and longer-term development objec-
tives, which depend on appropriate rates and pat-
terns of investment and production and can be
influenced by current prices. Again there is no
general method of resolving this sort of question.
As immediate social needs are often of much greater
political potency than the desire to attain some more
distant goal, the lesson of recent experience is the
need to subject such matters to the closest scrutiny,
so that action taken to meet the short-range problem
is as little at variance with longer-term needs as
can be contrived in each case.

It was pointed out at the beginning of the preced-
ing section that the efficacy of incentive and disin-
centive measures depended very largely on the
smoothness with which the market mechanisms
themselves operated in the developing countries.
The responsiveness of decision makers to the official
actions that are intended to influence them depends
in turn on the stability of the economy and the ease
with which factors can move or be moved from one
place to another or from one activity to another.
Small signals implicit in a fiscal or monetary measure
are unlikely to carry much weight if they are emitted
in the midst of major upheavals arising from internal
inflation or external market forces.

By the same token, a Government can deliberately
seek to make the economy more manageable by doing
its utmost to maintain economic stability and by
introducing those institutional changes which will
help to make the market mechanisms work more
efficiently. Thus the conscious process of institu-
tional innovation is itself an instrument of economic
policy. In principle, indeed, it is the fundamental
element in a development strategy, even though in

Measures to overcome technological shortcomings

As indicated in chapter III, part of this problem
lies in the appropriate expansion of educational
facilities selected with a clear idea of the priority
of needs, both in the short run for those already
in the school system and in the tonger run for
those  who  can  be  prepared  as  teachers  and
instructors for the next school generation. More
immediate, however, is the need to increase the
effective range of knowledge of those already in
the productive system. This includes knowledge of
available resources, of technical processes of the
management and operation of particular plants, and
of the economic environment in which such plants
have to function.

Considerable efforts of this nature have in fact
been made in the past fifteen years, not least with
assistance provided by the more advanced countries
both bilaterally and through various multilateral
agenciesd Surveys of natural resources and the dis-
semination of the results can do a good deal to
widen the horizon of potential investors. Handbooks
and manuals on industrial processes and the practical
problems of factory organization are few and far
between in most developing countries, especially
where a language barrier cuts off local entrepreneurs
from foreign sources of information. In many places,
tradition tends to keep a son in the occupation of
his father, and a special effort is needed to encourage
entry into new fields, particularly when the field is
a new one to the economy as a whole. Special
courses in technically oriented training institutions
have proved helpful, as has the sponsorship of study
trips abroad.

Governments have also been able to help by
organizing consulting engineering services, lack of
which constitutes a drag on new investment in most
developing countries. Such services can undertake
feasibility studies and do the project preparation
work which has so often caused delays and difficul-
ties in connexion with foreign loans. They can also

7See chapter V for some discussion of this external
assistance.
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help in the establishment of common testing facilities
and in the  setting up  of  appropriate  national
standards for components and finished products,
essential both for efficiency at home and for market-
ing goods abroad.

In more general terms, a development plan, though
a government responsibility, and led by official
actions and public sector investments, is unlikely
to exert its intended influence on the economy as a
whole unless deliberate efforts are made to enlist
the co-operation of the private sector. As a very
minimum, adequate information about government
intentions--over the plan period in a general way
and over the period immediately ahead in a speci-
fic and detailed way--needs to be made known to all
business  decision makers  so  that  private-sector
policies can be aligned rationally with the official
investment and expenditure pattern. This is an area
in which most official development efforts have fallen
short in recent years. Though there are many exam-
ples of useful public-private colIaboration in particu-
lar enterprises, mobilization of the private sector as
a whole has not been successful,s

in development strategy, partly because labour as
such is hardly a scarce factor in most developing
countries and partly because short-term and even
medium-term plans have tended to take the labour
force as given, implicitly assuming that its structure
could be altered only over a much longer period.
While this latter assumption may be valid in a
statistical sense, it is clear that a plan for creating
or allocating financial and physical resources cannot
be implemented without a counterpart, complemen-
tary allocation of human resources, appropriately
qualified. Events have shown that shortage of skilled
manpower is often a major bottle-neck. Thus a man-
power policy must have short-run as well as long-run
objectives.

THE ROLE OF ANNUAL PROGRAMMING

The sphere in which there is the longest tradition
of government involvement in the private sector is
agriculture.  Research  institutions,  demonstration
farms and extension services among the farmers are,
in varying degree, tokens of official concern in most
developing countries. As indicated in chapter II,
their achievements have been rather unequal, reflect-
ing in part the recalcitrance of some of the technical
problems, the enormous complexity of the institu-
tional set-up and the tendency in some countries to
concentrate policy action on the industrial sector
without due attention to its relevance for agricuture.

There are signs that the widespread crop failures
of 1965/66 and 1966/67 have led to a reassessment
of the official effort going into agricultural devel-
opment. The technical break-through epitomized in
the new varieties of hybrid maize and short-stemmed
wheat and rice can be translated into improved pro-
duction only if it is combined in an appropriate way
with the requisite water and fertilizers, and this
means changes in cultivation techniques and customs
which in some countries are likely to require a much
more intensive educational effort in the agricultural
sector.

s For a discussion of some of the problem,s implicit in
integrating the private sector into an official development
plan, see World Economic Survey, 1966, Part One: Im-
plementation of Development Plans: Problems and Experi-
ence, chapter III.

Since the repository of information and knowledge
is the labour force itself, what is at stake in the
efforts of a developing country to overcome its
technological shortcomings is a manpower policy.
This has often been a relatively neglected element

The need for a mechanism through which adjust-
ments can be made both to the time-table for invest-
ments and to the measures influencing the allocation
of resources such as credit and foreign exchange
has been given recognition in many developing coun-
tries through the setting up of a system of annual
programming. Within the framework of the longer-
term plan--often formulated for a five-year span--
and in conformity with its general strategy, an annual
programming of action and policy can take into
account the evaluation of the economy and its shorter-
term vicissitudes and opportunities, occasioned by
fluctuations in harvests, in the demand for its export
products and in the availability of external resources.

Apart from providing this necessary degree of
flexibility in development policies, without detriment
to their mutual consistency or to the longer-term
objectives they are intended to serve, the mechanism
of annual programming has fulfilled an even more
widely needed purpose by constituting a formal and
functional link between the development plan, cover-
ing the whole economy and several years, and the
traditional budget covering the central government
sector and a single fiscal year. The importance of
this link lies partly in the opportunity it furnishes
for viewing budgetary actions in the context of the
short-term management of the economy as a whole
and partly in the relationships it helps to establish
between the current-account expenditure of the Gov-
vernment on the one hand and the investment or
capital account both in the regular budget and in
the public-sector development ,budget.

Even in those developing countries in which de-
ve!opment planning has evolved from the procedures
followed for the building up of the capital account
of the budget, events have shown the need for a
closer and more organic relationship with the rest
of the economy and with the budgeting of recurrent
expenditure. The process of development has itself
tended to involve "the rest of the economy" to an
ever-increasing extent. For not only has the central
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Government engaged in a greater amount of pro-
ductive investment--extending far beyond the tradi-
tional "public works" .of the ordinary budgetÿbut,
as indicated earlier in this chapter, it has often created
autonomous and semi-autonomous agencies to set up
and operate various types of capital facilities. Pro-
vincial and local authorities have also been encour-
aged to expand their investment along designated
lines, including education, health, roads, soil con-
servation and other functions that are of crucial
importance to the development of the economy as a
whole. And the private sector has .been drawn into
the process, .both indirectly through the demand for
the inputs required in the public sector and directly
through the setting of targets, allocation machinery
for particularly scarce resources and various incen-
tive and disincentive measures.

the sort of waste that has occurred all too frequently
in the past when capital facilities were built without
adequate preparation for meeting their subsequent
recurrent costs and inputs: schools without teachers,
hospitals without nurses and an unexpectedly rapid
rise in current expenditure causing awkward fiscal
stringency.

Without some means of .bringing all this activity
into a common framework, day-to-day management
of the economy becomes increasingly difficult as de-
velopment proceeds. Taxation is not merely a matter
of raising sufficient revenue .by levies on incomes and
goods to meet prospective administrative costs. The
whole tax structure needs to .be kept in line with
the changing structure of the economy itself and with
the incentive, saving and foreign exchange policies
required by the development effort. The measures
adopted to organize and finance the ordinary .budget
have therefore to .be determined in the light of the
analysis of the prospective availability and disposi-
tion of all resources. More and more, developing
countries have discovered the usefulness of an annual
programming exercise for this purpose.

Where it has been furthest developed, annual pro-
gramming precedes the regular budget formulation.
Forecasts or projections are made of the volume
and pattern of available resources, and targets are
set up for investment, imports, production and ex-
ports, by sector and often ,by agency and ,by project.
And it is against this .background that the expendi-
ture and revenue structure of the fiscal budget is
mapped out. When the exercise is complete, it has
been found useful to publish the results for the
guidance of the decision makers in the private sector :
this tends to increase the responsiveness of entre-
preneurs to incentive measures, and helps to line
up private investment and production with both
longer-term o.bjectives and the more immediate in-
tentions for the ensuing fiscal year.

The programming exercise has also been found
useful  in  bridging the  departmental  separatism
which often tends to characterize the traditional
budget-formulation procedures. A more coherent
view is obtained of ptÿblic-sector activities within
the broader framework of the economy as a whole.
This has been found helpful in ensuring that the
implications of a particular pattern of public invest-
ments are all taken into account, thus preventing

The link between the fiscal `budget and the devel-
opment plan also helps to improve the estimating
process on which the former is necessarily based.
As the development plan is usually designed to effect
or accelerate certain structural changes, and in the
shorter-run often involves the deliberate diversion
or allocation of resources to selected ends, the statis-
tical basis for predicting tax yields, for example,
tends to become even shakier than it ordinarily is in
a developing country. If, in these circumstances,
revenue estimates can be drawn up on the basis of
development intentions  with regard to the pattern
of imports or the pricing of officially produced goods
and services, for example--the result is likely to
provide a more realistic picture of prospective reve-
nue, and hence a sounder ,basis for formulating tax
and saving policies.

By the same token, more accurate fiscal .budgeting
enhances the Government's opportunity to pursue
a sound credit policy. Advances to those elements
in the private sector in which expansion is desired
can .be made with more assurance if the Govern-
ment's own credit needs are more accurately as-
sessed. And this in turn can ease its task of main-
taining economic stability while it presses on with
its plan for growth.

If it is possible to detect some notes of disillusion
with the idea of economic planning in a developing
country, it is not in this essentially practical area
of day-to-day management. The disappointments
have come from the somewhat unrealistic hopes
that have sometimes been placed on a target-setting
exercise. However ela.borate such an exercise--and
whatever care is taken to ensure the consistency
of such targets--it inevitably rests on certain pos-
tulated relationships among the major economic
parameters. This is an inherently flimsy base, for
virtually by definition, the process of development
is designed to alter the economic structure and the
behavioural responses of key entities in it and there-
fore the very relationships that have been assumed.
Experience has shown, moreover, how exogenous
forces such as weather and world markets can upset
the plan assumptions  even more  suddenly  and
seriously.

These disappointments point up the shortcomings
of certain techniques; they do nothing to reduce the
need for planning as such. Viewed as an exercise
in the choice of mutually compatible objectives, the
identification of relevant obstacles and the delinea-
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tion of a set of consistent policies to overcome the
obstacles and achieve the objectives, planning re-
mains an essential element in any serious and sus-
tained effort to accelerate the pace of economic devel-
opment. There are signs that the essentially practica!

breaking down of longer-term plans into shorter
segments linked to the more traditional activities
and responsibilities of government may lead to a
more realistic adaptation of the function of planning
to the needs of the developing countries.
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Chapter V

THE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The economic growth of the developing coun-
tries is strongly influenced by what happens in the
rest of the world. In most developing countries, the
export sector contributes a major share of the total
output of goods and services,  especially in the
market-based segment of the economy (see table 53).
The import sector contributes a major share of the
goods and services absorbed in fixed capital forma-
tion and in overcoming some of the specific bottle-
necks to development. And because in many cases
the demand for imports generated by efforts to ac-
celerate the rate o5 economic expansion is apt to
outrun the capacity to earn the means for paying
for such imports, developing countries tend to depend
on an inflow of capital.

Among the external forces affecting the export
earnings of the developing countries as a group, the
most significant are the growth of income in partner
countries, changes in technology and the production
and commercial policies pursued in the more ad-
vanced countries. The availability of capital is also
dependent on the level of economic activity in the
more advanced countries, but the actual flow--in
form as well as in volume--is affected by tax ar-
rangements and capital market regulations as well
as by the aid policies and balance of payments
policies adopted by those countries.

By historical standards, post-war conditions for
trade and capital movements have been extremely
favourable, at least in the aggregate. The historical
test is not the most appropriate one for the purpose,
however, for what was being undertaken has been
without  past  parallel:  it  was--and  remains--a
massive effort to raise the levels o5 living of two-
thirds of the world's population nearer to those
enjoyed by the other third. And for this, the actions
and policies of the more advanced countries, while
generally helpful, have fallen short of what the
situation and the challenge may well require if the
efforts of the developing countries themselves are
to be appropriately complemented.

population (to over two-thirds of the total in 1965).
Thus, while real output expanded between 1955 and
1965 somewhat faster in the developing countries
(about 4.5 per cent per annum) than in the devel-
oped market economies  (about 4.0 per cent per
annum), the rate of growth in per capita income
lagged: it rose by about 2.1 per cent in the devel-
oping countries compared with 2.8 per cent in the
developed market economies. Expressed in absolute
terms, incomes were rising at an annual rate of
about *3 a head (at 1960 prices) in the developing
countries compared with about $40 a head in the
developed market economies.

The narrowing of this disparity in income levels
cannot be regarded as an operational objective,
however, at least as far as the more advanced coun-
tries are concerned. For the raising of per cÿpitÿ
income in the developing countries, while chiefly
dependent on the overcoming of internal obstacles to
development, depends also on the rate of growth in
the more advanced countries with which they trade.
In general, the high-growth countries are those
whose imports from the developing countries have
been rising most rapidly (see table 54). And, as
indicated in chapter I, it has been the developing
countries with high rates of increase in exports that
have registered the best rates of economic growth.
Thus even a slowing down in the rate of growth
in the more advanced countries would not neces-
sarily help to reduce the difference in per cÿpÿta
incomes.

The disparity in per capitÿ income between the
developed market economies and the developing
countries has not .been narrowed: the fractional gain
in the latter's share in total output (to about one-
sixth of the combined figure in 1965) was more
than balanced by the rise in the group's share in

This suggests that the best contribution that the
more advanced countries can make towards the
deve!opment of the others is a threefold one. And
the two main components--trade policy and aid
policy--are both contingent on the third one, namely,
the maintenance of a satisfactory rate of economic
growth, for it is this that generates the demand for
imports from the developing countries as well as
the savings that can be made available to them.
The discussion that follows is focused on trade and
aid policies and their principal .determinants. The
growth policies of the more advanced countries are
not examined; the implicit lesson that emerges,
however, is that the more satisfactory its own eco-
nomic growth, the less difficult is it for an advanced
country to adopt generous trade and aid policies
towards the developing countries.
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Table 53. Developing countries: distribution according to ratio of exports of goods and services to gross domestic product,a average 1963-1965

5-10 per. cent                10,1-15 per. cenÿ               15.1-20 percent               20.1-25 per cent               25.1-30 per cent               30.1-35 per cent              Over 35 per cent

India         (--1)
Brazil         (--3)
Republic

of Korea     (4)
Pakistan      (--1)

Mexico         (--1)   Madagascar       (1)   Honduras         (2)   E1 Salvador      (4)   Nicaragua        (9)   Jamaica          (8)
Argentina        (2)   Uruguay          (1)   Iran              (8)   Cameroon        (9)   Sierra Leone     (5)   Kenya           (15)
Chile             (1)   Guatemala        (5)   Morocco        (--4)   Congo                   Algeria           (9)   Lebanon         (21)
Mozambique    (--1)   China (Taiwan)  (9)   Philippines       (8)     (Democratic          United                 Iraq             (8)
Burma          (--7)   Haiti             (3)   Costa Rica       (5)     Republic of) (--9)     Republic of           Former
Colombia       (--1)   Ecuador        (--2)   Peru             (4)   Ceyhan         (--3)     Tanzania       (8)     Federation
Ethiopia          (6)   Bolivia         (--4)   Former French          Ghana            (4)   Togo            (16)     of Rhodesia
Jordan           (--)   Former French            Equatorial            Panama        (--3)   Uganda           (8)     and
Israel             (6)     West  Africac  (6)     Africab         (9)                            Venezuela        (2)     Nyasaland      (7)

Tunisia        (---6)   Angola          (1)                                                  Mauritius        (2)
United Arab                                                                                       Barbados         (3)

Republic       (2)                                                                         Liberia          (--)
Dominican                                                                                         Guyana          (17)

Republic     (--3)                                                                         Saudi
Nigeria          (3)                                                                           Arabia         (5)
Paraguay        (5)                                                                     Libya          (31 )
Syria         (--3)                                                                     Kuwait        (--5)
Thailand       (--1)                                                                              Trinidad
Sudan            (1)                                                                                and Tobago    (22)

Soÿrce: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations,  Yearbook of National
Accounts Statistics.

a Calculated at constant (1960) prices. In each column countries are ar-
ranged in ascending order of the ratio of exports to gross domestic lyroduct.

The figure in parentheses represents the change between 1955-1957 and 1963-1965
in the proportion of exports to gross domestic product.

b Former French Equatorial Africa includes Central African Republic, Chad,
Congo (Brazzaville) and Gabon.

e Former French West Africa includes Dahomey, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Mall,
Mauritania, Niger, Senegal and Upper Volta.



Table 54. Economically advanced countries: rate of increase in total production and
in imports from developing countries, 1955-1965

Imports from developing
countries, 1965

Average 1955-1965 rate of increase in

Country or                                                     Gross domestic
regi°nÿ                         Total           Other thanf-uels           pr°dnctb

(Billions of current dollars)

Imports from
developing coÿntriese

Other thaÿ
Total             f-uels

(Percentage)
per annum)

United Kingdom  ......  3.9           2.6           2.9           2.7           0.9

North Americaa  .......  7.5            5.4            3.4            3.0            2.1

European Economic
Community  ..........  8.9           5.9           4.9           5.8           4.1

Eastern Europee  .......  1.9            1.9            5.9           14.1           14.1

USSR  ................  1.1            1.1            7.4           15.9           16.0

Japan  .................  2.8           1.8           8.8          10.3           7.6

Source:  Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on Yearbook of International
Trade Statistics, 1965  (United Nations pub-
lication, Sales No. : 67.XVII.2) ; United Nations,
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

a Arranged in ascending order of rate of
increase  in total production,  1955-1965.

b Gross domestic product at 1960 prices; in
the case of eastern Europe and USSR, gross
material product at 1963 prices.

e Import quantum.
cl Canada and United States.
e Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern

Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania.

One of the basic characteristics of the external
trade of the developing countries is its close links
to the markets of the developed market economies.
Over 70 per cent of the exports of the developing
countries go to North America, western Europe
and Japan, and this proportion has not changed
significantly in the past ten years. Trade with the
centrally planned economies has increased fourfold
in this period, but, though of considerable importance
to certain developing countries, it still accounts for
only about 6 per cent of the over-all total. The
lagging flow has been that among the developing
countries themselves?

Though the proportion of developing-country ex-
ports going to the developed market economies has
barely changed in the aggregate, the various com-
ponents of this flow have responded measurably to
differences in demand. The proportion of the flow
going to the relatively slow-growing economies de-
clined significantly during the ten years under re-

1 It is difficult to assess this lag. Reported data suggest
that trade among the developing countries has increased
by one-third in the past ten years, its share of the total
declining from about 24 per cent to about 21 per cent. This
ignores unrecorded trade  across frontiers, however,  and
makes no allowance for the merging and separation of
certain groups of countries. Nor does it distinguish the
impact of changes in entrep6t trade or the movement of
petroleum to and from such refineries as those in Aden
and the Netherlands Antilles. The value of intra-trade in
fuels increased by about 2.5 per cent a year between mid-
1950 and mid-1960, whereas exports to third countries rose
at almost 10 per cent a year. Exclusive of petroleum, re-
corded trade among the developing countries has accounted
for about a fiÿth of total developing-country exports through-
out the period 1955-1965. Intra-trade in raw materials was
the lagging component--it was virtually static during this
period--but it accounted fora mere $1 billion in 1965, less
than 3 per cent of all developing-country exports,

SALIENT  FEATURES OF  TI-IE  MARKET  FOR DEVELOPING-

COUNTRY   EXPORTS
view: exports to North America, which constituted
a fourth of the total in the mid-1950's, had dropped
to a fifth by the mid-1960's, while exports to the
United Kingdom dropped from 13 per cent to 11 per
cent. The counterpart to this contraction was an
expansion in the flow to the European Economic
Community (from 22 per cent to 24 per cent of the
total) and to Japan (from 4 per cent to 8 per cent).

While these changes in destination were taking
place, the composition of developing-country exports
was also being altered. The contribution of foods
and raw materials, which had exceeded two-thirds
of total earnings in the mid-1950's, had fallen to
not much more than half by the mid-1960's. Cor-
respondingly, the proportion derived from petro-
leum and manufactured products (,other than food-
stuffs) had risen by almost 50 per cent. By 1965,
indeed, petroleum was yielding over 29 per cent oÿ
the developing-country export earnings--as much as
all food items combined, raw and processed (see
table 55).

The growth rate of earnings of convertible cur-
rencies from exports other than petroleum was not
much more than 1 per cent a year in the second
half of the !950's; it rose to almost 4 per cent in
the first half of the 1960's, but over the ten-year
span it barely kept up with the increase in popula-
tion in the developing countries  (see table 56).
During the first quinquennium, earnings were signifi-
cantly reduced by unfavourable price movements:
the average unit value of food exports to the de-
veloped market economies declined by 2 per cent a
year and there was a similar decline in the case
of manufactures (largely as a result of falling metal
prices). These declines were made good in the sec-
ond quinquennium. Eliminating the effect of these
price movements leaves the growth of export quan-
tum much smoother over time (see table 57) but
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Table  55. Developing countries:  destination  and composition of exports, 1955, 1950, 1965

Total                          Percentage of total value of e;rports accounted for by

Year and                      (billions                                                               Manufacturesa
destination                       of                          Raw

dollars)         F°°da                         Fuelsc#ÿaterialsb                         Total        Metals° Tee;tilesÿ

1955
Developing countries  ..........  5.8          25          20
Rest of world  ................  17.7         35          33

Developed  market  economies        17.1          35          32
Centrally  planned  economies        0.6          32          61

38          17          1
20      11      7
21      12      7
--                  9              --

7
2
2
2

1960
Developing countries  ..........  6.0          24          18
Rest of world  ................  21.0          31          31

Developed  market  economies        19.8          31          29
Centrally  planned  economies         1.2          29          64

38          19         2         7
25          13          6         2
26      13      7      2
--          8         2         3

1965
Developing countries  ..........  7.6          26          14            35          24          3          6
Rest of world  ................  28.6         29         25           29          16         6         3

Developed  market  economies       26.2          28         24           32          16          7         3
'Centrally  planned  economies        2.3          47          42            u          10          2          7

Source: Centre for Development Planning, P,rojections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
Statistical  Yearbook, 1966  (United Nations publication,
Sales N.o,: 67.XVII.1).

a SITC 0 and 1.

b SITC 2 and 4.
c SITC 3.
a SITC 5 to 8.
e SITC 67 and 68 other than 681.

SITC 65.

Table 56. Developing countries: growth rates of exports to various regions, 1955-1965
(Percentage per annum)

1955-1960                                         1968-1965                                          1955-1965

Region                                                    Other than                     Oÿher than                    Other than
Total          fuels          Total          fuels          Total        fuels

World  ..................................  2.8          1.9         5.6         4.7         4.2         3.3

Developed mÿrket economies  ............  2.8          1.4          5.4          3.9          4.!          2.6
North America  ......................  1.6         0.1          3.1          2.8         2.3          1.4

Western Europe  .....................  3.1          1.8         5.7         3.6         4.4         2.7
United Kingdom  ...................  2.8         1.1         1.4       --0.7         2.1         02
European Economic Community  ....  3.6          2.5          6.7          4.3          5.2          3.4

Japan  ...............................  6.6         4.3        12.6         9.6         9.6         6.9

Developing countries  ...................  0.8          1.0          4.4          5.2          2.6          3.1

Centrally planned economies  ............  13.7         13.7         12.0         12.1         12.8         12.9
Eastern Europe  ......................  15.0         15.0         12.2         12.1         13.6         13.6

USSR  ..............................  17.1         17.3         13.8         13.7         15.4         15.5

Source: See table 54.

Table 57. Developing countries: average rate of
increase in the quantmn of exports to developed
market economies, by category, 1955-1965

(Percentage per annum)

Category                   1955.1960   1960-1965 1955-1965

Total  ..................  4        5       5

Food  ................  3         2       2
Raw materials  .......  1         2        2

Fuels  ................  8        10        9
Manufactures  .........  7         7        7

it does not alter the sharp contrast between food
and raw materials on the one hand (with an average
annual growth of 2 per cent between 1955 and 1965)
and manufactures and fuels on the other (averaging
7 per cent and 9 per cent, respectively).

Source: Centre for Development Planning, P,rojections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, 1ÿased on
United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, November
1967,

As indicated in chapter III, this export perform-
ance was determined to some extent by events on
the supply side--agricultural difficulties in some
countries, over-response to earlier high prices for
certain tree crops, the opening up of new mineral
deposits, import-substitution-oriented industrializa-
tion policies, over-valued currencies, shortages of
export finance and so on--but it also reflects devel-
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opments in the more advanced countries, not all of
which are susceptible to control.

The intake of goods from the developing countries
depends in the first instance on the final demand
of consumers or the intermediate demand of indus-
trial users of each of the commodities concerned.
Consumer demand depends on the level and distribu-
tion of incomes and on the pattern of preferences
changing continuously, though usually slowly, with
working and living habits. IndustriM demand is
derived in part from the purchasing schedules of
consumers, but it is also influenced by changes in
manufacturing techniques, including not only new
methods of carrying out old activities but also the
availability of new materials.

In a market economy- this final demand is not
usually subject to direct official intervention though
it is affected indirectly in many ways through the
fiscal system, most notably by taxes on particular
commodities, by the general redistributive influence
of the tax structure and by tax incentives or dis-
incentives to industry in respect of research or
investment or other activities that may determine
the composition of material inputs.

The extent to which final demand in the developed
market economies is met by supplies from abroad
depends in turn on the capacity of the countries
concerned to produce the requisite commodities at
home. This is not merely a physical question of
climate and material resources; it is in large meas-
ure a matter of economic policy, reflected in the
willingness of the Government to support the local
producers by fiscal or other means. Production sup-
port programmes are generally complemented by
appropriate trade policies designed to control entry
and thus to keep the domestic market in balance at
an acceptable and sometimes predetermined level of
price.

In a number of cases, particularly in the case of
temperate agricultural products and manufactured
goods, developing-country sales to particular devel-
oped market economies are affected also by com-
petitive supplies from other advanced countries. In
some instances such supplies may originate from
producers who enjoy some form of official support
in these third countries.

Adjustment to changes in demand

While in general it is doubtless to the advantage
of the developing countries for their trading partners
among the more advanced countries to experience a
rapid rate of economic growth, both technological
dynamism  and rising incomes  bring their  own
special hazards. An increase in disposable income
tends to change not only the structure of consumer
expenditure but even the absolute quantities of
familiar commodities in the consumer budget. And
such changes may be sharply accentuated when new
materials and new product's begin to compete for
the consumer's cash resources.

It is of significance to exporters of various food-
stuffs  among the  developing countries that the
amount of cereal and bakery products purchased
for home consumption .by consumers in the United
States declined steadily in the first half of this cen-
tury and 5y the mid-1950's had reached about 3.3
pounds per person per week--not much more than
half of what was bought fifty years earlier. In the
case of wheat, there was decline not only in per
capita purchases but also in total consumption: aver-
age domestic disappearance for food purposes was
fractionally less in the 1950's than it had been in
the 1920's.2 The amount of butter purchased was
more or less halved in the course of fifty years (to
about 0.2 pound per person per week) while sugar
and sweet purchases--at about one pound per person
per week--were well ,below earlier levels. Fruit
and vegetable purchases,  though above pre-war
averages, seem to have started declining in the
1950's. The big increases, compared with pre-war
figures, were in the principal protein foods--eggs,
meat, poultry and fish-up about 60 per .cent, from
three pounds to five pounds per person per week.a

Nor were the changes confined to food. There are
similar implications for raw material inputs in the
changes recorded in clothing purchases such as the
sharp decline in the use of hats and caps, ties and
gloves. There was also a marked reduction in the
number of handkerchiefs purchased each year, re-
flecting not only a change in fashion and custom ,but
an even more significant technological change, namely
the partial displacement of cotton by paper.

In practice, all three sets of determinants of the
demand for developing-country exports--consumer
incomes and preferences, technological change and
official production and commercial policies--operate
simultaneously and their respective impact cannot
be appraised in isolation. For purposes of exposition,
however, and in order to distinguish those forces
that are likely to ,be amenable to policy change from
those that must be more properly regarded as facts
of life to which it is necessary to adjust, there may
be some advantage in analysing each aspect sepa-
rately.

In most western European countries, the per capita
consumption of coffee at the end of the 1950's was
much the same as twenty years earlier: in some of
the low-consumption countries, it was appreciably
higher (having doubled in Italy and the United
Kingdom, for example, to almost four pounds and

2 See United  States  Department o{ Agriculture,  Con-
sumption of Food in the United States, 1909-52 (Washing-
ton, D.C.) (Handbook No. 62 and supplements' for 1956 and
1959).

a These examples are taken from a study by the United
States Department of Labor, How Americaÿ Buying Habits
Change (Washington, D.C., 1959).
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two pounds per annum respectively), but in several
of the high-consumption countries it was lower
(most notably in the Netherlands where it had de-
clined from over thirteen pounds to under nine
pounds per annum). In the United States, consump-
tion reached a peak of about twenty pounds per
person per aÿum in the early post-war years; by
the end of the 1950% it had dropped below sixteen
pounds and total consumption was actually lower
in the second half of the 1950's than in the second
half of the 1940%.4

one substance by a more suitable one--such changes
are of the essence of progress and need to be ad-
justed to, rather than prevented. This is not to say
that such changes are not frequently disruptive of
older methods of doing things and of the trade
patterns built up on them. It is rather to emphasize
their random nature, which makes it far from certain
that the cost of stopping or retarding a technical
change will not be greater than that of allowing it
to erode the market of an established industry.

It would be realistic to conclude that the proba-
bility of slow growth in the consumption of many
of the basic requirements of individuals must be
taken as a datum by developing countries. Evidence
already exists, indeed, that at higher-income levels,
per capita consumption of some of the basic food-
stuffs may decline at a rate in excess of the growth
of population. If exporters of such commodities are
to achieve a higher rate of increase in their export
earnings, a special effort will be needed to expand
sales in those countries in which per capita con-
sumption is still low by international standards.
That wide disparities exist is illustrated by the case
of coffee: among the ten principal importing coun-
tries of western Europe, the highest rate of consump-
tion at the beginning of the 1960's was as much as
eight times the lowest. This itself suggests the need
for inquiry into the part played by tradition, taste,
fashion, trade practices, price, taxes, local produc-
tion policies and so on in restraining consumption.

In the meantime, developing countries that are
seeking to diversify their exports need to bear in
mind the more dynamic elements in the pattern of
consumer expenditure in higher-income partner coun-
tries. In the period 1953-1955 to 1963-1965, some
of the imports of the major industrial countries
from developing countries were clearly at the ex-
pansionary end of the consumption spectrum : among
those earning more than $100 million a year in the
mid-1960's were fresh and simply preserved fish
(imports of which had risen at an average of almost
17 per cent a year), fresh, chilled and frozen meat
(13 per cent), preserved fruit (11 per cent), maize,
largely for livestock feed (almost 9 per cent) and
fresh fruit (7 per cent).ÿ

Recent experience suggests that the impact of
technological developments may also have to be
taken as a datum. The search for economies in the
use of raw materials, the evolution of methods of
recovering and reusing scrap, the displacement of

4For a discussion of the effects of changes in income
and changes in price on consumption of coffee, see United
States Department of Commerce, Coffee Consumption in
the Umted gtcÿtes, 1920-1965 (Washington D.C., 1961).

5 See United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment, "Commodity survey, 1967" (TD/B/C.1/46), table 14,
for  further  data  on  selected  imports  from  developing
countries.

The developing countries are often the beneficiaries
of these technical advances. The improvements in
blast-furnace  practice  and the increased use  of
oxygen have favoured the high-metal ores of some
of the developing countries over the lower-grade
product of the industrial countries. Between 1953-
1955 and 1963-1965, imports of iron ore by the
major developed market economies from deve!oping
countries increased at about 12 per cent a year.
Similarly, the swing to oil as a source of energy
in western Europe has benefited the developing coun-
tries at the expense of domestic coal producers.
Between 1950-1955 and 1960-1965, coal output in
the four major producers of western Europe--Bel-
gium, Federal Republic of Germany, France and
United Kingdom--declined by about 10 per cent
while consumption of fuel oil increased about four-
fold and exports of crude petroleum from the devel-
oping countries rose at about 9 per cent a year.

Outside the centrally planned economies, manu-
facturing production increased by about two-thirds
between 1955 and 1965. The output of aluminium
more or less doubled in this period and most of the
bauxite on which the upsurge was based came from
the developing countries whose exports ,of bauxite
rose by about 6 per cent a year and of alumina by
27 per cent a year.

In contrast to these examples of the benefits ac-
cruing to developing countries from recent techno-
logical advances, there are comparable cases of loss
of markets and deceleration in growth. The slow
growth in production of such commodities as rubber,
cotton, jute and lead (outside the centrally planned
economies, only about a fourth of the rate of growth
in manufacturing production between 1955 and 19'65)
and of wool and sisal (about a fifth of the manu-
facturing rate) is largely a reflection of the displace-
ments of these products by substitutes. Imports
from the developing countries by the major indus-
trial countries were less in 1963-1965 than in 1953-
1955 in the case of hides and skins (in the wake
of a declining use of leather) and hardly any greater
in the case of crude fertilizers (being replaced by
synthetics) and of vegetable seeds and oils (saponifi-
cation of which had been significantly reduced by
the development of detergents). In all these instances
and many similar ones, exporters in the developing
countries were having to adjust to a market that
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was shrinking, relatively if not absolutely, with all
that this entails for price and receipts. By the same
token, the export earnings of many countries were
being affected in a way that had serious implications
for the future financing of external requirements for
economic development.

An examination of the changes in the composition
of trade in recent years suggests that the problems
induced by a reduction in the demand for a product
exported by developing countries or by a decline
in its rate of increase are likely to be more serious
if there is a domestic industry producing part of
the supply in the developed market economies than
if the whole off-take is imported. For in such cir-
cumstances the domestic producers are likely to be
the first claimants for protection or support in the
face of the unfavourable market development, and
the full burden of adjustment may fall on producers
in the developing countries.

Whatever the share of the adjustment to be made
by the developing countries concerned, the problem
is an important one not only because of the strategic
role played by exports in many of these countries
and their frequently high degree of dependence on
one or two such exports but also because of the
dynamic nature of contemporary technology. A quick-
ening of the pace of change could have grave im-
plications for the development process in many of
the less advanced countries.

The problems of market encroachment faced by
a developing country are likely to prove most diffi-
cult when a mineral-based item is produced indus-
trially in the more advanced country as a stÿbstitute
for an agricultural commodity it traditionally ex-
ported to that market. Not only does the new product
tend to be more uniform and better adapted as a
raw material in other processes but the creation
of industrial capacity to make it tends to alter the
cost and supply situation: there are strong pressures
to make full use of installed investment against
which expansion of output of the natural product--at
constant or even rising costs--becomes competitively
difficult. Up to a point, a factory-produced substitute,
being sold at a more controllable, and therefore
steadier, price than the natural product, may serve
as a market stabilizer, setting what is, in effect,
a floor price. When factories are furnishing the bulk
of the output, however, the pressure to use the ca-
pacity to the optimum, cost-minimizing extent may
tend to make the position of the natural product
more vulnerable: the residual demand met by the
natural product is likely to. fluctuate more widely
than the total demand for the commodity and fall
off more sharply in periods of slower industrial
growth.

This appears to have happened to rubber in recent
years. In terms of output, the natural product was

overtaken by the synthetic at the beginning of the
1960% and by 1967 its share of the market was less
than 40 per cent. Its price had broken through the
floor set by the main substitute, and in 1967 it
averaged about half the 1960 figure.

Few of the developments of this nature have been
as rapid or as large as the displacement of coal by
oil or of natural rubber by synthetic; but in varying
degree, almost all the traditional raw materials have
been subject to the same type of competitive pres-
sure. Many of the tree gums, dyes, flavourings and
essences have been virtually replaced by laboratory
products. In the face of man-made substitutes, most
oÿ the natural fibres have experienced a steady and
continuing contraction in their share of the textile
market. And among the metals, substitution by
aluminium and plastics and economies in use have
slowed down the increase in the consumption of lead
and tin to well below the rate of growth in manufac-
turing production.

These changes have had their origin in the in-
dustrial countries, gut new materials and new tech-
niques for using old materials soon spread, not only
among the more advanced countries but also to the
developing countries. The innovations are accepted
because they reduce costs or improve the quality
or offer other advantages to the mnaufacturer or
user. Even if it were possible to prevent or even
slow down the process, it is doubtful whether the
world as a whole would benefit. Even in the case
of the developing countries, switches in raw material
demand may benefit some, no less than they may
embarrass others. A more practical question is how
to retain the fruits of progress while at the same
time shielding, at least temporarily, those whose
livelihood may be injured ,by the changes that are
involved. Even though recent history does not shed
much light on this, the question must be kept before
policy makers; for if, as suggested above, the pace
of change is quickening, it will become increasingly
necessary to devise ways and means of adapting
economic organization and social institutions so as to
maximize the net advantages of each technological
innovation.

The most obvious response to a competitive threat
is an effort to strengthen the position of the tradi-
tional product through a parallel process of research
and improvement. The fact that the traditional pro-
duct comes from the farm and its competitor from
the factory is no reason for assuming that the dice
are loaded against the former. Some of the most
significant scientific advances in recent years have
been achieved in the field of genetics, and the scope
for industrializing farm processes is vast and in some
areas almost untouched. An indication of the pos-
sibilities is provided by the modest research effort
launched in the first half of the 1950's by the rubber
growers in Malaysia as a result of which clones
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have been developed that yield twice as much latex
per acre as the older standing trees. Comparable
improvements have been obtained in the case of
hybrid maize and short-stemmed strains of wheat
(in Mexico) and rice (in the Philippines) as a
result of research efforts addressed in these instances
not to a threatened export crop but to the problem
of domestic food supplies. These are areas in which
expertise and financial support from the more ad-
vanced countries are virtually indispensable if prompt
ameliorative action is to be taken.

by Brazil in the face of the slow growth in coffee
consumption and the steady erosion of its position
as a producer by the competitive robusta-growing
countries of Africa.

The research that is required is not limited to the
botanical side. Recent experience has shown that
the weakness of many of the traditional products
lies no less in the losses that are incurred in harvest-
ing, transporting and storing the crop and in the
inadequacy of sorting and quality control relative to
the requirements of user industries which, as mecha-
nization has proceeded, have tended to become more
stringent in respect to uniformity and standards.
There is a need, therefore, to subject all the proc-
esses that make up the traditional exÿport industry to
searching tests of efficiency with the object of
modernizing at all points at which innovations pro-
raise to improve the competitive standing of the
product.

Parallel action may be required on the side of
marketing and end use. Apart from the challenge
implicit in countries in which per capita consumption
of the commodity in question is far below the
average, there is always the possibility of discovering
or devising new outlets. A start has been made in
presenting sisal and jute as decorative materials,
for example, to compensate for the decline in agri-
cultural usage, and in general a shift towards the
end uses likely to be favoured by a rise in incomes
would seem to be: one element i.n an adjustment
strategy.

Decisions regarding the extent to which efforts
should be devoted to the uplift of the old industry
on the one hand or to the diversion of resources to
other industries on the other, have to be taken
in the producing (exporting) country. They are
inherently difficult decisions, not only because they
have to be based on a realistic vision of the future
but also because to implement them may require a
financial and technical effort beyond the capacity of
any one of the exporting developing countries.6 It is
for this reason that the question has to be framed
in a global context, as a development problem, the
solution of which lies as much in the importing
countries as in those whose foreign exchange earnings
are at stake.

The more advanced countries are not without
experience of the problem in a domestic setting:
the phenomenon of declining industries is as old
as the industrial  revolution itself,  though  both
incidence and urgency have increased markedly with
the post-war speeding up of the pace of technological
change. Ironically, the most striking examples of
recent years have been in response to the competition
of products from the developing countries: the con-
traction of coal mining in many European countries
in the face of imports of petroleum, and the contrac-
tion of the textile industry--most notably in the
United Kingdomnin the face of imports of cotton
cloth.

The degree of dependence of a country on a par-
ticular export may be judged as inherently in need
of reduction in the interest of more stable or more
assured growth. Thus an altogether different re-
sponse to a threat of displacement is diversification,
that is, a deliberate reduction in the exporting
country's dependence on the traditional product by
the transfer of resources to other activities. Expe-
rience suggests that this is best regarded not asan
alternative to the effort to raise efficiency but as a
supplementary strategy, the appropriateness of which
depends on a careful appraisal of the longer-term
prospects of the traditional industry in the light of
the trend in demand for the product in general--
natural and man-made--and of the cost and quality
outlook for the latter. It is presumably on the basis
of such an appraisal that older rubber trees in
Malaysia have been replaced not entirely by higher-
yielding varieties but in many cases by oil palms.
Diversification is also the, strategy recently adopted

One of the main activities of the European Coal
and Steel Commission in the European Economic
Community and the National Coal Board in the
United Kingdom has been to permit an orderly
contraction in the coal-mining industry. Financed
largely by means of a levy on coal output and a duty
on oil imports, a major adjustment effort has been
mounted, involving the closing down of high-cost
pits, the retraining of displaced miners, the develop-
ment of mechanical devices to raise productivity in
the remaining active pits, and the encouragement of
other industries to open up in the depressed colliery
districts.

In the case of cotton textiles--perhaps the most
cogent example of what may happen when developing
countries build up an export potential in a static or
declining traditional industry--it was the United
Kingdom that bore the brunt of the readjustment in
international trade in the wake of the post-war
growth of production capacity in various developing

6 It is significant that in the ease of the research and
diversification response of the Malayan rubber industry
cited above for illustrative purposes, it has been the foreign-

'owned plantations that have taken the initiatives, with the
support of the Government,
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countries, particularly in southern and south-eastern
Asia. In the second half of the 1950's, the United
Kingdom was importing only half as much raw cot-
ton (about 1.5 million 500-pound bales) as it had
done in the quinquennium before the war, whereas
in the rest of western Europe, raw cotton imports
were well up to the pre-war average of about 5
million bales. In contrast to the United Kingdom,
moreover, raw cotton consumption continued to rise
in the European Economic Community--4.0 million
bales a year in the first half of the 1960's. At the
beginning  of  the  decade,  textile  imports  from
the developing countries accounted for over a fifth
of cotton consumption in the United Kingdom com-
pared with about 7 per cent in the EEC.

the developed market economies rose erratically but
rapidly at an average rate of about 11 per cent a
year; this dropped to an average of about 7 per
cent in the following three years. Some liberaliza-
tion of the Arrangement was negotiated on a bilateral
basis in certain cases, but in 1967 the Arrangement
as a whole was extended for a further three years,s

The cotton textile industry was also under pres-
sure in the United States: imports were running at
twice the 19'34-19'38 average in the second half of
the 1950% and in 1960 they reached the equivalent
of 6 per cent of domestic miIi production and ex-
ceeded exports for the first time. Earlier, the upsurge
in imports had come from Japan, but after 19'57 a
voluntary agreement to limit shipments to specific
amounts kept the supply from this source down:
the bulk of the increment in the second half of the
1950's came from the developing countries which by
1960 accounted for over a third of United States
cotton textile imports.

A tax on a dynamic import (such as petroleum)
or a quota system restraining the growth in low-cost
imports (such as cotton textiles) can be regarded as
a means of buying time during which the threatened
industry in the importing country is reorganized and
made more capable of competitive performance, if
necessary by the elimination of marginal producers
and the redeployment of the workers and capital
involved. The more rapid the adjustment and the
shorter the period of restraint, the more readily can
such a course of action be justified. And if it can be
justified as a transitional means of protecting the
market for such traditional industries as coal mining
and cotton textiles, it merits exploration in other
cases of threat to traditional markets.

In 1959, the United Kingdom adopted the Cotton
Industry Act in an attempt to consolidate and ration-
alize the production of cotton textiles and enable
the industry to stand up to the competition of
imports. As part of this reorganization, arrangements
were made with Hong Kong, India and Pakistan
to limit their sales to the United Kingdom to speci-
fied quantities. In 1961, the United States embarked
on a similar course aimed at expanding research
and facilitating modernization of the domestic textile
industry, removing the disadvantage to domestic
mills from a pricing system intended to encourage
raw cotton exports and negotiating an international
trade arrangement for avoiding "undue disruption"
of domestic markets by imports.ÿ

The problem was discussed within the framework
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT), and the outcome was a five-year Arrange-
ment regarding International Trade in Cotton Tex-
tiles that came into effect in October 1962. Thirty
countries became party to this Arrangement whose
main purpose was to permit the exports of the
developing countries to grow at a pace that was not
disruptive of the domestic industry in the importing
countries. The effect was to slow down the over-all
rate of expansion: between 1955 and 1962, the value
of textile exports from the developing countries to

7 See the President's "seven-point programme" announced
on 2 May 1961.

Indeed, where the threatened industry is in the
developing countries, the argument for shielding it
temporarily against the too-sudden winds of change
becomes that much stronger. For, whereas in the
more advanced countries the vulnerable industry is
likely to employ a very small fraction of the total
labour force and the opportunities for other employ-
ment are likely to be quite numerous,9 in the devel-
oping countries the dependence on the traditional
industry may well be much greater and the alterna-
tive activities much fewer.

The ways open to the more advanced countries
to prevent technical and economic changes from
having too negative an impact on their trading
partners among the developing countries need to be
selected in the light of all the circumstances of the
particular commodity.  They  could reasonably be
asked to refrain from giving any tax or other
advantage to the industry whose rapid expansion
was held to be disruptive to the traditional market
served by a developing country. There are precedents
for assuring the import of a certain share of total
consumption in the economy concerned, as in the

8 For an evaluation of the working of the Arrangement,
see the report of the UNCTAD Secretariat, "Study of the
origins and operation of international arrangements relating
to cotton textiles" (TD/20/Supplement 3). In the present
context, the merits and ambiguities of the Arrangement are
less important than its existence as a recognition of the need
to make orderly adjustments to the forces of change.

9 It is relevant to note in this connexion that the Interna-
tional Labour Organisation has estimated that the loss of
textile industry jobs in the developed market economies
attributable to the increase in imports from developing
countries in the first half of the 1960's amounted to a mere
0.04 per cent of total manufacturing employment. See "Some
labour implications of increased participation of developing
countries in trade in manufactures and semi-manufactures;
report by the International Labour Office" (TD/46/Rev.'l).
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case of petroleum imports into the United States.
There are also precedents for regulating the product
mix--as between the domestic and imported ele-
ments-to be absorbed by user industries, as in the
case of tobacco in some European countries, as well
as the chicory-coffee combination. In principle, it is
always likely to be preferable to provide resources
to improve the efficiency of the traditional industry
rather than devise means for curbing the new in-
dustry that threatens it. And in any case, assistance
to a developing country to reduce its dependence on
the traditional export could be duly reflected in
various ways in which its development was promoted.
No scheme that prolonged a developing country's
dependence on an industry or commodity whose
position was Iikely to become progressively weaker
on the international market would be in the interest
of longer-run growth.

involving across-the-board cuts in tariffs1° the full
implementation of which is likely to make customs
duties a relatively insignificant obstacle to interna-
tional trade as a whole.

Trade liberalization: policies and limitations

The movement of the developed market economies
towards more liberal trading policies in the post-war
period has been a vigorous and successful one by
earlier standards. Under the GATT, several major
campaigns have been waged to reduce tariff barriers,
beginning in 1947 and culminating in the so-called
Kennedy Round that was completed in 1967. This
latest round abandoned the detailed negotiation of
concessions  on  individual  items  between  pairs
of countries and adopted a more general approach

In a general case, this conclusion is probably also
valid for trade between the developing countries and
the developed market economies. Even before the
Kennedy Round, a sizable proportion of this trade
--the bulk of raw material is included and fuels
excluded--was duty-free. Of the imports (other than
fuels) that were subject to duties, about 60 per cent
by value gained some reduction from the negotiations
(see table 58). And of the concessions on items
regarded by the developing countries to be of par-
ticular interest to them--tropical beverages, fruit
and oil-seeds, spices, rice, sugar and maize, processed
vegetable oils, fish and fruit, non-ferrous metals,
textiles and clothing and leather goods--reductions
of 50 per cent or more were negotiated on trade
involving over 40 per cent of the total value.

While customs tariffs may no longer constitute a
formidable barrier to trade in general, they continue
to handicap the movement of some items to a greater
extent than might appear likely from the nominal

lo The contrast in procedure was not in practice quite
as stark as this would imply. The "most-favoured nation"
principle tended to generalize, among all GATT members,
the concessions negotiated bilaterally in the earlier rounds
while, in the case of the Kennedy Round, lists of individual
country reservations, though not lengthy, served to reduce
the complete generality.

Table 58. Major developed market economies:ÿ imports and Kennedy Round
tariff concessions

(Billions of dollars except as indicated)

Category

Imports subject to
Value of imports,b 1964        Duty-free     Amount        tariff reductions

before       gaining
Total   From developing    Kennedy     no tariff                  Percentage

countries         Round     reductions     Amount    of dutiable
amount

Fuels  .................  9.30       7.00
Tropical productse  .....  4.20        4.04

Raw materials  ..........  12.40        4.10
Crude food-stuffs  ......  8.70       2.00

Processed foode  ........  1.81        0.57

Non-ferrous metalse  ....  2.89        0.90

Cotton yarn and fabricse       0.37        0.09
Clothinge  ..............  0.82       0.18
Other textilese  ........  1.20        0.34

Leather goodse  .......  0.41        0.07

Other manufactures  ....  22.20       0.80

Total  ................  64.30      20.10

Excluding  fuels  and
crude food-stuffs  ..      46.30       11.10

--       7.00        --       --
2.07              0.99              0.98               50
3.76       0.12       0.21        54
(0.29)a   (0.47)a    (0.38)a
0.15     0.19     0.24    'i7
0.57       0.13        0.21        63
--     0.02     0.07     77
--       0.03        0.14       81

0.04       0.04       0.26       87
0.02       0.01        0.04       74
0.24     0.10     0.45     82
(7.14)0   (9.10)0   (2.98)a    25

6.85      1.63     2.60     61

Sou4"ce: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on data compiled by GATT.

a European  Economic  Community,  Japan,
Sweden,  Switzerland,  United  Kingdom  and
United  States.  These countries account for
about 90 per cent of the imports of the de-
veloped market economies from the developing
countries.

b Excluding imports from preferential sources,
such as United Kingdom imports from the
Commonwealth and European Economic Com-
munity imports from the associated countries.

e Categories of particular interest to the de-
veloping countries; they cover 367 items on
the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature.

a Incomplete  information :  temperate  farm
products--cereals, meat and dairy products--
not included.
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level of the remaining duties. The effective magni-
tude of the barrier tends to be much greater for
many of the items that the developing countries are
capable of producing than for many of the newer
and more sophisticated products. For when all manu-
facturers are in a position to buy their basic raw
materia! on the world market, the impact of a duty
on imports is more accurately measured in relation
to the value added in manufacture than to the total
value of the product. The smallness of the value
added in many of the processing industries that are
characteristic of the early stages of industrialization
tends to make even a nominally low tariff into a
serious obstacle to trade.

and steel (see table 59). Indeed the proportion of
items that will be subject to a duty of 5 per cent
or less when the Kennedy Round cuts are imple-
mented provides a rough measure of the distribution
of weak industries,n The small proportion (under
10 per cent) of low-tariff items in the textile and
foot-wear category is of particular significance to
the developing countries, some of which are well-
placed to export such labour-intensive products.

In the economically advanced countries, the tradi-
tional milling, refining and other processing indus-
tries tend to belong to the slow-growing category,
vulnerable to external competition, particularly where
capacity utilization is sub-optimal and profit margins
low. The Kennedy Round of negotiations revealed
again the reluctance of Governments to reduce the
existing level of protection for such industries. In
the case of tropical vegetable oils (Brussels Tariff
Nomenclature ex 15.07), for example, the tariff cuts
were very few, very small and on minor items: on
tobacco-seed oil in the European Economic Com-
nmnity and the united States, on castor oil in the
United States and from 10 per cent to 8 per cent
ad valorem on pahn oil and palm kernel oil in Japan.
In the case of processed food-stuffs of which over
half of the items nominated as of special interest to
developing countries faced duties in excess of 15 per
cent, reductions were made on trade valued at $0.24
billion in 1964 but there were no concessions on
40 per cent of the dutiable items. Among the non-
ferrous metals, almost 30 per cent of the tariff items
(concentrated in' the lead and zinc section) were"
left unaffected by cuts, among the cotton textile
items, about 20 per cent and among the cloth-
ing items, about 10 per cent.

One of the items of considerable interest to many
developing countries is sugar, classified above as a
"tropical product" but clearly subject to  duties
designed to protect the domestic beet industries of
the developed market economies. There has been
little effort in recent years to improve the interna-
tional division of labour by drawing a higher pro-
portion of sugar from low-cost cane sources in the
developing countries. Despite the relatively slow
growth in demand in high-inconae countries--per
capita consumption in the United States, for exam-
ple, has averaged just over 100 pounds a year in the
post-war period,  more or less the same as in
the 1930's, and similar rates have obtained in other
industrial countries notwithstanding quite a wide
disparity in price--domestic production in the first
half of the 1960's was about one-third above the
figure for the first half of the 1950's in North
America and about one-half higher  in  western
Europe. No concessions were made on sugar duties
in the Kennedy Round : they remain at rates ranging
from 1.5-11 per cent in the United Kingdom, up to
80 per cent in the European Economic Community.r"

In general, the items on which no concessions
were made included those on which duties tend to
yield a significant revenue--most notably beverages
and tobacco--and those fulfilling an essentially pro-
tective function. Thus the fact that no concessions
were made in about half of the tariff items in the
category of food-stuffs is a reflection of the vul-
nerability of many of the simpler processing in-
dustries-such as milling and roasting and preserv-
ing-to external competition. A similar actual or
assumed need for protection helps to explain the
unwillingness to reduce duties in several other cate-
gories of relatively low-ÿalue-added industries: more
than a fourth of the items grouped as tropical
products (such as cocoa, coffee and tea, the palm
oils and certain fruit, nuts and spices), fuels, non-
ferrous metal products and foot-wear; and about a
fifth of items under cotton yarn and fabrics and iron

Less readily explicable was the failure to achieve
greater and more widespread reductions in the duties
and taxes on the beverage crops and bananas--
products which have no counterpart to be protected
in the developed market economies. Though a number
of cuts were agreed to, some of the principal im-
porters-notably  the  European Economic  Com-
munityÿwere not prepared to relinquish the tax
revenue raised on these commodities. The duty
levied by the European Economic Community and
the United Kingdom on bananas--20 per cent and
14 per cent, respectively--as well as the fiscal taxes
levied on the beverage crops in various countries,

ll As the items are of widely differing importance from
the point oÿ view of actual or potential trade of developing
countries, such a ratio provides no more than an indication.
As the volume of trade may be greatly affected by the
existing duties, actual imp.ort data do not provide a markedly
better guide. It should be borne in mind that in a number
of cases, duties are reinforced by other barriers.

12When the common agricultural policy in respect of
sugar comes into effect in mid-1968, Congo (Brazzaville)
and Madagascar--the only Associated States that are net
exporters of sugar--will lose their present preferences and
be subject to thevariable levy that will proÿect the Com-

'munity's beet industry. The European Economic Commu-
nity Commission has recommended, as an adjustment mecha-
nism, a .subsidy to Community refineries using raw sugar
from the Associated States as well as a concessionary tariff
for canned fruits containing sugar.
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Table 59. Major developed market economies: changes in tariffs negotiated in the
Kennedy Round

Percentage of tariff items
duty-free or subject to a                   Percentage of dutiable

Category                             duty of 5 per cent or less                    tariff items oa which
no reductions were made

Before                    After

Of special interest to developing
COU,ÿ,t1"ieS

Tropical products  .............  37
Processed food-stuffs  .........  17
Non-ferrous metals and products        27

Cotton yarn and fabrics  ......  2
Clothing  ......................  --

Other textiles  ................  4

Leather goods  ................  8

52             41
26             44
43                   29
5            21
1             10
9            15
31             9

Other
Crude food-stuffsa  ............  37

Beverages and tobacco  ........  6

Raw materials  ................  70
Fuels  .........................  53

Chemicals  ....................  21
Chemical products  ............  24

Pulp and paper  ...............  24
Iron and steel  ................  16

Iron and steel products  ........  11

Machinery  ...................  6

Transport equipment  .........  5
Foot-wear  ....................  2

Wood manufactures  ..........  6
Non-metallic mineral products..        20
Precision instruments  .........  5

Other manufactures  ..........  9

44            54
9            59

84                   13
70                  36
47             3
43             4
48                  10
28                   19
25            15
26            11
31              6
10                   28
24             8
36             9
10                   12
23             7

Soctrce: See table 58.
a Other than cereals, meats and dairy products.

particularly European Economic Community mem-
bers, were all retained3a Apart from the duties
retained by Japan in the case of tea and by Switzer-
land in the case of coffee, the principal remaining
tariff on the beverage crops is that of the EEC--
9.6 per cent on coffee beans, 5.4 per cent on cocoa
beans and 9 per cent on bulk tea, all well below the
previous rates. Such duties would appear to be less
a matter of attachment to the revenue raised on
items of low price elasticity once regarded as luxuries
than a convenient means of permitting preferential
entry to beverage crop exports from the Associated
States which have enjoyed duty-free entry since
1964. In the period  1959-1966, the latter have
accounted for about a fourth of EEC coffee imports
(a slightly declining share) and about a third of
cocoa imports (a slightly increasing share).

The preference system that exists between the
EEC and the Associated States and a parallel system
between the United Kingdom and Commonwealth
countries have tended to complicate the question of
a generalized arrangement under which all develop-
ing countries might be granted preferential access

to the markets of the more advanced countries. This
question has been before the international community
for most of the present decade and has been under
active discussion since the first UNCTAD in 1964.
Countries that already enjoy certain advantages in
respect of their exports are understandably reluctant
to have these weakened through sharing; and the
prospects of compensation for loss of privilege or of
extension of preferentia! market to embrace other
advanced countries have never seemed bright enough
to change their attitude.

The doubts that have clouded the outlook have
stemmed in the past from the problem of vulnerable
industries referred to above. The more advanced
countries have never been prepared to grant uncon-
ditional entry of imports: an escape clause, to be
invoked in case of what has been termed "market
disruption", has always been contemplated as part
of any preferential arrangement34 To the developing
countries, therefore, a preferential arrangement that

la A sizable volume of bananas enter the EEC under a
duty-free quota accorded earlier to the Federal Republic
of Germany.

14 The most recent general statement on this is contained
in "Report of the Special Group of the Organisafion for
Economic Co-operation and Development on trade with
developing countries", submitted to the second UNCTAD
(TD/56): "Any scheme of special tariff treatment must
inevitably include some safeguard or adjustment arrange-
ments to avoid the risks of dislocation of industry and
labour".
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was successful---that is, permitted a significant in-
crease in exports--might merely lead to the substitu-
tion for customs duties of quantitative controls under
a rÿgime modelled on the Long-Term Cotton Textile
Arrangement referred to in the previous section.
This has resulted in a much slower growth in textile
export earnings than at one stage seemed likely.

Much of the discussion of a possible preferential
system has been premised on a simple two-party
structure: "developed countries" would accept im-
ports of specified goods at below regular customs
duties from "developing countries". As indicated in
chapter I, however, the latter cover an extensive
spectrum and, given the fact that a preferential
reduction in duties would relate very largely to
manufactured goods of one kind or another, the
capacity to benefit from such an arrangement would
tend to be concentrated in a few countries rather
than spread uniformly among the group. Like the
developing countries already enjoying preferential
access to certain markets, the less industrialized
members of the group have tended to doubt the
advantages of a generalized scheme. However, these
are the countries that would seem to be thought of
by the developed market economies as most eligible
for preferential access. Indeed, the scheme implicit
in the principles suggested by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
might in some respects be regarded as a form of
infant-industry  assistance:  products  in  respect
of which developing countries are already competi-
tive would be excluded from the outset.15

is required of the more advanced countries is the
most far-reaching liberalization of trade, that is,
the greatest possible lowering of barriers over the
broadest possible front. Correspondingly, the develop-
ing countries' response would be a general campaign
to expand sales of as many commodities as possible,
bearing in mind that the slower-growing the demand
for any one product, the more rapidly its exports
would encroach on the market served by the domestic
industry in the importing country and the more dif-
ficult it would probably be for the latter to keep
its trade barriers down. This sort of liberalization
would benefit most particularly the vigorous, com-
petitive industries in the developing countries; it
would help to improve the international division of
labour, but in many cases at the expense of tradi-
tional labour-intensive industries in the more ad-
vanced countries.

Country differences have also manifested them-
selves in the "developed" group within which concern
has been expressed about the need for "burden
sharing". The less concentrated the flow of imports
on particular destinations, the less is the likelihood
of market disruption. When a tariff cut is conceded
on one product in return for concessions by the
partner country, the justification is the national
interest and the stimulus to economic growth that
the country may reasonably expect from the resultant
increase in trade. The granting of a tariff cut to a
developing country on a non-reciprocity basis is less
easy to make acceptable to the industry involved:
it can be defended only as part of a concerted effort
to assist the development process in which other
industries and other industrial countries are equally
engaged and from which in the long run all may
expect to gain.

Access to the markets of higher-income countries
can thus serve two quite different purposes. It has
customarily been thought of in rather general terms
as a means of accelerating the rate of increase in
the foreign exchange earnings of developing coun-
tries, individually or as a group. To this end, what

15 Ibid., p. 5, para. e.

Liberalization which is premised on minimal dis-
turbance of existing markets and patterns of domestic
production would necessarily have to be a much
more selective process. Its main purpose would be
to support particular development efforts rather than
to seek a more rapid increase in the over-all export
earnings of the developing countries. More speci-
fically, it would aim at assisting developing countries
to overcome one of the principal obstacles to their
industrialization, namely, the narrowness of their do-
mestic markets. Grant of entry into the larger market
would be designed to permit the setting up in the
developing country of productive facilities that could
not be justified by the existing domestic market.
This would provide an escape from the import-
substitution pattern of industrial diversification that
considerations of local market demand and produc-
tion-scale technology tend to impose on so many
developing countries.

In many cases, it is likely to be easier to establish
an industry that is in part export oriented on the
basis of a market access arrangement with a more
advanced country than on the basis of an economic
integration or co-operative arrangement with a neigh-
bouring country. The new industry would help in
the productivity-raising process that is the essence
of economic development and which, by speeding
up the growth .of local incomes, might in due course
diminish its own export dependence.

To some extent, this purpose has been served by
some of the recent aid and trade procedures of the
Soviet Union: in so far as the credit advanced for
the setting up of a particular plant is serviced and
repaid by means of the output of the plant, market
access is in effect being provided in support of a
new industry. On a much larger scale, private direct
investment in the developing countries has been
instrumental in stimulating both development and
foreign exchange earning by its tendency to con-
centrate on export industries whose output is often
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marketed in the country from which the capital
originated. The great bulk of such investment has
been in primary products, particularly minerals,
with a well-established world market. In some in-
stances, however, manufactured products have been
involved and the ability to market them abroad has
been significantly increased by the connexion between
the factory in the developing country and the parent
enterprise in a more advanced country.

This suggests that in the: case of manufactures,
formal liberalization may often be insufficient to
stimulate a flow of trade from the developing coun-
tries to the more advanced countries. Apart from
obstacles that may exist to the creation or expansion
of industrial facilities in many of the developing
countries (as described in chapter II), all sorts of
difficulties may arise at the marketing end. Depending
on the end use of the product, there are problems
of quality control, packaging and labelling, physical
distribution and financing, which in various com-
binations may constitute a barrier to entry no less
formidable than a customs tariff.

importers of the bulk of any commodity moving in
international trade, they are in a position to police
the trade flow more effectively than can the producing
countries. This has been illustrated recently in the
case of the International Coffee Agreement which
has price ranges geared to quality and country
quotas determined on a quarterly basis. The opera-
tion of the Agreement leans heavily on the accuracy
of information on origin and type furnished by the
importing country participants.

Price stabilization and other short-term problems

One of the problems of trade relations to be given
much thought and discussion during the post-war
period is that of short-term instability. This has
been approached from two directions--by way of
individual commodities and the stabilization of prices
and trade flows, and by way of compensatory ar-
rangements for offsetting or mitigating the effects
of short-term fluctuations in export earnings. In both
cases, diagnosis and debate have gone much further
than action. And instability of export earnings has
continued in varying degree to complicate the tasks
of foreign exchange management and even of fiscal
budgeting in many of the developing countries.

Regulation of the flow of the commodity on to
the market is likely to become progressively less
effective the greater the proportion of the supply
coming from producers outside the Agreement. The
more dispersed the pattern of production, the more
difficult it tends to be to organize a comprehensive
stabilization arrangement. This has been a potent
factor keeping down the number of attempts at
international supply control. To be effective, coverage
needs to extend not only to all the producers of
the commodity in question but also to producers
of close substitutes, changes in the supply of which
are likely to affect the market. This has inhibited
recent attempts to deal with butter and natural rub-
ber, two commodities that have experienced marked
instability at various times during the post-war
period.

Recent experience with international commodity
agreements has demonstrated the critical importance
of certain aspects of organization and operation.16
These include the comprehensiveness of coverage,
the degree of realism in the price range that is to be
defended, the capacity to finance and handle stocks,
and the willingness of participants to make periodic
adjustments in rights and obligations in order to
keep them in line with external developments. Merely
to list such requirements is to go a long way in
explaining the failure of such arrangements to make
more of a contribution to the trading problems of
the developing countries than in fact they have.

16 For a more detailed analysis of the problems of stabi-
lizing international commodity markets, see World Economic
Survey, 1963, Part I:  Trade and Development:  Trends,
Needs and Policies (United Nations publication, Sales No. :
64.II.C.1), chapter VI.

The need for comprehensiveness places a special
responsibility on the more advanced countries. As

Selection of a defensible price range is a perennial
problem in market stabilization arrangements. It
was unusually troublesome during the period under
review because of the various distorted price rela-
tionships left over from the war-time markets. Some
commodities--the beverage crops, for examplel
started at historically high prices which fell rapidly
when the fruits of investment in the second half of
the 1940's began to appear. Others--wheat and
sugar, for example--were the object of domestic
support programmes which tended to leave the world
market residual in nature and much smaller and
less stable than it would otherwise have been.

The first post-war International Wheat Agree-
ment  (1949/50-1952/53) set a price range that
proved to be consistently below the actual market
and thus tended to favour importers who were
entitled to buy their wheat at the upper limit of
the range. The second Agreement (1953/54-1955/
56) raised the price but at the expense of losing the
membership of the United Kingdom, the largest
importer. In the ensuing years, production remained
in excess of consumption and the main determinant
of price was not the Agreement but the stockpiling
policy of the major  exporters,  particularly the
United States.

In the case of tin, the price range was adjusted
with each renewal of the Agreement, but it would
appear to have been influenced more by preceding
than by prospective market conditions: in the slow
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growth period in the second half of the 1950's it
was above the market; in the 1960's it fell behind
the market,  and in both  periods  extraordinary
measures were necessary to sustain it--borrowing
of cash and special restraints on exports in 19'58,
supplies from the United States strategic stockpile
in the 1960's.

Difficulties in coming to terms on a price range
have been one of the principal reasons why producer
countries and importers have not been able to ham-
mer out a stabilization arrangement for cocoa. The
success of such an arrangement--as, indeed, of all
stabilization schemes--would depend on supply man-
agement and this in turn requires purposeful opera-
tion of stocks. This is usually a matter of some
difficulty for developing countries, partly because
of the physical problems of handling and storage,
partly because of the financial problem of retaining
stocks of an adequate size for the intended purpose
and partly because of the need to back a stock
operation with longer-run control over production.
The only internationally operated stock in the post-
war period has been that of tin  high-value material
capable of being kept for use on the organized
Londo.n market--and, as indicated above, that stock
proved too small to act as a sufficient buffer in the
prevailing circumstances.ÿ7

The stocks that seem to have played the most
significant stabilizing role in recent years have been
held nationally. The operation of the International
Wheat Agreement was always contingent on the
capacity and willingness of the leading exporters,
particularly the United States, to hold the requisite
stocks. United States stocks also served to stabilize
the world cotton market through most of this period,
though in this case there was no international ar-
rangement other than of a study group type. Simi-
larly, the willingness of the largest exporter of
coffee, Brazil, to hold off the market a sizable
inventory--exceeding a year's total consumption at
one stage  has been an essential condition for the
operation of the International Coffee Agreement.

The size of these stocks suggests why the develop-
ing countries are likely to find the matter of financing
them a serious obstacle to the use of buffers for
price stabilization purposes. At the same time, their
growth suggests why importing countries have been
reluctant to share the burden of financing. The accu-
mulation of a stockpile can easily become an open-
ended commitment unless it is accompanied by appro-
priate production policies. So that, although im-
porters in the more advanced countries would doubt-
less prefer a stable primary commodity price to a

fluctuating one,is the onus of paying for the most
promising stabilizing device has been left on the
developing countries.

The adjustment of production is the point at which
short-term stabilization measures merge with longer-
term policy. In many ways it poses the most difficult
hurdle that, if it is to be successful, a stabilization
arrangement must overcome. For it is at this point
that the competitive relationship of producers pre-
dominates over the co-operative, where the less
favoured or less efficient producers have to give way
before the more favoured or more efficient. The
International Tin Agreement attempts to meet the
problem by a periodic reallocation of unfilled export
quotas. The International Coffee Agreement also
has a quota adjustment provision, including an
over-all increase in the case of a particular type of
coffee if its price should persist above the stabiliza-
tion range (and under which African producers of
robustas have increased appreciably their share of the
total market).

Short-term fluctuations in the prices of particular
commodities contribute significantly to the instability
of total export receipts in many of the developing
countries. Because of the strategic role played by
exports in most developing countries--not only in
the process of capital formation but also in terms
of the incomes of factors engaged in export activities
and of the revenue derived by government from
these activities--the problem of stabilizing export
earnings has been a matter of considerable concern
throughout the post-war period. Though in statistical
terms the degree of export instability was much
lower than in earlier years,19 its significan, oe was
greatly magnified by the new importance attaching
to economic growth and the critical role played by
exports in the development process.

The idea of creating some compensatory mecha-
nism that would even out the disturbances caused
by price changes began to be discussed in the early
1950's. One of the early proposals was the transfer
of funds from countries whose terms of trade had
improved to countries whose terms of trade had
deteriorated.ÿ° In World Economic Survey, 1958,ÿ1
the possibility of insuring against the risk of a sharp
decline in export receipts was raised, and for several
years schemes for offsetting the effects of such
declines by means of compensatory payments from

17 This was also true of the attempts of major mining
companies to hold the price of copper at what they regarded
as a tenable long-run price (relative to that of aluminium)
in the face of the demand situation in the 1960's.

is There is some evidence that, because of the tendency
of buyers to step up their intake on a rising market and
to hold back on a declining market, the average cost of a
commodity to importers is increased by instability.

19 The average annual fluctuation of export proceeds of
twenty-five primary products important in world trade in
the first half of the twentieth century was of the order of
23 per cent. The average annual fluctuation of export earn-
ings of primary exporting countries in the post-war period
has been less than half oÿ this figure.

20 See Iÿtability in Export Markets of Under-Developed
Countries (United Nations publication, Sales No. : 52.II.A.1).

m United Nations publication, Sales No. : 59.II,,C,1,
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a central fund were extensively debated.22 Among
the ideas put forward was that of a development
insurance fund fed by premiums levied on total
export earnings--at rates scaled to take account of
ability to pay--and available for making good varying
proportions of short-falls below the trend in export
earnings of participating countries.

A good deal of experimentation was carried out
with historical data to show the feasibility and cost
of various schemes of this nature. Most of the
discussion was about the arithmetic, and an inter-
governmental group that looked closely at various
possibilities actually listed some of them for more
intense official studyY3 Reluctance to proceed further
with them seemed to stem less from doubts about
the arithmetic of any of the schemes than from a
more basic fear of any fornmla which reduced the
problem to mechanical or actuarial proportions. One
of the most frequent objections to find expression
was to what was termed "automaticity".

In the meantime, the international Monetary Fund
(IMF)  had taken action that went some way
towards mitigating the difficulties experienced by
developing countries from sudden reductions in their
export receipts. International Monetary Fund quotas,
which determine rights to credit facilities, were in-
creased generally in February 1966, and under a new
formula for quota entitlement, giving greater weight
to trade and variability of trade and less to national
income and foreign exchange reserves, some of the
primary-exporting countries were granted increases
of rather more than average proportions. At the
same time, an additional borrowing tranche was
created--over and above the four normal tranches--
especially for use by countries whose balance of
payments had been upset by events outside their
control.

and Development (IBRD) was charged with examin-
ing the problem of providing so-called "supple-
mentary finance" to countries whose external re-
sources were falling short of what could reasonably
have been expected and what had therefore been
taken into the reckoning of development plans. The
staff of the Bank in due course put forward a
scheme that was considered workable, but even at
this reduced level, with judgement and control being
exercised at each point, no general agreement has
yet been reachedY5

With the more vigorous growth in production in
the economically advanced countries, and a con-
sequent improvement in the export results of the
developing countries as a group, the period 1961-
1966 saw some of the urgency that had characterized
it in the 1950's disappear from the problem of short-
term instability. The only mechanism dealing speci-
fically with the results of such instability is that of
the IMF. That the problem itself has not disap-
peared is implicit in the actual operations of the
Fund. In respect of both the number of developing
country borrowers and the volume of credit ad-
vanced, recent years have seen record levels of
activity (see table 60).

ECONOMIC   RELATIONS   OF   THE   CENTRALLY   PLANNED
ECON01VfIES   WITI-I   THE  DEVELOPING   COUNTRIES

This move away from the general towards the
particular  has  coIoured  subsequent  debate  on
the subject. The emphasis has been on specific
instances of damage to a developing country from
an unexpected deterioration of the external environ-
ment. In the case of the IMF mechanisni, the damage
inducing a special response is that to the country's
balance of payments. One of the recommendations
of the first UNCTAD in 1964---A.IV.18--directed
attention to damage that a sudden decline in export
receipts might inflict on a country's development
plan24 The International Bank for Reconstruction

The flow of goods and services between the
developing countries and the centrally planned eco-
nomies has been influenced very largely by the
relatively rapid rate of growth of the latter and by
the special forms of official co-operation involving the
provision of credit and technical assistance. In line
with these trade and aid agreements, most of the
flows have been organized on a bilateral basis, but
some multilateralization has been taking place in
the most recent phaseÿ

Between 1955 and 1965, the centrally planned
economies increased their material products by rates
varying from about 4 per cent a year in the case of
Czechoslovakia to around 8 per cent in the case
of Bulgaria, Romania and the Soviet Union (see
table 61).

22 See, particularly, Internationd Compensation for Fluc-
tuations in Commodity Trade (United Nations publication,
Sales No.: 61.II.D.3) and "Stabilization of expo.rt proceeds
through a development insurance fund" (E/CN.13/43,18 Jan-
uary 1962).

23 See "Report of the Technical Working Group  on
Compensatory Financing for Export Shortfalls" (E/CN.13/
56, 16 January 1963).

24Proceedings of  the  United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development, vol. I: Final Act and Report
(United Nations publication, Sales No. : 64.II.B.11).

This growth permitted the absorption of increasing
quantities of goods from developing countries and,
as indicated in table 56 above, the rate of increase
in exports from the developing countries to the
centrally planned economies was about three times
as high as that of total developing-country exports.

25 The original IBRD staff report, Supplementary Finan-
cial Measures (Washington, D.C.), has been under active
consideration since its publication in December 1965. The
second report of an intergovernmental group set up by
UNCTAD to study the question sets out the major issues
that have been identified as requiring decisions be}ore a
scheme of this nature could be launched  (see document
TD/B/C.3/44).
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Table 60. International Monetary Fund: accommodation of developing countries,
1956-1967

(Annual averages; millions of dollars, except as indicated)

Item                            1956-1958        1959-1961       1962-1964       1965-1967

Number of stand-.by arrangementsa ..

Amount of drawingsb  ..............

Amount of repayments  ............

Net accommodation  ................
Use of special compensatory tranchec

8            13            15           21
183       359       243       484
43       189       199       335

141           170           44           150
25       67

Source: Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on International Monetary
Fund, International Financial Statistics (Wash-
ington, D.C.), various issues.

a Stand-by arrangements in effect at end of
year.

b Including  use  of  special  compensatory
tranche.

eBecame effective in 1963.

Table 61. Centrally planned economies: growth in
real net material product and components#
1955-1965

The proportion  of total  developing-country  ex-
ports going to the centrally planned economies thus
rose from less than 3 per cent to over 6 per cent.2ÿ

(Average annual percentage rate)

Country and ltem          1955-1960b 1960-1965e 1955"I965a

Albania
Material product  .......  7.0      7.3       7.1

Agriculture and forestry --0.6       9.8      3.9
Manufacturing  ........  18.9      8.2      14.0

Bulgaria
Material product  .......  9.7      6.7       8.2

Czechoslovakia
Material product  .......  6.8      2.0      4.1

Agriculture and forestry  --3.6    --5.2    --4.5

Manufacturing  ........  8.8      4.0      6.1

Eastern Germany
Material product  .......  7.1       3.3       5.2

Hungarye
Material product  .......  6.6      4.4      5.5

Agriculture and forestry --1.2    --1.5     --1.4

Manufacturing  ........  7.8      7.6      7.7

Polande
Material product  .......  6.8      6.4      6.6

Agriculture and forestry   4.7       1.9      3.3
Manufacturing  ........  8.1       8.6      8.5

Romania
Material product  .......  6.9      8.9      7.9

Agriculture and forestry --0.2      0.4      0.1
Manufacturing  ........  11.3      13.5      12.4

USSR
Material product  .......  9.1       6.5       7.8

The trade agreements on which this upswing in
exports was based reflected the division of labour
that seemed appropriate in the prevailing circum-
stances. With the centrally planned economies laying
special stress on the domestic development of heavy
engineering-based industry, their exports to  the
developing countries consisted to a considerable
extent--40 per cent in 1966--of machinery and
equipment, while their imports were mostly primary
products, notably sugar, fibres and rubber. In the
first half of the 1960's the value of exports of primary
products (SITC 0, 1, 2 and 4) to the centrally
planned economies increased by over 13 per cent a
year, accounting in the aggregate for about a third
of the increment in such exports. Being founded on
official  agreements,  centrally planned  economies'
trade with the developing countries has remained
highly concentrated: in  1965, fifteen countries27
accounted for a fifth of all developing-country exports
but for almost 85 per cent of developing-country
exports to the centrally planned economies, while
almost 70 per cent of developing-country exports to
the centrally planned economies came from five
countries (Argentina, Cuba, India, Pakistan, United
Arab Republic).

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics, 1966  (United
Nations publication, Sales No. : 67.XVII.14) and Eastern
Germany, Statistical Yearbook, 196.7 (Berlin).

a Excluding economic activities not contributing directly
to material production, such as public administration and
@fence, personnel and professional services. Manufacturing
includes mining and quarA'ying.

b 1955-1959 in the case of Czechoslovakia.
e 1960-1964 in the case of Albania.
d 1955-1964 in the case of Albania; weighted average rate

based on two subperiods in the case of Czechoslovakia.
e Because of minor differences in coverage from 1960

onwards, figures for 1955-1960 are not strictly comparable to
those for later years. However, the influence of this factor
on growth rates is negligible.

Of increasing influence on the pattern of trade--in
respect of both country and commodity---has been
the provision of credits by the centrally planned
economies. Commitments of such credits made in
the twelve years ending in 1966 amounted to the
equivalent of about $7 billion (not counting some
$0.8 bil!ion committed by mainland China). The
great bulk of this amount had been pledged from

26 These figures refer to the trade of Latin America
(including Cuba), Africa and Asia (other than mainland
China, Japan, North Korea, North Viet-Nam and Turkey)
with Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern Germany,
Hungary, Polmad, Romania and Soviet Union.

27 Afghanistan,  Argentina,  Burma,  Cambodia,  Ceylon,
Cuba, Ghana, India, MMi, Morocco, Pakistan, Sudan, Syria,
Uganda, United Arab Republic.
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funds earmarked for the purpose in the national
budgets of the lending countries under bilateral
economic  and technical  co-operation  agreements.
Most of the credits carried an interest charge of
2.5 to 3 per cent a year and a maturity of twelve
to fifteen years, repayment to begin within one to
three years of the compIetion of delivery of the
goods concerned or of the commissioning of the
plant.

Just as such credits are directly related to the
nature of the goods moving from the centrally
planned economies to the recipient developing coun-
tries, so the subsequent servicing of the debt has
strongly influenced the flow of goods from the
developing country to the lending country. For, in
general, provision has been made for such servicing
to be carried out by means either of the traditional
exports of the developing country concerned or of
local currency for which such goods can be pur-
chased.  Some  of  the  contracts,  however,  have
stipulated that interest and amortization should be
effected through delivery of the product of the

facility that the credit itself had been instrumental
in creating. This has opened up the possibility of a
significant diversification of the borrowing country's
exports.

Most of the transactions covered by such credits
have involved investment in the public sector in the
developing countries, and many have included not
only the delivery of specified goods but also the
provision of associated technical assistance, initially
in survey and design and subsequently in the erection
and running in of the plant. Among the important
technical assistance activities in many cases has been
the training of local personnel to operate the new

equipment.

The bulk of the credit pledged by the centrally
planned economies has come from the Soviet Union
--about two-thirds of the total up to the end of 1966
(including the commitments of mainland China).
More than three-fourths of this Soviet credit was
committed in respect of industrial investment and
about half of it for heavy industry (see table 62).

Table 62. USSR: credit provided to developing countries, according to industrial
destination, cumulated to end-1966

Sector

Percentage of credit to developing countries in

Asia                                 Africa

Committed          Completed           Committed           Completed

industry  .......................  71
Transport and communications ..         11
Agriculture  ....................  4
GeoIogical prospecting  ..........  10
Dwellings and municipal services
Education and culture  ............  3

61              73             70
17         2         3
4             12              9
12              6              8
--                  1                  1
5         6         8

Source:  Centre for Development,  Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on International Affairs, No. 10 (Moscow), p. I01.

Among the most important components of the latter
are iron and steel enterprises in Algeria (where a
plant at Annaba is expected to meet all domestic
requirements for certain types of rolled steel), in
India (where the Bhilai plant furnished about a
fourth of the country's pig iron output in 1967)
and in Iran (where a planned 500,000-600,000-ton
steel plant will be the country's first integrated mill).
Altogether, Soviet credits are expected to result in
new steel-producing capacity of over 6 million tons
a year, of which about a third was in place by the
end of 1966 (see table 63). Electric power develop-
ment is being assisted in a number of countries--in-
cluding  Afghanistan,  Burma,  Cambodia,  Congo
(Brazzaville), Guinea, Iran, Iraq, Nepal, Syria and
Tunisia--but by far the largest project is the Aswan
hydroelectric complex in the United Arab Republic
which will not only generate power but also permit
a one-third expansion in cultivable land through
irrigation. As at the beginning of 1967, some 400

projects  (mostly industrial)  ware scheduled for
completion in developing countries by the Soviet
Union before the end of the decade.

Next to the Soviet Union, the main source of
developing-country aid among the centrally planned
economies has been Czechoslovakia which up to the
end of 1966 had accounted for about a tenth of all
the credit committed. One of the most important
of the twenty-one bilateral agreements then in effect
was one for the erection of a machine tool, foundry
and forging establishment at Ranchi in India: this
involved an unusually large amount of technical
assistance including several hundred Czechoslovak
specialists working in India as well as Indian tech-
nicians being trained in engineering works in Czecho-
slovakia.

As indicated above, centrally planned economy aid
had been focused .on a small number of countries.
Though credit commitments have been entered into
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Table 63. Capacity of plants built in developing countries with Soviet economic
assistance, up to end-1966

Capacltÿ of plants $n

Product                      Unit                           Asia                         Africa

Committed     Completed     CommStted     Completed

Electric power ...  Millions of kilowatts
per annum                     3.0

Iron ore  .........  Millions of tons per annc*m      4.6
Cast iron  ........  Millions of tons per annum       5.6

Steel  ............  Millions of tons per annum       5.3
Rolled steel  .....  Millions of tons per antrum       3.4
Engineering

equipment  .....  Millions of tons per annum       0.2
Refined  petroleum  Millions of tons per annum       6.0
Refined sugar  ...  Thousands of tons

per annum                    14.5
Canned products .  Millions of standard cans

per annum                     8.0
Window glass ,..  Millions of square metres

per annum                    9.3

0.7      2.6      0.1
2,8      0.3      0.3
2.4          --          --
2.2          1.2          --

2.0         0.5          --

0.1            --            --
4.0      2.5      2.0

14.5         30.0

3.0     59.5      8.0

7.5

Source: As for table 62.

with thirty-five countries, up to the end of 1966
two-thirds of the total amount had been pledged
to only six  India (22 per cent), United Arab Re-
public (18 per cent), Indonesia (10 per cent), Syria
(6 per cent) and Afghanistan and Iran (5 per cent
each). In these countries, centrally planned .economy
assistance has played a major role in supporting
economic development. The centrally planned econo-
mies contributed over $1 billion to the financing of
India's third plan (1961/2-1965/6), for example,
thus providing a sizable supplement to the $5.5 bil-
lion pledged by the consortium of developed market
economies. In the case of Afghanistan, Soviet assist-
ance accounted for almost a third of the investment
made under the first plan (1956-1961) and about
a half of that of the second plan (1962-1967).

Because of the nature and purpose of the credit
arrangements, they have frequently been linked with
technical assistance--that is, the provision of profes-
siona.1 advice or the training of local technicians by
centrally planned economy nationals working in the
developing country or the training of developing-
country workers in schools or ÿactories in the cen-
trally planned economies--geared to the appropriate
manning of the new production facility. A good deal
of technical assistance has been organized indepen-
dently, however, in terms of technical co-operation
agreements of which, by the end of 1966, the Soviet
Union had concluded thirty-four,  Czechoslovakia
twenty-four, Hungary twelve and Bulgaria eight.
Under such agreements, some 40,000 students from
developing countries pursued professional studies in
the centrally planned economies in the ten years
ending in 1966. The number obtaining technical
training in this way was appreciably larger, while
centrally planned economy personnel assisting in de-
veloping countries accounted for an annual average
oÿ 10-12,000 man-years of service. In addition, the
centrally planned economies were instrumental in

establishing various educational and training insti-
tutions in developing countries.

Starting on an ad hoc basis in the second half of
the 1950's, this technical assistance effort has gradu-
ally .become more systematized. Special institutions
have been established in some countries (notably,
in Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union) and special
courses organized in others (Eastern Germany and
Hungary) in order to cater more effectively to the
specific needs of students and workers from devel-
oping countries. Progressively greater efforts have
'been made to provide the requisite education and
training in the developing country itself. An attempt
has also been made to strengthen the capacity of
developing countries to undertake feasibility studies
and other 9re-investment activity and to carry out
the consulting engineering work necessary in project
preparation.

More flexibility also appears to have been sought
in the matter of financing. In addition' to the state
credit referred to above, increasing use has been
made of so-called commercial export credits admin-
istered by the various state foreign trade organiza-
tions specializing in particular categories of goods.
These tend to be on harder terms than the state
credits (at 4.6 per cent per annum, interest rates
are about twice as high) and for shorter periods
(1-5 years for medium-term, 5-8 years for tong-term,
with an occasional maximum of ten years). And
they usually involve no grace period: buyers are
required to make a down payment--usually about
10 per cent--at the signing of the contract, and a
similar payment on delivery of the goods. Like the
state credits, however, these commercial credits have
been eligible for servicing and repayment in the
borrower's currency (used to buy local commodities)
or even in the product of the facility the credit has
helped to bring into being.
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The largest of these commercial credits is one
covering $100 million of capital goods to be delivered
by the Soviet Union to Brazil over the period 1966-
1969. But many such transactions have been arranged
in the past few years not only by the Soviet Union
but also by the eastern European countries.

When repayment is in kind, the negotiation of
credit-based arrangements depends to a degree on
the possibilities of the lending country beneficially
using the return flow of commodities. Recent moves
have been in the direction of integrating the transac-
tions more closely with the domestic planning process,
not only in respect of the goods provided but also
in respect of the flow of goods received in exchange.
In some cases, this has involved a more purposeful
international division of labour.

constituted the bulk of this trade, a range of other
manufactures had begun to appear--tools, batteries,
motor-car parts, railway wagons, refrigerators, cos-
metics. This diversification would seem to be essen-
tial if a high rate of growth in imports from the
developing countries is to be maintained without
the centrally planned economies having to engage
in the re-export of the traditional items of trade
to third markets. Avoidance of such re-export and
an increase in the degree of multilateralization of
trade and payments arrangements with the centrally
planned economies were among the ten points urged
by the developing countries at the second UNCTAD
with a view to raising the development potential of
trade with socialist countries,a°

AID PRACTICES AND POLICIES
Thus a recent agreement between the Soviet

Union and Chile provides for Soviet credit for ma-
chinery and technical assistance to facilitate the pro-
duction in Chile of goods (copper, for example)
required in the Soviet Union.2s Essentially similar
agreements have been entered into with Algeria to
build a plant to process wine into cognac, to mod-
ernize certain iron ore mines and to erect the Annaba
iron and steel plant referred to earlier in this sec-
tion :29 in each case the product would be shipped
to the Soviet Union as repayment of the costs in-
curred. In the same way, India has accepted help
in the expansion of various consumer goods indus-
tries--shoes, clothing, fruit juices and electric light
bulbs, for example--to be repaid by the delivery of
part of the output to meet the needs of Soviet con-
sumers for these products.

A more general arrangement has been made with
Morocco, based on a jointly owned export-import
enterprise which wil! handle and service investment
goods from the Soviet Union and promote Moroccan
exports not only in the Soviet Union but also in
third markets. Among other joint enterprises exem-
plifying the increased flexibility are an engineering
assembly  shop  established by  Czechoslovakia in
Burma and a pharmaceutical factory established by
Hungary in Nigeria. Like the Moroccan enterprise,
the latter involves private firms as well as the Gov-
ernments.

2s For further details, see Kfilkereskedelem, No. 12 (Buda-
pest, 1967).

29 It is worth noting in the present context that the blast
furnaces for this plant have been obtained in France.

The effect of these factory-oriented agreements is
beginning to show up in the composition of imports
into the centrally planned economies. The proportion
of manufactured and semi-manufactured goods im-
ported into the centrally planned economies from
developing countries, less than 4 per cent in the
mid-1950's, had risen above the one-eighth level by
1966. And although textile yarns and fabrics still

The efforts to raise levels of living and accelerate
the rate of economic growth in low-income countries
initiated in the second half of the 1940's very soon
revealed how many, varied and large were the defi-
ciencies in the domestic resources available for the
purpose. As indicated above, the making good of
these deficiencies by raising the productivity of those
factors that are available is the essence of the devel-
opment process. As many of the requirements have
to be obtained from abroad, the process involves
appropriate action to increase export earnings to
provide the means of financing the necessary im-
ports. For the internal reasons discussed in chapter
III and the external constraints referred to earlier
in the present chapter, most developing countries
have found it extremely difficult to step up their
import capacity to the degree required to augment
the flow of resources for economic development. An
essential concomitant of the intensification of the
domestic development efforts, therefore, has been a
parallel effort to increase the volume of external
resources at the disposal of developing countries.

Ever since the world community committed itself
explicitly, in the United Nations Charter, to the
task of raising living levels, the more advanced coun-
tries have carried a special responsibility for assist-
ing the less advanced in their development efforts.
This assistance has taken many forms in the post-
war period and, because these forms have often
been determined by circumstances in the country
of origin rather than by needs in the country of
destination, in any assessment of its contribution to
the development process, its nature and quality are
at least as significant as its quantity.

The major categories of resource transfer are set
out in table 64. This indicates the growing impor-
tance of official aid in recent years and, among the

a0 See the report of the Second Committee of the Minis-
terial Meeting of the Group of 77, held in Algiers in October
1967 (TD/38/Add.1, p. 19).
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Table 64. Structure of resource transfers from industrial market economies to less developed countries
andnÿulÿflateraÿl agencies# 1956-1966

(Percentage, except as indicated)

Item               1956      1957       1958      1959      1960     1961     1962      1963      1964     1965       1966b

Total  transfers
(billions of dollars)

Composition
Private  ..........

Direct investment
Bilateral  lending
Lending to

multilateral
agencies  ......

Guaranteed export
credits  .......

6.1            7.5            7.1            7.0            7.9            9.2          8.5            8.6            9.1          10.4            9.8

48       50       40       39      39       35     30      29      35      40      35
36              33              26              23              22              20            17               19              20              24              20
4       8       5       8       8       7      3       3       4       6       4

Official  ..........

Reparations  ....
Food  ...........

Technical as-    }
sistance  ......

Other grants
Bilateral loans ..
Contributions to

multilateral
agencies  ......

--       3        6       3        3,       1      3      --       2       2      --

6               6              2               5               6               7            7               7               9              7             11
52              50              60              61               61               65            70              71               65              60              65
2        2        2        2        2        2       2        2        1        1        1

12               13               11               13               14               13            15               15               14              10                9

29      25       32      31       31       30  ÿ  9       10       10       10       12

[ 23      20       17       16       16
7                6               11               13                8               14            16              20               18               19              22

4     3     3     7     8    6     4     4     5     5

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections
and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
The Flow of Financial Resources to Less Developed Coun-
tries, 1956-1963 and 1961-1965 (Paris); Development As-
sistance Efforts and Pÿolicies, 1966 Review, Report of the
Chairman of the Development Assistance Committee, and
1967 Review (Paris) ; Geographical Distribution of Financial
Flows to Less Developed Countries (Disbursements), 1960-
1964  and  1965  (Paris);  International  Monetary  Fund,
Balance of Payments Yearbook  (Washington, D.C.), and
special questionnaire issued jointly by the United Nations
Secretariat and the International Monetary Fund.

a Ind, tstrial market economies comprise Australia, Austria,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany,
France,  Italy,  Japan,  Netherlands,  Norway,  Portugal,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States;

Less developed cmmtries comprise Latin America arid the
Caribbean (other than Puerto Rico), Africa (other than
South Africa), Asia (other than mainland China, Japan,
North Korea and North Viet-Nam), Cyprus, Gibraltar,
Greece, Malta, Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia and islands in
the Pacific;

Multilateral agencies comprise AsDB, EDF, FIB, IBRD,
IDA,  IDB,  IFC,  OAS,  UNDP,  UNFC,  UNHCR,
UNICEF, UNKRA, UNRWA, UNTEA and WFP.

b Preliminary.

official flows, of government lending. Within each
of these major categories are diverse forms of trans-
fer, each furnishing resources to the developing
countries in a different manner and on different
terms. While it is necessary in the present context
to deal with aggregations, it should be kept in mind
that these may conceal differences which may have
a profound effect on the developmental impact of
particular transfers.

The traditional methods of transferring resources
for development are direct investment and lending.
Both have been in general use and by earlier stan-
dards have resulted in a considerable flow of capital
from the developed market economies to the devel-
oping countries. Neither in volume, however, nor
in direction has this private flow been sufficient to
meet the new needs generated by development efforts.

Direct investment--which averaged about $2 bil-
lion a year net over the period 1956-1966--was
highly concentrated on the exploitation of mineral
deposits, particularly petroleum. In some cases, fiscal
incentives were offered to direct investors and, in

order to offset the special risks attaching to foreign
investment in some developing countries, schemes of
insurance were devised to guarantee investors against
such contingencies as expropriation and inability to
repatriate earnings. But outside the mineral field,
results were unequal and often disappointing: the
small size of the local market, the inadequacies of
infrastructure and in the supply of local inputs, and
economic and political instability, conspired in vary-
ing degree to darken the profitability outlook in
many developing countries, especially in contrast to
the burgeoning opportunities in many of the higher-
income countries.

To state the difficulties that have held down the
potential flow of direct investment is not to under-
estimate its actual contribution to the development
process. It has often played a major role in the trans-
fer of technology, in the provision of opportunities
for diversifying local employment and raising levels
of skill and, as indicated above, in facilitating the
export of manufactured products. Indeed, the period
under consideration has seen a significant transforma-
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tion in attitudes and relationships among developing
countries and international companies: there are a
number of signs that Governments have begun to
show a greater interest in and appreciation of the
development potential of foreign enterprise, while
the latter have become much more aware of their
responsibilities in the development process and more
willing to identify their interests with the economic
performance of the host country.31

Private lending to the developing countries has
not been a very fruitful source of capital in recent
years: between 1956 and 1966, the annual average
amount passing in this way was little more than
$0.4 billion net. As in the case of direct investment,
there was a good deal of concentration: the borrow-
ers consisted very largely of countries with tradi-
tional access to particular capital markets or to
particular lending institutions and those--often the
same--with sufficiently high credit ratings. Even
radical institutional improvements that succeeded in
making official borrowing much easier and less costly
would not be of much help to countries whose ex-
ternal debt-servicing burden was already heavy in
relation to prospective foreign exchange earning
capacity.

The high interest rates payable on capital drawn
from the open market--especially in the most recent
period  have given rise to proposals for subsidizing
the borrowing of developing countries by means of
official subventions from the more advanced coun-
tries. If all developing countries were to be eligible,
the borrowing would have to be carried out by a
multilateral institution with appropriate guarantees.
Such institutions--notably the IBRD and the Inter-
American Development Bank (IDB)--have raised
funds on various national capital markets for many
years: between 1956 and i966, they collected an
average of almost $0.2 billion a year net. Though
in relending to developing countries they have con-
tinued to operate on strict banking principles, they
have made funds available to countries that did not
have ready access to the capital market and at rates
below those which such countries would probably
have had to pay to other commercial sources (and,
since 1966, below those charged by the IBRD itself
on loans to more advanced countries).

Private capital has been put at the disposal of
the developing countries in one other important
way, namely, in the financing of ordinary export
trade, particularly investment goods. As competi-
tion among the industrial countries intensified in
the course of the 1950's, the provision of credit
became an integral part of most export transactions.
Though efforts were made to moderate the competi-
tive easing of credit terms, maturities of over five

years became increasingly common, especially as
Governments stepped in with relatively low-cost
means of insuring such credits against various con-
tingencies. Thus institutionalized, these Government-
guaranteed export credits became a significant source
of additional capital for developing countries: over
the 1956-1966 period, they provided an average of
rather more than $0.5 billion a year. Their growth
has not been an unmixed advantage, however, for,
being of relatively short maturity and sometimes at
high rates of interest, they have tended to complicate
the task of debt management in a number of de-
veloping countries, especially where--since they are
contracted by the private sector and are not neces-
sarily connected with a foreign exchange producing
or conserving asset--the prospective over-all inci-
dence of repayments has not been kept under ade-
quate surveillance.

The involvement of Governments in the provision
of resources to developing countries has not been
limited to measures facilitating or encouraging the
movement of private capital. On the contrary, the
initial attempts to provide resources specifically for
development purposes were organized by Govern-
ments in the form o.f technical assistance--as in the
case of the United States Point Four programme
and through the co-operation mechanism of the
Colombo Plan in South-East Asia. Even before that,
official transfers were being made for reconstruction
purposes to countries affected by the war. United
States aid, along the lines of the Marshall Plan in
Europe, was made available to the Republic of China
(almost $300 million by 19'50) and Indonesia ($100
million). In 1951, smaller amounts were also dis-
bursed in Burma, India, the former Indochinese
States and Thailand. And in 1952, with the launch-
ing of a more general United States assistance pro-
gramme, disbursements were made in no less than
thirty-eight countries (nineteen in Latin America,
fifteen in Asia and four in Africa). At the same time,
expenditures on colonial welfare and development
were ,being stepped up by France and the United
Kingdom.

More closely linked with rehabilitation were the
reparation payments made by the Federal Republic
of Germany to Israel and by Japan to the war-
damaged countries of South-East Asia. The pay-
ments began to taper off in the mid-1960's but
until then they accounted for between $0.1 and
$0.2 billion a year in bilateral resource transfers.

31 The most recent review of these problems is to be
ound  in Foreign  Investment  ÿn Developing  Countries

(United Nations publication, Sales No. : E.68.II.D.2).

Technical assistance expenditures, on the other
hand, have continued to climb: by 1966, they had
reached a total of $1.2 ,billion and over the 1960's
averaged about $1 billion a year. Other bilateral
grants--for budget support and development pro-
grammes--also rose rapidly in the 1950's but turned
downwards in the 1960's: over the period 1956-
1966, they averaged about $1.6 billion a year.
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One of the reasons for the decline in grants has
been a move on the part of some of the donor
countries--notably the United States--to bring the
terms of transfer into closer alignment with those
applying to official flows from other advanced coun-
tries. This process of "harmonization"--which has
involved the lowering of high interest rates as well
as the raising of low rates--was stepped up under
the pressure exerted on the United States by a de-
teriorating external balance. One result is reflected
in a more or less continuous rise in the volume of
bilateral lending: it reached $2.2 billion in 1966 and
averaged about $1.2 billion over the  1956-1966
period.

relating the transfer of resources to developing coun-
tries to the income of the more advanced countries.

In many ways, 19'61 marked the zenith of the
formative period. It saw the adoption not only of
a target for resource transfers from the more ad-
vanced countries but also of a target for the rate
of economic growth in the developing countries,
It saw a move from "mutual security" to "interna-
tional development" in the United States enabling
legislation. It saw the establishment of the IDA
for long-term low-interest lending and of the IDB
as the first institution for financing development on
a regional basis.

Throughout the 1950's, the number of develop-
ing countries becoming beneficiaries of these official
flows increased steadily. The distribution of funds,
however, remained strongly influenced by political
ties (as in the case of some of the western European
donors and their dependent territories or ex-depend-
encies) or by security considerations (especially in
the case of the United States where the main en-
abling legislation was in fact entitled the Mutual
Security Act).

In the mid-1950's when wheat surpluses began
accumuIating in the United States, a new resource
stream was set in motion and over the next ten years
there was a flow of food aid averaging about $1 bil-
lion a year.

As the terms of trade moved against the devel-
oping countries in the 1950's and their external bal-
ance grew more precarious, the need for additional
resources increased, and Governments in the more
advanced countries became more involved in the
transfer process. In the course of the decade, the
flow of resources to the developing countries moving
through official channels virtually doubled  it reached
about two-thirds of the total flow by the beginning
of the 1960's. Official involvement on this scale was
something quite new in international economic rela-
tions: in the space of fifteen years, a revolutionary
change had taken place in attitudes and policies re-
garding global economic development. The process
culminated in the acceptance by the United Nations
General Assembly of resolution 1522 (XV) formally

Most of these bilateral flows have had a multi-
lateral counterpart. For as the need was recognized
or as the resources became available, efforts were
made to harness the international agencies--or even
to create new organs such as the United Nations
Special Fund, the Internationa! Development Asso-
ciation (IDA) and the World Food Programme
(WFP)--to administer at least a small part of the
transfer process. Averaged over the period 1956-
1966, the developed market economies contributed
about $0.4 billion a year for multilateral disburse-
ments in various forms.

Since then, the imbalances that have dogged the
major donor countries have cast a darkening shadow
over the foreign aid scene. The over-all volume of
transfers has increased much less than the national
income of donor countries so that the target was
further from fulfilment in 1966 than when it was
set five years earlier. And the usability and devel-
opment potential of the transfers was markedly
lower: more were denominated by the donor, loans
had increased at the expense of grants, and the use
of a high proportion of the funds was restricted
to the purchase of the donor's exports.

Notwithstanding this gloomy record, certain posi-
tive features are discernible, anmng them some that
are of longer-run significance and can be expected
to yield benefits in the 1970's. There are signs that
the role of external aid is being viewed in a more
rational perspective in many of the developing coun-
tries-as a supplement to the domestic development
effort and not as a substitute for it. In this context,
the running down of exporters' wheat stocks and the
success of farm production management in the
United States cannot but be viewed as a change for
the better: both agricultural innovation in the devel-
oping countries and international food aid are now
more likely to be examined on their merits and in
the light of development needs.

The institutional  experiments  that  have  been
under way in the most recent period also point to
a better understanding of the relationship between
internal and external resources. International ma-
chinery is being created to permit individual devel-
oping countries to be the focus of attention and
decision in respect of external aid. This should allow
local needs and priorities to play a more determining
role in shaping the composition and flow of external
resources and reduce the influence of whatever pres-
sures exist in particular donor countries and agencies
to maintain a certain geographic or political distribu-
tion in their aid provisions.

It would be unrealistic, however, to assume that
the convenience of donor countries and agencies
will not continue to be a major determinant of the
nature and direction of aid flows. Almost all private
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flows are by their very nature implicitly based on
donor-centred criteria. And official flows are always
likely to be influenced by locally computed cost con-
siderations and by the relative ease or difficulty
experienced by donor Governments in obtaining vari-
ous types of resources for transfer. These factors
serve to enhance the importance of such mechanisms
as aid consortia and consultative groups, which fa-
cilitate the lining up of the development needs of
a particular country on the one side and the arraying
of potentially available resources from various donor
countries on the other. If they are constructively
used by all parties to the resource transfer process,
they ought in principle to contribute significantly
towards improving the efficiency of aid allocation
and utilization. In its own way, the evolution of the
United Nations Development Programme should
make an essentially similar contribution towards
elevating the individual developing countries to a
central position in the determination of the aid
activities and allocations of the various participating
agencies.

The extent to which these institutional innova-
tions do in fact succeed in raising the quality of
aid will depend not only on the willingness of donor
countries and agencies to accept recipient-based
criteria for the priority and appropriateness of par-
ticular resource transfers but also on the effective-
ness of the development planning process in the
recipient countries concerned. In the long run that
is where the problems have to be solved, and the
suitability in form and volume of the flow of re-
sources from the rest of the world can be judged

rationally by recipient criteria only in proportion
to the effectiveness with which obstacles to growth
are identified, reasonable objectives and development
strategies determined, and domestic resources mobil-
ized in the developing countries themselves. In some
cases, assistance with this very planning process
is the most urgent need of all.

If the disappointments of recent years have served
to deflate false hopes of early solutions to growth
problems through the provision of external resources
and to turn attention to ways and means of im-
proving the effective quality of aid, they cannot be
allowed to contribute to the opposite error of down-
grading the importance of the role of the more
advanced countries in the development of the devel-
oping countries. The latter now have an accumulated
external debt--public or publicly guaranteed  well
in excess of one year's export earnings, equivalent
to about $30 per inhabitant. To service and repay
this now absorbs about one-eighth of current export
receipts--a proportion that has been rising steadily
in recent years. The incidence of this debt burden
is very unequal, but merely to cite the aggregate is
to suggest the difficulty the developing countries
are likely to encounter in financing future imports
on a scale sufficient to permit them to accelerate
their rate of growth. In this sense, it is the more
advanced countries that hold the key to the con-
tinued economic growth of the less developed. And
from a global viewpoint, it is the key to the more
productive use of a large proportion of the world's
supply of labour and natural resources.
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